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PROTECTING THE AMERICAN WORKER.

PROCEEDINGS

MP. GREER: I think that instead of calling tills conference Lost in ,

theWorkplace, we might rename it Lost at the Radisson Hotel because it's

not easy 'to find your way around, and,it's been difficult getting everyone

registered.!
.

We'ret:eally gratified 'by the turnout; it's overwhelmed us, and as ,you

can see, we're running behind schedule.
,

'

--)
; ./

We argoing to try to push everything back.in a proportionate amount

of time, so we'll be announcing at the end ofzeach session when the next
!

one will be meeting, b'ut we will try to perhaps go.a little bft later this

,

afternoon and just allow the same amount of time for each panel.

For those who hac'e the task of introducing speakers, the lazy way'to

do it is usually 'to say, "Well,, the person to follow needs no introduction",

-- and I think with Eula Bingham, given't4 column inches she's generated

in the last three years, that's probably a fair statement. '

But the way I really know that to be the case, is the other'day'I

7

picked up the 'Washington Star, and there in the crossword puzzle was/\39

across, four letters, "OSHA lady." So, without further ado, let me
.(

yi

introduce.Eula Bingham:
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MS. BLNGHAM: Thank you, Frank. It is a pleasure -- can you hear me

back there? How about that, is that better? Shake, eh? Can we turn it

Up. 4°

'Yesterday, I was in Worcester, Mass. and the whole thing went kapoots

and I've begunto think I have a black cloud around my head so far as

.public address systems are concerned.

Well, I'll begin, and hopefully somewhere in the process, they will

turn the microphone up.

This-conference is intended to provide for those of you tn the media.

field an opportunity to learn about occupational health problems. Those'

problems that are faced daily in this country, by, workers. Now it is true

that we have.comea long way in the last nine years since the Act was

=passed, and'I wouldbe remiss if I didn't tell you that industry has'
4

.

cleaned up many', factories, so that many workers will not now develOp cancer4

as 'a result of exposure towinyl chloride.

. There are thousands of workers who are protected from massive

exposures to asbestos, and I can go-on and on, becausea great deal has

been done.

But I cannot fail to tell you about wh'at haS not been done. It comes

across my desk every day. Within the last year"-- within the last six

months, I have been shown pictures th'at've have taken on inspections where

asbestos ts two inches thick on the floor of a factory, where workers

4



have been let go from a job because they have developed lead'opisoning on

the.job, and they've had td seek help from the State-lea lth Department.

So I assure you that the task is still enormous.._ Workers still do not

have the right to know. what the name of a chemical i's in the workpl.ace.

'They don't Leven have the rigiit to know whether 'they -have asbestosis or .not

-- even though that worker's superior may know whether he has asbestosis.

Once again, there is much' to do. And I ,beli-eve' that the media in this

country have a rIponsibility to learn of the hazards faced by 'workers, to

expose employers who fail to provide a safe and healthy workplace, to

expo se the federal anti` state government when it fails to,-fulfull its

But think you can provide even more than that. It is throUgh

newspapers and magazines and TV -- maybe. a 'magazine- in 'a dental office,

that Americans a're educated in, this country about what is happening in the

world. It is through tifese efforts that children ifr this country can grow

up expecting and demanding as adults, a safe and healthy'workplace..,

I welcome. you to this conference, and hope ydu.will work wi,th, us to
f

raise the expectations 'of American workers today and_ten years. frOm pm+.

Ntw iiis a special priVilege for me to introduce to you a friend and

ally in all our efforts. When I first met Ray.Marshall, it wa's in an

office in the Department of Labor, and I had never, seen him before, and he

0"
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said to me -- and you never reallyNknow what to say in an interview, and he, ,

said, "Well, whAdo you6hink OSHA should be doing?"

And I said "Well, I think we should be pursuing the really severe ,

safety and health.hazards in his country" tnd mentioned a few of those

that I perceived, lead being one of those -- arsenic and, carcinogens, and

that we should pursue the development- Of standardS:and we should focus our

inspections on those high hazard areas.

And he had a trace of a smile on his face, and relaye&to me the.fact
, .

that he haddiscussed OSHA with a friend of his, former Senator Yarborough,

who had fought .for the passage of the Occupational Safety and Health Act,.

and he relayed to me that Senator Yarborough said that the thing that had

/1 been.wrbng with OSHA was that it went after the minnows instead of the

j whales:
\\

And that day we decided to go after the whales instead of the minnows!

I'd like to say-a little bit more about the Secretary of Labor. He

never duCks a tough decision. He has personally set the tone of al1 of our
.

efforts; he has been steadfast and strong in every crisis we have faced,

and,-we have faced 'quite a feW. After a session with him, when we discuss

a particularly gifficult issue and reach a particularly difficult decision,

4 4

.that must be carried out,,I leave the session with.a sense of confidence

ttfat it certainly is'ateam effort that we have --'and I can assure you

-4-,
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that he is a home runibitter on that team.

A \
"4

Mr. Secretary?-

SECRETARY MARSHALL: Thank you, Eula. It is a special pleasure for me

to join this historfc nedia seminar. As someone remarked tome the other
,

day -- this type of session should have taken place years ago: If it had,

°then maybe the.nation could have been spared the ridi.cule and jokes about

,,OSffiA that distracted attention'from the serials threats to worker health

and safety.

We believe that working with the media is an extremely ,important thing
40

for us to do, because as Fula emphasized, the attitude that people have

about OSHA, as well as-in all :of our other-departmental twograrils, fs
, . , .

conditioned by, the media: .,-
.

Arid I'll 'have to say that in our programs, we haVe,had very good

response from the media, and I, know th6t. in a lot of placei, I think one of
.

* . \ k
thenatural problemg that we have had is.that there is a tendency to focus .

on the unusual -- and I think-that's understandable, and that causes, the

Orteption of,reality to be different in many areas, from the reality

and.that tends to create a lot of teAion. It particularly creates tension

between people- in' public office and the media. Inow that; I grew up in

Louisiana. I was bOrn iii Louisiana and one of our governors some time ago

was Hughey. P. Long, and Hughey P. Long used to have a running conflict with

the media'all the time.

8
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And one of my favaltc9rtoons from that Hughey F. Long period showed

Russell Long, Kubhey's son, and nOw the United States Senator from

Louisiana, crawling up in his father's lap one morning, saying, "What are

those lying newspaperssayingabdut us today, daddy?"
. .

But that, I think, has not been tiT.casewith OSHA. I fink you've

helped us to get some public understanding of the occupational safety and

health problem, and we're grateful 'to you f6r it. We think that we need to

do more,- because it's a complex area'. 'We need to have debates On this

important issue, and there needs to be.debates about the really important

problems, and we've tried to'facilitate that process,by strengthening the

enforcement of the prOgram.

Now as you know, oemost of you undoubtedly know the mission of the

Department of Labor is to protect and promote the interests of American

workers -- that's what we were created to do. There is no more important

protective effort than pccupptitnal'afety and health. It is our tisk to

work.with labor and management to prevent injury and disease(

Now I'M glad to say that wa have been able to turn OSHA around, and to

prevent -- and I think to focus attention on the really important, things

and less on the ridicule. Let me also say that this was one of President

Carter's earliest concerns.

41
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I hadn't been in politics long, but one of the things I learned right

off'was to be'interested in what the President was interested in -- and he.

o lc-an eaply interest it OSHA,_and instructed me to do everything possible

* to strengthen'theadministration of Idnd to select & good

administrator who could carry out th'e purposes of the Adt, but get rid of

the sillyp.nit picking, mismanagemeqt that was undermining public support.

I found the very best administrator I could in Dr. Eula Bingham, and

the President repeated his concerns to,Eula before she was ever sworn in.

In the'last two years, the agenty has produced more health'stapdards than

. it did in the first six years of its,existence.

Under Eula Bingham, we've cut away unnecessary regulations that had

nothing to dO with worker safety and health, so that could concentrate .

our efforts on the really serious hazards threatening mdrkers. We're

'targeting our resources to the work , where workers each day face

4'1h-eversible injury and disea',e. We taken "the first steps toward

getting carcinogens out of the workplace and-prevepting-ptcupational.

cancer.

-7-
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.Last year, five and a half million wftkers were injUred do the jbb.

Untold thousands were struck down by deadly 'and debilitating toxic

subSfAces. According to the National Safety Council, workplace injuries.

devour close to one percent of GNP each year. It is estimated that there

was $23 billion lostini wages, medical expenses, insurance claims and

productivity delays as a result of accidents alone jn 1978...ArIct that

doesn't even take into account the tremendous toll of occupational disease.

The National Safety Council estimates that the coSt of occupational

illness is at least $15 billion for 1978. This is an annual toll that is ,

clearly larger than the toll of Americans. killed and injured in the Vietnam

conflict. Yet"this tragedy does not elicit the public angdish and concern

commensurate With the magnitude of the problem.. A .

I 41.
0.

Perhaps because workplace deaths are diffused throughout the society

andIiecause indivickial victims dieqUietly manYjearsafer.their krk

place evOure plece are no-march'e>in the streets or mass rallies
,

r
calling for an end to in-the-jqb,diseaSe...There is only the voice of

indiv4duals --.0yernment officials, environmentalists, trade unionists

, .

and some journalists pointing to thjs problen, setking to bring it to the._
. .

attention of the Amerttan.peop/e. ,

-8-
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There i a very long in :illustrious history of writerT and

lng,unhealthy conditions of work. .Agricola, the 16th

ished De Re Metallica (Phonetic) and the authoritative

and scientific source o '111rung and metallurgy -- he pointed the

journaliSts exp

Century scholar, 0

dangersof mining, and sai \that mine safety was essentially the

responsibility of the mine operato viewpoint that unaerliesmddern day
,

safety and health regulation in this country.
- ,

'Upton Sinciair.'s claisic,,The Jungle, is best. known for its
7,

description of impure NO-, but Sinclair later wrote that he was not

,thinking primarily of that issue when he wrote the book. Sinclair. said,

and I oquote, "rwlsh tofrighten the country by a picture of what its

indusrmal masters are doing to their victims.
.

"And,- 'entirely by chance, I stumbled on another.difyery what they_

were' doing to the meat supply of the 9ivilized world," end of quote. A.

front page story in the Washington Postin 1962 by Mortar' Mintz called

attention to a'study of thalidomide's role in causing'birth defecti. That'

'article set in motion a chain of events that led Congress to the prot fiction

fl of American people from unsafe drugs.
_

Since OSHA was established in 1910, there' have been oti-ler..notable

- examples of investigative journa sm, focused ot the workplace enVironment. .

,
The New Yorker,series,by Paul Brod in- dealing with asbestos expl)sure,in

.

e'r
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.Texas, the Philadelphia Inquirer series on tancercausing hazards in

Philadelphia chemica14plants% The Washington post articles on Kepone,

"Which. first brought this tragedy to the public attention. The' Ba?timore

'Sun seriet on'lung cancer incidents at Sparrows Point Steel -Mill in

Baltimore. ,The fine work done bythe Chicago Sun Times in its series on

"the w lking wo9nded." And most recently, the Des Moines TribLine articles

on health hazards to Iowa rkers across that state.'

rt is no exaggeration to say that virtually'every piece of safety and

health or workers' compensation legislation enacted in this nation was

enacted afteplia major disaster. It is usually our writers and journalists
',... v,

who have alerted the gMerican public to these tragedies, andbelped to

create,thelbyl, and political climate that letd to legislative action.

Today,. you and I are faced with a' new kind of threat to the liveS of
.

'. /

;American workers. ip-Iddition to reporting about Construction accidents or

grain elevator explosions, you'have begun to tackle the infinitely more

complex and subtle field 'of occupational health.

To accurately describe the'dangers from toxic chemicals, you must deal
ti

with concepts and to like dose-response relationship; bio-assay tests,

threshold limit values and many others which have previously relegated to

-10-
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the laboratories of chemists and environmental health physicians.

These are not easy concepts for the American pub1V to understand,

which makes it imperati that you labor to clearly explain these terms.

J
There't a,great difference between thekind of safety and health

legislation previously enacted and the environmental legislation enacted in

the last decade of which OSHA is a product. To il\ustraie the difference,

let us consider the very first regulatory program in America which involved

boilers on steamboats.

This program had universal support -- because the problem it addressed

was both 'visible and immediate. If a steamboat boiler explode!, the crew

and passengers were quickly thrown into the Mississippi River,xgcwhatever

river they happened to be On; if they were lucky.

Now there wao a very clear cause and effect relationship between the

vg,

hazard and its impact on human health. We didn't have economists in those

days demanding cost benefit analyses of liCes saved on the steamboats.

There was no Congretsman demandi% a one house veto of steamboat

regulations, and no scientist questioned the validity of tests on animals,

to determine the danger frOm boilers,or demanding that small steamships he

exempted or that those carrying farm products be exempted.

Unfortunately, for'modern day regulatory programs, our society is .much
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more complex, and it is difficult today to gain a consensus on any issue,

much less a topic as irNplvid as occupational health.

It is much easier when dealing with environmental and occupational

health to fall back upon demagogy or as when a member of Congress proposed

to. introduce a bill requiring labels that read -- "Warning -= this

substance may be dangerous to your t'at's health."

I trust that yOu will approach those who seek to weaken or.damage

public.-health regulatory ef its with the same critical eye and healthy..

skepticism that you bring to bear upon governmental programs when they fail

tosere the public. And I think it's important for you to do both of
.

that, because I think it wai entirely appropriate for journalists to focus

on the problems that OSHA had created by regulations that were.too

detailed, paperwork that was unnecessary, concentration on relatively

insignificant issues. Thk was entirely appropriate, but I'm sure that

because of that-kind of ridicule, we gave greater urgency to the question

of doing away with those regulations; making the regulations more readable

and making them have more- Commonsensical than 'they otherwise would have

been.

Now OSHA, in its formative years, provided a great amount of that kind

of material for journalists inclined towards satire -- with its undue

attention to trivial violations of regulations, and almost complete neglect

-12-
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of occupational health, OSHA became the tt of ridicule in the media. It

%

4

was said'that OSHA's imkamous standard req firing open ended-toilet seats in

workers'.restrooms-was written in order that the agency's olficials would

not get a broken neck when they took a drink of water. That's what one

journalist had to siy about that.

This regulation -- and more than 900 others, have been revoked. OSHA

has concentrated virtually all of its attention onthose workplaces with/

serious hazards, and has eliminated a great amount of P"iptrwork and forms

required of small business emplayers./'

Opposition to-this agency's policy is no loriger ghunded in ridicule.

OSHA can back its regulatory decisions vpiththe very best scientific and

technical expertise. rbelieve there is one guiding principle in the

occupatidhal health field. Every worker has the fundamental human right to

a safe and healthful workplace. Nvorker should not have to lay his or her

life on the line in order to keep a job._ No worker should have to choose

betwetn his or her life and a paycheck.

\ We're committed to the proposition that the safety and health of
t

workers should not be an element im economic competittun. Workers in our

society should not have'to pay the price for disease and injUry that can be

prevented.

.I believe workers also have a right to know the nature of the

substances and hazards in theNhworkplace environment,
0

and tp know how

-13-
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effectively their employers and the g6ernment are protecting them against

those hazards.

That's where eqkh of you will have a special role to play.,

The men and women yqu will hear today and tomorrow come t(0 the fled

of occupational health from varied backgrounds. Some wer4.4Acientists o'r

physicians concerned about occupatiohal disease, when such'concern was

considered eccentric in scientific circles. Others -wqre. unionists or

industry officials or environmentalists long concerned with this problem.

.Some of our speakers are reporters; are writers, who became interested in

this field.

But eadhof_these people, shark a common belief that workplact disease,

does not just happen -- that there is a cause, and tIat this cause can be

eliminated or controlled.

.to . A

I've-been inspired by the w* of these Men and women, and hope that

wg can learn from each tier I think si-gnificar14?' that we elia-ve peodle

here who have different attitudes about how to get the.job done -- I hope

that there are none here whoithink.that)the Aqb ought not to. be done, and

that we welcom that debate -- bedause we think that that Is extremely
.tt, .

important to ngage in it,

-.P

-14-
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) We're not absolutely certain that we know how to do the job, and we

therefore, believe that meetingg' like this can help us strengthen our

understanding, and we welcome the'debate, the dissent that can lead to an

enhancement' of, our understanding. And'I hope that this conference will
t

help you in the media understand its concepts, its tools and its problems

much better.

Thank you.

Now I'll be glad to try and respond to questions that you,might have.

I'M sure'if I can't, I can get Fula to do it.

MR. GREER: Sir, let me, read this to you,.

MR. 'MARSHALL; All rights
a t.

MR. .GREER: It says the U.S. Postal Servite has steadfastly refused to'

cooperate with the-Occip,aal and Health AdMieistration to permit the
"

inspection of thetf facilities by OSHA authorities Please explain what is

. being done by the Department of Labor' to bring the workers of the U.S.
t. v

PostalService -under the protection of the Occupational Safety and Health
. .

Act. Is.there norrent legal enforement effort now being 'made to bring

the U.S. Postal Service into compliance, along with other large' employers?

MR.' MARSHALL' Let me say geneFally that we're conceved about the

occupational safety and health progcfm throughout the federal -

-establishment, the federal government.
4

10
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I think thatit's indefensible for us to require of the private sector

'that which-we would not'require 41 the public sector. That is, we will not

do the 'same kinds of things Within our own ranks, and we have some pretty

hazardous operations involved within the federal estetniltent.

Now the Post Office is, technically speaking, not a pal, of course,

of,the federal government any more'-- it's an independent agency, but I

assume, Euld, that they're covered by our federal regs.

Now what we're trying to do, and are in the process of doing:\is to

try to develop regulations that will be more effedtive in dealing wi4the

federal sector.,

Eula, do you want to enlarge on that?

MS. giNGHAM: Well, there is an effort to'come up with a strengthened

Executive Order so that there will be more attention paid to the federal

sector. You must know that there is currently in the Congress a bill that

has, I believe, already been introduced that would bring thb Postal Service

''under lie'OccupatiOnal Safety and Health Act -- and they would have the

samprovi-stons that apply to the private sector. - e

MR. MARSHALL: Are there other questions? Yes?

4R. (Unidentified): What.problems do you see with requiring companies , lr

.

.t:

to disclose the nathei ofihemicals that workers are working ilith,_And-do 7, "1-

- ,

you see any action within the federal government in this coming yea?

-16-
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MR. MARSHALL: Eula, you folloWed that more closely than..1 have, so

let.me get you'to respond to

MR. MARSHALL: The question-was.-- what are we doing to try, through

federal action, to requihe companies to disclose toxic substances. Is that

the essence to your question?

MR. (Unidentified): Ye's.

MS. BINTHAM: We are working with the Environmental Protection Agency,

we have a task force. We are currently developing together with EPA,

specifically, the toxic substances group at EPA, a joint approach to

dealing with this particular issue, and I would estimate -- and I always

,hate to give ,dates -- but I would say.that within six months, there will be e.

proposals on the street; either from one or Loth of these federal agencies.

MR. MARSHALL: -Are there other questions.that I can get' Eula to

answer?

MR. (Unidentified): I u*derstand that certain.newspapers have'

steadfastly refused to coope ate with OSHA with regard to the occuational
110.r

tr

hazards in the printing trades. What'is OSHA doing about that?

MR. MARSHALL: Do you know about that Rile. The questionli- let me

repeat the question. That some newspapers, some ofthose lying newsp4ers

-- are refusing bp cooperate with OSHA inspections? I__,hadn't heard about

those, but maybe Eula hat.

r.

21.
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MS. ,BINGHAM: Well, all I can say is this --, if theme are worker\
0 ,.

complaints that are filed,. we go out and make-thliPSinctions,,and issue
,

citations.' There should be then,,follow-up-inspections to determine .

whether the hazards have been abated. If that's what You're talking a out,

it,wotld come. under the enforcement arm:

Now you may be alsoreferring to-some activities. that NIOSH has tteeri

engaged in, in doing healthhazard evaluations; I am not certain about that

perhaps Dr. Froines'or Dr. Robbins, who oing to be here°, cou\'d

.
comment.on that later.

I would say it.is not a matter'Of whether you want to cooperate or not

-- they are required by law to provtde a safe and;healthy workplace. If we'

make an -inspection, either because it has been scheduled, -or ag,a result of

a worker complaint, and find a violation, then we shall issue citations and
,

assess Onalties:

MR. GREFR: Thereis a microphone,pver here.
.

MR. MAR'SHALL: Well, I can repeat the questid/ts -- it'd-take them too

. .
0.

long to walk to that.

.

MR. (Unidentified): ('inaudible)..

MR. MARSHALL:'4he question is -- what arp we doing abOat,theNdeci=
f'

sions in the Fifth and Tenth CirOuit Courts of Appeal which attacked OSHA?

' Well, we're protecting ourselves. We've got a lot of lawyers, and we in-
,

ten! to purs<those attacks all the way to the UnitedStates Supreme
4 .

Court, and we intend to win when Iv get there. We think that we'll have
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some trouble maybe in lower courts, but we intend to make the very best

case that we can', if we go all the way to the Supreme Court.

Eulo4 d&you wont to add to that? We've got 600 lawyers in the-Labor

4
. Department, and this is very high a Priority for them,

1S. BINGHAM: I'M not certain whether you are referring to the Fifth

Circuit decision on-benzene versus the other Circuit decisions on

standards,'or whether you're referring to the decisions where the Circuits

have split on the right of a worker to refuse work. That's what I thought

maybe you were talking about.

I believe that's the Sixth Circuit -- that has written a decision that

.

says workers do have that right, andthey cannot( really expect to wait .

r .

until the inspector gets out there,and lay their liveson the line., The

-, Fifth Circuit hai taken an oppositepoint of view.

When you do have Circuits split on such an issue, it is frequently

that We make the decision to hOve the Supreme Court.decide that issue, and

it is my understanding that that's What we intend to do.

MR. MARSHALL: Are there other questions? 'Yesisir?

MR. (Unidentified): 1(InaUdible). ,

Mk. MARSHALL: Eula?

MS. BINGHAM: Well, I think there were so many, issues to be bDvered

perhaps you are suggesting a topic that should be in the third doy or-

sheuld be brought up rather ad hoc here at this session.,

k

Po
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I was asked before we started about whatwe intended to cover in terms

of Worker compensation as it exists in t-hcstate, versus what might exist
.

. *-7
. ,

.

at the federal level -- and we sheuld discuss that, also. Maybe the next
is -.

conference? .I ,agree with you: it's very important --

. .

_
,

Mk. MARSHALL: Are there other questions? This fellow right herewith
% .

. ,

the camera?
--) .. ,

MR. (Unidentified)' (Inaudible). -,

T . .

z.

MR. MARSHALL: Let me'repeat the question. The status of the OSHA

carcinogen sta ndard, and is it dependent on the court decision on benzene.

Eula?
.".

4

. ,

MS. BINGHAM: It is not dependent a rigulation describing how

wetre goipg to deal with carcinogens in the workplace, and:I'm reading fast
',I

and furiously I can tell you, I always carry.around this little sheaf of

papers; it will.be in the forseeable future... I would describe that in .

terms of weeks.

MR. MARSHALL: All right, are there other questions. Yes?

MR. (Unidentified): How much has the Supreme Court decision-with

regard to OSHA inspecfdrs havingto obtain warrants to inspect a company --

how uch has that interferred With the work of OSHA?

MR. MARSHALL: Let me give 14 reaction and rhen.I'll let Eula give

hers. Mine is that it set us back in'one of our main objectives with

*respect-to OSHA, and that is to reduce paperwork. It increases the amount

of,paperwork-that we'd have to,do. Ebla?

4-20-
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NS. BINGHAM: Well, I think that's about 'it.' I think it,has not

really hid a:great impact on anything else. If we are required to obtain a4

Warrant, we do-so. And by the way, it is an extremely small percent of the

cases where we're asked 'that.

MR. MARSHALL': Over here -- yes, ma'am?.

MS,, (Unidentified): (Inaudible).

1. ,
.

MR. MARSHALL: Tula, do you want to answer that? The question is what
..,- .

are we doing to get better information on the incidence of occupatioTi

deaths, diseases and accidents.
.

MS.BINGHAM: That's a very difficult problem to deal with. We're

working with NIOSH and the CDC. We have asked thellational Advisory'

Committee on Occupational Safety and Health to help us with that particular

problem. We're just wrestling with it, as amatter of fact.

, MR. MARSHALL: But let me also enlarge on that to say that we have

given very high priority to that issue because we need to make it -- we

need to get better statistics in ordero target4'our resources, 'as well as

understagd the nature of the problem we're dealing as we need to

undtrstand much more about incidence, so we've tried to develOp better

statistical information in order both to evaluate our own activities and o

help pinpointthe.problems: .

Yel?

MS. (Unidentified): (Inaudible).

-21-
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MR. 'MARSHALL:` National Cancer Registry? .

MS. BINGHAM: I caetreally tell,you what activity -- I think there

Some effort in that direction, but I can' tell yott how drivinglit is.

Ma4e you ought to ask that of - I say, itr's very interesting, I look over

there and I see Iry Selikoff shaking his head 'yes'.

MR': MARSHALL: Is .tere such, Irv? Use the microphone.

" MR. SELIKOFF: The National Center for Health St_atiSpcs islwkirig at
°

.

.
,

.

the possibility and the desirability of establishing &National 'Death
.1

.
.-,..-

1
Registry, which would include a cancer registry. These are being looked at

. , . ..

by the National Center for Health Statistics,

, .

MR. MARSHALL: Yes?
0

145/(Unidentifie0: (Inaudible).

MR; MARSHALL: We have some with that; in fact, we have some of that

/-:

within our own agency that we have to be concerned about. Some Labor

Department agencies like the Bureau of Labor Statistics'collects

information, that would be useful for us,' but the disclosure problem makes

difficult for us to use it --'and you probably know of other situations_

like that, Eula,that we've had -,70,10,!,,yt had discussions to try and mike,.

the maximum effective use without violating-the disclosure problm.

Yes sir?

MR. (Unidentified): When is federal OSHA going to take Over the

Indiaaa s te OSHA?
t

4 26
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MR. MARSHALL: Eula, whel0,5tou gonna do. that?

MS. BINGHAM: If I had a crystal ball, I might tell you. I think we
ti

are working with the Indiana state plan, we're working with Iowa state

plan, the South Carolina, Kentucky and Tennessee" to evaluate, to correct

difficulties.
o

I can't tell you whether or not OSHA will assume.. jurisdiction there;

we have to look'over the data that we have, and then come to ttat decision

-- and it probably will be wtth the agreement of the state of Indiami if it

happens,

/ MR. MARSHALL: We got time for about one more, if some dy wants to
A

raise it. There he is ahead.

MR. (Unknown): Mr. Secretary, in .9,cur opening remarks, you stated to

directly underline the importance of the media coverage of 05HA's area Fie

4/
responsibilities, and yoJ pointed out that public discussions of the

problem are conditioned largely by what will be in the reports. It seems

to me the media has very serious technical and professional problems in

covering as complicated an issue as OSHA deals with. It requires technical

training, knowledge of the terminology, a lot of hard working expertise,

and so on.
F.

Do you have any suggestions as to how the media can do a better job of

reporting on health in the workplace?

MR. MARSHALL:* We didn't plant iffim there! He works for somebody elsef
6
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That, of course, is part of what we're trying to do here. And I think

that there will be many suggestions that will come out of this seminar that

will help with that. You've identified an obvious and serious problem.

I think that one thing you have to do is to have seQbwtwhomore or
9

range of problems, or there must be someboq t aless specializes in this

you have access to whose judgment you trust, who has this kind of

expertise, and to develop those.

I think that there's a growing literature -- I know that there is a

growing literature in.the,pccupational safety and health area, and it seems

to me that r porters conwrned with this issue can avail themselves of that

literature.

%,,e Now we produce a lot, and I think that we'd be glad to add your.naTe

to our mailing list. I believe ours are very objective, but there are

others 1ho would thinethat they were not, so my recommendation to you is

to do wha I did'when I was a writer, and I never trusted anybody.

You know, I'd get information from as many different sources as I
111

-- could because I recogniied that all sources tend tohave some bias, and I .

don't believe it's possible to-get it all out, so what you need to do is to

get it --- r would look( at the critics of OSHA as well as what OSHA puts

' out; and usually that's not in -- you know, the people who write in thfs

field, I've noticed, are a lot better than the people who write in my field

of economics.
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You know, in economics, there's some virtue.in obscurity in writing --

because some of our professors have actually taug t that, be suspicious of

anybody who writes well, and they've done a very go job of training a

whole generation of economists who specialize in that instruction.

But in this field, I'm not an expert in it, and I've heem able, I

think,'to read fit -- it takes some time, and I think that one of the things

that the meAiacan do, of course, is to translate a lot of that stuff.

E la, do you have any other suggestion to make about that?

MS. BINGHAM: No, except that it was very interesting -- I just talked

with a reporter a few minutes ago who had spent a year at a school of

public health -- and I won't advertise the school, but at a schbol of

public health, probably would be useful to take some courses if .one intends

to write full time in this particular area.

MR. MARSHALL: Well, thank you.

MR. GREER. Thank you. There is coffee back here, and we'll call the

next session to order in about ten minutes. Thanks very much.

(
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MR. PEARCY: Our first panel is. entitled "Behind the Factor' Gate -

Diseas the Job," aneis intended to give all of you an overview of the

p lems that we'll be discussing for'. the next couple of days.

-Giving the first speech and being moderator for the panel is Dr.

Bertam Carnow. Dr. Carnow is professor of Occupational and Environmental

Medicine for the School Of Public Health at the University of Illinois, and

is Director of the Great Lakes Center for Occupational Safety andHealth,

which js a. part of the University of Illinois Medical School.

The Center is one of the largest NIOSH educational resources centers

40

in the country. Dr. Carnow will give the introductory talk,and will

introduce the other members of the panel. Dr. Carnow?

.DR. CARNOW: Thank you very much. Dr. Bingham suggested to some of

you that you can tke courses at the schools of public health -- we have a

school of public health. Anybody interested in taking courses would be

welcome, and if a large enough group of you want to generate a seminar, or

express interest, in such a thing, we'd be delighted to participate --

teaching is our bag.

I think that what will follow in the nKt two days, as we unravel, and

reveal to you some of the problems that we in the field face, you'll begin

to see the enormous dimensions-of it, -and I think that these two days may

well stimulate interest in getting more education about the problem.

Now, I've been risked to give an overview, and an overview means, I

guess, that f should tell you. about what everybody else is going to say,

29
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and also, generally, about what the problem has been. And f,thi\nk that-an

overview is good in the 'sense that it helps to put into perspective where

we've been in occupational disease, where we are now, and where we must go

if we're going,to make any impact at all on tht problems that you'll be

hearing about.

The first thing I'd like to do is look at American health -- I think

that puts it in the best perspective. Smallpox has become a non-existent

disease. There has not been a single 'case in the. world in the last period

of year's, and it's a disease which has been eradicated,
1 -

1

Tuberculdsis, which killed one out of seven men after the age of 45 in
,:..

1900, is no longer a serious problem in this country, although it's still a

problem in the world. 7"

So with regard to acute, infectious disea4s, or infectious diseases
A

generally, we've made tremendous conquests-- and so we look ourselves and

say, "Well, that's pretty good, but now let's look at longevity" and if you

look at longevity in adults, and in particularly-in males, you find that

those more than 45 years of age live a very 44ttle ldrger than they did 30.

or 40 years ago.

The reason is that they're dying from different diseases, and the

diseases that they're dying from are chronic, non-infectious diseases --

and-there has been an extraordinary growth of these kinds of,diseases in-

the last few decades -- diseases of the heart, lung,-liver, bones, joints
11.

and nervous system.

And it's interesting with-heart disease -- for t1e first time, there's

been a turnaround, there's hien-sharp drop in heart atsease, and the

30
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reas Preventive medidine, primary prevention, exercise prpgrams, (pet

programs, cigarette disContinuance.-- and for the first time, there's'been

a turnaroun

think ifs-we

But for these other'diseases, there has .not been,-ind I

not pay attention to what is happening in.the workplace

there will not be.

The other big reason for concern and the other big reason for the

non-quge increase in longevity relates to cancer. We had 600,000 cases,

,

350,000 deaths last year -- an incredible problem. A hundred thousand

Amerihs will die from cancer of the lung this year -- more American males

than all other cancers combined, and with some other cancers, the same

thing.

And as you will hear over and over again, and repetition I think is
ti

good in this. case -- 85 to 90'1. of all of these cancers are environmentally

related, and if they are environmentally related, they are preventable.

And the only*thing you have tordo to prevent them -- the only thing -- is

to find all of the causes for them and to eliminate them.

And this is the way it has to be -- becaUse primary prevention is the

ly to go with these diseases.* If we don't go' that way, then we will

be doing body counts as we are now.

,The problem is that all of these diseases have very long latent

periods -- they're very quiet, they on't give'us any warning. 'Some of
s

them from the time of first exposure, may be time bombs set for 50 years.

Sellkoff will talk to you about that, about asbestos, and how it can kill-
..

50 years later from mesothelioma.

The other.problem that these diseases all have multiple causes, and
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that makes them difficult,-- because-you have to ferret out all of. the Aor 4

causes, or et leastiothe maior causes'. c

The worst part of them is that when they appedr, they are frequently

irreversable, if not fatal.' Certainly with cancer, you're to king about'

diseases that are fatal.

Let me give you a clue to the number, for example, of carcinogenic

agents in the community. Skin cancer doesn't kill, and it's easy to see

because it's on the outside of the body., It frequently is not eve

reported, beCause it's taken care of in the office of a surgebn or a

dermatologist.

The estimate, though, of the namber of sk cancers that occur in this

country each year is somewhere between 6Q0,000 and a million: and if

there are carcinogenj:\agents which will cause skin dancer,, many of them

cal, cau cancer of other organs. And this will help to givt you some.of

t'he dimensions of this problem.

Now for a long time, accidents have held,,the center of the stage --

and there are a lot of people who would 14 Ito keep it that way: And

accidents have held center stage for good reason -- first of.all, they kill

many workers. Millions of,workers have accidents, many thousands die, and

many other thousands are permanently damaged and disabled.

The thing about 'accidents is that they're-dramatic. You hear a scream

and there's a crunch of bone, and there's'blood and ambulances and a lot of

activity, and t4se can be documented. And so everybody has a concern'

about this. But there is not the same concern about a disease which comes

on with a cough or a wheeze. A lot of people in this country talk about

32
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84,

a 'smoker's cough." Well,

And ultimately, it goes on

So "these are ignored.

that's not smoker's cough -- that's bronchitis.

to kill: '.

Headaches, mild fatigue, some little loss of-

weight. Nothing. It's not as dramatic as blood and bones being destroyed.

In regard to disease, which .unquestionably, as a result of workplace

. A

exposure, kills many more thousands ?Ilan accidents -- there's no question

about that in ofy mind ..: until recently', little or nothing has .been done

because of the reasons that I mentioned -- the insidious nature of the

onset, the con 'fusion with,other causes and so on.

But for the last decade, we'd begUn to realize the kin1 of iceberg

A
that we have at our feet, and are beginning to see the tip of what I assure

you will be an enormous iceberg.
o

Now in regard to disease, we've had the same approach

with accidents -- a concern about acute, catastrophic epiS

t

)
involvpd in a tannery' episode where a truck driver put the

O .

inter the wrong tank because it- wasn't labeled, and hydroge
'0

generated.-- and within the minutes, eight workeri were

workers were badly injured, many of them with some residua

'now.
- o,

afte Have had

odes: We were

wrong. material

sulfide gas was,

dead and 32

1 problems' even

This kind of thing brings the prOblerto everyone s attention. But

not the cough,'not the wheege, not the headaChe.

Let me tell you a little bit about the iceberg, and youll hear about

this more. After the Coa Mine Health and Safety,'Act; it was decided to

compensate coal miners, and it was expected to add some thousands -.'z. nobody
. . .
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was sure how many--- ten, twenty,, thirty -- would emerge, to ask
.

for

compensation. qurrently, there are 200,000-goal miners and/or their

families who are receiving compensation, and,the cost comes] from 434.1010f us,

and it will come for a"long, long tfme.

Now, this has been affectionately termed "black lung" because an

autopsy,of the lung is b lack from the'coal dusts, and since this is-the age

of techniColor, there it another Called 'brown slung' which' you will begin

to hear. about, bAsinosis, which affect- some 200,000 workers arready,

° workers Jho are wheezing 'and coughing and having asthma-like kind Of

_probleMs. And, to complete `the colon picture, you,4ill hear from a number
, .

of people about "white lung," a disease due to asbestos. And that's the

one that I think gets me, rthink the most.

0 tle've known about asbestos since 1907, and lung cancer from asbestOs

since 1935, and mesothelioma -- a 100% fatal cancer.-- since 1959, and yet

Y
hundreds of thousands of workers continue to be exposed to asbestos, and

today, you just heard from Dr; Bingham, are/stil being exposed to

asbestos. And an estimate was rijade by a panel of experts, and Dr. Rall was

//
on thatspanel, and wi) discussingdiscussng it with you -- that many thousands

wil l.aie.as a result of thcfse exposures.

. Now, the problem, as I said heforetwith disease is that we're really

de'aling with so-called natural phenomenon, so-called Inaturalcdisease."

It't natural to have high blood pressure, it'S'a natural thing -- cancer is

thought of as natural,, and they are in a sense, natural diseases,'but in

'thi's case, they are from unnatural causes, and the ferreting out of the

unnatural cause is a job that we have before us now.
. a
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The standards Which are being revised, and I'm afraid will continue to

be revised frequently -- and r'ii mention something about that -- by NIOSH

at the request of OSHA'-- are hopelessly inadequate, and the reason that

these standbrds are hopelyssly inadequate,, standards which were supposed to 1

protect the worker in the workplace, was because they were based on

virtually no data at all. ThIy were based on a few animal experiments in

most cases, or a few human dxperimenfs, or a couple of workers -- and you

have.to look at hundreds of thousands of people if youre gonna find

cancer.
a,

.

But a couple of workers in what we call cross sectional studies -- a
/.

cross - sectional study ts a study -which looks at a group of health workers_

. who are working in a plant. Nov! the people who arelsick are in the

hospital or home. The people who are irreversibly harmed-are.refined, and

the others are dead. And so these are studies of'what ye call a Sikv.ival-
.

population, and yete most of the standards that we had up until OSHA -- the

\---
Occupational Safety and Health Act ,- came inbbeing, were those kinds of

standards.

The problem, again, iceberg phenomena. We have an occupational

medicine' clinic at Cook County Hospital as part of our.Center. TWo.years

ago, because we had been pushing very hard with the young physicians about

occupational disease, Oro men were referred up to us with bellyaches, and
6

feeling "fuzzy" in the head. And they were sent to us because they had a

history of working in a lead plant -- battery0ant.

When the th4031, was over, 1e had seen 70 workers from that same plant

with various stages of lead poisoning, and at one time, at the hospital,

3537
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,i-t4 14 of them on treatment.' Now you might say, "Well, you know, this is a

new praplem." It's not a yew problem at all: We've known about lead-
.

:""

poisoning for 3000 years -- probably more than that. They say that

tippocrates knew about it,too, and that was before Christ was born. A

Let me give you another example. Two menicame into our clinic with a

little wheeze, and some shortness of breath, and we looked at theiP-X-rays,

and they were extraordinary. They had advanced silicosis that I had not

seen in 15 years. And NIOSP sent a team in, and before it was over, 39

workers with silicosis were found in a group of 7,P' workers -- and many of

.them had no symptoms.at all. Insidious, quiet, deadly. But all of them

now have permanent scirring of the lungs.

.r

Now, silicosis not a new disease. Pliny, the physician, in One,

-A.D.; de vised a sheet mask to protect the slaves in the Miles who were

exposed to silica, from dying7-4n such large quantities that they cmildn't

, continue the mining. So it's not a new disease .=-\ and yet, even today,

last year, 39 cases -- in a foundry.
. -' 4

some

2. ,,Jm''

- .You'will here, apd,some of you have printed the concerns of industry
0,

.

about the changing of these standards -- why are they changing? They are

changing because _we're paying for'tbe sins of the past., They're changing

-because of*the ignorance that we.had about'standards.:They're changing

because we are almost on a daily basis, gathering new data that tell us

that-things are a lot worse then they were.

Lead went\ from 200 to 150 to 100 to 50 micrograms, because we found

t men were being diseased at those levels. 'And the same thing can be

said for arsenic, asbestos,- and a host of other standards that are
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currently being revised. So, again, it is a problem, and standards do' ave

to be revised. But if workers are going to be protected, this isltua..way

it's going to have to be.

And there is a cost -- but I cannot imagine that the cost in any way

can exceed the cost of taking care of-all of the disabled workers that I

meWoned, and I talked to you about at least 600,000 with just those three

diseases. Or, the cost in suffering and misery and lost,life and lost time

from work and so on.

OSHA makes ft pcssible for us to get the data from my standpoint,

my end of the elephant -- and with computers and'biostatistics, and:

epidemiology, a science of studying groups,-we are14/findirtg and can find

. k

apswers, as are investigators all over the country -- and as we find-
,

answers, they must be implemented to protect the health of the worker.

- Professionals are being trained now, as never before, at centers --

there are nor,11 centers around the country. And in our centtr alone, k

we're training almost 40 people in industrial hygiene, safety, nursing,

medicine. We're turning outs more physicians each year than were turned our

nationally every year over the past decade. -- and other centers.are doing

the same thing. So there will be skilled people iri the fieldto help with

this activity.

\yNow, I' lm sure after ou hear what you're going to hear for the next

two days, you will understand why OSHA was born,-why OSHA mist be pro-

.

tected,' and why OSHA must be'supported. To do anything else is'to invite

more needless suffering -- and more revelatiOns of workers,dying or who

will die as a result of needless 'expopres to toxic agents in the

workplace.
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..The vrodlem, again, is that the workplace is the chemical area the

workplace is where new materials 81*e first used. Many of them we know

nothing about -- a new theMycal0/ery 20 minutes. Die exposure levels in

the workplace are the greatest. This is-Ent area where we must concen-.

trate to find out what toxic agents do to people.

I think that everyohe is beginning to recognize that the cost of a

diseased worker is something that no one can afford.% I think that many

people in industry recognize that a lot of the loss of time, loss of

production, the incredible increase fn insurance costs, in comp costs, in

legal costs, none of these are compensated sor, and there is no cost of

control of techgology and control of the workplace that can exceed that

Cost.

' As I said, you'll hear more about this irk the next two days. The

problems continue to be enormous. We are just inning tograpple with

theN bsut we need help and suppOrt in grappling with them d we need
G

knowledgeable people not only to work in the field, but to transmit and

/7
translate* what we're doing, to the public -- I think that youare the

people who have a great responsibility, and I certainly h e thaf--afe.r

these two days, you williitake greater interest, and begin to promote the

kinds of activiti-e.$ that are necessary in order for us, to .protect the 100 .

million people in the workplace. You have to understand that the way those

100 million people spend the most important 40 hou. ogfheir week has got

to be a major factor in their health.

Thank you very much. N.

DR. CARNOW: Okay. Our next speaker -- actually, all -of our speakers
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are known, I think, to many of youmany 4 them have been in the public

0 arena for a long time. I will just giVe them a brief introduction because
lar

all of them have very long Biographies.

John Froines is Deputy Director of the National Institute for Occupa-

tional Safety and Health. He was formerly with OSHA, and he ha's been in

the field fora long time and doing an important joh. He will be talking

to you about control g known hazards. Dr. Froines.

DR. FROINES: The interest in this field, of course, I think is

markedly growing -- that is, the relationship between the media and -occupa-

tional health. I just-got back last night from a conference in Finland,

the International Social Security Association, where in fact, one of the

parts of the program Within the meetings-twithin the Commitee for the

Prevention of Occupational Risk, was and I quote--- "the role of the mass

media in the prevention of occupat onal-Pisk."

So it's clear that the'interest, really, of the press an the media in

general, in occupational health is nrt only here, but also now, and most

recently, worldwide.

Ope-qf the things -- I want to make one quick comment about a questio&

that came up earlier about the relationship between the reporter om the one

hand and the Scientist on the other -- or that is, theIon working in

'24occupational health.

Not lopg ago in a journal entitled Lancet, there was an article

-9111

showing the increased levels of mutagens in the urine of hospital nurses,

who had-been in the businesiof providing chemotherapy to cancer patients.

Of course, fn a cancer. patient, you will find high levels of mutagens --
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but one would not have anticipated the fact that the nurses who were giving

chemotherapy would also have high levels of'mutagens, thereby, indicating

T. some exposure to mutagenic agents. That's an extremely important,

scientific paper, I think, one that needs to be paid atten-

tion to -- and it was, as I say, in Lancet, which is an important journal,

I think, for people in the media.to be looking at.

I think it's absolutely crucial -- if I might say at the outsetA that

people who are doing media work in occupational safety and health actually

take the time to look at some of the technical journals that exist. And

particularly Lancet, and the New EnOand Journal of Medicine ho'h of which

have important subjects in them every week.

Now, I'm not goiKg tobe speaking so much today from_the perspective -

of NIOSH
1
-.Tony Robbins will'be here tomorrow -- and be talking about the

----directions that NIOSH is currently takng and intends to take; I really was

asked by Frank Greer originally to talk,a little bit or\the basis of my

experience when I was at OSHA -- and that's what I'm going to try and do.

Given the fact that we've been at NIOSH for yelatively brief Rerfbd

of time, it would be very mugA to my interest, anyWay, if I had a change to

talk informally with people,througOout the next couple of days, to talk

. 0
_ .

about a lot of the things that we really cantt cover in a 15 minute talk or
Or

a 20 minute talk, so that the degree to which we have informal

cdNunication rthink is going to be advantageous to all pf.tos.

Now let me just say, the question that was posed on all the posters --

fs there an occupational disease'-epidemic -- certainly a controversial

issuer..best.

,

C
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Let me just remind you that When I was at OSHA, r was responsible for

the development of two principal health standards -- one was the bapdard

for cotton dust, and the other was the standard-for lead. ,So my experience

in-the last couple of years has been very much conditioned by looking at

those two particular substances. And I think if one takes a look at the

exposure to lead in this country, and if one takes a look at the'exposure

to cotton dust; and then asks that question -- I think the answer is

l'ctearly yes. And that in a word, there is an epidemic, an occupational

disease epidemic.

And I think that we °have to confront it directly, there are clearly -

people who will disagree-/- but I think in my view, based on that

'experience, I would have to say that there is no question that there is an
J

cupational, disiase epidemic. -It seems to me -- and I'm speaking now

,

in

qualitative terms.; I'm not going to try and- spend a lot of time talking

quantitatively today, I don't think that's necessary here.

It does seem to me that in large part, it depends in part on the

question of attitude as to how one looks at the issue, and I've seen, in a

sense, both sides -- but I think that the bottom line to me at this point

anyway, is that when one go0es into the workplace, when one looks at the

issue of lead in the workplace, and one looks at the issue Of cotton dust
-__..

in the workplace, when you look for'disease in the workplace, you'll find

It. You'll find it throughout industiy. And I think that's a reality

which we haven't paid enough attention to.

I think if one goes,into the workplace and says I don't expect to find

disease, lead disease, until 6n//e reaches blood lead levels above 80, 90,
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100, 120 --lout if one takes that point of'qtew into the workplace, you

won't find occupational lead'disease, beciuse in a sense, you weren't

looking for it.

But the degree to Which one takes the time, makes the effort and takes

the steps regbired, you will find significant levels of occupational
-

disease in the workplace, and here I'm speaking primarily about old

chemicals -- not new chemicals. think Dave Rall will touch upon

carcinogens in the future.

'my
A
point is simply that when one looks for it, one finOsiit. And I

think it's a problem that clearly exists and is clearly growing. We're

really seeing, it seems to me, the effects of exposures from 20 and 30

years ago, to a lirge degree. We aren't looking really at the effects so

much right now of immediate expdsures because of the issues of latency

which eierybody is familiar with, because of the issues of how a. chronic

disease develops.

It does seem to me that very often when one talks about disease in the

workplace, the focus has been too much on theacute'situation and not as

much as Bert pointed out, on the chronic disease development issue -- that

people look for the manifestation of acute lbad poisoning, rather than the

subtle Ilkavioral changes that occur over kvery long-period of time', and

that the degiTe to which one talks about the lack of occupational disease,

say, for example, in a lead battery operation, is basically because to some

degree, they're looking at problems from an acute point of view an not

from a chronic point of view.

,

I think that at this'point'in AmericAn history, that occupational, and
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of :course, environmental health, are the most important healthlprOblems
_ .

that we have today in this, country I think they are particularly

,important,' and I would suggest to you that in the decade of the PO's and

the .decade of the 90's, there's going-to be -- occupational health will be

a major'social issue in the United States, which we're gonna have to

confront on a day in, day out basis.

It's not an fsue which is going away, it's .not an issue which is

simply gQig to stay quietly festering in factoriqi.throughout the country
--

-- because 1 think that there is a development of which this conference is

only one example -- of an immense interest developing in the area of

occupational health, and I think, as I say, I suspect we'll see that or the

increase.

. .It's certainly necessary for that interest increse if we're to

.deal with the legacy of the future which we are gently creating.

Rut most imikartantly why I suggest that occupatioAl health is a

major issue at this juncture, and will continue to be, is that these are

diseases in the workplace that can be prevented -- and I think that was

what Bert was trying to talk about in the beginning, that the diseases

associated with the workplace can be controlled if exposure to toxic-

substances are controlled.

Mow, there are those who will argue that that's very costly. But

when one reabegins to look it it as we'did with cotton dust, and we

actually had a mandate from Congress, were requested by Congress, or

ordered by Congress, more appropriately, to look at the cost-benefit.

relationship to the cotton dust_standard. What we found was that the



benefit-to-cost ratio action was ten to one, that the benefits far exceed

-- the benefit of the standard and of controlling cotton expsoure in the

workplace, far exceeded the cost of the implementation that would be

required,in terms of the engineering controls,'the control technology.

Now, one of tjie things I did, want tO say is that we're gonna touch on

a v ry few things here. We've prepared some materials at NIOSH which will

talk about some of the most recent issues that we're addressing, and I'll

be happy to talk to people informally about them, but you should realize

that really, we're going to be touching primarily here on two principal

hazards; that is, hazards to the reProductive system and hazards associated

with carcinogenesis.

To realize, in a sen', that's a very, very large area and an

increasingly important area in both -- especially with respect to repro- 10,2

4uctive effects. But we are leaving out, for the purpose of this

conference, a whole host of other areas that need to be markedly explored,

and let just mention a few.

There will be very little, if any, discussion of neurologic diseases

in this conference, even though we all know about leptophos, even though we

all know about the ravages of kapone even though we know about carbon

disufide, and the effects of methylbutylketone and, so on and so forth

that we've seen the results, we have seen the diseases associated with

exposure to certain substances which bring on occupational related

neurologic 4isease, and yet, I think we won't be able to talk about thew

'here. And I think it's a crudial area which deserves more' attention, and

we intend to give it more attention in the future.

Scondlyrwe're not going to be taking about the increasing growth
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of asthma conditi that is occupational related lung disease.from

exposure to toxic substances which we belie e is on the increase, not

simply in the case of asbestosis or silicosi , but a wide range of diseases

associated with exposure to toxic chemicals, producing, upper airways

disease, producing asthma, and so or and so for,th

We're not gonna be able to talk' about biological hazards, even though

the signifitance of those'is increasing, and were not gonna be able to

talk about interactive effects -- the effects associated, for example, ,of

one chemical acting in a synergistic fashion with another.

And lastly, of course, we're not going to deal here with the issu

safety research. All*these a as are immense in terms of iheir-signifi-

cance, and I suggest that they're growing, and I suspect that we'll-have to

haveanother conference in the future to address them.

Let me just go back to a point that I think that I really want to take

a few minutes and focus upon. And that was the issue that I raised earlier

-- which is if.one goes into a workplace, and let me use lead as an example

-- if one goes into a workplace Wth the?notion that there may be disease

there, that if one,goes looking for disease, one will find it. And that's

what we found, much to our horror, when we started to work on the'lead.

standard. .1A-
Now, as Bert said, lead poisoning, as we all know, is not new 70/Pliny

talked about it, Hippocrates talked abbut it -- it's not an exotic

chemical, it's made from petroleum products that leads to the

angiosarcomas* or the other cancers that we've ecome aware of. It's a

Ubstance which people had tholught was controlled, that was thought had ///'
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significant effects,. but probably were under control after 2,000 years."

I'd submit to *you that' in fact, lead is not under control in the

United States, that it is in fact, a national disgrace to the degree to

which leais notipi control in the workplace in this country -- given the

fact that it is probably one of OP most studied subjects in the history of

occupational science; it is a substance which we've known about for a very

long Period of time and its toxicity, and there is no excuse for the fact

that'into the 1980's, we're not gonna have the control technology

Ziimplemented in e lead industry such that workers' exposure will be

reduced to level which arefsafe.

That, I would,submit to you, is in fact, a national disgrace, and is a

continuing disgrace that will confront us foe an extended period of time

What we've found as we begin to look at lead in the United States, is

we have found first that the standards that existed in OSHA werenot met --
r

pot.met simply by, and I'm talking about the 200 microgram figtire here, and

I could escr:1118*.places"-- Ron McCann from this region in OSHA, could tell
e A

you places in the Chicago area where the lead standard is exceeded not just

by 205, 210 -- small changes -- but enormous changes. People exposed to
4

5,000 micrograms of lead, 3,000 micrograms of lead; where the exposures are

- horrendous at this period of time.

Its not simply -- what we.found was it's not simply an issue that the
,\

old lead standard was not being met, it was being exceeded in large

,numbers, as we began to look.around the/6unttly, so that the controls that

did exist and could exist, were not -- or had not keen implemented. And

what we also found was that even though lead had been studied to a far
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greater degre than probably any other substance, that people still-, in

fact, did not recognize much of the disease associated 'with it.

People did not recognize the Significance of lead with respect to the

developMent of kidney disease -- and Richard Wadina, a nephrologist from

New Jersey, disussed the fact that there may be as many as 100,000 cases,

preventable case of renal disease in the United States from exposure to

- lead.

That runeabout $200 million a year in terms of dialysis if those, if

only 10% of those afflicted with renal disease go on to !dialysis. Here in'

1979, or 1978, we did not recognize, the significance of renal disease
1.4

associated with lead, exposure after the years and years of study.

Even though in the last century, there was significant research on the

reproductive effedt$ associated with lead,that we still in fact, were in a

debate whether or not lead had effects on the male -- and there's no

question at this point., of course, that there are significant effects on

both men and Women with respect to affecting their reproductive capacities.
- -

But that's another subject which has been studied larthe last century,

to a large-degree, and yet, even at this point, there is a-debate,there is

a misunderstanding, there is the ignorance associated with the quest* of

whether or not a woman shoulci_be excluded from a workplace because she's

exposed to,lead, and therefore,-susceptible to effects,on her reproductive
4

system even though, we now know that the real issue is controlling the

exposure,for both men and women, rather than excluding women from the

workplace. .

And la%tly, we really had not recognized how severe the problem of
4.44
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neurological disease associated with the central nervous system and
4

peript ptieral nervous system from lead exsure was that there were
la

manifestations of disease in orkers-who had only worked for a very few

months who had behavioral chanes, who had other biological and objective

changes in theirsystems.'

So .when it was all over, what we found was that, of course, the

standard had to be lowered, -- but the real issue is'we d discottered that

we 14d a substance which today, in 1979, was not controlled, that we did

not fully understand-the profound effects that the substance had on people,

and finally, we did not even have a sense about how,long it was going to

1 ,
,

J take to Mplement the alanges tt(at were going to be required.

W re.not:Calki g abOui 5i,00-(6people --were tatking about 300,000

, .

A .,

peopiie 1004200 00:orMnatever Int numbers may be -- but significant

' ),,-
'?1...'.

. . /numbers of,people.
4'-';-,.--?..

,,, - , ,

. . b . x. ° '4,''

4 -

And we found, lastly, workers in a secondarysmelter in Indianapolis, 4\

...-

who werebecoming permanently eisaklea' bidwere also being chelated with
', ,

. ,

--given chela'tion therapy without,their knowledge,-anc..ithat's one
N-'

of the
..1 V

. .

key issues I-think thiithat' we need to raise in ti'sieti n ranan in everOother
. ..1 \,/

11. ,

meeting we go to when we talk about the occupational WeaTth, occupational

. disease, and, that is the issue Of the right of the worker to know what the

chemical'is that they're working with, and the.-right Of'the worker to know

what the effectsof those substances are.on their person.

6 Because the right to know still seems to me tobe.one of the

fundamental issues that needs to be addressed in this area, so that we can

avoid the kind of chelatiOn therapy that has gone on in Indiana. .

4
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So, the real issue, it seems to me, in the futiire is not strictly.,

going to be one of research and science thereal issue in the long run,

and we at NIOSH will attempt to do the kind of research that will

A

demonstrate the problem, define' it, quantify it and describe it -- but the

real issue is, hoW do we take that research and imment it to achieve the

kinds controls that are gonna be required -- because the bottom line,

ultimately, is the' implementation of fontrol technology to Aduce expoSure

to lead or vinyl chloride or PCME or any of the substnces we're talking.\

about, so that the diseases associated with disease in the workplace can he

prevented and not treated, because as we know,-there is no theraputit

relief for most of the diseases in the Workplace that we find.

So our ultimate issue now, it/seems to me, is how are we going to take

the process from one of scientifically identifying the problem, to

'implementing the kinds of controls that are going to be required. And that

really seems to me why I said at the outset that we're talking about a

social issue in the 80's as not simply a scientific issue, which is how are

we, yourselves and ourselves;-the link between the scientist,°the media,

the public and the workenligoingto function in suc' a way that the

controls be implemented to eliminate the exposure and elimee-the

diseaie.

I think we exist in a kind of period of time where there's a growing

interest, as I said, in occupational health -- but there's also a kind of

growing conservatism at the same time; there' -s a kind of push towarcK-The

cost- benefit analysis, a push towards the issue of whether or not we can,

in fact, afford to control exposui.es in.the workplace, so that on the one
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hand,
v.

even,though we have expanding interest in the science, expanding

interest in the problem, we also hive a contracting framework in which we

are forced to live in.

Now how that goes, how we move. ahead in this country in the next ten

years with respect to this issue is going to have both those things
/IP

4

affecting us:

And it seems to me that that beings me to the point that I really want

to make -- is that your role, then, in defining the problem. describing it

to people who are, our constituency, the public, the workers, management, so

that they themselves can be part of the process that leads-to the reduction

of exposure in the workplace.

But that tension is gonna be with us, the tension on the one hand, of

the cost-benefit; and of the ,cancer on the other -- and how we finally

address thitis really,gonna be in large part -- much of the burden is

gonna be on you, as well as ourselves, and I would say, just in closing --

I think occupational health is really a kind of window into which we look-..
at the next 20 years in terms of a lot of changes that are going to be

occurring within the workplace.
0

-But I think at this point, occupational health an21 occupational
t

. ..4.
,

disease is really a fundamental issue which we need to address and bring to

the public so we can achieve c ntrol. Thank you.

DR. CARNOW: Thanks, John.- Our next speaker is Dr. David Rall, who is

Director of the Naiional Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, and!
'1

has. been Director'of this very active National Institute since 1971.

He became Directo7 of the National Toxicology Program last November, and
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4,4,,been very active in tAe sciences of toxicology with many publications

and so on. I'm delighted...to have him on pur

He will discuss with you Chemical Hazards: When to Act? Dave?

DR. RALL: Thank you very much, Dr.. Carnow. Ladies and gentlemen,

Chemical Hazards -- When to Act? It is not an easy question to answer, and .-

I will try to review some,of the science base as J understand if, that

gives us clues asL4p when to act and give you what I must say' is simply my"-

personal feeling as to when we should act. /
N, Now one may answer that question very simply. When do you act? As

soon as you have evidence that you can prevent disease and death -- and

that's a simple declarative statement, but yOu know and I know that life in

the bur6ucracy or a labor union or a, university or a corpolition, or even

in life itself, is hardly that simple. What does. it mean? To translate

this statement into regulatory, responsible regeatory action, requires the,

answer to these questions -- what kind orevIdence, what's the nature of

-the evidence that's adequate, and how much evidence do you need?

Now I think I am convinced I can give.you a clear answer on first

-what kind of evidence is needed? I think science has moved very rapidly
e4

in that area, and I will spend'most of myime discussing thatwith you.

How-much evidence is really, in the best sense of the word, a

political decisidn. What js the will Of the ptople, ba4encing off

increased risk to workers against increasing cost to industry. This is,'I

view, in the best sense of the word, a political dec son. 'I can give you

what I view ate the scientific facts behind the way I woullandle it, and

I will tell you what I propose to do.
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. Now what kind of evidence, what's the nature of the evidence that we

shoult look at when we're trying to decide whether we should act --

two kinds; one that comes directly from observation of human disease, and

the other,.th_at comes from observation of disease in laboratory animals,

which are being used as a surripate for humans.

And let me,first deal, and most extensively deal with evidence from

laboratory animals.

Can the results of laboratdry animal studies be used to predict, for

toxic effects in the.human populatio This Ithink, is the critical

' question. For most chronic. effects 'most hronic toxic effects, we know
00

really too little from human studies to Jtempt a blear answer to this

question. However, in the 'Field of che cal carcinegenesis -- the ability

of chemicals to produce cancer inanimals, laboratory animals, and i,n that
.

f
.- .

interesting species of animal that we set aside and call a human being --

'we know rather much more.
r4

We have evidence in laboratory animals, and thriough a varietyll

circumstances, we ,have evidence in human populations. And these data

parallel cymicar:carcinogenicity data &Om laboratory animals and.frdm

human exposure, are really amongst the most preciousdata'posseesed by 'the

biomedical community -- because, really,the enormous human suffering

qr

involved as these data were developed and then acquired by the scientists, , .

r.

and because of the possibility that the intelligent use of this data can .

1/4

prevent untold human suffering.

Now, let me introduce, 6riefli, the International Agency for Research

on Cancer, which We call IARC -- that's part of WHO,it's in Lyon, France,
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ti and it has been for the lait decade u;ing'international expert

committees, evaluating evidence relative to the carcinogenicity of

-chemicals. Almost 400 compounds have been reviewed, and Lorenzo Tomatas,

At Director of that part of the agency, has recently analyzed the results ,

of.the reviews of these compounds, dealing with both data from laboratory

. animals and from human populations.

Ne
I quote him -- "TwentOx chemicals.or industrial processes are

associated with, or are strongly suspected to be asociated with the

ocurrence of cancer in man." Now I will not go through this list, I have

this list, :and I'll be glad to talk to anybody that would like to see it.

There are five industrial processes for which the chemical identity of

the causative agent is not known, but which clearly are associated with

4

cancer. here's-Stronq evidence that one or more materials in each of these

five processes is cancinogenit in laboratory experimePtal animals. Now the

--other twenty-one are.single% identified chemicals, for'Which there is

strong. evidence of carcinogenicity in man. Now, in sixteen of those

twery-one there is perfeetilly comparable, ata in man and laboratory

animals, And let me disc. ss now the othep five.

Arsenic, which we h known for many years' is associated with lung

cancer and skin cancer; has not been shown to be carcinogenic in laboratory

animals. Laboratory animal studies on fOur 'others -- benzene,

chlorophenical, oximetolona, and phenacitin, at the time this report was

written, were deeme d not adequate - not adequate to say yes, and not

adequate to §dy no,

If we look at recent data on arsenic, we find thatarsenic is
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involve in inhibiting a kind of DNA repair process. Now, science tells us

.when you interfere with DNA repair, this may further the production of

-cancer. because repair is one of the, ways the body protects itself against

carcinogenic agents.

This is tentative evidence, but it suggests that arsenic may in fact

%be a co-carcinogen or a promoter, and this would be thoroughly consistent

with the human,evtdence, and would be thoroughly consistent with the idea

that strict exposure limits should be present for arsenic.

With regard to benzene, both Nortyn Nelsoh at NYU and Maltoni's group

at Bologna now have that data very strongly implicating benzene, as a

Cancinogeg inrodents.

There is new data froaa variety of sources which has been challenged

by the company that makes phenacitin that phenacitin *s carcinogenic in

laboratory animals, and I think this is simply a scientific controversy

that must be reviewed.

It is important to note, also, that, of these 21 compounds, five of.

2 them -- 4-aMinobiphenyl, diathelstilbesierol, mustard gas, vinyl chloride,

.
and amphlatoxin -- were clearly shown to be carcinogenic in laboratory

. ,

animals before evidence developed that they were carcinogenic in man. In

these five, the laboratory animals predicted what was going to happen in

the human population.

'I thirik two more clOrly.CODld be added to that list -- bischloro-

methylether clearly was shown to. be carcinoge *c in a variety of systems

before its association with cancer was shown in'a nu of plants.

Second, the medical use of estrwens has now been shewn to cause
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endometrial cancer in women, and some preliminary evidence of DES causing

"7"----440st cancer in exposed women. This was clearly predicted by laboratory

animal tests going back many, many years.
t./

It seems to me that we are in the midst of a revolution in the way the

scientific coMfiunity can identify carcinogens. In the 1770's, Percival

Pott used epidemiological tools to identify the cause of scrotal cancer.
0

Two hundred years later, using laboratory an Mal studies the

scientific community has identified at least seven chemicals later shown to

be carcinogens in men and women.

I this early, regulatory agencies must begin to put primary

reliance on the results of properly conductedaboratory animal studies.

Now, I think we're all aware4there is much resistance to this, and I'd,

like to spend a few minutes exploring the reasons for some of this

reistance. First, many'very good scientists tend to focus on the intimate

_./
-details, the differences in metabolic patterds between this species or that

species. or strain, or between excretory rates in this species or that

species.

One strain of mouse may respond to a chemical with a cancer different

from another strain. Some strains are, in general, very resistant; some

.very sensitive. But looked in the aggregate over the very large experience

that we now have, and this is precisely what the International Agency for

Research in Cancer did -- the very, apparently, striking differences wash

out and the pattern of consistency is seen. The distribution of the trees

may,vary -- but the forests 'remain.

And-we must also remember the human population itself is a very
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diverse population, and many of these.differences seen in laboratory

animals reflect, and in fact, predict, the variabilities seen in exposed

people. Some are sensitive, some are resistant.

Now many basic scientists fear, and with perhaps some reason, that

support for testing chemicals for toxicity and research in that area -- the

applied research necessary ---will drain limited amounts of federal

research funds frommother areas of vital basic research, and I think this

isot unrealistic fear which I think we all regret.

I think it takes a great act of 'faith for many of us to believe in, and

use the results from a mouse or a rat or a hamster. Are'you a mouse or.a

man? Well, I would prefer to be an animal 'aided by a,laboratory animal,

than somehow related to a veggable or a mineral.,

Animal studie s are easy to ridicule, and we've-had a lot of that in

the last couple of years. Secretary Marshall pointed out that saccharin is

dangerous to -the health of Canadian rats. It would take 800 bottles of

this or that a day to cause--I might add--an enormously high incidence of

some cancer.

There are r;honable explanations for the use 'of rodents, the use oft

high doAs,.and so forth -- but these take time, they take concentration,

to be understood, and they are simply inappropriate for a cartoon or a 30

minute TV spot.

And finally, I think it's important to realize and admit that it may

well login the interest of the sponsor Or the manufacturer to ridicule and

question animal cancer tests. If regulatory delay is achieved, the product

can stir be marketed, and profit can be made, or the expensive control
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technology need not yet be installed.
1

Now the claim is made that animal,tests are not perfect and I agree'

-- and -,I think everyone that works with them would agree. But I fail

somehow to detect perfection as the critical factor in other important

public policy issues. Economic foreCasts, I think we all know, are not

perfect, and I think they are not perfect by a much greater margin than
a.

forecasts from animal tests, and yet -- we base public policy. decisions

involving more dollars than I know how to count on such forecasts.,

U

Weather forecasts, as we all know, are not perfect -- and yet we order,

our private lives and base decisions involving many dollars on weather

forecasts. We do rely on these admittedly ithperfect-forecasts, because we

know of no better system. Though flawed, they're the best we have.

Neither, it seems to me, the readings from chickens' entrails nor the

Farmgs' Almanac beats Freedthan and Samuelson and maybe Ray Mari all or Acu
di

Weather.

1 And finally, we do not demand perfection in our laws. Is the 55 mile

an hour speed limit appropriate for Cale Yarborough or Donnie Allison, as

well as that apocryphal little old tennis shoe wearing lady from Pasadena?

Of course not. But it is sound public policy -- balancing energy,

economic and health considerations.

Let me speak briefly about the other kind of evidence that we can use

-- primary reliance on proven human disease; the use of the result's of

epidemiological/studies. In rejecting this option, I do not wish to imply

I reject epidemiological studies. Such studies are vital for many

important reasons, and their support must be continued.
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But I do not think they can be used as the primary or-major technique

to identify occupational hazards, and this is really true for one primary

reason -- e'Didemiological studies cannot tell what effects a material will

have on a human population until well after the humans have been exposed

and have become ill.

Human epidemiology has great appeal. A demonstrated relationship

.between a chemical and a human disease is simple, straightforward and

explainable. I much prefer, however, that we study chemicals in animals

first, using the increasingly well developed techniques we have, and

prevent human disease by c lling chemicals, rather than studying human

disease caused'by chemicals.,

Now, I'd like to just tomment in passing that it's interesting to ndte

that most OSHA carcinogen regulations, and in fact, most health regulations

in the entire federal government are-based'on Kuma'n evidence.

Very few have been based only on laboratory evidence. I think'ft's'

time we began to change that. Now how much evidence is necessary? I'll

spend little time on that; there is certainly a spirited debate any time

evidence appears that a chemical is carcinogenic. I think this tvidence,\

develops rather more heat than light, but let's rementer that such

chemicals as bischloromethylether -- the first indication that it was

animal carcinogen came in 1967; the human datg came in 1971, and regulatory

action came some years after that. -

With vinyl chloride, the first evidence that it was a carcinogen in

animals came in 1971; human evidence did not come until three yea'rs later,

and regulatoYy action some time ago. I think we must be alert for those
Wt.
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early signs that a chemical is a hazard.

Certainly, the development of the short-term mutagenicitktests and

similar tests will help. The.history of the fire retardant "tris" shows

that Bruce Ames identified "tris"'as being highly mutagenic a'number of

years before the animal tests were completed, shown to'be positive, and

"tris" was removed from children's sleepwear.

With regard to human evidence,,we must be aware of inadequate studies.

Inadequate studies, particularly, that purport to be conclusive.

Dr. Froines suggested that science reporters read the New England

Journal of Medicine,"but you read it with great care. In the current
. _ _ .

issue, there is a report on metronidazole an anti-fungal drug often used

for trichomonal infection. Metronidazole is a mutagen and a carcinogen.

The-first report of it's theraputic effe tiveness came out in the late

1950's, and this article dtscribes the hi tory of 7(-0'\women from 1960 to

1969, who were treated with metronidazol4 in that period of time.

In that group'of women, there we.e 11 cancer deaths,expected: 7.1.

Let me quote now what the article says:

"Although the standardized mortality ratio of 1.5 calculated for the

11 cancer deaths was higher than expected, itLs not statistically

significant. Thus, we have yet to observe an excess of cancer deaths in

the exposed women."

Weil, what about those extra four women that died? I find it very

hard to see this very,explicit statement when, in fact they did observe

excess cancer deaths --lhey simply had not reached a level of statistical

- significance. And this is something I think we all have to be careful

about when we read and when we write.
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is. It.suggests that there is a less than one in 20 chance that results

are strictly on a random basis, and thiszggical,one in 20 or P is less

than .n5 value, was given to us about 50 or 60 years ago in' he context of

easily repeatable laboratory experiments, or agricultural field trails that

were not hard to simply set up again'to see if, in fact, the.experimental

results were a statistical quirk or not.

I have n seen discussion as to whether or not, for serious public

health hazards, this is a reasonable level, in situations where the

experiment cannot l?e repeated for many, many years. I don't know whether

one in 20 ieasonable I'do not suggest that we 0 anything but cop-
.

sider this; I think it's an important area.

And, back to the New England Journal of Medicine paper -- I think many

of us in this room understand that the induction of cancer takes as many as

25 or 30 years commonly, and to indicate that a substance is not

carcinogenic after maximum of 18 br 19 years of observation and an average

Of 12 years issessentially a meaningless statement.

,

Well, Chemical hazards -- when to act? I've tried to review some of

the problems. I'm convinced that we know enough now that well detigned,
..-

. well conducted,longterm animal tests can be a signal to act. One test,

if it is well conducted with adequate numbers of animals and if it Is well

designed. It'should Onitjate consideration of regulatory action,

supporting ancillary studies to yield either supporting or contradicting

data can be developed through this review process, and of course, should be

used in making the final decision:,

I'M convinced we knowenoughnow.to listen to what the anil41 tests
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are telling us, and I think ,,it's time we started listening.

1

Thank you very much;

DR. CARNOW: Thank you, Dr. Rall. Wesre gonna have to have a

discuSsion about the human versus the animal, epidemiology versus --

Somebody said those are only statistics, and the answer ,to that was --

well, what else is there?

Our next speaker is Tony Mazzocchi, who is Director of Occupational

Health and Safety for the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union. Mr.

Mazzocchi has been, working with this union in one capacity or another for

the last 29 years, and has'been involve0 in every phase of utimity, and is

particularly involved in occupational safety and health.

He will be talking about political issues of protection. Tony?

MR. MAllOCCHI: Thank JTU, Dr:,Carnow.

My dealings with the press over the years is t whenever onetalks

about an occupational'di4ease epidemic, the usual a swer is-- or the usual

question from the press'is we'dlike to talk to a victim. That's the

newsworthy aspect of it.

Most episodes of occupational disease epidemict are treated as

separate episodes that are a result of aberrant behavior-of a Orticular

management group. Now, I'm here to convey at least my-own view based on my'

*ri
experiences and observation that no disease epidemic,is-a result of

.aberrant behavior, -- it's an.integral part'of the.productive processl And

I thineunless_one understands this dimension of it, wewill never address

the occupational disease epidemic, which no one needs to prove to me that

it exists; I think the been sufficient proof. The question is how do
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we act u on it?

think and feel strongly that occupational health is strictly a.

social, itical, economic question -- and science, as Dr. Rall has-

pointed out, can act as an information gatherer, jut essentially, the type

of action-that, must take place once we understand the scie ific data

. remains to the conflicting forces. Management and worker-rep sentatives,

namely, trade unions. i

Now I disagree with many of my friends who consistently raise the

question of --,if we suppress pollutants in the workplace, that the cost to

society will greatly reduce itself, and therefore, if only e could convey

. this information- o management and to those who are responsible for the

introduction of pollutants, things would be remedied: '

I'm here also top suggest that the economic aspect of Occupational

health is that it's integral to the productive process; it's going to cost\

either way. The argument is:Over who pays. That's essentially the

fundamental argument. The,way work is now structure is -- workers pace.

They pay with their lives, they parwith their health. Iknd that's a

subsidy that industry expects -- not consciously -- tut in the very design

and the nature of the productive system.

If we reduced the'ocppational health epidemic, significantly, we must

reduce productivity significantly. The`; two are in conflict.. You cannot

have productivity escalating and hive good health -- and I-think the two

groups in society, the most literate economic groupt, understand this,

who're, not scientifically literate -- and that's management and workers,

because their every day life is concerned with that dimension.'
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I think most workers could detail very specifically the fact that if

you look at the deteriorating nature of work.-- and it, is deteriorating in

terms of health, in the workplace, it's because, number one, we have less

workers at work than we've ever had before in these facilities, there is

more productivity -- not always tile result that we're working harder, but

4

"'as a result of the fact that there is a diminution of the, maintenance of

the equipment that's being used. And that a p luted environment is

essetel in order to maximize prodiction in ost facilities. certainly the

cies, I''ve worked in and, the ones I've worked in over the years.

And, that this imperatibe operates outside the will of men, it's not

because the plant manager wakes up in the morning and rubs his hands and

says, "I'm going to kill x amountorbickers--t5ey",7- it's because the

t main task of any management person, as stated by management many times

themselves, isto help in the nitximization of profit.

And that translates itself at the workplace to do as much as you"an

and as fast as you can, and under any conditions that you can; and

calculate the risk as an integial part of the process. If something is

about to blow, you cross your fingers and you hope it Won't: Or, if

something is.leaking, you cross your fingersand hope that nothing will

happen. Ahd -- statistics being what thak.gre, and latency periods being'

what they are -- the occupational epidemic is not visible, and that's why

we can't producp victims, becauie the victims themselves don't understand

that they are victims. They have,not been able to relate'their disease

with work exposures; because the system is designed to suppress

inforimation.
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Now, the fight that we have been involved in has been to extract

information so we can make decisions --.and management ofcourse, its

battle is to ,keep us from getting the type of information that will allow

us to make the type of decisions that can affect change. That's the nature

of this whole fight on occupational health.

Now, the dilogma is becoming more visible -- because we passed through

this great latency period, especially in the petrochemical industry. We're

seeing victims more and more. And workers, for the most pare, not

scientists or government, discover the nature the epidemic. Untrained,

knowing nothing about epidemiolgical skills, Jt observe that probably many

workers are dying from a particular disease, or are afflict-ed by a

particular disease, and we saFrworking back from that point..

And usually :- in fact, almost in-every instance that I've [yen in-

volved in recently, we have found that the suspicion was confirmed only

after the workers observed it, and then scientific tools were brought to

bear. The scientific tools only acted to confirm what observation had in

,the first instance, identified the nature of the'problem.

iNow, pure anarchy exists in the workplace when it comes-to not

producing goods. We produce goods in the most scientific manner possible,

and as fast as we possible can; in fact, all-the great industrial ,

scient.A*ic tools'-are used to make less people produce more -- and most.?)is

-us who have been involvein time and motion studies, and everything else,

know that every devi "e, scientific device, is uAed to maximize production,

in order to maximize profit.

ifk

However, these same idols, ekisting scientific tools, are not used, to
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I
uncover the type of information that would allow us td'act -- that's by

design. That is not accidental. I would suggest that in the decade of the

eighties, based on-our own expei-ience th only growthprOduct left in a

society that, is entering.probably into one of he dorpest recessions it'has

`/ 4

known -- or deOressions, depending on your point of view -- the only growth

products are to be birth defects and caner. . And they will become

./ -

more apparent.\

It's no accident tha' we don't have a National Cancer Registry -- .the,
. .

fightover\cancer registry which wili'escalate over the next years is a

fundamental fight over the right to know; the right to know.who gets.,

cancer, What type of cancer, where they Ack or where they live. Most

people think that information exists.- That's no accident. I'm sure that

we 011 ultimately arrive at the point where that registry it in place.
01-

Thenext registry we ne4d, which we should have had, is a birth defect

. .,

registry. . e °,a
e oies#

- Our union is the only entity irr the'countrY at the present moment who

. ,

.

.
.

is methodically looking, at what happened tcrthe, chilOren of the people we

. 0 1.
..

.4 .
'+epresent -- because anothercreepinglancgnawing suspition we hive is that

,.,
. ,c,

our children have, been .impacted. 'This, is Wed on caspal obsgrvation by
,..

. , .

..-i.

worker 1W-casual discussionsat the workplace. 1
,

. '

.' _.

It is:no accidentiChaCnri entTtyu= federal, industrial, ,corporate'
t.

entity, 4c.ademic,-scient1is % pedical entity --has,lookd'd at this

, '''o' .

question. What happened' toy -ire children of people who 'wbri in high-risk
r

..1.
A :-- . . . ,

opac,ities, 'hi§h-:risk. Odustries? .41Tat -;,- because,I think whenever you
,,A .' . a ' .

o look" you, see, and when' you see: You act, tiryod attempt to act -- and an

.

,.

, i,

, . , ..

. /66 ,
.. , ..)
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action that grows out of birth defects will be a mu9h more overt response

than what grows out/of what might happen to me as a worker. That's the
I.

nature of things.

Now the political consequences, and the, economic Conseqwrices are, of

course, that any intervention in the workplace -- any intervention to make

that workplace safer, to avoid wha't we're- discussing here will cost.

And it wi+1 intervene very directly into the profit-making mechanism. That

has to be a fact of fundamental- life that everyone must understand-- -

because that's what the fight is about. 'That share of the pie. This time

it's not an economic pie per se, ii's.the health pie. Who dies is a

fundamental factor that we fight over, what is statistically significant,

as Dr. Rall talked about --well, workers and management iodic at it this

way, if we die, statistically insignificant;if the figures go the

other way, then that's a statistically significant figure. The figures are.

,

there for everyone to see; we ma to them up aS a,wosilc population. To the

person who's afflicted, certain ,'it is statistically extremely

-

The right to know essentially means that everything that is known

ti

about the workplace shoyillikbe known by the people who. work there. Most

civilized respOnses are, 'Oh, we thught that'is what was in existence and

that is-not what is,in existence.

7,,
The'average worker in the average workplace in America, when he walks

through, ifIo a fabtory, knows essentially nothing about the substances
t 0-

that'are in *that factory -- we have been talking abdut thi& now for 10 or

12 years, and we still don't know for the most party what we work with,,h6w

.

toxic these substances are, their effect on the peop e w o are hreathing,
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- them or having them absorbed through their skins or whatever other method

of introduction. We still 't know. We don't know what ha ent to us.
t

There is certain epidemiolog cal data', for instance, in our industry

we'd like to knliabout, becau- se there's a long history -- an
T-

1

available. But industry g s if to us in ahighly qualified way, hat

industry which has agreed to give us some epidemiolgical data. They've

arbitrarily established a cutoff date -- 1968 for mortality statistics, and

.I ask 'you whether a cutoff date for mortality statistics, as epidemic=

logist,'whether that would be significant to us in morbidity 1972.

In tho'se industries that gave us that information, as a result of some

independent acttvity,.alo ith the National Cancer Institute, we have

found epidemics of cance y virtue of some detective work that we were

forcid to do with a federal agency that was not detected in a given,

.to.us by the companies. So felt that it was inadequate , it doesn't

'go.,back far enough, itdoesn't tell, us anything -- it's controlled data.

There is another dimensi on of he occupational health epidemic that

the public, anciespecisally'Ae press, do not truly understand. We have

rules -- established by the federal government. You're allowed to breathe

in xamount of a particular substance in an 8-hour day. Well, American

industry, In order to maximize production, doesn't hire a great many people
'

.tdday. You work -- fhOse people ho are partof the work force --
.

excessive overtime. And'overt4.7 is c ogiulsory in mdst installations that
. . A
our union deals with, and it's compulsory in a lot ofiti-WI installations.

And all the rules go out the window -- because if you're supposqd to

breathe amount of a substahce in an 8-hour day, and you ,start working 12

hours a
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day, those rules change.

--And there are some rules that say. "Fine. we compute for that

additional overtime." Most times, in many instances, those rules,don't

apply. But in the final analy0s, we don't even, know:because no one is

counting and no one is measuring what happens to workers who work those

10 -hoar days, 11 -hour days, and the amount of those pollutants that are

regulated against -- there's nothing to measure them by in most instances.

No one's counting. One assumes that someone's counting. In.oiher words,

the monitoring-equipment ld monitor these substances aren't there.

That goes for noise, esp cially. W e people are working at the federal °

limit, and they work overtime, the responsei; "Give"them earplugs for the

overtime so they're not subjected to this excess. They don't exceed the

standard."

These'are issues that I think the press must understand much more

fully. The question has to 151e -- why is it that this occupational disease

epidemic is occurring?' And when you start asking the fundamental questions

of -- do you know what you work with? Are yod being given the data that we

know companies accumulate? How do you act upon these questions?

These are the questions we would'like to see the press start raising

-- not the fact that x worker worked for 30 years in a plant and now is

dying of e particular,disease. That's newswortpy-Fit's a public interest

story, but it does little to contribute .to the type of change that must

take place.

And I'd like to close on onetnote. In the 80's, there's another
ik-

f

factor that's-going to.be the focal potnt..of a major fight. Americana

<
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industry, essentially, in pinion, is going to admitto a great many of

the problems, and,we,'re g ing to be dealing with a, different kind of

response. I't's .going to be called risk assessment. Everybody's going to

say, "Listen, work inherently is dangerous, but we're going to let you know

what the risks are, and you'make a, choice" -- and in a time when there will

be 10 or 12 million unemployed people, that choice is predictive -- someone

will work where work e0-sts, regardless of the. risk.

Secondly, the great emphasis is going to be on -- whatever happens is

your fault. You don't eat right and you smoke too much and you drink too

much. And it's true -- most workers eat the wrong, foods. If you've ever

been in a factory with a vending machine where you get your main meal, you

know about eating lousyng food and no one worries about the nutritional

content of the food, and you have no choice of running down to the corner

cafeteria which is 88 miles away.
4

And, secondly, of course workers drink a lot. I worked in the auto-

mobile industry. If I were still there, I'd be drinking a lot -- because

work for the most part, is an abomination. And'work alienation is what

causes drinking and smoking.

. o
And as I have said.many times, liose of us who do what we like -- and

I do what 'I like -- I became,a bureaucrat because I thought'work was so

awful, and I got out of the factory.. Workers n these dead-end jobs and in

jobs that are'atroctoUs, will smok ill drink,6and it does not do is

any service, those of us who are 'ruggling against the occupational

disease epideMic, to be told constantly that if you stop smoking and you

stop drinking, the problem will go away.
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I would suggest for thosejwho advocate stop smoking, and I'm for

people not smoking and drinking to excess -- that the institution of a

4-hour day, contingent upon no smoking and no drinking will find many

takers among industrial workers. But in an 8-hour, 10- or 12-hour day,

under the conditions that most workers.drink,in, the whole question of

lifestyle is one that won't change 7- am if you could conduct a poll,

/
stand out at any steel mill or chemical plant or auto factory and ask how,

many workers, as they come out, "who jogs?" I would suggest that you would

find that the answer to that is a very negligible proportion, that most

people drag thedselves home and then choose ge escapes that we've been

talking about.

`I do not consider that to be a minor problem -- the lifestyle problem

and risk assessment is the major political problem that we're going to con-

front in the next decade, as the victims become more and more visible. The

cancer victims will become more visible -- we are seeing them; the birth

defects will become more visible, and the substitute remedy will be around

these two questions.

I'm sorry, my time has run out -- there were many other areas I'd like

to cover -- maybe some of the questions later on; Bert, at this time I'll

leave.

DR. CARNOW: Thanks, Tony. The next speaker is Dr. Bruce Karrh, who is

the Director of the Medical Division of Du Pont's Employee Relations

Departmen . He 'joined Du Pont in 1970 as Medical Supervisor at the

Spruance xtile plant in Richmond, and later served as Assistant Medical

Director of Du Pipit. He'll be discussing problems of health care and pro-

la .N
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tecaon. Dr. Karrh.

DR. KARRH: Thank you, Dr. Carnow. I want toexpress any appreciation

to OSHA for the opportunity to participate in this ipportant conference for

representatives of the news media.

As Secrjtry Marshall said this morning, it's through discussions -of

various points of view such as these on the complex issue of occupational

health that the media -- and ultimately, the public -- will have a true

understanding of what is being done and what has to be done in the

workplace.

Today I would like to discuss some of the problems which industry

faces, including those of communication -- and some of the progress, that

industry has made in this,area in the past. And finally, I'd like-to touch

briefly on the relationship between the news media and industry.

Let me start with one basic pirt -- prevention of occupational

disease is being given the highest priority by industry, and we've made

significant progress in, this. However, one of the greatest impediments to

progress is misinformation, and considerable misinformation is circulating

concerning occupational health. I 0,

1

This hurts everyone including'the worker. The.realtn I say this is

that scientific decisions and regulations have to be based on accurate

information to really get to the root of any problem.

Misinformation, on the other hand, breeds mistrut,"and argue for

needless politicizing of difficulties which we all should be jointly

pledged to solve.

4 Let me cite two eXamples which recently' have been raised by some
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members of the journalistic fraternity, and most notably -- the Wall Street

Journal. In a September 6th editorial, the Journal decries statistical

misrepresentations which, honestly quoted, have the force of becoming fact,

both in the media and in the eye of the public. /

OSHA, in promoting this conference, asserts that 100,000 Americans

lose their lives annually due to occupatiOnal disease. It's not sur-

prising, then, that some of you in the media have reported this figure As

Gospel. It's not.

As the Journal said in its editorial, the 100,000 figure includes many

more deaths than can clearly be attributed to toxic substance exposures.

But on careful analysis, you will find'the number is an excellent example

of highly questionable mathematical adroitness that adds to the dialogue

over occupational health.

While dramatically lower figures such as those from the Bureau, of

LaboeStatistics can be cited, the key point to understand is this --

neitheche recordkeeping or the state of knowledge is adequate to permit

either industrY or government to issue conclusive statements concerningrthe

dimension of the occupational disease problem.

Secondly, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare recently-

\

asserted that 0 to 38% of all cancer in the U.S. is attributableto

occupa-

tional 'factors. While some of the HEW statments are valid, many of its

assertions and assumptions cannot be supported by the available evidence.

For example, HEW applied risk factors to current asbestos worker,

based on World War II exposure levels, which were much, much higher than

today's levels. HEW further assumed that most of the asbestos-related

4
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cancer deaths from that period-of higher exposure are yet to occur. The

agency also used inappropriate estimates of the exposed population by using

highest potential exposUre, rather than actual exposure, and by' equating

workers exposed part-time to those exposed full-time.

Predictably, the 20110 38% figures are starting to take hold, and to

be quoted much like the 100,000 occupational diseas death figure has.

I recently heard a television report that 40% of cancer can be

attributed to the workplace, and I have to- assume that this new figure is

just a rounding off of the 3P%. So rlhave to think, will it sooW be

reported as nearly half -- further confusing the public dialogue that

continues on this issue?

But I'm sure that you agree with me, that any occupational disease or

any incidence-of cancer due to the workplace and exposures in the

workplace, is deplorable. But the three to five percent figure that such

authorities as Dr. John Higginson of the International Agency for Research

on Cancer that Dr. Rall referred to, described the situation as,much more

accurate than the 38% figure.

Also, Dr. Phillip Handler, PreSident of the National Academy of

Sciences, recently at Northwestern University's Cancer Center, made this

statement -- and I quote:

"fa/possible effects of all known man-made chemicals, when toioled,

could contribute only a miniscule fraction of the total of all known car-

10
cinogenesis in our population."

This

-

s.ituation suggests th.it-we all need to give more attention to the

facts; and that's the main point I wanted to make by going through this
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chronology.

With the facts, we may disagree about the methods of solution -- but

at least.we will agree about the nature .of the'problem, and hopefully, we

will not politicize an issue that should not be po iticized.

-612All of us with a role to play in prbtecting mployee health should be

cooperating. One area of cooperation that W): could start on would be in

trying to reduce the critical shortage of occupational health and safety

professionals in this country.

A recent NIOSH study conclu6d that while 540 additional occupational

physicians will be needed everS, year from 1980 through 1985, only 57 will
a

be availabe for hire. While 690 industrial hygienists will be needed, only

350 will be available. And while 1,140 safety professionals will be

needed, only 615 will Wravailable.
it

It's evident, then, that we must use all we can to increase the

academic programs and student enrollment in these areas. But we also must

use the professionals who are currently available.in these disciplines as

wisely as we possibly, can. We can't afford to use them needlessly opposing

each other in governmental and public forums when we could cooperate more

effectively and'achieve our common goal.

I'm confident, though, that many of our problems can be solved, and,I

had the opportunity to testify before the Senate oversight hearings on OSHA '

last fall, and at that time, heard,Secretary Marshall's comments, which I°

applaud. "I.realize," Secretary Marshall said, "that OSHA's past
.

performance has, at times, dis4.mayed those of you who have labored so long

to protect our working men and women. Part of the problem is a lack of
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understanding about OSHA's present performance as compared to the agency's

past record. Were ready to make our case, to admit our mistakes and

errors, to learn as much as we can from the process of discussion and

debate, and to further improve our program."

A similar attitude applies to industry, and we hope-to receivd the

same considerations that OSHA is seeking. Industry and government must try

to understand each other's needs and past shortcomings, but st 11 resolve

to move forward -- in that way, all of us will benefit, 4,n he process of

discussion and debate will be much more constructive.

Progress has been made -- and let me use the example of my own

company, Du Pont, as a way in which occupational health has been managed.

The only reason I use Du Pont is not because we have the only, or even

perhaps the best program, bullet's one that I think is most and most

fqmiliar with, and because it is typical of.what Amy members of.industry

are doing and are achieving.

In overview, the key elements of Du Pont's system include thorough

high-glality physical examination and medicar surveillance programs: a

highly reputable toxicology testing program; pioneering efforts in the area

of epidemiology as an occupational medical tool; and a commitment to candor

and openness so that those who need to'know about potential health

problems, particultly Du Pont employees, are well informed.

Our formal occupational medical program goes back to 1915, and the

concept of preventive medicine forms its backbone. We striveto protect,

employee health by reducing exposures to known and potential health hazards
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in the workplace, and by carefuNly monitoring empl ee health. Just as we

work with the concept that all injuries are preventable on the job -- we

firmly believe that all identified risks are controllable.

The keystone of this program is a baseline health inventory, whiO

includes a preemployment medical hi1tory and a physical examination for

..

each new employee. Data gathered-from these early evaluatiots tell us

Al

whether any preexisting medical condition exists which may be aggravated by ,

. exposure to certain substances on the job, and would make that individual

an increased risk.

Today, we give comprehensive medical examinations annually to all

employees over 40 years of age, and every 2 years to all employees 40 and

under. The basic content of these exams is,an interval history and

physic.al examination which includes a chest X-ray, vision test, hearing,

pulmonary functions tests,urinalysis, and a series o.f blood tests, b1.0od

chemistry and hematology tests and electrocardiograms at periodic

intervals.

Just as crucial as our medical exams, however, are our ongoing, special

. medical surveillance programs. These are performed on employees who have

potential exposure to toxic substances, and they may be donemore

frequently than a periodic exam, or they may have an expanded Tiptent.,

hese tests -- some of which' we've been doing'since the 1920,s -- have

aken on added significance in recent years as we have learned more.

These surveillance programs are varie are tailored to deal with

specific work hazard,. In order to determine what protectjve measures may

be needed, company physicians and toxicologists developed an under anding

d
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of how a chemical could be absorbed into the body, whatorgans could be

affected,and what exposure levels would be safe.

We. also use biological monitors where we can, such as blood or urine

\.)

tests, so that we can detect any excess levels of material which a worker

may have absorbed into his body.

Another important eleMent of our medical program is epidemiological

surveys. For over'23 years, D6 Pont has kept detailed epidemiological data

cooacerning morbidity and mortality among employees and mortality among

pensioners. TheAata include registeries in cancer, heart disease and

sickness absenteeism among current employees.

Results of these studies'provide valuable information when we're'

looking for trends which may indicate possible health impliCations in cer-

tain employee groups., We alsoyse them as a tool in the design or.the

redesign of our production and employee protection systems.

While epidemiology is a valuable tool in the search for'possible

occupational factores in employee health problems, it is by far not the

only one. Where it relies on statistical analysis of human population

groups, toxicology, as Dr. Rall mentioned, relies on experimental testing

and analysis of laboratory animals.

Accordingly, toxicology and allied sciences constitute another

important element in our health protection system. Du Pont's Haskell

Laborato r Toxicology and Industrial Medicine was established in '1935,

beca we became concerned about inadequately understood occupational

health problems.

Today, the Laboratory has a staff of about 200 people, and its
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research covers a broad spectrum of animal bacterial and aquati6 tests,

some of which may take up to 34ears to do,' and can cost as much as three.

qUarters of a million dollars.

The findings of Haskell's studies, whether on new compounds or

existing compounds, are of great value in our efforts to. provide employee

protection- They're an important factor in. determining whether to produce
A

a compound at all, and are useful in design or modification of industral
.0--

processes to achieve an acceptable level of safety.

Our recent experience with a chemical, hexamethylphosphoramide which

is abbreviated as HMPA, and is largely used as 'a /laboratory research

ll

solvent, is a goodexaffple. HMPA is used by us as a solmet in the

production of an industrial fiber. -

Tests at Haskell Laboratory indicated that rats developed malignant

nasal tumors at exposures of 50 parts per billion:of HMPA, but showed no
I.

detectable effects at levels of 10 parts per billion over their full

lifetime.

We had previously manufactured and used HMPA at a control level of 100

parts per billion, based on its theri-known/t6icity, but, as a resdlt of

our new data, we lowered our potential exposure 200-fold, to 5/10ths of a

part per billion -- and that's where we're operating now.

The new scientific data enabled us to. manage a real occupational

health problem, and to alert our employees, governmental agencies,and the

media to the'poteritial health problem from.this commonly used research

laboratory solveht.-

The past failures on the part of industry to adequately protect
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workers can much more often be attributed to limited kpoWledge than to

irresponsiblitY. I can cite examples in my own company, such as our past

experience with bladder, cancer among some workers.-'However, thesignifi-

cant point is that today, both government ".and indusiry have filch- more

knowledge-, and have dramatically improved tools to help us manage occupa-

tional health,, and to assure that our employees are protected.

Finally, let's consider the news media's role in dealing with occupa-

tional health. The very fact that sa:many of you are here today is a posi-

ttve sign that you're concerned with understanding-the scientific issues
....

..

0" -
relating I.!o occupational health:

a . J
Spfaking for Du Pont, we will meet and talk with you and answer your

questions. We only encourage you to take time to understand better the

complexjty' and scientific basis for what we say and,forwhat we .do. We
,..,

.
. .

also'ask that you meet,,us with an open'mind, and finally -- like others

ere today, to recognize that we; too, consider prevention of occupational

Osease atmattwf highest tiriority,
N

Clearly,much remains to be done in occupational health -- the

challenges ofrimproving-wdrk environments and of protecting employees be-
.

long to many --%industry;'sicentists, the governeq and the media. Com-

panies in the Chemical industry have many of the programs in place, the

prganizatiOnal

Refining a

'tmelt,..andthe will to succeed.

d blending all of these resources into broad, coordinated

efforts is the k 'for today and for tomorrow. I have full contlilence that
,

the ution to our occupational and environmental health problems lies

w'Orin our grasp, and I think with everyone's cooperation, we can certainly
0

reach it.
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Thank you very much.
\.

DR. CARNOW: Now that you've heard from academia government labor

and industry, we're prepared to hear from you we'll be glad to answer

'questions that you might have. We would like you, if possible,A use a_.

microphone! There's one right here jand to identify yourself so th it

can get into the proceedings.

We would 14ke ylu to limit the questions; we would like you not to

give discussions. The experts are all up onhe platform!

And I have a few announcements, too. One announcement that the lunch

-will be served directly 'acroSs the hall in the Tally Ho Room. I expect

about 10 minutes after we adjourn.. We have about 20 mihutes for questions.

I think if you have questions, it'd be good to line up here so th0 we

can save time.

MS. JUDY RANDALL: These are very simple questions; I'd like to ask

Dr. Froines Tater if he'd see me for the Lancet reference and also for the

name of the doctor in New 'jersey:

But beyond that, I would like to ksow how it is 1;1ofbleto give a

chelating agent to workers without their knowledge. NowI realize yoU-

could give pomething to them without their knowledge, but how is it

possible that they are not aware that they are getting anything,' which

gather was what you were talking about.

DR. FROINES: No, Judy, I didn't mean'to say that they weren't

. knowledgeable about the tut that they were being chelated, but it was:the

-,....

,

effect, the'potential effects of kbelating I was referring to.

0 MS. RANDALL:' Well, precisely, whatilre they fold?' They were being
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;
given antiluitide ar something, I presunie, and they weren't told why ,they

._ . 11F

were being given it
a.'

,:.
a 0

. .. - DR. FROINES: They were being told-that the reason to take the
. . (_ ,

,

chelating agept was preciselpto bring down the Wood leads, which is the

ea

e

, , .

reason, but it's 'not sufficient, clearly, and it was not being,used, in a
.

.
i

way7-it was being psed.to regude blood leads, period, on an ongoing,

=
-, .,.

. day -by -day basis. ." *-'" .

MS. RANDALL: Yeah.° Andrthey weren't being told of ossibleside

. effects? Was that the basic problem?

DR. FROINES': Yes.

MS. RANDALL: Yeah. And what are the possible side effects?

`''DR. FROINES: Mainly, kidney disele.

MS. RA, DALL: Okay. t
DR:(ARNOW: Let me just add one thtp2g; in one plant that we were in,

they were given pills which they were told:were vitamin pills. They were.,

,

versinate wbich is a chelating agent. I just wanted to mention that.

John?! Sorry.

MS. RANDALL: Thank you.

, i/
Mk..AMBURG: My name is Matt-Amburg, I'm'with the International Union.

.
,: . . . e .

;
of Electrical Radio and Machine Workers, and I woul, address my'question to'

4

Dr. Karrh. I got the timprepSion,from what he 'said that the Du Pont Company
.. ts

is
.

a typical one' in what it'dlies in its concern,

AndiI 'was just wondering how many other compahies whiO produce

chemicals, of onefsd'rt or another do all the things that he tells us that
s-

the Du Pont Company does in the,way of testing for"the effeCts on people.

O
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I would like to knOW to what extent the Du Pont Company and these other

.chemCal companies routinely have been sharing their data with tie

government and with the public --and I would like to knowspecific-ally,

for' he workers in plants which use the products developed by the Du Pont .

Company and by other companies -4- to what extent is the knowledge that Du

Pont has and that the other chemical companies haye about the health )

effectsfa_these substances, these products of yours -- to.what extent are

xou seeing to it that the workers in the other factories, the using

'.4attories'ire being told about that? Because I will tell youridh XIN

.that I do not believe that the workers in the electrical and tie ronics

and other industries are being told what it is they're working with, and

what effects these things can have upon their bodies. On their health.

DR. CARNOW: Dr. Karrh?

. DR. KARRH: I'ye got several ogestions,Vnd then a couple7statements.

But to what extent.we test or other companies thesting, I think what I said

was thatwhfat Du Pont.does is typical of what the other major chemical com-
,

panie de, and as far as I know, the other chemical companies, many o them

have he same type laboratory facilities that we have; they do their ow

testing and There tidy don't have in-house facilities, they contract

testing out.

I'm really not qualified to speak for the others, but Iam familiar

with manyof their toxicology laboratory programs.

To what extent we share data -- any data that w e develop that we feel
6

has a value'to others and is pertinent to the issue of occupational health

and safety, we share. I. mentioned HMPA as an example, and those data were

immediately submitted to the media, the public media, an editorial or a
-

letterto the editor. of Science was prepared, and was sent to Science and

82
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subsequently published to make sure that people who were using HMPA in 0'

research laboratories knew of thes findings, and.this is relatively

typical of 'the type of stepsiplat.we take to'share the data that we have.

I Now, the last question -- to what extent do we share data with the

'people, who buy prioducts'from Du.Pont, whatever data we have on the toxic

'hazard of a material, We give that to the person, to the company that buys

the'product from Du Pont, and we pass it along in the form'that we have it

sthat they then wilt know what the hazard of the chemical is, and they

I

can take adequate steps to inform and protect their employees.

thatMR. AMBERG: I didn't ask to what extent you shared that information.

with the buyer; I asked to what extent you're sharing that information with
4

4

'the'workers in the plants that buy the product.

DR.KARRH: I. don't know how we have access to the workers in the

plants who buy it, except by labe ng, and we do label the material with
,

Jr

the toxic hazard that.js significa t to the material on the label itself.

There is a Product Bulletin that g es with products, alio.

4m)* MR. MAllOCCHI: I'm going to speak for the tes of the chemical

4. industry. Is this mike On? I'll speak fdr the rest of(the chemical
-

,

in dustry -- not for them,.about them, and I'll accept that Du Pont somehow

isNhighly special wren it's unionized, we'll check the facts, but!up until
0

-

such fike, I' -1l accept Dr. Karrh's description.
.

,

, , 4110.

However, let me -- I'll agree also, with you, Dr.-Karrh, that we ought
d.

t.

...

to' proceed from.the facts. That's what thts discussion is all about.

Those who'have the,facts to share them with those of Us who can make some

judgments -- and We,may come !sacked say, "you know, there
,

really isn't a

0 g' * P <,,,
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problem, it's all been.a figment of our ima.gination." Show us the

scientific fasts, share those facts.

For instance, you mentioned at Du Pont, that it has epidemiological

data on pensioners. We're asking the oil ustry and themical industry,

tell us what happens,to people =- tell us h long they lived 'alter they

retired. Or what did they die of?

They'have refused to share any of that, information. 'We are 'being

forced into hearings.before the National Labor Relations Board saying that

our duty of fair representation reguirei that we have this information so

we can make judgments in order to properly represent the-employees. This

is a long, tedious fight; i, ' going to end up in the courts.

The chemital industry totally, -L throwing every roadblock jn our way,
a

from securing the type of information that would allow usto make these

types of objective judgments. They 129)t share it -- it doesn't come out.

That's what's happening, and I'll name company.aftempany, if there are

any repreientatfveS of companies here who can tell me differently, I will

make a public apo ad 'to them over the type of dap we are receiving that's

not been,ordered.by the National Labor Relations Board or the courts
. .

we're jdst notoeiting that.. And .what you describer in Du Ponf'does not

,

exist -- or, may,exist In another way. Having biological testing is of no
0

. .

'4. significance ecause what's happening -- annual physical testing iS i-

...

screening out program.for not workers, and., culling them out. /

, . If indusy tells us, we'f'e going .to set up testing of workers, an

....
,.. .

annual physical test,but that management will not use that in anyway to

_ . . .

take action against the employee,-we would consider that a progressive
r. ,

------,7-

,.

6
-

.
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Step forward. But management uses what they gatherilW-the way of testing

of workerremoval -- don't address the problem address the victim of the
0

problem,

lw So, having an annual physical examin'ation,and preemployment-ph icals

are a method-of, first of all, selecting the most healthy workers in the

population -- especially when you have a lot of unemployed morkers,?and
4

then consistentitesting is the 'way you move them out when you detect a

problem. That's been our experience.

And the University of Illinois Survey'on what Onagement does with

those health records -- matagement has been much more candid with them than

they have been with us, because they do say they make other personnel
.o

judgments based on what they find out,from that medital testing program, a

significant -- statistically significant number of them have admitted that

in that University of Illindis poll.

So, what companies do and what they do with that information is a key

1

question, not the fact that they're doing these things. And think that

Is the cornerstone of this problem what 1appe'ris to the facts? Who gets

them? ,Who sees them? Who is privy to them?

Only, management is privy. And they use that information the way they

see fit. Du Pent maybe an exception. Are you sharingepidemidlogical

data with',even the company union representatives at Du Pont? Do they get

access to all ttp epidemiological data?

DR. kARRHr We share the data with the, employees who are in the data

bank.

MR.,MAllOCCHI: You're different.
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DR. KARRH I might point cut that OCAW doesn't represent any of our

plants.

MR. MAllOCCHI: I agree. Nobody represents any of you,p-lants.

Except a few.

CARNOW: Okay next qUestion.

MR. MOORE: Okay, Ym Miles Moore from Rubber and Plastics News in .

Akron,..and a statement that Mr. Mazzocchi made rather confused me; the.

statement that if workers' healthjs to improve, productivity must go down.

And this brings up about a. three part question, particularly since

both Dr., I believe pr. Carnow and Dr. /oines both said, that the

controls, the necessary controls to improve worker health would actually.

prove more cost-efifective than not -- than the n41-controls.

5o, my question is, first to Dr. Karrh, in your.experience, is Mr.

Mazzocchi's statement true that Oroductivity must go down for. workers'

health to be improved, for controls to be. affected. Second, to Dr. Carnow

t

and Dr.. Froines, that if prOductivity must goidown,'how then are controls

t

more cost - effective, and third, to Mr. Mazzocchi, in an.environment where

workers are healt4, where they are working in'a clean environment, where

they're Oiowingzup*Ibr work every day,. where their morale must, by

necessity, be higher -- wouldol't.their productivity be higher, necessarily,

than in a smokey, ditty environment where they're pushed'tothe limit'and

their health is ruined nkmatter how hard manag4ment pushes them? s. .

DR: CARNOW: I think Dr. Karrh, theq Dr. Froines L;11 take asmall

,0

crack at it, an then Mr: Mazzocchi.

DR KARRH: I learned.a long time ago never to *try to qualify one of

Mr. Mazzocchi statemen
I.

But our experience is that productivity-does
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not have to go down to protect aloworker'S healt if this can be done on .

the job by impleMenting the control. measures that re necessary for control

of the hazardousAlterials, engineering controls, if you can,

, AP

administrative work practice controls when engineering controls are not

feasible, or ca'n't be 'utilized -- or personal protective equipment if.you

have to.'

DR. FROINES: My Roint' would be that, I think Tony should amplify that

statement so A's- clear to everybody-

I. I was spe*ing from an engineering point of view, which states that

one c control exposures through engineering means to those

expos res. That's a fact -- that conditions exist by which controls can be

ddsip d and implemented to reduce exposures.

Whether or not, over a- period of time when prolductiAiV is being

maximized, those control will break down and become less ef-fective, and

you will have increasing exposures -, I wasn't addressing that precise

issue, and I think that's what Tony is addressing. I'm simply addressing

the first step of the process which says that one can implement engineering'

controls which will reduce exposure.

The other '6nds of work-related demands that are made ultimalely could'

make those controls ineffective, but Visit seems to me to be the issue.

DR. CARNOW: Let me get -- I actually,have controls- here.. The first

thing I'd like to say is that I think all generalizations are very'bad, an

tr,

the second thing I'd like to say is that my purpose, or the direction of,my

comnery s related to tnejoct that,h,baithoare is the biggest cost that we
4

have in societY -- it is,costing,yt $150 billion to take care f.;the.

American peopleg.and we're not dofng the best job in the world at th t.

,
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And what I am saying is that if disease in the'workplace represents'a

significant part of that, and I a4certain it does 'I don:know how much

-- we don't have any data banks ande don't have registries of Occupa-

tional morbidity-and so on. the only one is in California, and that's only

/

been reinstitiaa41?in the last few years. But it is enormous. We know it's

enormous; it constitutes an incredible. cost.

I'venot done cost-benefit -- maybd Tony has. But what I was talking

7
.

about was the cost of disease and from a physician standpoint.

MR. MAllOCCHI:' ',All right, let me start. It was a fundamental

question, and my suggestionthe present Configuration of induitrial

society does create 'the contradiction I spoke to -- the ultimate question

is what do youjio about it? Now lat meattgtiipt to prove what I said -- 15

minutes, you only allow generalizations!

Number one -- of course it costs $150 billion.. I make no --II have no

quarrel with the figures, I said the argument is oYier, not that it costs-,

ft's who pays? Industry has prorated that across the population. That's a

subsidy workers give to industry. -- bad health-- that's a subsidy.

I'm Saying indusneeds that.
. 0 s

Novi let's talk about productivity. There's a mythology that seems to

permeate those who don't work. Th think that more - oductivity comes

from one's'speedig up a pace. That ometimes is the case.
t .

instance',But in a-continuous flaw industry, for barrel output -.-.

an industry that deals with most of the Carcinogensfor instance-and birth '* .

defects, .sincgsthat iS what this conference is abOut -- we don't work any

harder A/Oroduce more; techno ogy and working with far less people ups the

I

O
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productivity in this way. One is we don't maintain the facility -where

many of you work-is in a facility,, keep it running. You' can build r-Erand

new plant, take all the existing technology and build a brand new facility,

chemical or el facility. Great. Theoretically it works, it doesn't leak.

You're working with v.olatiles and caustics.. If you don' keep that in

a state of constant repair, it's going to emit these substanc s that cause

defects. and cancer. The industry doesn't maintain, the facilities; they let

them run. In fact, we have a slogan in our industry -- "Run till ,

\

destruction." We don't maintain them like we used_to mainta4n them; yot

keep them on stream as longsas you c,;ii's==-you do with far fewer people. We

have fan fewer maintenance people and far fewer operating personnel.

Now in order to make that place healthy, you're going to have to bring
.

that fictlity .down. You can't produCe something', and' it may take six

4
N. weeks, eight weeks or four weeks -- whatever,, it diminishes the rate of

0 .

o

production, in order to keep'it in good shape.,

And then if you implement the engineering controls with alarms, every

time the alarm'gies off, You're gonna have to stop doing Whet you're doing

and aaress the release -- you know how that's'handled in industry today --

,,somebody turns the alarm off. That's how the problem is corrected;- that's

he common way the problem is corrected.

Now let' me cite the definitive source in one instance, that verifys

:what worke have always talked about. Coke ove hearings. There was an

Economic Impact Statement -- rtghtl You look at that,statement,
_

essentially, it's this thick and there one'key page. rt said in order to -

make' the coke ,oven safe and carcinogen

ao

, you need 5,000 more Workers,
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to maintain it and operate it out of a population of approximately 1,000.

people.

Well, I tell,you, you add 5,000, 15,000, 20,000 and productivity

drops. The nature of productivity has'to be vderstood. Man.neme

understands it and the workers understand it -- everybody else doesn't

undertand it. And what I'm saying is, minagement is absolutely .right,

,

when sometimes they pose it in terms of we can'tafford it -- not the type,

of capital that's needed, that can be afforded. It's to N,
A

continue the facility producing at
\
a maximum rate -- that's where the con-

tradiction comes That's the question that has to be addressed.

I Nink it's 'religion When someone says- if you make the workplace

healthier, people are gonria be hippier.- That's nonsense. It's the nature

of work. Of Course you'ee unhappy if you're chokingeto.death.

Many of the-workplaces tjt we work in ye not visibly -- you could

walk through the plant and you'll say tiis is A very clean facility. L .

could take you.th"r9ugh an oil. refinery d wherein some places., you may-
.

not smell anything -- well, you'll spell, .something, but not to the
tv

extent

that ytu think you will. You won't tee'anything, and yet, therip°may be
,

substances in the air ir.nthet;reffnery that are lethal over the tong run.
.--f , z,

.%
0 1 4hink tt)ere ' s- too much. of a simplistic approach to IttequeStion -

. ./.
.

, . of productivity'. I think_ ultimately -- well, I.don't think, I know.--
t /I 4

ultimatelY; society i's going to have to make the type of societal decisions-

'

.---

t. .

, down the,oad
,
maybe afte$' my time,' of changing the present configuration

1

,
,

of indU'strial society., And f don't care whether that's in the private
r .

! , 4 1

world or the state capitalist world, it's the same
If.

, .
.,.

)
,
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configpration, the same changes, the same problems.

. DR. CONN: We haye only about 5 :of' .10 more minutes. ardWe'd

like to get some questions. So I'd like ttie questions.td,be brief-and the

answers.to be brief, also.

MS. SHINOFF: This'll be brief. My name is Mary Shinoff,e'and I'm.from

.the Public Media Center in San Francisco. My quetion is. directed to Dr.

Karrh. Tilt-Program that you've described that Du Pont has sounds excel-

lent, it snun4 like it's far in excess of anything that OSHA already

requires:
,

I've also heard similar discUtsions and descriptions from other manu-

1POP-

facturing representatives that I've. talked to, particularly around the

rightto know issUev And given all of.that; I wonder if you think .

regulation of industry in relationhiP to occupational health`and safety is

necessary ifayog do think so, why?

DR. K
4
ARRI-k That's a very gOd question. I think that regulations are

necessary in-many cases, and we-have been doing 11N4ny things that'OSHA is

now beginning to regulate on.
yf

.One.of the difficulties' we've had, with OSHA and the thing we've-
.

disagreed with them on,.though, is their steadfast dependence on specifi-

cation standards, where they specify how you will comply and how you will

control- a material and don't allow equally effective rheasres that you al-

.

ready h e in place.
,

For instance, sane of our programs under some OSHA-regu/ations would,
*

have to be dismantledand put back together in a way that-OSHA dictaies:;.

Men we'Ne.pr'bven over the years that our programs are.effectiVe in pro-,'x

tecting employees.

,

11
A A A
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MR. CARRY: Bill Carey of.Loc at't9,1i,wi-t--hs//. teelworkers. We repreent .

. ,
.

,

18,000 members at Inl nd Steel. Our company has a neOspaper and in it they

/ran a thing on occupaional contribution, especially'coke oven emissions.
..- ilf ,

And there they quoted'a Dr. Waylen from Htrvard-I believe,. saying that it,

was between one and zero percent occupational contribution to cancer, and

that was probably overstated, because those were cancers that were induced .

years ago when emissions were loWer.

It's interesting that the last OSHA investigation found coke oven

workers at the plant_had been expose to 1-i'ke 1,000 timerthe maximum dosage

for coke oven

But my, Question is -- industry always seems to come out with their

figures of their spokesmen, and I wondered if someone on the panel could

give me some nfOrmationion why the discrepancy between industry's state-
.,

meats of one and zlero-,perrecent of cancers are occupationally induced and

another figure of 35 to 467, is from the occupation. °

4 DR. CARNOW:°°You were on that task force, Dave.
. .

.
--

:

4.
.,. DR. RAL-1:1:I'd like tt make a number of comments. Our distinguished

-.
.

.

President of the Academy of Sciences; Phil Handler, used that, but if '

, -

you'll notice, 'he failed to reference.

MS. nidentifteth We can't hear!
.

MR. Un.dentified: -Why don't you use this mike.

DR. RALL: Dr. Handler, in a speech before Northwestern University,

said essentiallyrno cancer was caused by chemicals. .I.sMould pbintxt. ,

, . 7?,

,
..

, that he failed to document that statement. It 4 not referenced, it was
.,'

.

just a statementl

A
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I noticed that-my colleague is now talking about three to five

percent, and quoting the director of the -- I.R. Higginson, I want to point

out that Dr. Higginson, in previously published papers, there of four years

ago, used the figure three to five percent, but what he was talking about

was-three .to five- percent of that fraction of human cancer which we think

we know the cause of -- and that is about fifty percent.
S

So he was saying that of the 50% of human cancer that'we think we know

the cause-of, three to five percent is occupational and that's very .

different from 1%.

Now in terms of the HEW t5timate paper, I do want to point out the

title was "estimates." We tried to make the most realistic estimates of

what sort of fraction of, cancer might be due to occupation. We did one

thing that we txplicitly, said we did, that .nobody else does. We allowed

4' for double penalty. We are unaware of how you can calculate what is the

cause of a lung cancer.in a cigarette smoking asbestos worker:. We cannot
4

say it's^,e11 due to asbestos or all dye to cigarette snmit.4.ng, We say you

have to end up with a number- greater than 100% -- because if you cut down
,

.

6 ,
- . . .

the .asbestos exposure, you'll cut down disease; if you cut out cigarette
5.16.

smbki , you,',11 cOt out disease. 6

, 4

* We were trylhg to Nok at ways ydtt can practice preventive medicine,
4r4. . -

%
' JP

A

.1
and in that .sense, ybu've got 'to Odulto)e count, So.we obviously would come

.
64 ... '' / kri' ' 4I .

f -,'
.- over 10q%. .° * ,. j . ,
. .

.6
.

-At -, , v

.. Noiq i n al 1 honesty, we spelIed this 06 in the Paper, and fir.tfli 0 whey -4 g ..'..' .
, ' '1 %44

t " ' ..'0 " t 1"?. '4 N
you quote us without indicatingpat;'you,are, in fact,"14squoti g us. °4 - . , . .0. 0

4 , e q , A 4 .'

1,.

,
,

. : ,,h6.. , ,?...

-- this debate .arld argument 44111 460n fiN/4 0. tong, time. 7... don't
. * ' lOw a -, ...;

4
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at.

think 20% `is a bad figure, and I'll stick with it.

DR. CARNOW: I like'ethe.nice quiet way you.did that!' I'd like to make

only one comment. I think that when you're*dealing with ,aldiseaie like '"

cancer, you have every right In the world to err on the .s4'de Hof ,concern,

and particularly, where'there. is stich,a large area of lack of knowledge. I

think that otherwise, you're reduced to the probabiliiyor possibility of

,

body counting, which i s a verb bad way to look at health questiOns..

...

MR. PRINCE:
$

My name is Anthony Prince, and I'm with Steelworkers
,

local 65.1n So4th Chicago, and my question is directed at Dr. Karrh, that

40 .5 . A

you stilted that you feel "that the lack,of attention paid to this problem by
4 ..z ,

IIndustry in the past has. been more a questibn of not having the knoWledge
%, , 0

than a question of irresponsibility.

-"

In February of this year, we had an accident at the ,Burnside ,Steel x.,
,

. eft "
6

'
o

,

: FoundrY (phoenetic) 'in whict.molten metal' Game .into contact 4,ith
,,

Standing
. . .

,, ' 4 .' , . ..,, ...

4
. c

: water, blew the roof off the foundry and killed four stpelmirkers and "k

4 , "
ti I -. 0 . 6 626.' ,

iniured 2.84 including the local President? who waS killed. And we re, -. "'0 ' "7,
, ,1

'
,

, . ,

%. , . . -.4 . ... 4..

thissearched l -,-,ourAaftty committee reSeedhOlt I ,an ound a document';61 df
. D "% ,: 4 * . V41'4"

, . '''4 .i. J 4I1A .1. 1 4
' <;) A.

' printed f :15.0 4:1.Yhe"Ameivican FounryAlSociety di) thelr standards' for ,*;? ..,.:.

0..
1 0 . 0 4 -0.

,0 A sifety iji,,tht foundry; wilih' had three pagesfof material on standing water ,

,.. ..- -
..,

.- .

..$.

f ,,,
sand the steps that should be taken. to elimirite it, from the areas near

.,..
.,. .

4 molt m... al' .

., . _

.
1

How

,

,

..'_.

can you make a statement that thi's is 2G -- '22 yeari ago that this

knowledge was known by the foundry industry, and in one of their own trade,
.

journals, and yet OU say that their lick of attention is due to lack Of -,

knowledge and ho rresponsibility.. How can you justify that statement?
-."-)

'Or .
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r -
.DR. KARRH: Well, the example Oat- you Lbseok-- there is no waY'that I

can. justify anything because 'I'm not familiar with it nor am I familiat

1.

,'

with the steel, industry^
4

I think, though, that the implication that I was trying to get across;

,is that Most of the time that anytime an'bccupational health hazard has

developed in industry, it has been because we lacked the knowledge of how
.

to deal with the materials that we were dealing with, mpr what the hazards

of these materialS were -- rather than anyone purposely going out and

inp.entionally hurting someone. 7

When someone gets hurt on the job in Du Pont, and I'think, in most 1,

'other companies, it's'a real tragedy -- it's not-something that we leave
a a

1

home.every mormipg As'_I.,t1)ink Tony said earlier, we donft leavehOme

every morning saying, "Well, today I'll g6t to kill a coofle" we leave

home every
,

..--
morning hop n9 that everything we dOorks qut Well so that

.

. .

...

we'll have a safe ,op rap n and o one will get 'hurt or injured. -..

./. -

\
on

,

DR.-CARNOW: Since we don't want add malnutrition to the problem,
.,

.

.)
a'

we'hdveone more questions, and then lunch.
-'.'

.

,

.
. ,

.

MR. VAUGHN: My name if Robert Vaughn,.and I'm here to riepreSent the

14 -- .

.

.
.

merican Postal Workers Union and we represent some 600,000 postal Workers.

..

Now we heard,garlier in t'he program that:the postal workers are denied

%

the protection of OSHA by the goodness andgraCe of the postal leadershipr.

.

that they ,refuse to accept it.__Howeyer. we, do have some very real problems.
1-

revolving around the use of the handling of lead.

You gentlemen who spoke so well,, on the problems of lead -- we do have

ip

lead problems because of the
\.

p;dstal service's_misguided desire to use lead,'

95
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rather than some other material for marking seals on such things as

international pouches and enclosed dispatcheVog, and so forth. Workers are
4 /

being told that it is harmless to handle the lead products. They,are giien

absolutely no'precautions to take, to the best o1 my ,knowledge.
1

Approximately five years agp, I attempted to get a reading an the
.

hantling of lead products. Noir,f,can lead migrate into the capillary'system

throggh the skin? It cannot? ite5

7MR. Unidentified: You could rhgest it, but not --J.

, MR: VAUGHN: It's only through ingestion?

MR.-Unidentified: Well, you can breathe it if it's volatilized.
vs

. DR.: FROINES: Breathe it primarily, or through ingestion, also, but

'

not through the skin:'
. -_

N.../.

) . ' MR. VAUGHN: Not through t e skin? .. 1, .

.

.

' '-
. ._

'' MR. Unidentified: Iif you ash, your Kan& carefully, before 1b4K11, you
. .

.

A.-. ,Ican,generally avoid a 'lot of ocntami nation in that kind ofthing.

MR. VAUGHN:* Thank you.

MR. MAllOCCHI: I would rr ce one'-point.' Not only postal workers don't

receive due process and.protection we,repreSent nuclear workers, and ff

yOu're represented by the regulatory ComMion of NCR and DOE, and we're
t .

,

-aholftelywithout the type Of benefit that you're discussing, also. We
, .

don't have the benefit of OSHA, and it's a tet=in,hand situation.

T So we sympathize with your plight because we'ye confronted with the

_same situation.

MR. PEARCY: Thai* You, Doctor Karrh, Mr. Mazzocchi, Dr. Rall, Dr.

Froines, Dr Carnow. Thank you all. ,

1

.e

7
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MR. LONDON: Every-autOmoElile these people are driving out here

tOday-Ltliat wps what I was making, batteries for--automobiles. And after I

was stricken, I got to the placI could not eat, neither sleep...and I had

to take both hands to hold'a cup of coffee to drink and I lost weight, and

I. almost lost my family, because I was unable to produce a livelihoodfor

my family because the company did not reimburse me the NO years I was off,

After I met CACOSH and they advised me to go to the'doctor, to a private

doctor -- and I let the doctor examine me, and I had a lead level of 102 ,

t.
and they took me to Cock Canty Hospital, where I spent five weeks.

After that, I returned Jto my job. The company still did not reimburse

me for anything. They would not pay me,for the time lost. But mfamily

had to live. They were suffering. And'I had a wife and two kids. 'My

'w4e had to go out and yet a job to subsidize the livelihood of my family.

And after that, I retired from the c

1
.

for two years to get reimbursement.

and I. was fighting the company

I got a meeting with ,the President.

of the Labor Departmentto.find out how I could pay off my indebtedness..

In my period.with this company we were oxidizing lead into powdered

form. What I mean by oxidizing- lead, we had to heat the lead to 600

1

degrees Fahrenheit. And we wourdNput oxygin in on this lead, and it would

oxidize into a powdered form. And this powdered form--we're breathing this

powder--you could taste it. Lead is sweet, believe me or not. I am-a
.

-survivor of lead poisoning, to tell the story. I can tell yOu, it-is hell.

If I.had my life tolive over again, I would not work th a plant of lead'

ti

's



poisoning, because 'I know-'-you and I--why the workers in those plants are

going,.through.
.t

Each year, we are losing over 100;000 people in'this country, whichis,

one of the greatest countlies in America, which is America -- from
.)

occupational disease, and the company is not doing anything for'the

workers. The company only thinks of things,that will increase their power

and gains. Hite a man and he dies--hire another.

They do not care about.the workers. Their supervisors are sitting up

there-in the office -- the workers are out there going through the price, of

hell, and their families are suffering from it, and the companies do not do

anything for the working class of people. And they pay them a measely

salary, and they get their big'bonus when you prOduce.

I used to work a lot of overiiMt. I.regret today that I worked one
f

minute overtime, because that was life I was givihg for overtime. I

have suffered, and still sufrer today: I am alive to tell the story.

acupational disease is hell. You will know when you catch an occupational
0.

disease. It is hell, let me tell you. I am living to .tell the story.

I have a friend of mine -- he and I was taken off the job the same

day, two years ago -- he is still in the hospital today. He called me.the
0

A
.

other night,and my wife\told me my friend called me and that he didn't

sound good. And,I called the hospital. He called.me beciu§e he knows that

I am a victim of occupational disease, and I am-alive to tell the story,

that"I dan help; not him, help my fellow workers. Tile only thing I regret

today is ttlat I only have one life to live. If I had another life to live,
\

4.
/
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I know who to fight for -- my working class of. people.'

(APPLAUSE)- .

I

,MR. TIRKEL: Why do I think oyTV commercials? I mean, why ,do I. think

.

4

of all, the commercials Every "night in which batteries are advertised?, It's

a rainy night, the car is siuck, and you find that the battery is Qone.

. . .

Tfirife says: Why don't you get such =and such a battery. NBC; ABC; and

-\ '"
CBS .do a hell' of a job in selling those batteries, Isn't it strange no

4

-NBC, ABC or CBS , cameras are here this afternoon? Could yop imagine if

FrAnk ?inatra had a press conference? You couldn't get in if Farrah

Fawcett Majors were here right,now, for all the cameras, you wouldn't make
`

tt. ' If the Shah of Ira were here; you'd, never get tn. But they 'don't
,

. , .,
. . .

' want.to hear Ed London do _hey? 1,13- he oxipized those batteries: Is there
-. . - ,

. ',,,

,
,

any wondee'that kids know nothing Also4&the workplace and labor?' It's not ,

r

A
thetr _fat:lit is it. NoN what do they get? They read Charles Dickens in t'he

.

. ,

&etter schooii, you know that. And Dickens wrote a geeat ;novel about how

. rotten things ire in the Industrial Revolution. And CharlesDickens-is

alive and living in the United States right now -- even in the workplace,
. V

and some are'alive, but not very well.

And so from Georgia, just coming in about an hour ago is Lloyd Goss,

and Lloyd Goss is drd man. And what do we know about card men? The

only card men we know aboilt on television Las Vegas _dealer, right? He

deals out the fifth ace to the guy who gets shot in the- cheek in a western

I

by John Wayne. OrNSteve McQueen in "Cincinnati Kid.'

4
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A

Lloyd Goss happens to be a card man who works in a cotton plant.'
/

has to work. He's got a pin right there, he got, that fromthe company.

Tweity-five years, 'then he got another gift from them, too. It's called

brown lung. I want you to meet Lloyd Goss. He'll tell you about it.

'MR. 'GOSS: Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. I'm happy to have this

privilege of"cominsg to'meet with you people'today, and it sort of shocked

me when they calle4 me and told me. I had to hesitate a few minutes before

I said yes.

My name is Lloyd Goss; I haie been working, them cotton textile mills

since 1954 and for the past 25 years, 'I've been in service to this

company, this year -- and this month coming up I'll be there 26 .years.

And all during these 26 years back behind my life, I had overtime and

all of-this, and Is was one of the organizers that helped. bring the union

in. Then after we got the union. organized, got the first contract,-, we got
1

to workirig on the dust,p roblem, which is a hazard t- o Jour health.

I' And so.that's how we got it'started. Now I want to go back just a few
}

minutes, aboUt a second or twos when DickMathis (phonetic) was the union

. . .

representative of (INAUDIBLE) at that time.- Wegot a committee and went to

talk to Dick Mathis, and told Mr. Mathis that we wanted somethingdone in

. the cotton millson account of this dust, because it was bad on your lungs

and your health.
r \

* So in return, they wrote to the Labor Department before-OSHA was ever

-- come to on this. So Aen when they got all this started;ithe dust
4

102
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'got bad, and (INAUDIBLE). Then the dust come running out of-the openers,

4 A

and we had to inhale So a feWryears after that, the Labor Department

-sent.someone to there to investigate the dust problems, and they found out

it was hazardous'.

So I went to a union meeting one day, and Walt Braney (phonetic) was

there, arid-Walt said that they-were gonna get this dust out of there, I

said hey, Ihear you Walt. And that made,meefeel good:Soafter we got,

all that started with this dust, and we've come a long ways with it, and by

the help of OSHA, we gotIsome cleaning systems in there now in .SOme parts
.

of it which, is better now than It was before: And also, we have d6st

problems from. the cards, drawing and the setters, and so all you. can see in

there is dust, an'd.when the wind blows through-the fan, it just gets a big.

accumupation of this fine mist of dust, and you inhale that. And I cannot' .-

wear no dust mask in there. If I did it wouldismother`me to death. Now

When I go in there, open the door here comes the dust. And I start

smothering.

After about 30 or 40 minutes,I get to -where mybreathing is better.

'But I hope; pray, and trust to. good God in heaven that the time will come

wilen the cotton textile mills will have to get that dust out of there to

prolonglives of workers. (INAUDIBLE) J

That cotton dust just comes Off of the cotton and covers your Twigs

. .
up. And-then we have had two die in the card room, out there where I work.

One in the,dust house, the other in the Setters. And no doubt they hipd a

`heart attack because they got to wherg the stuff smothered them to death

p
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there on the job. And hope'I see the day come, when the Canton cotton,
P

mills will have to consider these thingsifor my fellow Workers and that

they will have a.better way of living, a better way of breathing where the

wont have to wear these dust masks., And I want to see the time come when

they will have to go.along, and get that (dust) out ofthere. .1-hank you

h --very'muc.
.- .

(Applause) \ 4

\, .

.

MR. WALLICK: I'd like to thank Pat McGuire of CACOSHwhich te ftit
. .2;

. ,

local occupational health and safety organization here in Chicago, Tom

Curtis, a freelance writer, and the Amalgamated Textile and ClOthing
, A

Workers UniOn for providing people who-tvere on this panel. Did you have a

question?
,

MS.,RANDALL: (INAUDIBLE)

MR. WALLICK: No, it's a public interest group.

. MS.y RANDALL:, (INAUDIBLE)

MR.WALLICK: Give the name of the Company you work for again.
9

MR. GOSSi Oh, that was.* mistake. It was Canton Textile Mills,

Canton, Georgia.

MR. WALLICK: How do You spell that?

MR. GOSS C.-a-n-t-a-n. Canton, Georgia.
4

MR. WALLICK:: What about the, company yod work'for?

an.

MR. GOSS: Canton Textile Mills.

1
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MR. LONDON: The company worked for was known as the Nationbl load

Cpmpany, bvt-they changed the name after so many people got lead poisoning,

to NI.- Industries. But it was ihe.National Lead Company.

WALLICK: Now three of the people on this panel are people who

have been represented by unions. The next person, from Texas, works at a

factory which he will explain does not have a union, and I think that his

situation presents an interesting_perspective.

I have visited several northern countries where health- and safety is a

importajit part of°The trade union religion in those countries, and I

. must sagthat one of the things that always impresses me when I go to those

countries is the caliber of the business meetings. The business community

6

in d1rway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark; And 'I think it has something to'do

wtih the fact that 90% of the workers in those countries belong, to trade

c
unions.

I would like now to present as our next panelist DonaldJackson who

wilt explain in his words his work situation.'

.MR. JACKSON: Can you all hearAle? My name is Don Jackson from

Houston, Texas, and there's Qv thing_that I do wantto clarify. I no

longeriwork for this company. The name of the .company that I worked for.as

of November 197.3,. was Velsicol ChemiealCorporation.
,r'

Velsicol. I started working for them about November 9, 1973. I worked

until about March 4th-of 1974, and,when I could not walk any more. There
o

were several symptoms. As of November, when I went to work for them, I

weighed about 205 pounds. I had my birthday, which is December 16th, and

\105
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I weighed_about 160 pounds. That was the first symptom.

I stAfered profuse sweating and so forth and soon. and`-weight

'lbss, constipation, problems -with, urination, I had bad tremors --I'm right

handed and 'Icould no longer, eat with my right hand -, I had to 'eat with my

left hand.

All this tibe; I had no idea' what I 'was working with, Nothing -- I h-ad.'

no'idea at all. About Januaryor February, somewhere around there, I tried

to run across the parking lot which is at work, and I found that I could no

longer coordinate my leg muscles. And from.here, I rapidly deteriorated

until March 4th when they sent me home and told me to come back when was

better. And I thanked them and left.
4

SO thdy didn't fire me rightat that' parti5ular time,./sO I went to the

company physician, and he dilagnosed my condition as an inner ear ifection...

,So he prescribed'medication and so forth,sand about two or threg days

late'r, I wasn't any better, 01 fact, I was much worse. So I went to my

own physician-, and he also told me that I had an inner
1
ear infection, and' -

he gave me treatments and so forth, I went home. \

A week later, I could not walk. So a country.doctor insturn, ft.

committed,me to Pasadena Bay Shore'Hospital under.the direction of a

neuroldgist. They sent me through several different tests, myelograms,

.brain scans and so forth, looktng,,for tumorous lesions ang thing's like

this.
,

They could come up with nothing. All this time, I was trying to tell .

tffese people, the doctor's and so forth, that there Is a possibility that I

-/

,
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,

was working,Withsomething at the plant that was doingthis to me. NobOdy

tAkdown dr'heeded that fact, SQ nothing was said or done ,about it.

Eventually, I stayed at Pasadena Bay Shorefoi two-WeekS, going

th1ough these testsand before:my release, the doctor came to me and told

me that I was suffering from a demyelinization of the nerves. Well, what

is demyeliniution of the nerve? I was 19 years old.. I.had no idea.

So anyway, to spellit out ecifically'; Ileft the hospital, I webt

to the country doctor ,and he spelled it ott for me. He told me'I had

multiple sclerosis. And that upsA me quite.a bit; I wasn't abdUt.to

accept it. There werCother.things that were coming to light.as far as

things that I worked with out at, the plant, such as the phov80 which i a

pesticide that breaks down the nerve endings and-so krth, 7-hexane which

is very toxic, toluene. and, forth. .

A

So I went't,o'0 HA, and at that present time, OSHA was not -- I nor/

,longer worked for t company q- at that,time,/OSHA Was not allowed to make

investigation unless you.worked at the company so therefore, it was a
,7

dead end.

I kept on going to differen orgailizat;ioas. -- EPA and so forth, and

/-

nothing, All this time I was walking with a cane..My -second hospitali-

zation was at St. Luke'sHoSpital in Houston, Texas, whereeI picked my\ow,n

neurologist and so forth. He also-confirmed the'diagnoiis of-MS.

t through anftherl,battery of tests;some the same and some

differ nt, and I was given intrafascialar injections, and 'if you don't
. .

e
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d
know the word, intrafascicular injections is what thy do is they stick a

needle, about six inches long into the lumbar,section of yovr spine, and

they do this. aboUt once every other'day-for two weeks. It's no fun; But

this wat for MS. s' was for the diagnosis of MS: Whethen it$helped in

my condition br not, I have no idea. I don't believe the'dOctors would,

\-either.
)1:

- So I finally found a lawyer through the hel4p of my Oarents',.,wha stood

by me all the time, and'I was living with my parents at this time beCause I

.couldn't support :myself. I went to a free lawyer's`ycli nfitr'and they

referredmetosomeone,andIinturnfJound,alawyer. He listened to my .

.01

story,,and its sounded unbelievable, but he accirpted it

And nothing'came to light, actually, until Velsicol tried to get the

permit for registry in the United States for their leptophos or phosvel, ;

5 '

and then. a national organization started checking into the background,

health history and so forth -- and. found( out that not only was I affectei,

but there were several others that were affected.' People ranging in
v

diagnOsis froth MS to several demyetinating brain diseases, encephala-

myelitis, and so forth. There was just a whole array of them.

So they checked No it, and they found out that perhaps something was

luing amiss, so they suspended all production, shut down the plant and so'

-=,!foi.th, and to this day,-Velsial's now operating, but I don't believe Aat

they are making the leptophoi,---although when I left, they started making an

even more dangerous chethical which happen`to be'EPN, I'm not Sure I

dbn't know exactlywhat that is, but it's supposedly more dangerous.-
,

".0
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But in essence, what I want to warn all the people about fs that in my

instance, it was -- there was, irwas,a very small company, a dstqget the

6ational,attention that it did through people like Mr. Curtis and so forth,

"Sixty Minutes" and on and on, it was a vety small plant, and I am one or-
,

ariTlions over thepast fews years'-- few years, my foot--over several

decades, that have been affected by this -- and not ',lust by this, by lead

poisoning, whatever.

And I think it's time for the public through the media, because the ,

- media is very powerful in this company. This, Units14-4tates of America --

I think It's really high time that they sat up and took notice of the

\,
people who are making this Company go', and that's the workers. .

The corporationNre made of nothing but workers, and that's all I got

to say. Thank you very much,
'N.

I.

MR,JERKEL: What a powerful slip 'of the tongue,, just then, between Ed-

London, Lloyd.Gos? and Donald Jackson. This company, the United States of

America. You know Velsicol'executives are very often in the news, featured

in very handsome profile on the, financial page ion Newsweek, Time, World
. A P

News. and Report. But very ParelyLloyd Goss,' or Donald Jackson or Ed

London., And Lloyd just told me'one other thing that-he-forgot to add.

Lloyd.

MR. GOSS: We were talking in t plant yeterdaY about some medical

things that should 1e done in the plant. So I told them yesterday that I

would bring thi? out if I happened to think of it. People who are working

down atria nton Textile Mill or any other cotton textile mill in the south
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or in the United States. If an employee was working in there for five

co

years,.every two or three years, I think they ought tohave a physical

examination with lung X.rrays Te every,yeat, and I think- those who have

been there for 25 or 30-years back, and I think they ought to have that

done every sii months in order that they can catch this deadly disease 34.

before it gets opt of control.

So I don't,know what you all think of that, but I just thought

br..9ig this to your attention while I thought Abut it and all this

should be at company expense, because they got us rn there, and they got-us

living in this dust, rand so they're going to have to do something about it.

Thank you.

(Applause) A

',MR. l'ERKEc: At the! beginning, Frank was saying tat this is a success

story, it's.a success story after a fashion. Richard right.now works for

the UAW, and Rich is the, full time health and safety representative for the

UAW Lo6al 719,' but he's paid his dues,4to put. it-mildly. He.'s den a

journeyman tool machinist ... and so he knows what's going on. His

thoughts about what has been done, can be done, and must be done to

diminish the hcgror in some of these,workplaces. 6

MATH- P As Studs-says, I'm not a victim, fortunately but .1 .am

aware of. occupational safety and health, and I think one of the -- justan'

. interesting thing here, 'Ed London is a victim of NL Industries, and quite

ironically my father worked for 31 years for NL Industries andhe, too, was'_

poisoned by lead on numerous occasiojis to the point 'of hit death. ke was
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subject to many occupational injuries', slipping off a defective ladder, I

I

remember one time 6 weeks in a cast - he-h,eld on by one arm from a beam for
, ,-/

, , (

about 15 minutes 45 feet in the air until somebody finally him down.

He did a littje better than Ed London. He got something for his 31
. . .

(ears, and,I happen to have it here -- it's a .Cross pen. And it's got "NL

f'
Industries" on here. --'And I was g a little simple arithmetic. This

thing was cn sale for $12 at a local department tore up by us, and if you
.1

divide that out, it comes to about 38 cents a year cdMpensation for a lot

. of suffering.

But enough of the horror stories. Ona of the things U4 does to a

promote health and safety is to stress education and making' people aware of

situations in the plant. Electro Motor which is in LaGrange, Illinois- -

we have been'very successful in establishing a joint local health and

safety committee.

Management has chosen to be responsive to the point that we meet

rewlarly, our ideas are taken into consideration. In most cases, we are

talked to before decisions are made with regard to health and safety
, r ,--: N

conditions in the plant, most of the time. .

Some of the programs -- I'll give you a little history here -- one of

the things that we wanted to do was to first of-all remove health and

safety problems, and things of this nature from the adversary type thing

that Is common among local unions, international unions, corporations.

Health and'safety is a non-negotiable issue it's either safe or it isn't

-- it is either health or it isn't and you cant) really bargainilealthand
4
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safety, per se, across a table. 'You might be able to bargain some

solutions but you can't bargain whether or ndt it is ,indeed safe or

unsafe.

Some of the things that we tried to implement was, again,'the

committee meeting on a regular basis, and this committee consists of people

from either management and the local union. We instigated,a truck driver

e", training program, and again, the union participated. Management sent a

union representative to perform the industrial engineering and the 4eople

involved there to implement this thing to one or another,GM plahis in

Lansing, Michigan -- I believe it was the ,Oldsmobile.plant. Because we had'

decided after 'reviewing a lot of the training programs for truck drivers --
Si

'forklift drivers- -that Oldsmobile, did. have indeed one-of the finest

programs around, and we would like to work out to implement this program at

'(INAUDIBLE).

SO they did -- they sent the people that were inwthe process of

implementing the.identical program now at MB. As of recognition,, is

another thing walking- working ,service, is what'we did, we talked to

I ,

management, and management purchased the ... (end of.tape)

1 t
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GM is due for a strike tomorow at midnight. Hopefullj, it will be

settled by then. But Ifam very satisfied to say I expect our client has

been (inaudible) one of the selected targets. We got lucky, and I think if

w0 go out locally to the particular clients, I'm gratified to say it will

not be a health and safety issue. (Inaudible) health and safety

`1(iilaudible)),

But this thing is, not a -- you know, this health and safety thing to

,me is not meant to be a placebo or a sugar pill or something. We've had

our pros s. We still have health and safety for plants. We sill have

OSHI insp ctions. 1,11e just finished an OSHA inspection to the tune of
,. ...

.....
$102,000. So you can .see that we do have our problems, but we're moving in

,.

the right direction. But again getting back to the education; the traininp,
, .

and the making people aware, it's a monumental job: ItT!; something that

Icannot be done by the labor unions themSelves or CACOSH or alkthe other

COSH's around the United States.

OSHA can't do it by theMselves. N1OSH can't do it by themselves.
. . ,

This is something we definitely need, Aefin'tely need the help of the

media.. A the only way to promote, I b neve the health and safety'of the
. .

United States today i5 through the help of,the media andf6r that I ask

your support.

Thank you.,

(APPLAUSE)

11,
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MR. TERKEL: I know that Frank's going to introduce Ed, who has a

- marvelous postscript to add but company doctors. i'vergot to scram by

way ofrapologizing, BBC is doing a film about Chicago and they sakid to mel,

they want a real film about.Chicago, so could I Work with them. I said

okay, so I'velot to scram now.

I feel, to put it Mildly, deeply moved by this testimony,' this
. ,

testimony` in the most religious sense of the Word, by Ed,. by'Donald, by

Ll4d, and by Richard. I want to add simply this: the,mediathat I think

has got to be the big one. Ypil see right here how interested the media is.

7 .

We know that journalYsts, working journalftts, are very interested. You

got to get the4guys whoirun it. It's as simple as that. As ,to what is a

;&y, What stoxy.of American lives--working people. WhaVis their

story. Not about thing --that's what the commercials are about- -most' TV .

Andshows. But about human bel gs. And that's got to be the big effort.

There's got to be pressure, prsure and more so. Thank you very mu0,,
4

-.
- t. i

'particularly for ifaving mehere. T nk you.
,.

.

/
MR. WALrICK: PI don't k

1
ow whet eriany of yoU were at this meeting;

. but several years ago the New Yo Academy of Sciences had a conference. A

I , week-long conference on cancer in the workplace. And t he thing that

1
struck me about that, aside from the fact that there we're a lot of

excellentipeople, was that every noon and every afternoon they had a press

triefing to sort of decipher what was going on because' the paper's presented

ti

o
were so abstract and so eomplicated, it was impossible even for working

. .

.

) '
journalists wilt) were -- we had some of the best, science Writers in the

'business there.
;

re,
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Pthink one of the things that comes across at this conference is that

01

we don't have to decipher what -7 were talking in a language that

everybody understands: That's, of course, why the media is 1.0411ertant,

because they help to demystify some of the,jargon that has become part and

parcel of ,science. I'm not putting down scientists. I just think that the.

job of journalists is to held people communicate,
(
and I think that the

Department of Labor has,done a superb job in putting this confetxence'

together, because the more we understand about the problen,, the more we can

do about it.

I'd like to go Haack just a little bit to the -- my favorite subject,
-

ti

the NordiC countries, because one of the things that I 'always get is'a

10.

little pep talk over there about why do you Americans have to have so many

7

.lawyers? Why can't you just solve ft the way we do? They put four wise

'men-in a room, and they come out wits agood answer.

Welfl, I think when yOuilave a big country of 2)0 million people and

you have all of_the controversies that we do have,Iawyers are terribly

imponeant. I just want to make sere that we have enough lawyers on our

side, so,that we can fight the battles .that have to be fought.
*

, I think there are certain advantages that come out of an adtrsary

. situation. I know that We had four tealth ands safety reps from the UAW

very much like this brother, .who.were there in Sweden last sprtng with me\

'and they'spotted things that these workers had just let fall by the

waysi4.

A
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VWe have to fight for Our right% in. this country every nchAof the woy

and sometimes that's a very positive' thing.. I think what you've, heard this

morning, and thi
&P
afternoon are people who are talking from the heartabout

.things that affected their lives, and t 'hey're not speaking jtist'for.

themselves.' They're speaking for countless 'other people:

Now, Ed London would like to adda little postscript I hOpe that he'll

manage to/stay this side of Hawaii. ,

(Laughter)
E

MR. LONDON:, Let me say again, I am a survivor of occupational disease

to tell the story.. About working for the companies and the company has a

doctor fo'r you, and, the doctor will examine you, but your medical recop

will'become the property of the company. Andtheccepany docton.,,is not

worth a Continental for-theworkingcless of people. And we today have a

new breed of doctors comineout.. I learnt that when IWas in the Cook

County Hospital'. We'ha& a new breed of young doctors.- They are fighting r

, *
for the human life, not the.money.,

, :. )

.

. , . '1,.

'But these old' doctors for the company, they are for the'money
,

.. ,

and--excuse theexpression--damn the4Pealth ottworking class of people, so

long as they get their big dollar. That's all I have to 'add.
.
I -

PPLAUSE) `
/

MR. WALLICK: I guess we can put that under the category 'of fair

comment. We'll,Ave time for questions, and as this is a molia conference, we
4

4

404' would like to haie people representing'the media ask the questions; if that

is possible. We don't have'afloor mike, I guess', but we can repeat the

question if thTvoicescare too thin. Yes.

r
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'MS. (INAUDIBLE):. A very short question. (INAUDIBLE) Where is the

'program for cforklift drivers that you said was sogoodl

MR. MATTiLLION: At the Oldsmobile pJant in Lan ing, Michigan. One of

-our shop committeemen had worked fOr some, time at 01 smobiltin Lagiing,

and he heard that we were looking for a program that was suitable, and we

had gone rougiva l'ot of other sources, and we did not find anything that

was suitabl il we' went to this particular establissdhment arrd Viewed

their pro

MS. (UNIDENTIFIED): What you are talking about is primarily directed

toward preventing injuries and accidents, unlei? I misheard it. Do you
ft

have a similar program with xegard to chronic exposures or ts thatf

something upcoming? Where do,you stand on that?
*

MR. WALLICK:, The question is what about the program toprevent
.

occupationalldiseases.and illnesses?

'1/4) -MR. MATTILtION: 1ilh regard to the occupational diseases, again this

comes into, the area of hazard recognition. And not only doWe use' the Ohio',

State program for,hazard recognition, but we use CACOSH and we use union

meetings and we use time on the floor. You know, this is=- primarily the-

union has

made a com

our partic -u

ti this sort

wi h ,s

n doing it. But management has taken a stand now that they've

Ment,thatindeed occupational disease is a problem. And in

r shop, our biggest problem is expOsUre to total particulate,

thing. And With these contract negotiations we have come up

what we 'relieve are acceptable solutions. to this problem.

ng, which is a big problem with smoke, it's an operatidp that-creates
4

a lot of smoke, and you know, we don't claim to have all the answers yet.

But it's a step in the right direction.

. ,\
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MR. WALLICK: What about identifica tion of chemicals that are used in'

the manufacturing process? Do you have the answer to that?

-e
MR. MATTILLION: We do note the answer to.that yet. Jr local.

-) ,

negotiations we've talked about it. It was a local-demand; and as Frank

Wallick knows, they tell ydp that it was preempted Oben its on the big
A 0 .

table in Detroit.

Now, some of those issues will be ktEkedback down tolocaf level, so

that. they can discuss it, hopefully. If we don't get something at/the big

table, they refer it back to the local and hopefully they'll get it, and

then they can use it as a preceJent, a precedent type 'ef thing for upcomingr $,

negotiations three years hence.

But access to information has been a bi problem with regards to

_

.
.

.

chemical concentrations, medical' records, this ype.cif thing, and it comes

1,a'Ck to the confidentiality ad trade secrets, it 'kind of hangs in that
1

7

area.

MR. WALLICK: One of, the things you didn't mention ck is how.many

people-workin your particular factory? 0

MR, MATTILLION: For that particular plant I believe right now runs

aboqt 10,500 hourly people andpr'Obably another 45',000 salaried- people.

t .

MR. WALL ICK: Do you have any idea_ how many chemicals, compounds or

combinations are actually in use in that partiLilar 'plant?

MR. MATTILLION: I can't answer that with a therical figure; however;

it's got to bebetwee 10.to,15,000. And I would say that that's a very

consIrvative ettimate.
4 6..
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I might add just one other thing. A big problem we do have is with

# 7

diisocyanatt and poly paints, TDI, this type:ithing. riot a problem

per se but'jt's an 'area of concern to the union, and we ibave not yet been

7
able to get any kind of substantial data on that. And that may be because

there's not really that much in that are as far as research goes.

WALLICK: Question back there?

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Yes, I' would ask each of the worker panelists now

to tell us if in pants that they have worked in, number one, were the

. I

workers able at,a1I times to find out the names and the chemital properties -.,

ind.what the things would do to you, of the, substances tlet are in the

plant? And number two, in their plant were the workers and the union; if

there was a, union, able to find out what the medical records were of the

workers with respect to any illness which was caused by, ar contributed.t

-the experience in the workplace? For each of you would you state that,
e .

4.14 '. ,

please? .

r WALLICK: That's a pretty broad open -ended question, but we'll .

give it a try.

MR. LONDON: You; want to know the different chemicals. We have many,

chemic t in our plant. (inaudibieh-lead,,for example: They didnot tell

you w at effectS lead has on you. (inaudible). There are other chemicals

that. we work with. too in the plant, which have the company code name. Do

10
you mean which is ( inaudible) at 4 time demand and under the name that

-the --the effects would have on the records. The,company. would (inaudible)

*
.4

the other companywourd get their secret, because we

119
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(inaudible) those names of.the chemicals that would would havd effects

n other people, the name of them:

And we workb--bnly thing we reaTly did know-was castor oil put-in the

. paint.. -'We knowtfiat.
_

But the other chemical's, tiley didn't tell us
.

anything about it. They didn't, tell us anything about lead. Lead is ,

. .

.. detrimental. May I tell you, because 1 havl'been through it J I am a

survivor to tell the story.

-MR. JACKSON: Ns actually quite simple.,' (INAUDIBLE) I'll go a

,,l -'iittle bit, further. The plant that I worked at had no safety regulations, 4

.....).
--)' at all. Zero: None. There was no posting of chemicals. Nothing. They \-"''

4

just didn't have a safety program. Zero.
. ,

MR: IIALCICK: Do you want. to answet, that quett4on?
e . e

. .

MR. LOSS: 'The chemicals thalfwe'use in the _carding room is known as lir

....

--,

_pro-chem chemicals. And back at that time we had big barrels. You set the') ;---/

bucket under'the brrel, and, it runs out just like spOuls. 1., the

boss, he comes along through there,.says you have.to'cut it full strength,

you can't mix no water with it. And that comes so bad in there, yob about

near die in there, and well--and this cotton dust too--there's no way'you

., tan get away from that. (INAUDIBLE) And they had barrels.behind each one

ry

fof those pick hoppers-at rit/time I was running hoppers. They had eight

machines. And .(in the back, why you can see the oil coming'out of the oil

pipes down in the cotton where it tWs. And there comes the cotton dust.

So then they.--so, I ihink.they eliminated that. 'They've got the pitkers

oute They've got the cleaning system in where'the pickers are, and now the

.
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only thing that we've'got now-is,9i1, around the scrOhbers and around the ,I.

494"brders.' And it'S..,not solbid now as'-i was at that time. Well, this
. . .

cotton,dugfpusiness is a factor--and I.can't-get away from it. I'm going

to gb backaboUt a, year or two. I don't care if tTiey fire me next week.
.

I'm going to
..

tell them what I think before I go back up there. About.a

year or tqbefore OSHA,'ehe wellt,up-there to make' plans to put'in the

ceanq system. Well, at that time they had it al4. blowing down: You v
. -

couldn't see your hand in fi-ont of yoU. You couldn't see tip there ihthe

card, you couldn't see nowhere.

Now it was this sort of thing., 'It was one day, it was t6 /

superintendent. He had. on a white - shirt, he comes up through there, he had
.

'a bald head--wasn't*hafr on thi's head now6ere. I don't knoOldhat

(INAUOIBLE). He comes up the steps and yOU couldn't see him--thedust

coveredhim up, and you couldn't tell what his head looked life. Well, he

didn't stay around. Well, and then about that tiMe here comes (INAUDLBLE)..

He comes inAllere. He says, keep the doors closed to keep down the

4 dust--and I mean-they had them closed. And we had to inhale that dust.

And when OSHA comes through there they had to clean up tfiat mess. I thank

every one that came 441 there, and I appreciate that.very much. Not only

for myself, but other workers coming.in behind me, that they,ay enjoy

working there in 'a clean, safe, healthy pla only got two more years

in there.- A Ad coming out,and I hope tha en I leave there,

there'll be,someb dy up there in my'shoes%-to darr on where I left off.

(APPLAUSE)
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MR. MATTIILIOK: Now, obviously chemicals and toxic substances are a

big problem in the workplace today, but when we talk about the rights a lot

of people kind of lose sight that there's other things that we need to know,

about too. Some of those things are the kinds of physical age is like

noise. You know, everybody knows there's damage done to you aring at 90°

decibels. -That's --,I think that there is a crazy situation but kpow,

that was the best that we could do at the time. And by us -1 mean OSHA.

0

Heat stress we have no workable standard for heat stress. Heat

stress, there's a good criteria document I believe from NIOSH, this type of

thing, but nothing definite. That's a big problem, especially in your
1r

-

manufacturing plants and industrywUtic foundries, this type of
, -

thing.

,

Ergonomics is another one that's just come to light. These people
'11

that do repetitious jobs on lines. A good example is a guy
a
that bends

over all day putting the spare tire fnthe trunk, you know, in the line

while it's moving, the lady that hasInth screwdriver going like this'all

day, and she develops carpal tunnel syndrome of the wrist or something of

. thi's nature. That's something tha't we need standards on. I believe that

the right to know should be carri,ed a little further to include the
J.

physical agents. When we talk about hazards in the workplace, we talk

about chemical things and the toxic thing,. I think physical -agents

deserve some recognition too.

MR.- WALLICK: Thank you very much. sorry we're not going to have

$
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more time for questions. t's.five of 2:00 ,and we gding to try to stay on

time, but these people will be around, and they're certainly open to

janybOdy that wants to r-Ilk to them. I appreciate,veryfffruch your attention,

and this meeting stands _adjourned.

w-

.1

4
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MR. PEARCY: This is the panel .discussiom on asbestos 'as a case'

study. My name is Glen Pearcy. is"m with the OSHA office of pUblic

iriToriffation. Our panelists are, to my immediate left, Dr. Paul Koten, who

is senior vice-president of the Johns-Manville Corporation for Health,

,Safety and Environment. He's been in that position since 1974 and is a

former Dean of the School of Medicine at Temple Universi

To his left is Barry Castleman, who's an environmen ineer and

public interest consultant, who has published a n ber of books and

articles on asbestos and studies 'about'the sulAtance.

To his left is Dr. Irving Selikoff, who is professor of community '

medicine at the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine and who was the founding

president of the Society for Occupational and Environmental Health and is

Widely recognized as one of the internation0 experts on the question of

asbesto.s. Dr. Selikoff will start off the discussion by providing us with

some of the historical background of asbestos as a -case\study hazard.

\-(

Dr. Selikoff:
.

DR, SELIKOFF: I don't 'pow if we've ever had:a congressional laP

which stated that the intended policy of the United States in terms of

occupational or environmental hazards is to control them rather than to ban

them. But really that's been a societal decision that we've 611 made. We

don't generally ban things. 'We've had a common agreement that we control

them.

.4
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That's an extraordinarily important decision, because it carries with
o

it a very complex set of requirements, often not appreciated. It means

that in ,order to control something, you have to have information on what

kind of V)ntrol, what levels do we allow or not allow. That puts on the
.

scientists the requirement to get some quantitative information, not a yes

or no answer only that this can or cannot cause disease.

It means that we to have mechanism to set regulations, to maintain

monitoring and surveillance. It means that industry must be able to)

respond and so must labor. A' very complicated social decision ismade once

we say we'e gotng to control something. 'The alternative is to ban. And

if we opt for control rathen than banning, we also accept that which goes

with control--; standards, regulations, surveillance. But that is the choice

-- banning or control.

I will 'review with you what happened with one such decision. If there

were a title perhaps we might call it "anatomy of a failure."

This is the 80th anniversary of the first auttpsy on.a man with

asbestosis; In 1899 H. Montague Murray, a physician in London, had a

patient Who died gasping for breath. An autopsy showed extensive scarring.

This took place in 1899 -- at a time when the asbestos industry was jilst

beginning.

This case was shown to a departmental camMittee of the Brtitish-

,

t
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Parliament, and at that hearing )r. Murray said: "One hears -- generally

speaking -- that considerable trouble is now takeji to prevent the

inhalation,..of the dust, and so the disease is not so likelyvto occur as

heretofore

And as a result of that optimism, that British Parliamentary committee

in 1907 decided not to consider compensation for peojle who get diseased

with asbestos exposure.

As a result of that optimism in those decades from.1890 to 1899 and

from 1900 to 1909 the use of asbestos in the Uhited States grew from

64,000 tons to 265,000 tons,a good product, good quality in the materials.

And we began to have. mapy workers emploYed.

In. 1911, in Britain, inspectors of factories were often ladies, and

e.

they were cal led 'the lady inspectors. of factories, andps Sinclair was

'one of them. And she went ,into some of the new asbestos factories there

and saw much dust. She said, "Very defective- provision for exhausting the

dusty processes of asbestos manufacture. Long before any possible further

growth of the trade, I hope that exhaust ventilation will be effectively

applied." And that was in the annual report of the Chief inspector'of

factories in Great Britain for 1911.

She said, "Let'snot worry too mach. Now that we know, there's not
4

going to be much more of-0 pr
)

01,
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Ahd as a res lt, in the next decade, from 1910 to 1919 instead of

265,080 tons used in the .Utlited States, we used 986,000'tons, because no

that we knew, the controls would be used.

It was not until 1918 that the first hints of disease began to appear

in the kited States.

Frederick Hoffman, vice president of the Prudential Life Insurance

Company, published a magnificent text, Respiratory Diseases in the Dusty

Trades.

Dr. HoffMan noted that the insurance companies wouldn't give the

insurance to asbestos workers. And it was in the same year that one of our

greatest radiologists in this country,.Dr. Pancoast of Philadelphia, did

the first_X-ray study on people who were exposed to dust,:and he said, "You
, .

know, I've looked at workers who've been working with-asbestos, and their

tf

X-rays are abnorthal."

So in 18 e had the, fir t scientific information in thi9 country
. *

that damage coul occur.! But op imism continued, and as a result in the

the next decade from 190 tQ 1929, instead of 986,000 tplis of, asbestos

used, 1,999,000-tons Were utilized in the :United States, and with it the

work force began to grow and grow further.

It was in that dec'ade, in the 1920's, that the first medical journal

reported case appeared. In 1924 Dr. Cooke published a cast !! a young

130N
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the authorities So, that in 1929,Dr. Merewether,one of our greattources

in occupational disease, was told by the governmentto do a survey of the

asbeilos industrYin Britain. .

He examined close to 350 people, and he found asbestos to be common.

But he was confident, and reported in 1930, "The outlook is good. In the

space of a decade or thereabouts the effect of energetic applicatl

preventive measures should be apparent and a great reduction in'the

incidence of fibrosis:"

Dr. ontague Murray's optimiser, was repeated. The Sinclair optimism

was repeated, and now in 1930 we Mere told, "Well; now that we know, now

that there is scientific information, things are going to be all right."

ind w that optimism; instead of 1,999,000 tons used tn the decade

of 1920 to 129, despite the depression we again used-almost two million

tons, and we again employed thousands ;Iousands and thousands of men in

the manufacture of asbestos prcducts a !1.1 their use.

These workers, howeVer, began to feel uneasy, not because in the

United States our government or our industry told them we should be

worried, but they heard-about what the articles were saying in Great

41*.

Britain, and the Asbestos. Worker, the journal of the insulation worker's

4
.

union, tn 1930 published an article called,,"The Pulmonary Asbestosii

Menace," in which M. Mullaney, their president, said, "Look, I've beeni
A

reading articles from Britain saying that this dust could cause harm ...

Wkat about t?"

0
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And he was reassured: There really is no great problem. Besides, nbw

that we know, things are going to be all right- in the.future. But the
'

_ , _

. future was not all that good. In 1935, in 'addition to the' scarring of the

lungs'that the British had been reporting, that Dr. Hoffman had talked

about, that Dr. Pancoast sa* in X-rays, Dr. Kenneth Lynch, at that time

professor of pathology at the Medical University of South Carolina,

reported a Lase of lung cancer found at autopsy in a man who also had

asbestosis. He suggested there right be some anoctation between the two.
41.

And Dr. Gloyne saw another case or two in_Great Britain, and he said

the same thing. And Dr. Nordmann in, Germany also said the same thing'. In

fact he titled his article, "The Occupational Cancer of Asbestos Workes,"

1938. lb

In fact; if6was sufficiently worrisome for the Public Health. Service -.

to institute a survey in North Carolina under another very, capable

physician, Dr. Dreessen. Unfortunately, just before the survey some 150 v it..

. A a

men in these plants who were thouit to ave.a asbestosis were fired. And e °

they weren't around for Dr. Dreessen to see. In fact, when he went there,
0

n °II . .

( '
there were only thre6 people who had been employed for-2Q-or mote years, ...

Nevertheless, he did find some problems. And in 1938 he made a
a

recommendation -- an advisory. He advised the industry to do dust counts.

And he felt that; if the advice w s followed, "It appears...that, if

0
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asbestos dust concentrations are kept below this limit, new cases of -

asbestosis will not 'appear." Somehow the advice doesn't seem to have been

followed, because when I've gone to a number of asbestos companies,or

government agencies -- or what have%you -- to find out what the dust leVels

were like. in the 1930's and 1940's, `no 'dust counts were done.

So that advice -- gratuitous; perhaps -- was not followed. And there

was this optimim. And with that optimism instead of 1,888,000,tons beipg

used from' 1930 to 1939, in the next decade 'from 1940 to 19490 4,654,000.

tons were used. We more than doubled the amount of asbestos used, andwe

-vastly increased the number ofc,people who began to Work with it.

Obviously, now that we knew -- now that we knew that this dUst caused

death, things could be all right in the future. It was at that time, in

194r, that dozen of factories' like the Union Asbestos/and Rubber Company

plant in Paterson, New Jersey were established to make asbestos products

for the U.V. Navy. We had iiist)entered WOld War II.

And from 1941 'to 1945, 933 meein Paterson and the environs went to

work there,-because now that we knew, somebody wds'obviouslyltaking care of
:t.

things. Ufifortunately, as it turned out, there was no somebody.

And the next decade gave us further worry, because in.the 1950's the

first reports began to come that not only were lung cancers to be seen, but

even an-otherwise very rare cancer, mesothelioma, a neoplasm of the lining

of the chest and the lining of the abdomen. The first cases began to be

133
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seen in the mid-1950's, were reported, and in 1960 it was even found that

it could occur wit') very little asbestos.

But this information was'never used. And instead of the 4-1/2 million

tons, between' 1940 and 1949, in the decade from 1950 to 1959 when most of

the cases with dsbestos disease that we're now seeing first went tom

we used almost 7-1/2 million tons of asbestos in the United States. By

this time -we had noW'used over 17 million tons. Ih the 60 years since the

ir 'first scientific information began to appear and 'the first hints of -disease
- ,

were noted and the first begihriflbs of our congratulating ourselves that

now that we knew, things would ble.

But by the early sixties, disease began to force itself On ,our

attention. I say that advisedly because, well, you may as k yo4rself, why :

wasn't this obvious before? There's a good reason. Because when these

people die, they die one at a time, and nobody sees them. When they get

cancer, they're no lore er in the workplace. Their. buddies don't see them.

They don't go to union meetings. They don't come to testify here. They're

hidden away ?n little rooms somewhere in the back, if they can afford to

keep their hotise, or in a trailer camp, if they can't.

Even doctors don't like to see them. They feel -- doctors feel

helpleSs. They can't hejp these people, and they'll think of all kinds of

excuses not to have to make the visits, because ttiey6Wihey can't help,

4

these people. -5 And so theSg..die'one at a" time, quietly, and it's not until
. ,

the experiences are added up that things become clear, and that's why

(
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most of the occupational disease in this country is virtually unknown.

On January 1, 1943 they re 632men in the pipe coverers union in New

4ork and northern New Jersey. They have beep followed since. And -let me

tell you what happened to 632 AmeriCan workers who in the 1940's, 1930's,

felt comfortable that somebody was taking.care of things.-

By January 1, 1977 -- these data will be published shortly -- it was

calculated that of these5 632 men there should Klive beep (30 deaths in the

normal course of events, had their experience bee% the same is all other

1.1: S. white males: Blacks werespared this disease because they often

-couldnq get into the building trades unions.

Instead of 330 deaths the4 were 476. Now,. why -- why -- why did so

many -extra men die? Well, instead of 56 deaths of cancer that were

antiCipated, 210 actually occurregl. Of these, instead 23 deaths of

cancer of the lung that all other Americans would hale suffered, 'theme were
V fir 7,

93.- One pUt.of every five 'asbestos workers here who died, died of .lung

cancer.

The dimensions of this disaster? 'I think. perh.aps Professor Stallone.

at the University of Texas, School of Pithltc Health; has;s4ted
. .----.

tie said that this "constitutes a public health catastrophe."
,

. .

Instead of no deaths of mesothelioma -- that's been so raEe in the

.

past, oh,.somewhere around one out of 10,000 -- we wouldn't have expected a

.V
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death. There were 38, almost a thousan4 times as many as you would

expect. And there were deathsof cancer of the esophagus, of the stomach,

of the colon,the rectum and, of course, the'death of scarred rungs, which

NI
we would have expected.

We have 'also looked at the experence of all the asbestos insulators

in the country. On January 1, 1967, there were 17,800 men in this little

union in the U.S. and Canada. About one out of four insulators in the
tN

country is a member of this union. And by January 1, 1977; instead of

1,659 deaths there were 2,271. And, once again, it was, primarily due to

cancer. ITIstead of 320 cancer deaths there were 995. Forty percent of all

deaths in ffiSs-group of asbestos workers were due to cancer.

Instead of 105 or 106 deaths of cancer of.the lung, there were 486.

There were 175 deaths of mesothelioNa. There were excess deaths of cancer

of the Stomach,. the colon, the rectum,-the kidney, the tongue, the

oropharynx, the larynx. In fact, when you lookat when these occurred, you

find that the lung, cancers really didn't appear until 20,.25 or 30 years

following onset of exposure. At 35 years one third of all deaths in this

group are due to lag qpncer, one out of every three.

Thesevkids begin work at 18, 19, 20. They'don't die until they 'v 40,

45, 50, 60.

136
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For lung cancer it doesn't continue eb climb. You gel a peak at

around 30 to 35 years. Then the ratios decrease. Good reason why, because

of e. a ciation with cigarette smokers by tPje we of 50,-*most of the,

you 'mow, good many of the smokers are dead, and those who are left have

fewpr smokers among.them. And the combination is such that you won't see

as many -- the susc,eptibles aren't there anymore -- in our lingo.

For mesothelioma theee's no such relief, hoWever, becausd s3 far ,- at

least as of 45 years froronset -- they're still climbing. We've traced

the men in the 2aterson factory. And by 1977-we found exactly the same

-thing:- Instead of 19 deaths of lung cancer there were 100. There were the

deaths of mesothelioma,A*'aspestosis and so forth.' But here there was a

very unusual state of affairs. Bevuse of wartime con tions scome of the

men had worked for a week, a month( two months, six months, waiting to go

in the service, Other men, the older men often worked until the plant,

closed in 1954.

We-found that of the men who worked even one month, when you race
a

them 35 years-later, the amoune'of lung cancer they had was 2-1/2 times

expected, even one month of work, actuallyteven less than one month of

work. .Thpy walked out of the plant, after a month, but the imprint of that

ftmaterial was still with them. ,

'
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Now, the-more they worked, the greater the ratio of Observed to

expected deaths. The greater the exposure, the more the disease. The

contlusion'that now bedevi-ls us everywhere is that a brief exposure, if

excessive, can produce4disease and provides no, safety.

We have other interestinOnformation. We foun-d in 1967 that there

was an extraordinary combination of the two, smoking and asbestos, the

combin'ationrgiving much more cancer of the lung than either one by itself

or even by the simple addition of the two.

We've studied this further, and these are new data that will bt out in

about a mcpth. ATLthe group that we began to follow in 1967 there were

over 12,051 men Who mere more than 20 years from onset of exposure. Now,

these are the fellows we nowknew were at risk. We got their smoking

histories. Almost 7,000 had a history of cigarette smoking, and only 991

had never smoked.
I-

If you work with asbestos but don't smoke, the risk of eying of, lung

cancer is'apphoximately'55 per 100,000 man-years, as against 11 if one

neither'smoked nor had asbestos exposur e. If you donli.--work,with 'asbestos

but if you do Smoke, it's even worse. It's 122. Apparently, by itself

smoking is even worse than asbestos in terms of lung cancer, although you

' don't get mesothelioma with it. But if you're unlucky enough to have both

asbestos plus- smoking, the rate ise601. the combination of the'two,' the

multiple. factor interaction.

4 e
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Moreover, we fodhd Something very interesting. I hope you will
/

emphasize this. We found that, when we looked to see what happened to the

men who had smoked cigarettes but who stopped after ten years, their risk

1

of dying of lung cancer was only about one third of those who smoked' and

continued to smoke. So even with asbestos in your lungs you might-save..

your life if you stop smoking.

Now, all through this time-not only was asbestos increasingly used,

but the precautions that we thought were being taken were not being taken.

This is a tragedy. We were told in 1930 by Dr. Merewether that strict
4.

regulations were being put into effect and things were going to be elly

right in aboutten years, about a decade or so.
1 /

You can imagine our consternation when we picked up Lancet, the

leading British medical journal in 1976 and we read that, although the

regulations that we-were told by Dr. Merewether in 1930` were rigorous and

were going to be effective, that although these required that no asbestos,

dust should be allowed in the work room, they were *o riddled with

loopholes tiat the requirement was --from the outset -- "no more than a

pious aspiration." We were kidded for almost 40.years.
. lr

Now, that kidding was particularly disadvantageous because in the next

decad,We used even more asbestos: 7,561,000 tons in the United States. By

1970 we had-25 million tons. of asbestos in place our buildings, in our

shipyards, in our construction sites, in our refineries,rin our chemical

plants, in our schools, and in our houses. We now have 30 million ns of

asbestos in place, put there over these 'decades.
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We have gone to. the wives and children of the 933 workers in that

Paterson plant. We've,tracegi them, last year and the year'before, and of

the first 626 we've X-rayed -- they feel fine -- one`third have

characteristically abnormal X-rays,.

And just tracing these people we've already comelcross five

mesoteliomas. One was already dead when we first came, the daughter of

the plant manager.

The next was a young. man-of 44, alive when we sought him. He was

operated on. he's died since. His dad had worked .there for one year and

us d to.come home without changing his clothes. Nobody told'him to.
ti

other young woman was 39 when she died of mesothelioma. We couldnite'

help her.

That plant closed in 1954. It moved its machinery to a little town in
.

, .

exas -- Tyler, Texas. And you know what's happened there. That was such

a, food product, asbestos that they opened another plant in Port Allegheny,

' Pennsylvania, in 1964.

In 1978 some of the men began getting short of breath. So the union

.chartered a plane in: Bradford, Pennsylvania, near Port Allegheny,,and flew

38 men in to see us. We X-rayed them. These were the first men who worked

there, starting in '64., And of the 38 men there were 38 with abnormal

X-rays, a tale of three cities. A legacy of the past.

Those 25; 30 million tons -- many of them were sprayed in schools and

in buildings. Because as we goito the-demi pl nts and refineries of

this country, where much of this 25 million tons i still in place,,end-we.

r--
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examine the maintenance workers there, the steam fitters, the plumbers, fhe

carpenters, the electricians who have to deal with,this, we find disease.

. In one plant, for example, in Bound Brodki New Jersey, the American'

Cyanamid Company plant, we found tllat:of the men who have been maintenance

workers there for 20 or more years, almost half have abnormal X-rays.

Our shipyards. Four and a half million men wbrked in our shipyards in

World War II, when we took over the shipbuilding and ship repairing for the NA
r

free world. This_reached one and three-quarter million people in November

of 1943. Today, there are over 200,000 workers.irrour shipyards, all over \'

the United States, doing ship repairing. 'Onr ships have asbestos in them

and there are over 200,000 men who are now repairing these asbestos-laden

ships.
.

I was visited a few weeks ago by t alth and welfare cammjodee of

ciope of the unions. They ay they know when to take the mirrors off the

wall. When they go to see a worker with lung'cancer or mesothelioma, et,

cetera, in the hospitals they have learned about three or four weeks before

he dies, they take the/mirrors off.the wall so that he doesn't Wave to lock

at himself. Perhaps one might conclude with the words of a'lagger at an

) Australian power house, and the Aqstrilian Broadcasting Company broadcast
ict

his speech, and he ended and fie s, 'by God, we're sleeping on dynamiter;
'-

)

(Applause)
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MR. CASTLEMAN: That's kind_ofard act to follow;- Da these

microphones work? Okay. This one does. .

I ,

Irving, since I was here, was able-to b a'little bit charitable about

the nonscientific reasons why soAe of this.c me &rut, which I would ,like,

to discuss. Actually, before the first case of asbestosis recorded it any

kind of medical discussions was the death of the founder of the

Johns-Manvjlle Corporation, Henry :Ward Johns, in,1898.

And Mr. johns, according to his death certificate -- is this right,

Paul? -- had dust phthisis pneumonitis. Mr. Johns was an inventor, and he /

was the,founder of the modern asbestos industry in North America. In 1930,

1929, the asbestos industry went to a doctor with the Metropolitan Life

Insuranbe Company, with whom they had POlieies, Dr. Lanza, and they asked

Dr. Lanzato do a study on asbestos disease in the plants, insthe mines.

When Dr. Lanza Rad completed writing up his study for publication four"
,

years after the work had been completed, in 1934 -- at the end of 1934 --

he sent the galley proofs to the lawyers for the Johns=ManVille

Corporation, and'they made some editorial suggestions which they explained .

would -- in their correspondence, it was well explained that they were

concerned about compensation for asbestosis in New Jersey where they had

their largest plant, and that since the state of-New Jertey was considering

making silicosis a compensable disease, it would be helpful to have

something in the medical literature to the effect that asbestosis really

was not so serious as silicosis -- so that asbestosis wouldn't, also; be

-declared a compensable disease in the state of New Jersey.

*4411..."
6
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'That was 1935. The state of New Jersey did not make asbestosis a

compensable disease until 1945. Asbestos Magazine was the V.ade journal

siice 19 Correspondence .unearthed during legal discovery has shown that

Asbes os Magazine deliberately didn't print any articles on asbestosis

d ite the fact that they knew about the British medical literature in "

930, and that they perlodically came to companies. like Johns-Manville and

Raybestos - Manhattan, asking if it would be all right 6 finally run' some

articles about asbestosis and dust control.

, And the corresponden in 1935 included statements like, from Vandiver

Brown, the attorney for Johns-Uhville, "I agree with you, that the.leSs
,

,

saidd about asbestosis, the better." There were other studies done that

were° liever, published. The Saranac Laboratoryfor Research on Tuberculosis

in upstat e New York made agreements with the asbeStos companies-in 1936 and

1937 to do animal inhalation studies. These animal-nhalation studies, if

negative; would have been published, 9.coordi.ng to the correspondence by the

asbestos companies who supported them." Also, avoed4ng to that

correspondence, there would be no publication allowed unless the companies

saw fit t o allow the:scientists who had donet.he research to publish it. A

lot of that stuff was not published. 4 .

One of the studies -that was not published was done for Owens-Illinois,

and most of the,asbestos cancer and asbestosis that we're seeing Way was

caused by the use of asbestos insulation, becau se this is a product. that,

was very widely used in shipyards and construction, and Owens-Illinois

actually qsted the Zst from its insulation product in 1943 and onward

C
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at the Saranac Laboratory. And in 1948, they received a report to the

effect that the dust caused asbestosis in rats, and that it's, too bad that

the product i$ a dangerous product, and we're sorry to report that to,yOu,

Owens-Illinois, but at least now that you'vefound .thiis out in test

animals, you can take steps to protect your own interests and to protect

workers, and so; at least we found out sa=t47 animals -- instead of

industrial workers -- about these hazards.

The products continued to be marketed with no,warning labels, however,

and no attempts were made by manufacturers of insulation to conduct studies 7?

that were published and alert the work force, the growing work force of-

. shipyard workers, construction workers and insulators especially, who were

every day 'sawing up these things in basements, teari-nToff the old

insulation in,the ship engine roams, and being exposed to dense clouds of

asbestos dust.

Well, there are.many more cases. The trade association minutes of the

Asbestos Textile Institute, the trade association Minutes ofthe National 4

Institute -- the National InsulatiOn Manufacturers Association, revealed

repeatedly a recognition that cancer was a problem., It Z.Precognized in

1955 and 1957, and a'very clear fear on the part of the industry according. JO

to these minutes, of stirring up a hornet's nest, by calling attention to1"

this fact by doing studies.

I'M concerned about psevention. I'm not going to talk much about

regulation. Othertican talk about regulation. I want to talk about

workers' compensation and productOjability, and criminal code ?evisio***
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and hazard export, all of which I have learned a great deal about from the

asbestos industO.

Workers'. compensation has extremely low limits. A woman in Baltimore

was recently awarded warkers' compensation for mesothelioma, which she get

from .ioorking:in an asbestos plant as a secretary. Her compensation amounts,

to $35 a week because she last'worked there in 1955,.and the compensation

that's awarded is base on what she was paid in 1955.

(41It's no accident at there's no cost of living allowance in these
afte

workers' compensation laws, and that peopleAn Manville, New Jersey are),

getting five dollars a week compensation for having totally disabling

asbestosis.

The statutes of limitAtions in many oil,the state workers' compensation

laws are absolutely vicious% If you get an occupational disease more than

three years after yONlast worked for the employer, in some states, you are
A

ineligiblet6 make a claim for workers' compensation. The laws were

originally sold as broken-arm legislation, and legitlators who passed them
of

were induced to belieN that if somebody didn't know he had a broken arm in

three years, then he didn't deserve to get any compensation.

There are all kinds of other _obstacles to claimants. Suffice it to

say that in order to bring a workers' compensation claim, you Nave to get a

lawyer, you ha ye to,get a doctor, yod have to/get the doctor t testify

that you'had an occupational-related disease, you have to.sho that in the

state where you're making theclaim, you qualify in terms of having

"-145
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sufficient residence and not being nailed by their statute of.limitations.

You have to suffer the needless delays and deliberate delays that will be

thrown in your path.

I've seen workers' compensation claim files nine inches thick that

went on three, four, five years, people with total disability, trying to

'-',-110.compensation for ,asbestosis. How these people lived during the time

that all this was going on, I really don't know. How they just paid the

regular bills, much less the,medical bills.

This is still going on today. In the state of New York, after Dr.

. ,

Sglikoff's fine work was published in 1964.-- incidentally,.tshese figures
.

he shows are, really not much different in terms of the proportiOn of

mortality in-the workforce dying from the various forms of cancer. We ,,

just. have more data now than we had 15 years ago. gut 15 years ago he had

already fund that one in five of these people were-dying rf lung cancer.

And, so, you would think'that in the state of New York, at least,

there would be a lot of people getting compensatiOn for occupational

cancer. 'I've recently gotten some figures from the state of.New York, and -

for the past 12-year period, there have been a total of les5 than 60 people

\\..

.

w4o Alai/ been compensated for occupational cancer. There were about five
_ -

per year.
.

41b t to

Okay, the microphone is not workiu terribly well so I'm just trying

/
to'speak up loud. And'if you can't hear me, please sort of raise your hand

something like that.
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Now, one of the things that's happening is'that workers .are so

desperate to get some kind of compensat n and pay these bills that they
,

eventually discorec that they had the right to sue the sellers of the
.

products they used. In other words, insulation workers who were handling

Owens-Illinois insulation in the forties and fifties, Johns-Manville *

insulation, Arbstrong-Cork insulatioh --

It turns out that if you used the prOduct that -had a treacherous

hazard that-was not obvious, and thepanufacturer oAttlat product knew that

the Prodixt had this treacherouSvdefect, then the manufacturer had certain

d ties to you as he consumer of the'proluct:- 4f ,

The mamlact5Nr,trst-of all, is considered:an expert_on the hazards

N.
of the product The manufacturers.read the German,patent-ltterature, they

\,. .61
?

E

don't have any difficulty with thy, language. =.1illgy'also reap BritAh,' which

happehed to be the language that most of the Meltpaeers,were in.
0-

Medical peperi were available in the,United States, and the manufacturers

were charged with-being experts on the potential hazardsA',.heiroducts. 4

.\
.

Derived frdM this is a duty .to warn about the, hazard Of-that.product,

and the failure to warn, among other things; deprives the worker who uses

the product of the right to choose whether or not he warts to talce'a mortal

risk. So these peop1Nrre not kept in the dark about how to reduCe tha

dust and just use simple housekeeping measure\ to keep the dust down, they

weren't even told that this stuff was dangerous to breathe.
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The manufacturer also has a duty to test the product, under the law.

The manufacturer has a duty to seek safe substitutes: but Ayou own the

biggest asbestos mines in the world, you might not be too interested in. /

finding substitutes for asbestos insulation. 'And, anyway, the.manufacturer

of a product like this who builds his fortune on the sal)kof a produck> like

.this, and provides.no warnings, no labels -- by the way, the 'first warning

labels'onoasbestos products did not appear in 1934 or 1944 or 1954. I was

A 1964 --fter Irving Selikoff came down from Mt. Sinai with the news that

Alr

asbestos was ad for you -- that the warning labels were first put on by

the astute lawyek for the asbestos companies who realized(thkt the time

for delaying on this had completely run out on them.

Now, these lawsuits are probably ash effective as all the regulations

that OSHA could everLput out and enforce, given the handicaps hat OSHA

operates under, in providing safety, not necessarily with asbestos, but

with a lot of other things that are around which are subject to the very:

same laws. The manufacturers are keenly awareof this, and they have gone

around to all the state legislatures trying to gut the state product 41

liability laws, and rig them with the same statutes of'limitations andbars

to the presentation of evidence and new defenses that the laws now don't

allow them to bring, such as the government didn't know about it. Well,

never mind. the fact that they kept it from the government, but if the

government didpr't know about it, then that makes it a good defense for the

companies to say, well, we didn't know about it; either, even if they did

fire 150 of tU'ose workers in the textile mills before the government came

in to do its survey.
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41. But, anywayAtthese kinds of defenses are being. put into some of the
-----

laws. Intolorado,-where Johns - Manville's headquarters are, and a lot of

other -- and at least a half a ddzen other states that I've heatd, Tom

ANeaerson is here, he could probably tell any of you who wanted a better

rundown, and this really taking away a basic right that people need. If

people can't sue for-the sale of products like that, then you're tost

encouraging the marketplace to be littered with nothing but Ford Pintos and

Firestone tires and other kinds of products that manufacturers have known

were deadly products, that had/ hidden defects, and decided to put on the

maTket,''anywo, because they felt that they could make plenty of money

selling.these products, an then later on maybe they'd have to pay a little

44.

of it back in damage suits.

Now, there's -- of coUrse there are problems with product liability

laws, too, even as they exist. The er;o'kus delays in getting a case to

court, the fact that the lawyers who represent the plaintiffs'have to be.

extremely well-financed and well armed to put out the, front -end expenses in

order to prosecute these cases. Sometimes ttk'll be fighting the industry

and you take'on 25 of the biggest companies in the United States, you,can

be pretty busy trying' to get any dama es out of them. You might get

compensation of some kind, you might start getting something in four or

five Years. And =es a .result of this, the lawyers- are charging something '

' like 35, 40 percent o
\
f the takewhen the money finally starts coming in.

Andl"an enormous amount of the boney-that's being paid out by the companies,

and will be paid out by 42/companies and their insurance carriers, to the
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victims of,asbestosis and canter and the victims of-trther produCts, is

m being consumed in legal fees, which may lead ultimately'to changes in .the

law, to directly transfef-the money through some bureaucracy to the;

workers.

The problem is, that th6 deals that have been to far"offered are

4-001Tilly small in terms of compensation that the workers would get.

r-

0

0
have in mind a bill proposed by Millicent Fenwick which was draftWyr

.

Deliver -- Mrs. Fenwick has a town called Manvikle, New)Jersey in her

district -- but this is going to be argued about
.

in the Congress for quite
/

.

scene time, a94 there is a chance that some deal will entually be struck.
.

it My only feeling is that the deal should be based on the predicate that

the companies are guilty-as hell of having known that these products were

dangerous, and selling these products without doing wh.at the law- requires

them to do, and that the compensatiOn should be according to that.

And' these otijer kinds of pretenses that are being offered, that ttie

government should'have-done something and that the unions.shoGld have done

something, are really beside the point,:

The nextthingris the need for changes in the criminal code. Again,

we're talking about prevention. And youhle sot to wonder how things like

Firestone tires got out with the president of Firestone' being told in 1972

that those tires' were no gooe'-that they were defective,an/yet still the

tires are being sold.

This is a product that.doekt have a 30-year fuse. They knew that in

five or eight years they'd be.in court, they'd be:deposed by ptaintiffs'

I

... I. 1

10 .-
1
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lawyers forthe rest of their lives unless they,left.the country, that the

company would be hit witha fig gmiernment fine, that it would be hit with

$100 million recal.L And, they still went ahead and sold these tires.

4411
Well, what elsetoutd possibly h 4 en in)our system: our American

system of justice, whith might have prevented that from happening? And

(

what was needed was forthe people who weremaking those decisions to know

that t they got caught, they'd do a lot'of time irrja$4, and it,woiN be

called murder. -i"'43.

And Congressman George Miller of CalifiOnia has proposed that the

federal criminal code be improved along these lines. And there are going

clL

to be Congressional hearings starting this month and going into next year,
e A

where a lotiof these things will be discuised. There'have,also been cases ,

-- it's not just asbestos, not just these other products. Du Ponthat a

policy of not telling anybody that benzfdine was carcinogenic, even though

they recognized internally that it was. For 24 years they viers making

benMine dyes, after they had acknowledged.this in discussions which have

. .

recently become puy
N.

i . %\
. 4

'And the last thi g I wanted to mention is the exportation. of the

hazard's, because now that they are being controlled, recognized and

regulated in the United States, you have the problem of exporting. them.

These are the,minutes of the Asbestos International Atsociation, which has

e
membership from asbestos companies in 24 nations. And they had a meeting -

in which one of their committees discussed the problem of warning labels.

They're developing Markets in the Third World!. They are selling.a lot

of asbestos cement4products, people a'e building houses out of these
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so.

things, and they're selling,a lot of other products. The manufacturing

processes are'probably,not wry well controlled in countries like India and

Mexico and the use of the' products in the fiend may vetry much resemble the

sort of thing that was going on in the United States 20, 30 years ago. I

hesitate to say today that thereLwiwobably a lot Still going on here

today.

And this is from the minutes: "In those countries where it was felt

it was still tog early to start vol tary hazard labelling, in fear of a

ppssible negative influence on s " -- well, I don't need to read you the

'e. rest. This is dated May 20, 1978. And not everybody agrees that these
4

. hazards can simply begontr9lled by the regulatory prOtess sucti Is th one

we havein the United States, which isjoing such a "deplorable job on

asbestos.

-

The International Metal Workers Federation, which is an enormous

federation of trade uniAns, including American Steelworkers Union and the

Auto Workers has just issued,a sp 1 policy 'on asbestos and asbestos .

substitutes, and they'are really determined to .get HO of asbestos.' There

are a lot of.uses, including° brake- linings, which are now substitutable.

Brake linings con now be made without asbestos. General Motors. is making

them, a con0any'in Australia-is making them, and the Raybestos-Manhatten-

Corporation .is.
4

And when you think- bout the fact that we've got a million people

d-1..(

.

doing brake repair ne in the United States; many of them-blowing off the,
1 4

brake dust with 'a compressed aid' hose, there isn't anything you can tell

L
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these people about how they'shouldn't do it. That's just the way the do

NC
ve had that experience.

And 0 theproduct was safe, if the dust'was safe to breathe,.then you ,

wouldt have to worry about going around with standards to protect a

million workers who are working in all ;those brake repair establishments.

SO those are just. some issues that I thought pa throw out that I learned-

about from asbestos.

(Applause)

DR. KOTIN: As you commented; Irv's scholarly presentation Was a

difficult act to follow; your very balanced presentation is'a very easy act II__

to follow. LetNme make three or-four comments first. First, if you want

to assist, I guess' you've got some problems. That's the physician in me

speaking.

First, let pie state that a(bestos was hardly the invention of a demon.

I think first it's very important to mention that, by and large, the

historical review.that Dr. Selikoff gave reflected many, mar-iY things. And

by far the dominant theme through his presentation was one oftragedy and

there's nothing in the world that can gainsay that. Asbestos-related,,

disea§ei are a reality, there is an unfortunate complempt of workers who

in the past were exposed to sufficient amounts of asbestos that created

asbestos-related disease. Make no mistake, as Dr. Selikoff implied.and I

will state, there are an uncalctilable numbef- -- I wouldn't know how to

calculate the:number of people in the latent phase, so that indeed we're'

going to see asbestos-related disease for some time\ the ftiture,

I
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essentia ally unrelated to the exposures of today, yesterday, or the very- -

recent past.

But with it all, and looking at Dr. Selikoff's figures, two things came

to mind. First of all, for the material to be used as universally as'it

was, and to be as rapid in its growth indicates at t'he,very least, it

served a very useful purpose in society,.a useful purposthat is

measurable in lives as well.

It's interesting to note that'the two biggest jumps in Dr. Selig41

chart covering the use of asbestos were the years of World War I and the

yeari of World War II. And having spent some time on .a battleship in World

'War II, at the time I di-dn't know it to the extent that I know it now, but

I would have been comforted icy knowing there was some fireproofing

material. H&J much happier alt of, us would be ifs this fireproofing

material had no'concomitant hazard associated with its excessive use.

Several other things come to And from Dr. Selikoffr presentation.

And that is, the omissions of the Past, as he puts them. The -- I find it

difficult, though I, don't knoW for a fact -- to assume that Dr. Merewether

was in the employ of any of the British asbestos industry when he -- as we

can now see retrospectively -- took an Optimistic tone that subsequent

facts have not verified. The kudos Dr. Selikoff gave Dr. Dreessen in terms

of his status as a Public Health Service investigator were well-merited.

And, again, I have no way of knowing, but I would suspect that Dr.

Dreessen, as .indeed subsequent-time has proven him to be wrong, was wrong

on the basis of the conviction and the scientific knowledge'that allowed

ft3



him to achieve the position that he did in the U.S.'Public Health Service.

And then finally, as Dr. Selikoff pointed out very eloquently, that it

is within,,the very, very recent Oast -- or I wouldn't say -- perhaps, a

decade or plus,. that the asbestos-related cancer, no less-'than the other

cancer, was a cancer that didn't carry with it some form of an outcast or a.,

pariah connotation, so that'it went off into the room by itself, the back

room, if they could afford a back room. So that, indeed, all concerned

were not as informed as they might have been.

It is really very, very difficult to comment or add anything on what

the past was about, sowhat would like to do is -- assume I(was put on

to close the.triangle, not only-as a representative of industry, a

representative of an asbestos company, but somebody whO I would hope my

peers would agree has some knowledge of asbestos and asbestos-related

disease.

So we've hear'd the reflections of the past, and I'd like to take a

very few minutes'to discuss current efforts, and a look to the future. And

there's no other way I can'do it'than in a highly personal way. The name

Johns- Manville' is not foreign to you, or at least, if it were 20 minute

ago, it isn't now. And what doe's a company lit:e JAns-Manville do, which I

suspect is really no different than other companies.

)- We're aware of a problem, and as you've heard before, there are some

very serious concerns.as to whether they were aware of it as early as they

might have been, or they might have acted as early as they did. Well,

first of\all, they find somebody to do something about it. And, again,
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just accept the blanket apology for the next fiAlA or ten minutes insofar as
(4

the personal pronountis concerned, because that's the only way I can make

the points. At my stage in life, having passed 63,years,I'velot nothing

left to prove and I'm certainly not campaigning for a job or an office.

They went out and hired an unknown, an unknown who has had no experience in

the field of industry, an unknown,who, as bad as the wordis,T ttlink is

responsible for two rather gignifica-nt and costly agents to industriegc-
being banned.--Ald they did another thing that I think is important,

assigned ultimate responsibility to him at a level that carried some
4 ,

muscle.

. For what it's worth to you, I guess I'm the equivalent of a full

professor with tenure in business. This can te translated into a senior

vice - president, and one.who is a.-- has ultimate responsibility. So
.

anybody who is looking for any perSon responsible for things from 1974 on,

you need look no further; it is

Well, what has happened in these years? First of all, I think an

assessment of the legacy of the aSt was most important. And this we are

doing. And obviously the template for our assessment of the legacy ofthe

past are the studies of the United States, of Dr. Selikoff and his

4
associates, primarily the beacon light that the 1964 lonferencej

represented. He is still one that has 105° lumens in terms of pointing to

directions.

Assessing the legacy of the past is, a firm foundation on which to

decide what tondo at present. And this brings me to an action program. It

can begin with many components of the action program, but let's begin with
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Thisthe worker-. This entails medical surveillance, it :entails utilizing the

absolute leading edge aspects of medical sciences in terms of seeing what

the impact of the workplace is on t0. worker, and also treating the worker

as a totality, a person with infinite experiences, multiple experiences

that have a major impact op the workplace.

You also have the problem of education, and here, management needs

education fully as much as the worker, and here, of tourse, to succeed

.particularly in w r'edutation without cooperltAor collaborative

relationships with he worker or his representative, you're not 'going to"

get anywhere. And efforts are being made, and'successful efforts have been

made, to do this..

It's a new.world for management and the worker.,,Their relationship In

the past has been, quite legitimately, the adversary relationship that goes'

around the bargaining table. We'll give you ten paid vacations, ydu want

'eleven. You want so many cents per hour increase, we'll give you half of

that. And these are legitimate adversary relationships with:collective

bargaining, which over the past half century has,evolved into a very, very

fine science.

Regrettably, health issues do not lend themselves to the adversary

relationship of collective bargaining if they are going to be successful.

And make no mistake, for all of the pejorative terms dne might direct

towards corporations, corporations are a reality. They're integral parts

of our system. I suppose a different forum would be a good place to.debate

whether indeed it's the best way to -- for an industrial society to
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operate -- 'b4nevertheiiit, for the moment, we do have the large

manufacturer. '

And the large manufacturer in the world of OW is the manufacturer

who provides clearly and beyond any question the least hazardous workplace.

If there's nothing else that, the regulatory agenciesfin relation to the

Workplace have emphasized, it is the problem of the small employer. And

it's the small employer who encompasses some tu to 75 peuen1/4 oithe work

force.

As-far as management is concerned, ag$tn, Selikoff has seen the

curriculum of a course that I give called toxicology for tycoons. And

again, the management has to-6e educated, this is a new,4rd for.them as

well. At far as the work environment is concerned, I suspect there w&ld

jfe unanimity between-the three of-us -- anq don't faint, don't faint --

I's
that by and large, the standards set, whether it's numbers of fibers or

milligramkof ,dust, or parts per million of an aerosol, represents the

point of departure. It is not the. end point. -,..

Compliance carries with it the necessity to go beyond compliance, push

.
beyond. And I think responsible industry recognizes it, and nobody would

i

really seriously challenge the fact that the technolOgy that is available

to you for worker protection that you don't apOly represents some form of a

. A \
.

.
.

dereliction.. 4

, ,..

ri
1

4- . ,
As far as the product; concerned, gain I think labelling is more .

than just an abstraction, it's hdir informative/the label is; how useful the

label is. I brought some to show, but batically the time is late. I'm
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very proud of labels with translations in six'languagesand labeli that,
.

again, catch the eye and do not avoid the eye. A selling policy is another

item that one concerns with'products that are potentially hazardous.?And,,

again, selling policies do exist.

And tb4s brings me to --'in this very abridged way, since we're past

/out time. already -- to a growing recognition, and it's a recent

recognition, and its one that is part of the evolution of the societyeif '

i
.

/

you will, of manufacturers' concerns with end products as well. You cannot

seeanyigadverlortiritelevision without the warning, "use only as

directed." This innocuous, mealymouthed -- really perhaps -- meaning-

less adm nition, is an indicatot of the fact that end product concern is

becomiTI -- and legitimately -- a management responsibility.
I

So in this very ablarevia ed way, I'm'trying to tell you that there is

- no way one can do anything abou., regrettably, the legaq of the past in

the world of asbestos-related health problems. I think that the current

efforts will be reflected in the future with an amelioration of the

condition and the situation. might disagree with Dr. -ISelikoff on what

the number should be, three or four or one, bUt there is no.disagreeement

that the lowest number that you can get is the one.you should get. And

certainly, his data more than any suggesti that the corollary of all these

efforts is going to be a significant, hopefully complete elimination of the

problem with the passage of time.

Thank you:

(Applause)'
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i1R. PEARCY: We do have time for questions. ,rf any one wishes to

. address questions to anyone on the please approach this microphoneA
0

over here so wewon't have to repeat the questions.
0

MS. KING: My name is Wendy King, and I'm from Toronto,gOntario, and
. .

I'd juselike to.challenge Dr. Kotin - I'm not working with any

organization right now -- free-Tanee work which I'hope

appear in the Globe and Mail. And we recently had a story on asbestos in

the sch ls in Hamilton up there which I was responsible-for. I would beg

to differ wi ou, Dr. Kotin, that there is nothing we can do.wtoi0eal with

the legacy of the past. 'For example when ive have to try to trace where

all the buildings are that contain asbeitos, whose money is being used to

do that work? I dOn't know what the situation is down here, but in Canada,

the Ministry of Labor, the Ministry of Health, the Boards of EduCation

AM,

these are the people who are putting the time and money and effort into

finding out where the asbestos and assigning personnel. In our'Health
)

Sciences Center, we're training industrial hygienists.

It's a question of responsibility,and Is% wondering if that's been

taken. into account -with Johns-Manville. What percentage of your bddget is,

now being set aside to deal with the legacy of the past, and 40 you think

it's fair -- I'm sorry, I am going on, but do you think that the public

money should be spent to clea'r this up, or should it not be a joint

responsibility?

KOTIN: Well, first of all, I appreciate your making the point,

because when I said the legacy of the past, I was speaking more with my

t
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M.D. than my J.M. I was thinking about the -- so I'm glad you brought that --,-

, so I can clarify that.

The question.you riT§IP 4s a very fundarr7ntal one. .And that is, what

(--csnstitutes'the respqrliibility of government under the public welfare, if
O

you want to become very furidamental, the public welfare aspect of the

Constitution. To carry the position you take to its end, what you're

,,,s'aying is, government shduld do no research on any aspect of any pbtential

health hazard or -any demonstrated health hazard as a legacy of the Tost

because of the fact that, as part

represented`a consumer product:

I don't know what the answer

of the society irowhich we five, 't

,
. ,

to that is, but in my ten'ye rs in

Igovernment, it's one we used to ask: Why in the world should e do any ,

research on a safer cigarette, if there is such a thing? Why in the world

should there be a ational Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the

director of which is in the back of the room and the former director of

which is at -the table here. And why should NIEHS really do,any work,.or

4

the National Cancer. Institute do any bioassay on a variety of products

which somebody ultimately is going to make a buck` on? And ultimately,,

speaking very; very candidly, somebody ultimately may, if there are going

to be latter-day cohorts of asbestos, and,we hope not, somebodyjnay get

hurt by it.

I don't,know what the answer to that is, and I don't thfnkthe

question can be answered. It's a societal question, not an agent questidb

or a company question.

-
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MS:KING: J'ejust like to add a very brief corollary to that. And I
%

think, considering the.fact that the company knew what the hazard was,and

medical doctors knew what the hazard was, I would say a *lot of the burden

of the cost of this legacy in all term "should be borne by the people who

could have told us.

."ta
That may sound punitive, but I thinNkthat's where the responsibility

lies. ,-

DR. KOTIN: Fortunately, the gentleman at my righ 's the one person I

khow who can say this, and we've never discussed this. B t I would assume

that there was some question as to the .completeness ofthe data, the

totality and the soundness of the case that prompted Dr. Selikoff to

undertake what has been for these decades, the model study.

There is a need for hard data, for important societal decisions. But I

apologize for putting words in your mouth, Irving. I'd like to hear what

you have to say: and I may be sorry I' asked you.

MS. rING: Could.I just interrupt again, very briefly? 'In,Fedford

Mines, Quebec, they didn't call it asbestosis; the called it tuberculosis.

They didn't have,hard datirif the type that you'would now consider to be

reputable, buSt they knew, just from watching people die' 1949, they ?0,,,

didn't have to have epfdemiologfcal studies to know why the company would

not.- use the word asbestos anymore.

' DR. KOTIN: That I can't answer, I don't know about it. But

'basically, the substitution of one word for another is-something I hardly

r

condone. H-a-r-d-l-y, not
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I agree with you, I just don't think you ,can call them any way than

they really are, or should.
4

MR. BERMAN: Dan Berm , I'm the occupational health coordinator for

Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union. I'd like to ask Barry

Castleman, in which states have there been concerted lobbying:efforts to .

change the liability rules for property liability, and to talk a little bit

more about which companies have been pehind the lobbying, and secondly --

well, that's my first question. .'

And does that extend als to work4rs' compensationfor occupational

fdisease and in particular asb stos disease? A

MR. CASTLEMAN: The bills Lwartalking about are generally Chamber of

Commerce bills: The bills I was talking about are generally sponsor:ed
m

the Chamber of Commerce. They're not usually sponsored by one company.

The fact is that many companies have built their fortunes selling products

that they either knew were harmful, ha' rrInduc,ted tests that indicated they

were harmful and didn't publish, or -,mething else that they,could,

really get railed for tn.pr:oduct liability-court.

And it's just the the Mix of products I mentioned before gives you

the -- automobiles, tiresemicals, asbestos. There are a lot of

threatened vested interests when it comes to product liability. And I

don't think you're going to find a very narrow range of companies that are

doing all the work in order to gut the product liability laws in the

various states.

They're going on,in all th states-. There are too many billions dr.

dollars at stake for them to.was e a chance to gut a state product
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liability law.

MR. BERMAN: How about the development of workers' comp?. I think

there's'a concerted nationpl campaign by insurance companies and business*

representatives to make workers' compensation for occupational disease,

partiCularly occupational respiratory disease more difficult, o' get at.

And I'm thinking; I've seen the bill that Was written by Johns-Manville

representatives in New Jersey, as one example.

CoUld you tak a little bit about that? pis that the same story,

basically?

MR. CASTLEMAN:, Well, I mentioned the FenwTh bill. One of the' things

about it that's particularly distasteful is that it requires the worker to

come up with 60 percent :loss of earnings in order to qualify for%
.0"

P.%

compeAatiop. And studies published by Joe Waggoner, who's unfortunately
.

not with us today, show that there were a number, o'f' workers 100 worked
VO

14terally; 'til practically

in the asbestos industry.

the day they died. with asbestos and lung cancer

And these peoplevouldWit' afford to aCcumulat9 a
, . " ,

.,. . 2

60 percent loss of earnings 'in order*tO quilifrfor disability compensa-
, t:-

.,,, , . . (- -
. . .°

., . ..

tion,,because:theytad .bi 1 is t o pay, And they. dragged" themselves t o wOCJ(
.._ --... i

(
T.

,.whether they were disable or not': lit'
.4,4r '..

But I don't really I'm q",really 'Oat uiNZi all. the different

thingsthat tars gng on wit,h workers'` comp. Suffice 'it to say: that there

seems to'be.very little happernin$4td bring workmen's' comp Jaws ill the
.

.
...

:
. .

:

.

United State
-

up'to 'so hing that reflecfs.the state lif,illedical- knowledge
. .

,
. .

about, for 'example,. the, long latencies of these'occOpatio I di. ease I

4t,

4
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DR. SELIKOFF: May I add to that? Orie ,of the hidden scandals in our
. _

c untry is the failure of any system, including the workers' compensation.

system, to provide the'minimum diSability compensation for people whtt

injured. Its uncommon for a worker whcPs injured to get workers'

ccmpensation. The law almost seems to be designed to prevent workers'

,,Ornpensation from 'being given, 'except when you fall from a laddef- Or break

an arm or lose a leg or something of .that. type. But that's injury, and

even that's not all that good.

But otherwise, if it weren't for really some extraordinary attorneys

in this country to fight against all odds,-we would see -- we see very few,

but we would see even ferier workers getting worker's' compensation. It's a

. Isgrace, and most of the rest -of usare picking up the 'bill through Social'.
.

Security, through welfare, through Medicaid, Medicare, for/the year or two

bf life-that these pe ple have left. / ,,

And I hope some system is worked out soon, because this is an example.
of Aerj'assisi delayed is really' assistance. denied, because,these ,1*

... . .

''').
people aren't around long enough, and their widows can't manage the legal/.......-

.Problems involved. They can't get throUghthe ,leg'almaze that's been set.

k
up.- o ' .d

.,
MR. SOSHA: My name..As Daniel, Sosha, I:m an attorney and perhaps it's

.

fortuitous that,,ahappened to follow.your remarks, Doctor, since I am
J e... ,, ' . .., ,

thvolved in the defense oftvorkerg,' compensation ease4°inIllinois Ani) I

I... 0 `

, assure you, that's not the ate in Illinois. In any event, I'm here to
'.a , / .

,.

pose question, becreThr.actinp for the defense, I'M tryi,i,tgo learn as .

, * ,

Ach as I can about, the su. bject. .
.

, ,.§
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And, Doctor, it seems the more I read, they more confused I get. Would

you agree that expert,orecognizgd'werts in the field, disagree in many

respects, with respec to the s4-on of tose-response, how much exposure

is needed for cer to be considered sbestos-related? And I'm not

referring to the mesothelioma type, I'm referring to the various other

_forms oftung.carieer that are -- exist.

That's the first of my questions'. I.d6 have several others, and let

me go into thdm; because the more I read, the more frightenbd I got,

particularly When.,I learned 'tila 1 of us have asbestos fibers in our

lungs from the ambient environ . I,.asa lawyer, can expect to have

'asbestos 41 my tissue. Does this mean I'm subject to developing asbestosis

pr, lung.cancer because of that? e all of us subject to it? At What

stage 80, we decide that the presence of \asbestos caused the lung cancer?

Since I'm defending, I'm trying to find out if I have a defense in the
; 4 ,

0

first place. Are we:all going to'-be subject to lung cancer?--At what stage

Can you say, "yes, the asbestos causes it," and a hat stage "-no." And

the reason I'm atking this is` because some ,experts will say you first of

Okmust,have:asbestosis present in the lungs, which is the fibrotic

condition caused by-the asbeS.tos bodies. And otheri,will say, "no, you 1

don't'need-it." 11
.1

.

t 4.

(

You look at the statistics, and the statistics are 1 over the
(.

place, depending on'who's interpreting them and for What purpose they.:re

being interpreted. I also read.of the ype °flung cancL. Some drpep
.4,

will -.say Certain4y15es of lung cancerOth an mesothelioma are morel,

characteristic"of asbestosis, and others will-say, well, if the tumor)
. ,

_
...

0 A.

4
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is in the upper part of the lung, it's from the smoking. If its in the

lower part of the lung, it's likely fr6m the asbestos bodies because

.asbestos is heavy. And they lodge in, the lower part of the lung. /

Can you give me some help, Doctor?

DR. KOTIN: -Hardly, in the sense of the scope of your question., I

think, to answer your question in just two se s, ftrst-of all, ttle'

relationship of asbestos to the causation of tosis, mesothelioma, and,.

Dr. Selikoff and I may disagree as to how important the number is in terms

of the indispensability or the necessity for cigarette smoking, but

basically, there's just no question that the cause and effect relationship

exists for these diseases.

EaCh case itself has to be'looked at individually,,and I don't think

you can generalize insofar as questions.as to what constitutes the -- an

*adequate dosage or an inadequate dvage to impute any cause to a lung

cancer or any cance what you're asking.

There's no magic number, and Ff there' were, wejmuld be in a position -

to make some,generalizationsthat would preclude the necessityjor much of

the,deliberations of this meeting. You begin with the fact that you're.

dealing"with a non-spurious relationship. AsbestoYlan Cause these

diseases. And you go from there.

DR. SEt.IKOFF: Would you try some of the specifics? Inasmuch as,I.
. .

don't participate in medical-legli work, he's' got me it 0 corner here, to

.
'

give, some opinions. First; with regard to dose-response ,A
\.

here's no

v... . .

. .

question that there $s a dose-resppnse relationship, not only forlung

cancer but also for mesothelioma and surely.for,a§bestosis.

eft
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The less asbestos that's been inhaled, the less the risk. Is there

`Ie,risk with very little asbestos? Yes, but much less risk, which is one of

the reasons 415' strict control is so important. There is no threshold

below which there will be no risk. There will be very few cancers with

very little expostiFe, and tf,you as an attorney have some asbestos in your

lungs, and I hope its not from the building in which your office is, then

you have very little risk. But is there some risk if there's some

asbestos? Yes. But it may be so low that I hope we will not be able to

detect it statistically.

Secondly, the part of the lung. Asbestos lung cancer can occur in any

.part of the.lung. It's more likely in the lower parts, but it also has

increased in the upper parts as well. Does asbestosis, the lung scarring,

have to be present? No. Asbestos fibers in the individual vary in their.

'ological effect. We don't know why. Umberto Saffiotti can testify how

1'difficult it is in individuals to be able to give us mechanisms why it /

might'occur or might not occur.

In some peOple, asbestos fibers produte lungscarrtng. In some people

it produces lung cancer. In some people it produces both. In t'he majority

of people it produces neither. And we can'ttell y why. They are two-
%

. different biological effects. One of th- ons it take4s very little

Ji asbestos cOmparatiVely compared gat causes scarring to produce,,

cancer, is'thatoncethe few cells become malignant and begin to grow on

their own, you can take the asbestos Away and-those cells are off and

running on their own.

4
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So it doesn't take much asbestos to produce a huge cancer. It only

has to produce jhe first bit of it, and after that we feed it ourselves

4ntil it grtmsilnough to kill us, so that you don't need much. asbestos.

There is a dose-response relationship. All cell types are causd by,

asbestos, the same as are caused by cigarette smoking without asbestos.

And, finally, with regard to disagreement, I think you've answered the

question.

You said, there's dtsaQreement according to the purposes for which

interpretation is intended.

'MR. PEARCY: We'll'have to make this the last qt? stion. Go ahead.

MR. PRINCE: Anthony Prince, Steelworkers Local 6. My question is

directed at Mr. Castleman. Or is it Dr. Castleman?
A.00

MR. CASTLEMAN: Mr.

, MR. PRINCE: Mr., okay. My understanding is that legislation that you

discussed that's coming out of California that it stemmed from the efforts

of some of the shipyard unions to sue Johns-Manville for a billion dollars,

which I think is the amount of profit they made during the period of time

'_they concealed the effects of asbestos from those workers.

My understanding was that that began and subsequent to that the

legislative activity took place. Do youknow off-hand Flow that suit is

progressing, whether it's continuing or been dropped or anything like that?

Or do you know, anything about it at all?

MR, CASTLEMAN: Well, they tried to bring a class action, and it's

very difficult because of the individual '.i.f.ferences in the damage the

indi*idual suffered and the different exposures that they had to certify.

"lb them as a class.

ow
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So, to the best of my knowledge, there hasn't been a single class

action brought by asbestos shipyard workers certainly in the United States.

I mean, they're tryltg to get it, but they haven't gotten the courts to buy

it yet. The legislation was another matter. It's just Congressman Miller,

wha_has_,m1 asbestos plant in his district, where incidentally a lawsuit did

get around workers' compensation. The workers' comp was not considered.ap

exclusive remedy, workers are being allowed bythe courts to sve

Johns-Manville, even though that was their employer, for suppressing the

knowledge of the hazards that they face and the niedilsal condition that they

AI .were in.

But the.legislation is a separate matter. Congressman Miller has just

become,something ofIrr int-76 expert on occupational disease and how it

happens in our society, and he's decided that criminal changes.in the law

-- might do something in terms of prevention.

MR. PEARCY: Thanks to our three panel members, and thanksto the

audience.

(Applause)
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DR. INFANTE: ...I think this is an area that until recently has had

little attention--that Is. the area of occupationally - related reproductive

hazards. As a result, awareness of the occupational setting as a iaator in

the etiology of these problems telimited. Of concern is significant - ,

. .
* ,

alteration in the physiological process of,reproduction, including adverse

effects, such as, and I'll name so of these: changes in genetib material,

adverse effects on sperm, infertility, pregnahcy lois, pre and post-natal
"th -

growth retardation, physiologic and behavioral changes in offspring,

structural malformations, malignancy induced d4ring gestation, as well as

other transpiacental effects.

In the United States, an estimated 15 percent of couples trying to

have children are infertile. Numerous studies indicate that 10 to 15

percent of recognized preganancies end in spontaneous abortion. Five to

six percent of live,born children have congenital anomalies. Prematurity

and low birth rate are two of the most significant problems in obstetrics

today, since these factors are associated with more,than 80 percent of

(

neonatal deaths and are associatedWitb low IQ's in neurological
A

abnormalities.

Estimates of'more subtle behavioral changes are not readil4tavailable

t 4k.

because of obvious difficulties in clinical recognition and variability and

age at-clinical manifestation. There'is substantial evidence that certain

agents found in the occupatiorial setting can affect normal sexual functions

and the ability to produce healthy offspring.

,.It is essential to consider the possibility that additional envinpn-

mental and occupational agents exert:a toxic effect on huMan reproduction,

173 1 7i
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and are-resporsible in part for reproductive wastage. Even a small

percentage increase in affected pregnancies due t$ exposures
94t.

would result ina large absolute .number of sudg pregnancies.

In rare cirdimstances, epidemiologic study might be used to.identify a

reproductive hazard. The major obstacle to the identification of these

hazards via an epidemiologic study is the problem with the insensitivity of

the epidemiologic method of study.

We've had problems with sample size, so that if you were looking for a

population to study you'd go °tit -- you can't find a large enough sample of

a
workers exposed4to cake the study qpningful in terms of statistical

sensitivity. Another problem that we have, and I say this as an

epidemiologist, is that theienpoint cannot always be measured at hrti.'

For example,'most reporting sources are dependent on defects recorded'at
43)

birth. Behavioral changes,, or congential heart disease, for example, quite

often do not manifest themselves until much later in life. So we
01
have

.4

insensitivity in terms of recognition, even of problems that have occurred
.

but have not become clinically manifest. % '16
4, .4'

The sensitivity for measuring end points such as spontaneous abortion

. is further_ reduced by underreporting, resulting &Om either memory lapse or

complete unawareness oftheevent being studied. For example, early

spontaneous.abortion may not be recognized by the pregnant woman herself.

Thus, the shortcomings of traditi -onal epidemiologic studies where assessing

reproductive hazards would tend, to Increase the need for estab-

fishing presumptive hazard on the basis of animal experiments that many

industries are already doing.
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I'm not 'trying to discourage epidemiologic study. There are some

popUlations that are large enough and of course, epidemiologic studies

shbuld be done in these populations that we're concerned about reproductive

hazards.

Information received within the past ye r at OSHA.has indicated that

,some industries recommend excluding women of childbearing capacity from

exposure to a number of substances. under various types of exposure

/
onditions. Data form toxicologic and epidemiologic- studies for thes

substances is currently being reviewed for transplacental e ects,

mutagenic effects, carcinogenic effects, and adverse 'gale reproductive

effects. AnalviS'of reports for 36 of these substances for which some

corporations exclude women because of concern for the developing fetus
4

indicate the foJloWing.
ir

Reports indicating adverse transplacental effects could only be

41
identified for 56 percent of these substances. F , --eight pe[cent of

these same substanCes indicate either,a mutagenic carcinogenic or male

reproductive hazArd. For the same 20 substances that in fact reported as

demonstrating an adverse transplacental effect:50 percent also.

demonstrated mutagtnic effectrt percent demonstrate a carcinogenic

effect, and 50 percent demonstrate a potential male reproductive hazard,
4 A

*while 70 percent of the same substances indicate positive results for a

combinaon of either mutagenicity, carcinogenicity or male reproductive
.

hazards. . i

Now, two points need to be made irdm the review'Of thistrif6rmation.

The first is that in the absence of data from epidemiologic studie, from

175
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a preventive standpoint, we as a society have no alternative but tooresume

hazard if a reproductive effect is identified froM a test in subhuman

species. The alteinative is to implement public health practice on the

basis of post hoc' enumeration of abortuses or children with birth defects.

Second, in the absence of adequate engineering controls, before/

Al
proposing to exclude a specific subset of the working population such as

.

women because of concern for effects on offspring,.responsible parties need

4
to scientifically evaluate the total spectrum of toxicological data.

Otherwise, one may only be transferring the risk to the fetus through the

male employee, or in the case of carcinogens or agents causing aClerse

testicular effects, the risk may be transferred to ,the male employee.

So these are some of the-factors that.I think we need to consider from

the scientific standpoint, and I would assume that later on we're going to

get into discUssiot from a social-political standpoint. However, I think

that we'd have to base our'decisionS-on the goods at the outset.

Now I'd like to introduce the first speaker this afternoon, Dr. Jeanne

Manson, who is assistant professor of envil'onmental,health'in the

University of Cincinnati, and Dr. Manson has done- quite a number of studies

to assess transplalCentareffects of toxic materials.

You can Vtper come up here orsitWhere you are.

DR. MANSON: I think I can probabjy sit right here. Well, I want to

stet o f by saying that the work.-1- have done invo vet aboratory animal

research, and not human. res,arch. And as Dr. Infante has indicated, the
6

:concern over reproductive hazards with occupational exposure is a

relatively recent one. I think there is a considerably longer period of

7 1
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time in which people have been more concerned about, say, carcinogenic

effects of occupational expabre than they have reproductive effects.

And therefore, the science to elucidate carcinogenic effects and to

measure carcinogenic effects, I thtnk,-is considerably better developed

than is the science to elucidate and detect reproductive hazards. So the

situation that both Peter'and I are in from different ends of the spectrum

(inakiiblie) myself as a a laboratory researcher, is that we are faced with

what we consider to be an overwhelming human health issue, and without

having our tools as sharp as we'd like.

So at this point, I think the issue is one of trying to develop more

-

sensitive test methods to accurately identify,those compounds that
4

can

cause the problem, and then ,to actually' apply these methods to the human

population. Now,. as far as reproductive effects are concerned, I'm going

/- . _-
to limit m' comments essentially to laboratory animal studies to the field

of study of reproductive effects. And I'm sure other speakers will get

more into tAti,social-political aspects of those issues.

Now, in the field of study that is most commonly applied to analysis

of reproductive effects is teratology. And that's the study of birth

defets. The term is derive`from the Greek, which means monster. .,And

this field of study really began in the early "60s to handle the terrible

tragedies,that involved with Thalidomide. And it was at that time

people sta deVeloping animal models, trying to'mimic human disease

states, human malformation syndromes.

So this whole field of study was, one in which the actual ffiechinisms of

occurrence of birth defects were studied, the initial advance, the pi-Ogress
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of the disease, and the incidence of children at birth that had birth),
.

defects. So this istowthis geld of study began, and we wanted to bring
eN

that point up because I feel that the occupational' -and environmental

situation is one which is considerably more complex than simply'elucidating

birth defects.

Linow_both_Peter and I have been active in the last several years,in

trying to ed6"Clte researchers in gOvernment agencies in the understanding -7

that birth.defects is only one of a large', spectrum pf possible reproduc-

tive effects you can see in the human popylation. Inlaclo, in th human

population, adult infertility is probably considerably a more importa0(

endpoint than these birth defects. Birth defects are an important measure

and.the efforts to meaure them should certainly continue. But I think ive

may end up finding that within an occupational environmental exposure

situation, that adulfinfertility measured as a low spermsount in men or

abnormally shlped sperm ?n' "en, or measttred as amenorrhea in women or early
lg

onset of menopause in women, is a very, very important influence.

Additionally, of course, there Js the problemliith effects on pregnant

women who are exposed in the workplace. And the most likely outcome of

exposure of a human woman who's pregnant is..en early miscarriage. In

humans, embryonic insult most commonly results in'early miscarriage.. It

does not most commonly result in a birth defect. ou we to insult a

population of 100 embryos -- a rule of thumb, these figures are 't

accurate, Imake them up -: you eight expect 75 of those embryos to
4

And then you,mi3Ohtrexpect another ten of the embryos stillborn

might expect five percent of the embryos to be born ith defects, an then

178 141,
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J
'the r4aining percentage should have some kind of a thildhood diseate.

So if ve insult'the human embryo; thecmost likely outcome is a.Mig-

)

carriage. And so.that the science that we'rp involyed in trying to develop,

right now s to be able to elucidate the,miscarrieges that occer is turally

and spontaneously due to some inborn-feeaback,from thkindivtdual Who
,

.

. w--
knows. And that's where the development stage:is we're working right

,

now. '

, d.
e .

And it's clear to both of us that a good many cages of miscarriage, a
a

has'been pointed out in, one case, (inaudible)jesultsfrom occupational
.

(inaildlble). Now, before I go on too .long here, I want to say that

. \ ..
.

reproduction, I think, societally, it considered to be a female concern..
. 4

Women are the ones, who get pr:egpant, women carry thl fetus and they're the
\

ones who nurture the child in
/the

'first few years.
T

.

Well;.,I. thinKrec ntly people ary beginning to see that _women aren't

k

ti

the only ones who are' bject to reproductive hazard. In fact, there is a

. t
great deal of'concern ,at the Present time over male reproductive effects. A

lot of adverse -- from what I caw-see '--'social and politjcal policy has

resulted-from the inordinate concern with the woman alone.

Foroexample, in the c se of carbon disulfide, a very toxic solvent

used in,the textile ind try, In some industries, wbmen are prohibited from

exposure to carbon disulfide. They are either not hired or they'5e laid

off. Because there are rep rts 4n literature showing that women exposed to

the littlest -- three to nine -- parts per million have a lot of mit-
. .10

carriages and reproductive problems.
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Now,, there are also studies on male reproductive 'effect of Carbon

\disulfide. They are usually at much higher exposure levels. So when the

Pip

issue comes up, should women be allowed to he exposed carbon.disulfide,

evel5;ne points to the literature and says', well(the current 4eient"c,
standard is 25 per million; and we-know that you see effects in women as .,

low as three parts per million, so therefore''we will not permit expose.
. .

OWell, compa6blestudies-have'tever-been 'done on- the male. _

The-lowest ex(lostire level that's been studied for. male reproductive effects

i

Is 40 parts per million. So we're laced with an imbalante in information

which I think jS adversely influencing the social political situation. So

-_-,- .
.

there are many peoplerwho feel that there needs to be a real catchup on the

.

,

information of potential adverse male reproductive effects. So there's

.3

this very intense epidemiotogiC as- well as laborato6 level research being

conducted on this issue.

So I know the following,speakers want to take this, up in more detail.

So with that, L'll=-Itave off, and I'll be glad to take any questions.

pR. INFANTE: Okay, thank you very much; Dr._Manson. The next4eaker,

Row-will be Dr. Robert Scala, the director oT toxicology, corporate medical

department at = Exxon. Doctor?,

DR, SCALA: Thank you. 'mill be very brief. I'm going to try to

outline'some general considerations which ot* organjzationomight have ,in

mind in guiding a program for the evaluation of reproductive risks."

I'll be speaking from the.pelkpecttve of one who liaS day-to-day .

,- .

;responsibility for product safety evaluation. "The first major considu-

.

tion,
0
we must rec10 griize-that chemical and physical-agents caff.produce , .

. .

,
.

', 6. N .,

I
4$

./
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reproductive effects in irraand females. It's been said already by the

first to speakers,

These 'effects_

embryo toxicity, bi

the child is three

and we want to reaffirm that.

eoyer a .spectrutii Of responses

rth defects, genetic changes,

years old beforeyou realize

, infertility, miscarriage,

'delayed onset phenomenon -

something is wrong.

Reibtirc'es exist to evaluate ijuanimal systems the potential for such
,. .

effects. It's a neolscience, as popinted out by the previous speaker;

in some peoples' mipds a buck t an,d shovel science. We aren't -very precise

yet. *We're Still learning, how to do these kinds of exper

The number and the quality

centers in th& United Statees where you can receive proper training in doing

this kind of work is, varied. When we set about -- an in a few moments
, .

1.'11 tell you about safe of our ownvexperience,sf- butceen we setout.to do

efts.

f the resources varies, the number of

a specific .experiment,wecpuld find only one laboratory that wehad

contract With that' had ever done .that specific Aperaiinent before,'of which

we were aware. ._
° o

.
. 4,, The next point under this recognition rase is that exposure of th

) - . , - ..
itfe, tus to us is'of special concern. First,of all, a fetus may be

, suspectible to external agents at dosc *bed& those which ay affect the
-

,

adult. Secondly, the period'of grOtest vulnerability of the fetus. may

very well be during the earliest developmental stage, before the -feniale is

even aware that she is pregnant.

So we're hooking at-three_populaticns we want to protect, the male,

n. the female and the fetus. But welledtarticular:ly

'7° `because that's a little bit more difficult to get

concerned about the fetus

at, the suscept4bilitles
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'are less' well understood, by cur' lights.

The next thing we must 104owledge is that industry has an obligation

to concern itself with these issues, upfront. We have an obligation to be

`concerned about.those things, and we recognize it and accept it. Wr,g also

,recognize that, scientific uncertainties exist. The issues and the science

are still.'evolving,and no one will define in a precise' manner exactly whgt

one must do and still be-able to get away with it. Secretary Mar1hall said

this morning in another context, we don't have all-the answers yet, tHat's

why we need dialogue. We feel very much the same way about this field.

There are no concrete protocols. There are no concrete experiMents

.which are generally accepted. There are n2 -- eveji the criteria .for *inter-

preting the data -- data evaluation-is very much a difficult problem. What

weight to give what specific responses. Again, confining my comments

strictly.to animal experimentation.
o

We must recognize that in the workplace, as well as in the general

environment,,the goal must be to avoid unacceptable levels of risk. And

these -1 the"Aeftnition of acceptable levels of risk is a public policy'"

issue to which the scientist contributes but brings no special gifts. .We

scientific .people provide the data, but the definition of acceptable )evel

. of risk is something which is, as was said in another context, too-

importgnt to leave-just to the' scientists alone.

Mow, what are'some of the steps which a r sponsible company might take .

to discharge these responsibilities? First of-a 1, to identify and - control

riiks;thatris;,_by reviewing its operations, the eg'sociated biological,

chemical and physical- exposures in light of the-best available data to

4

4,
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identify potential risks. Second, to infirm employees of potential hazards

and to educate them in the use of pet.sonal protective devices, safe work

. practices and accompanied by appropriateengjneeHn6 controls minimize

risk.

LP

Third, to specify precautions in the handling, use, transport and

disposal of these aOnts., The next step which a responsible comp&hy might

want'to take is to seeR new knowledge in the,field, and to communicate this

1

new knowledge to employees, customers, and the scientific cgmmunity,

government agencies and the public. The seeking out of rew knowlece means

you-,simpl;!don't sit there and wring your hands and say well, we just do9't

know. You go out and aggressively find out.

The next thing`that/a-responsi le company might wart to do is

cooperate with the appropriate agencies in the developme t and implementa-

tion of,standards. And where no standards exist, promulgate internal

stand&rds based on the best available science. I strongly subSciibe to .

h has been,said ina,few places-here but, not by ever9one, that is, the

adilersartal approach gets you nowhere. Scientifically, I find it a Josing

; -

proposition: I personally, as &working scientist, do far better when I

con communicate as a coTleAgue with 'my opposite number in goverjnment or 4ri
.

academia,aba4not by table- pounding or any of the other things which in my

mincrcharadterize the adversarial process.

- / r.

If fteirisk is note control-led, with all'thars been done, if the risk
4%,

As not controllabl youl're-ready to take the appr priate'action. What's ..,..

the appropriate action Stoi) making thlf4tuff. .S selling the Stuff,.°/

Recognize that all is not yet knot6,-herepai-ed to take steps in theltght
..; ,- .1 /
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of new knowledge.

--. Let me
#
conclude briefly with a case history. Several years' ago we

, . -

.

. .

began doing experimental studies in animals to evaluate the reproductive 0

risks associated with materials of importance to us. Theseestudies-

,involved bot'the male-and the femalesand included attempts to determine

effects on fetusis.

When we began'to generate some-of t se data; management's first

question was, my God, do we have a problem? Are there-roblems in our

operation? We couldn't answer that question because we didn't know,

rally, as toxicologists, 411 the things that our people were exposed to.

I had no master
t

list 7f every chemical that's Used in our organization.
4

So we decided to go about the problem in the other direction. We sat

down with a NIOSH subfile that was, a computer printout from the registry of

.

the toxic effects of chemical substance54 d that su4ofi was keyed to

4t,

te ratogedic effects. And as one, major category of reproductive risk, there

are some 15 -- Well, we ended up with more than 1,700 compouivs becauSe we
1k.

got some later tapes. . rJ
.

We then took that list and sent it to our medial departments world-

wide. The industrial hygientsts, these are men in the plants who'have --

who probably have t best idea of what workers may actually be exposed to.

And we did a ro teh trick. We gent them \1,700 compounds and said make a

against anyone''of these that's used in your,Plant. So we came back

-wit some 50 hits. That is, of,the 1,700 compounds on that list, 50 or 55

of them we were 'using, be had potential _use of, in our operations.

. i- 4

. Then because, as someone else4aid today, 6 be a good reporter one

F ( _ , k

1
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must be very suspicious and not take anybody's word for anything,

forgive me if I.say I did not-take NIOSH's word for it. So lie went back

and examined the literature which NIOSH Oted to qualify a particular

material for inclusion on;the list. And eve found that even NIOSH can make

mistakes, and they identified tlaterials as teratogenic agents foyvhich

/there was no animal data: By animal data, we said published in the

readilylavailble English language literature,in last 20 years. When

that failed, we went to any language, anytime

We've had a continuing dialogue with NIOSH, by trying toget some of

these uncertainties shaken out. And we've come down to a list of 27

ccmpounds which :we then sat down with our me4icar people, prioritized them,

and wee going through each of these 27 from the point of view of what is

the quality of the data whiqh is available on each orthese materials.
4

Particularly what are the dose-response relationships relative to.any

occupational exposure limit which may exist. .

If there is an occupational exposure,limit; and it looks like the
v.

effect level in an animal systeM; is. sufficiently abovean occupational

4

exposure limit, then that for the present is_not a priority issue for us.

Tbe occupatiohal,exposurellimit, the T , will,proVide the kind of

protection_we need. If there is no ccupational eOcisureilmit, though

we've been working Wtth an internal standard, (inaudible):

YOU can see that when you come up with aseries,of hits, one ends up
.

with a great branching strticture of decisions to' be made, where there are

4

materials.-- 'We're just at that point now in our evaluation, where there

are materials, for which there are rio good data, and yet we, believe we)Ilay

14
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have an exposure in our operations, these obviously become prior

dandidates'for actual experimenta,1 work.

And finally, where there is no data or no information of.an sort, we
1

have to make measurements in our plants to s if dnybody is even exposed

tO.these materials. And if there is no exposure to them, then'theylfatt

lower on the priority list.

That'S sort of where we stand-actually as. of today, reporting out the

first five compounds in this group of abopt 2/, this' week.

DR: INFANTE: Okay, thank you very .much,.Dr. Scala. Would those of

you standing in the back like to come up here and sit down, because we're

going to be goi g for another hour yet. (Recording interrufted.)

S. SEMINARIO: Both Peter and Jeanne have given somewhat of an
7

overview, a quick overview, of the science of reproduction and reproductive

health, going over the methods that have been usedifor detectin,g areas;

reproductive effects and a general summary of some of the results, showing t

that in fact there are reproductive health problems, which can result from

exposure to occupational agents.

Before I begin,my comments, which are in a little different vein, I

would like. to again stress the point that's- been ade by the first three

speakers. 'And that is there are essentially two that we should taker

,

,away from the diScussion today with ''regard to, reproductive health problems_.-

4 1 r

associated with occupational exposure.
r

.

Number one is'that the information that we have on hand, and that is,

the data base, the science behind reproductive health hazards, is very

limfted. \The number 'of substances whith have been evalua are 'very.

*
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small, and that the test methods thate have at the present time are
4

somewhat crude.

Nonetheless, point number two, however, under developed test methods

are, the information that we do have at hand makes it. very, very clear that

when we're talking about reproductive heaTth, we are talking about, in

fact, problems that'are faced by both men, and Amen workers:

Now, keeping these two points in mind, I4d like to move on and look at,

area i.another area in this whole problem, and that has to do with the political,

the legal and the regulatory issues related to reproductive health. In

particular, I'd liketo focus_Qh the actions--- the responses that I've

seen and many other lalior people.and the general public has qui, responses

1.

of major corporations in t'his\country to.informattO-n regarding reproductive

'health problems.

As Peter and Jeanne haVe both discuSsed in-a limited fashion, in the

last two years, three to fiie years, we h°ave seen corporations responding

to data showing reprtoductive health problems, with the implementation of

A

exclutionary.employmert policies. In my view, and in the view of -014

other labor representatives, these policiAM'ave been both selective and

4-

arbitra4, selective because only one sex, women, have been targeted, and

arbitrary because the policieslhave fobused only the potential'adverse

effects,to the fetus, and really don't- Considpr_the other possible adverse

. effects on en or; women, reprsuctive 4iettlth functions 6f men and women.

IliliOr

i 41
4

We've s n policies implemented or 'proposed to be implemehted by a .

' number of corporattonsas I've said. These include American Cyanamd,
Y

Monsanto, Allied hemical, Olin, GM, NL Industries, ASARCO and others..
_

9
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These policies have been implemented w* regard to exposure 8-lead,

fluorides, vinyl chloride, acrylomide, methyl mercury, radiation and

others.-
r

/ .

.

-;.`..--:--T' ,

Basitally; these policies prohibit women of childbearing potaltial
.

r 1

froM workihg in jobs where there is exposure to these substances I

mentioned above and others,,with the .understandihg or the claim, the

concern raised, that these substances pose a potential health problem to

the unborn child or-the fetus.

In these particul.ir cases where these policies are proposed or

implemented by the companies, women working in these .pat4icular jobs where

there is exposure td' these substances, fihd themselves in a very difficult

position. Essentially, they aie forced to either have themselves

sterilized-so they are no longer of childbearing potentfl, or they are

forced to.lose their jobs or, transfer to other jobs within the plant which

are often lower-paying.

Again, we've seen this particular decision faced by a number -- in a

:number of' different workplaces by a niter #f women. We've see it at the

Bunker Hill smelter in Kel)ogg, Idaho, Adhere-a number Of women to kee0

their- jobs had,themselves sterilized.

-ye saw: it in a vell0,,graphic way, in a very publicized

44 'kr . I A, .-
, , -

Cyanamid plant in Willow Island, West Vfr9jnia, where five

that plant had-themselves sterjrized-in or-der"to keep thei

seen it in klits Where women a

Corporation.

ti

way, in Amerlan

women, working-ih

jobs. We have

employed in the Allied Chemical

I've heard'of numerous cases where omen walk into ®a plant and find

,
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6

a notice pinned on the bul board, where the management -- the company

' medical det)artment Its reporting that they have on tke basis of available

"Scientific evidence, determined that the substances that they're exposed to

in their particular job pose a health risk to -- a potential health risk to

the unborn chil4i, and for that woman to continue working in that par icularg\

job may, in fact, pose some kind of a risk to her unborn ildren.

Many of these people. are working mothers, supporting solely a. family

or adding income to a' family. They're often working in areas where there

is no other real gainful employment, that is that their employer, such,as

in Kellogg, Idaho or Willow Island, West Virginia, represents the major

employer in.the. area. That woman has got basically a fairly goo -paying

job working in that industry, and again, is forced-with that detjsion:
o'

Should she have herself sterilized'or lose- her-job or take 'a lower-paying

Sob? The unions that hdile been faced with these particOai- problems,

etause in many cases' is been our mem156rship that have been the ones on

the line. gever have unions been involved Oil, Chemical and Atomic

Workers; Steelworkers; the International 'Chemical Workers Union, United .

Rubberworkers; and the UAW.

All of these 'uni ns have taken the positioh that these exclusionary

\
)

practices are an na eptable method for protecting th health and safety

of thdse:workers. nd that in many Cases, and in most case;, it is really

4 ,

nothing more than sex discrimination. We fe ) that these actions 'are
1\

-
essentially contarary to the mandate of the H alth and Safety Act, which

- . I..

basically states that the Workplace hats 'jot tote made safe for"all working

..!

,

O ...
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men and women, and that none of -these workers shall have to suffer any loss

,

of functional capacity or suffer material impairment from working in that

. .particular job.

And I would submithaf because of hazards faced on the job in losing

one's reproductiVe function, is something that is; in fact, coverer, by the

. ViI in the Civil' Rights Act", which prohibits sex d(scrimination.

And Wendy Williams, the last speaker on our panel will speak to thAe'

OCcupational.SafetY and Health Act. Moving to another area an

law, we think that these kind of policies are essentially contr y to Titl

issues in a lift4e greater detail: ;Largely, I think that the sex discrimi-

nation comes from the fact that, again, many of,these cases, in implement-
,

'' ing tlese policies, that employers and corporat,ions have failed to consider

the Kazards to m ;le reproduction. Andithey are essentially treating e

differently than they are treating men in this particular situation. ,.

We hove evidence on' lead showing reproductive effects on the male, we
, ,:

at 4,

have evidence orevinil chldride showing increased risk of spontaneous
$

--,..1( ,

k

. abortion amongrwomen, the wives of male VC production workers. ,There is
- to

sf

4

evidence around on the'reproductiVe,effects-to the men for t4 chemicals

for which wom en and mot mein are being excluded. . - ,e

41/4
,

One of the rea-sons ehat we are suspicious of some of the motives and

motivations that are aised by the industry *people with regard to these
,--

4444
. , «

1

.plicies, ClaiMlng that they are glessentially protective policies, is the

1 , I
arbitrariness wi1i which we -have seen these polici-T implemented. We'ie

7

only seen the pOltajeS implemented in nontraditional job's'. We have yet to
f,

°seethe kind, cif exclusionary policies practiced where'the majority of the

4 .

1.
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work force is women, where women are exposed. to,reproductive Health
I-

hazards,

If you look at operating room 'personnel, where we know that antsthetic,

gases poSe a-reproductive health problem to both men arid women in those

jobs, there has en no attempt to remove nurse anesthetists, women,- form

these particular drabs. So we really haven't seen policies implemented

where there will be a severe economic impact orflthe industry for-doing so.

And I've got a couple of examples and case studies that I would like to

share with you, that I think really represent and show this arbitrary

cc,

nature.

In a particular Monsanto plant, they produce a --,it's a.chlor d

alkaline plant, and theee's exposure' to methyl mercury, there. Bas-ed on the

available data showing that there,is a teratagenic effect, the compbnY

decided to prohibit women fromthese-partiuThr jobs, Working in the Chloro

alkaline plants. There weren't many women inv There were a couple

of maintenance workers and there were a ple.of productioWiworkers.

In that same plant, the.company manufactureS penta-chiorophenol and

ortho-chlorophanol, and for any, of you who are familiar' w` h the Situation

with dioxin; this kind of exposure to dioxin. in this planti6"11d

a
immediately *ise a red flag that that, too,,would pose a reproductiver

; !,'
,

risk. We've seen in the case of widespread dioxin exposure in Sebago, where

there was an explosion in e plant there, with widespread occupational

community exposure to dioxin.

We, know that that is'a documented rOroductive health hazard: There

are many women who are employed in those jobs in that plant, producing
.

,

.

. .
. ..Q r

.
,

. ...
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penta-chlorophenol,'exposed to dioxin. Thaf`c260,114-ht4 refused to admit

that the dioxin poses a reproductive risk, and has not implemented an

exclusionary policy or those practices in that particular operation of the

plant. However, they are keeping women out of iotie methyl mercury

operations in the chloro alkalide plantowhere there is exposure to methyl

mercury, but where very few women are involved.

.We have seen again an arbitrary policy implemented_and then reversed

with.the Allied Chemical Corporation. Women who are involved in a job

which was packaging refrigerants, a fluofocarbon substance, for basically

the repair 'of refrigthtion units.` There were five women who were employed

in,those jobs,othose five were baically faced with the choice of removal

or sterilization. Two women chose to have themselves sterilized.

Well, on the basis of someladditional data, t came to light later
. . .

on during the year, the company said, wait a minute, we've really changed

our minds, this'doesndt represent the hazard to these women, and therefore

the women caw go back,to those particular Jobs. Well, again, two of these

women had gone out and had themselves sterilized to kepp their jobs.'
In the.interim,:between the implementation ,of that initial policy and

the women -having theniselves sterilized, and the reversal of lecision

and that policy, the union; involved here, the International Chemical

Workers Union, had gone.and filed charged with the EEOC, they had filed.'

charg with the Office of Federal ContractS.Compliance thehad called.in

OSHA, and basically were putting the company to task ,for.imaementing-thi.s...

policy. The company decied.t'hatipt was really too nib of a hassle to

implement this policy and continue in this fashion; and so overturned the

decision.

192( P .
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B4 as I said, in the interim, these women were faced with the

probleMs and the feat of actually having themselves sterilized. And we

have seen again this flip-flop in a number of other situations -- the

policy implemented, women sterilized, and then company saying, there is no

hazard there.

I just want to take a couple more minutes herd, since everyone else

has been so good aboutikeeping their time short, just tostate what the,

\ union's, position is on this particular matter. In a number of these com-

pules, we have trie to negotiate ,policies which would cover this

particular situation and cover the reproductive, health problems faced on

the job.

.
Ohe, we have called for employers- to shoW in the firSt instance that

. ,

they are in compliance with all federal health end safely laws, that, being

he specific OSHA standard and the general duty quirement to proOde a
. 1

safe ald healthful place of. work. We feel it's really ridi' ulous for an

,ts.

,
, - : '..

employer to try to imPepent an excluSionary Oblicy when that employer is
.

. -
.

not even meeting the basic requirement of the" law set forth in occupationA)
.

.

;;...-
r

..

health 'standards', , ,
.

..: " -.,. -. .

-

. We'think that :employers ,phouid be reoluirdj. to*Atiow that 'he' 'or 'she ha4a,

. ., N ., . .
A

. , .
. A

o

Ot
reputable scientific eyidknce'YegaltdinTtheffects on both sexes: 'We

.

4 .

. ,

' 4A... . .
.

.7 , ..
.

.
think that the: employer shouldebe- able to-thow that the toxic substance

40 .
.

. . , .1 Y ,
substance

. ,
.

..'poses .a

.

hazard that is' signiiicantty-.greater '.oti.kthe s' irid-theek affcted
. " ,- _, - . ik

el

'14 -, 43,

sex they're trying tO exclude by the policy,, apd "if
..

that doeSigdsei a )
J ,

4 4 !.. ",
A

,

greater
. 4/
hazard'to the felps,,.

t
. , ...4,-.

. V -400%
If a policy is to be fmplemdnied, that group shall be asnanroWly.'

J
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tailoredas possible to the gi.ven the type of hazard that is posed. '-.
414

That employer should be able to prove and shp6id prove that there is no,.
.

.. .alternative -- feasible alternative me ns of protecting the excleeclogroup-
1 ,

.
:. , . .

0

by removail,of the chemical at hand, sub titution "with a safer chemical, the,, y
,

implementation of engineering controls.

Ili thine, cases where that employer can go through all those stepS and

prove that he or she has In fact complie6 a9c1 met th6S'e,obligations, wbere ;,'
4

one sex must_ be removed, be it men or women., we believe very- trorigly that
..

4., that person should be° trtnsferred to another job with' no loss of earnings, ,,
i

,,,seniority or other' benefits, and that it should not; be 'the individual' ,
mots

. .. - , ..,. .
It . worker who should be one' who is madet suffer and. to pay or 'bas'ic,a1 ly _.-i

4 u

a problem-with a 'chemical and,nOt with a' worker. . . .
. ,

ik
, .., -t,,..

One la comment there, and then I'll let, Wendy 'get .up here an opn. ...
, I, `,k 1 ,

. . . , 0 ,
up for questions. have-been tryihg tb d6 some work,. agein,Virotigh the 4, f

0 .
; a y 1 '

LEA'

/-'4 N . ,

. -

,unicitis With ual d'onwati,ies),we-,have. alto :t.,he union, a. nupber of 6.,, -.',s, ' ' . t,sot %

publ is i,tere-st aw 'groups, wcimei-t's grOups,nviranMept41 groupS, have ,
,74

.
.

formed a on.,t,c; 1:,asj.ti/a17,1T:c.Onsider the reiroductive heatth problems.,. 4 i . . ,
, " .. .45,e fob and f dcipoii-tical and%educational work' around these issues.

1 ' °' coalition has rmedr-i-fs called the fqr the repro-. -N.
'.

. ''''' ' duc, ive right's oiorkers. I have left .the statementof purpose of the
1 i .

1

..,/ .
, ,

, " coalifiah,,on ..eh'v back table with- the n'amet Of incltvictuals who you can
I

..,,
-4

. ; !contact for more informatitn about that cotlition.. We have been trying to:
, , ... i 'b .

'4444
work with the government td get the.governMent to move to implement a

, uniform federal policywhigh we would hope Would adopt muchfof the policy °,
1

-that we are tryi-ngAbinegotiate;pn an individual bas,ts with companies.
f i i .,-.-,

r " !. ''
r i:Of .

-.:.
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We're getting a mixed response 'right now: The most recent response

from' EEOC i,s that'the problem th big enough for really jumping, the gun

arid maybe we should wait a little while. Well, I think we 'ye-real ly got a

.

. ..
chance to nip this one in the bud, and rather than see this kind of-policy.
. e

implemented on-a broad scale,that we should deal With it as it come up

t
.

and as -- at the .inception Stages, .

.

And so while we are getting this response 'from the governmept =-

wai! -- were getting a very, very different reading from our

t4

membership. I was at -a meeting last week of the 'Steelworkers',' of women in
I

the industrial setting workshop. Two hundred people the audiyice, I .

would sa y ,90 ,percent of those people were men. And contrary ta the claims

f right now of possibly the EEOC that reproductive health isn't a big issue,

._

and sex discrimination isn't a big issue, that was on ever/ individual 's

mind in that' room, men and women alike.

"

And hl men tFv.t were there were very, very. concerned' abbut the women

being removed from jobs. They Wet( equv)ly, if not more, concerned about
Pi

having .-td stay in those jobs, themselves, and were raising all the issues)

that have been raised here today 44 .

So I would'submit that rather than saying it a problem that really,

'isn't a big problem, that the kind of feeling that I'm getting from our ;

membership is the contrary. And if you ligten to the people at lunch to-
/-4

day, my sense is that those are 'the people that really know Where itst' at.
, .

And if you'do listen to the people that, work in the plants, .they would tell
6 ,,'

you, and. I wottld 'believe them, that reprodUCtive health is a very major

problerR and if vie don't address 1.t now, it's going to get much worse.
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TKank you. ,

(Applause)

. .

DR. INFANTE: Thank you very. much, Peggy. The last speaker On our
,

cvmj/ gl.ugll fjm?e fg/liams, assittant-prOfessor of law,at Georgetown

:niversity., r
MS.-WILLIAM: In-the interest of-full disclosure, I should say I'm

also a member of CRROCithe.Coalition of,the Reproductive Rights of

Workers :to which PT: Seminanio referred.

I was struck,' -as Dr. Scala was speaking,,. with the description of the

kind'of effort that his company is undertaking. Because what he said, and

maybe I misunderstood him, was that they had gone down a list of

teratogens, that is to say, substances that can affeCt fetuses directly,

order 'to determine some kind of company Oltty, which as yet, I. take it is

N.nOt'specified. And the reason I was struck by that is because that's

exactly the'kind of problem that gi4s.rise to the ki?Nof exclusion that

)
Peggy Seminarto was talking about,.

.

4

The reason for that is very simple. As Peter Infante suggested, and

a

.as.Dr. Manson suggested, very often the substances that ffect fetuses have

,other effect's as well. And I' not just talking about cancer, I'm not just
P

' talking about the general s;temic'health effects, I'm talking' about re-
,

.productive effects; including genetic effects.

Now, I remember an example, one company thkt excluded worifen from the

workplace on the ground that the'substandes.to which they were exposedshad

aIpenetic effect. And it was that same kind'of flashing light in my head.

You know, genetic effects appear to both men.and women. And genetic
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effects are what go into thegene pool, presumably, and get perpetuated:

from here on out:_,
,

.

Genetic effects; more than purely teratogeniceffects, are the effects

with whith we need to be most deep* concerned if we're concerned about

(
'Iuture generations. I didn't heor -- maybe it was that my inability to con-,

centrate -:. I didn't hear Dr. Scala say that his company was looking at

mutagens, the very things that affect both men agd women.

And I think the other thing whieh you may have picked up from Peter

Infante is that many' many substances which are teratogens, that is 'to say,

5.

affect the fetus thropgh the woman, are also mutagens, and can affect'the

.

fetus through both the man and the woman worker: All right, so suffice it

to say that mostsubstanOs don't seem to discriminate between men and

women. The problem i,s that many companies do.

The history is a very-old one. Clear back in 1908 the United gates

Supreme Court decided'a:case called Muller v. Oregon, which upheld the, pro='

-.4

tective laws for women. It upheld them on the basis of their inferiority

in a number of respect's, including-their.inability, to stand on their feet

for a long time. But the central idea conveyed by that opinion was that

the state had an interest in the well-being of future generations, and that

interest in the well-being of future generations can be a justification for

treating women differently'than men. Since 1908, that .concept doesn't seem

to'haVe really changed much. Since women have the babies, women have got

to be the problem.

.
And the solution to the problems of workplace exposure to reproduc-

,

tive/hOgard is to get rid-of women, rather than to get rid of the problem
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which might affect boOl genders. What I want to talk about briefly here is

the law. How does the law enter into this problem that's been described

today?
"-

Well, let me say first that the agencies have been agog over this

probltm, awash, if yo6 will, in conflicts, concerns and worries. OSHA has

been having problems for the very.obvious reason that the information

available is not terribly good. And when it is available, it tends to be

-available on, for example, teratogenic,effects, effects that solely affect

the fetus through women, and not on the effects on males, which can turn

out to be substantial.

So it's a scientific problem there, again, I think, stemming back to
A

the old problem that since women have the babies, they're the ones who

seemto get studied. OSHA nonetheless has taken an important first step; I

think, in its enforcement of the law in trying to deal with the probleth of

reproductive health hazards to workers. That step appeared in -a. recent'

standard'issued by.OSHA, and I'm speaking now of the lead standard, under

challenge in the D.C. Circuit at this very.moment.

1

In the lead standard, one of the things, of many:that OSHA attempted

*to 4o was to address the problem of reproductive health in the followittg '\
t

way. They acknowledged, at ,least for the moment, that wasn't feasible

to make the workplace reproductively safe. And for that reason created an

alternative procedure in order to insure that'persons who want tasarent

and who are exposed .to lead can try and reduce the hazard during that

period in which they are trying to become parents.

The, procedure is something calledmedical removal protection; and'
. .
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medical removal protection is a procedure whereby the man or woman is

temporarily removed from the lead exposure job until the parenting occurs

or 188 months goes by, whichever happens first. lom impOrtant adjunct to the

midicalremoval'protection is rate retention. That is to say, no

dimunition in the pay that the worker ifeceives during that rm. The

reason that's important should be obviious, namely, that no worker in his or

her right mind is going to want to suffer the risk of lower income, in

orar to parent. That's kind of a pie in the sky problem, this maybe I'll

be affected, maybe I won't. Whereas that people rely on:their daily,

weekly, monthly income, so in order to make the program a success, some

kind of wage protection is an essential componeht._

The court has not addressed the question, but it will very soon,

whether OSHA has the power to do what it did with medical removal protec-
t

tion and rate retention,` with regard to reproductive health hazards.

All right, so that's OSHA's first effort, and it remains to he seen

whether it's going to be 'a successful one. What about the Equal Employ-

mdnt Opportunity Commission and the Labor Department insofar as it has the

0 0

responsibility for.enforcing the executive order, both the executive order

and Title VII prohibiting, among other things, sex discrimination in, the

workplace.

Well, OSHA has been making a good-faith attempt to 'deal witPi this

1.

problem. The EEOC and the Labor Department so far haven't come fort with

anything. I know that both agencies are sitting'on'a growing number of

.

charges of discrimination and is yet, neither has come forth with any kind

of policy, let alone an ordinary comprehensive policy,'that's in accord
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with both equal employment i-incipals and takes into account OSHA health

principles as well.

So at this point, we cn'say that the EEOC isn't doing anything. So

far there have been no court cases, although the EEOC did file one that I-
.,

think never got to trial a couple of years ago, and somebody went back to

file one in Ohio. But as yet, no court cases. So we have the agencies in

charge of equal employment enforcement sitting on charges at the moment.

What should they dq2 Well, I think I have the perfect solution to

what they should do, at least in terms of the general, framework, for

thinking about the problem. And maybe it won't surprise you to know.that

it's very much arongsthe lines of what Peg Seminario has suggested, that

the unions are interested in seeing.
4

Title VII prohibits.sex discrimination. In 1976, the Supreme Court of

the United States said when Ti'tle VIItalks about sex-discrimination it

doesn't mean discrimination,based on things like pregnancy,'reproductive

capacity. That's unique to women and therefore the Act doesn't really have

much to say about it.

Congress immediately started rattling its, chains and saying that's not

what we meant at,all, and gqt to work and passed an amendment to Title VII,

°in which what they did was define sex disCrimination'for the purpose of

Title VII, as including reproductive discrimination against women: And on
4 0

that ba§is, its fair to say today that there js in the law a reason to

believe that what many companies are engagingin when they exclude wdmen on ,

1 the basis of reprOductive capacity, they're engaging in illegal sex dis-

crimination under Title VII.d)
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Now, one of the things t'hat.the igencies have been toying with is the

notion that -maybe there ought to be a defente, because after all,' we are

concerned about future generations, and women are the carriers, maybe some-
,

who unlike in most situations whekte we have ---on its"faCe_r- sex discrimi-

nation, we ought to a11oW a defense here. .

My answer.tcythat is, noway should we allow employers under Title,VII

to exclude women as a group from the workplace. There are two reasons for .

that. First of all, I think,we make a mockery of Title VII when we allow

thousands and thousands of jobs to become unavailable to women based on,

%
their reproductive capacity,.

-

Weli-e beginning more and more to understand-how many job we're

6

talking about. We're talking about jobs in hospitals, we're talking about

jobs in electrical plants, we're telking.about.expoture to radiation --
;

atomic work'-- ye'i-etalking about airline fli.ght-attendants who ,ostensibly

are more exposed to radiation and other hazards by being up

3n

the air, and

``N
presumably, women lawyers who ha,./e.to fly around in-planes a lot, maybe,

fall into the cateOry. 1-
,

Amd maybe OSHA inspectors that'are women that have t5 "go in plants.

And where does it end?, It isn't satisfactory; under Title VII policy to

permit aclusiort to be allowed under Title VII. Nor is it appropriate as,a

matter of OSHA policy. I take it that the'idea behind OSHA is that the

workplace be made safe for people, and not that people be eliminated so

that the 'workplace won't have to deal with the problem.
-

. ."'

)4' -----'
.

Given that basic assumption, what then, can the good-faith employer do

.
N

in order to handle the Problem or roductive hazard? To me, the solution
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tothe problem is suggested'by the OSHA approach, namely, a neutral policy

which concerns itself with the reproductive hazrads to both men and women,

in an even - handed, way.

Now, it's standard Title -VII law to say to an employer with a neutral .

poljcy he'S not going to be in'violation of Title, VII. I have to add two
4

caveats %o that,lowever. One is'that.it is also a standard Title Virlaw

to say t t an employer can't adopt an apparently neutral policy and,in the

back of hits or her mind be aimed at discriminating against a group pro-
.

tected by ctleVII. So to the extent that policy is a-pretext for getting

women out of the Workplace, not going to wash under the law.

The second caveat is this: Any time there's a neutral rule which has

.'a disproportionate impact on a group protected by Title VII, for example,r
women or men, then there might also be a Title VII violation. At lea.it an

employer is going to be called upon to mace a certain showing in order to

Mgintain that neutral rdle. What is the showing?'

. Wft11,,the showing is that there is no alternative,way with a lesser

impact to carry out the employer interest in this policy, in thi,s case,

reproductive'health..'Bravo to eMplOYers. who are concerned about reproduc-

tive health. Good. But show,us that there's no way to go about carrying ,

out this 'policy that has Messer impact on, forexamOle, women. Whet does

that suggest? Well, lhat-is something like MRP, medical removal protec-

tion, which is going to wash a lot better under thelaw than, for example,

excluding fertile men and women from the job, for example, or putting them

'on,lay-off or shuttling them off the jobs with lower pay.
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Well, the upshot pf all this is -- and the lesson, I hope, is that

. .1
At an emploYg ought to be:thinkirtg about an what unions ought to be

N '

.urging is the concept of a neutral approach to this problem. We don't/ want

anymore to live in a world in which women-are .being=protected by being

excluded from jobs, and men are-not protected from reproductive hazards by

being. kept there, not informed, and `nothing being done about their.repro-

*

eductive capcity. It's time to end the disCriminatiOn that occurs against

both men and women, and that is the ooiicy which some of us tit least, and

CRROW in particular, is" trying to get some-agencies to adlipt.

(Applause)
.

OR. INFANTE: 'Thank, you vtry,much, Wendy, We rill now take questions

ram -the floor:

MS? RANDALL: Dr, Scala, you Stated tkat the fetus was the most

sehstitive. Do we really have'data showing that the fetus is more

sensitive than the sperm oeiwthe egg? And I ask -0'01-- is it evoy20,
-

days,,I think,"there's'a new supply of sperm an-then the sperm hasto go

through reduction division, whereas a woman,is bo ri with all the eggs

she'll ever have, but they, tbo.,,have'to go thr ugh this process.

Npw, do we really have any e'v-i4ence,that

DR'. SCALAi. -I think I qualified that bYtsaying we think that` the fetus

may be the most suscieptible. And that's just a
/
general-impression, not

=s

backed-up. The field is-really very poorly studied:

I want, can take just -a minute, to expand a little bit,on this, I

have to take small issue with -=

MS. RANDALL: You can take big issue.
. _ ,
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DR. .kALA:' No, no,. I. take this small issue, because I'll define '15-

,kind of selective-listening. I'm concerned about ma4es, females arnd

fetuses. The experimental work I do is concerned with n4les,,females and
O

fetuses. .

The oRly compilation of any magnitU e of effects in thisfield happens

io,be teratogens. That's whyAi'started. I don't believe that's the only \

problem. And whdn I mentioned that we (to literature surveys; I didn't just
.

look for teratogens. I 'm looking for any effect on the reproductive

System.

And finally, when I said we have an occupational exposure limit, I

4

didn't say we had to limit sU ilb- for males and limit sub-B for females. We

ilave one -value for males and females worldwide. So I just wantto get that

small one in.

I cannot answer your question directly, I have no data. It's just my

impression from-reading the literature:. I wish Dr. Manson were here,

because she might be better able to a nswer that quetion.

MS. RANALL: .Beeeuse, really, ff'you're concerned about-the fetus,

you've got to be concerned about -the egg and the sperm,, and union thereof.

DR. SCALA:6 Yes, we'are very mu ch concerned about those. Our studies

that we're doing now, the animal studies we do, are attempting to study the

impact of chemicals on sperm maturation and reproductive function, oocyte

. maturation, the process of conception, implantation, destatio....,n, that is,
\

_

.. . -. .

.

the actual union of egg and sperm, the implantation into the uterus,

.
.

h'owe'ver; it be -- the analogous situatioa,i'm the animal species. 'Ike

. .

..

ability of the animal to carry that fetus to terrn,'weyfink, is one of the

most crucial points;
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Peter mentioned that -- no, I guesS Dr. Manson mentioned that that's

the response in humans, is fetal wastage. They just lose them. 'In

animals, it's a different sort of titling..

MS. RANDALL: They reabsorb, don't they? The embryos reabsdrb.

DR. SCALA: Yeah, the embryos- `reabsorb, yeah.

MR. (UNIDENFIED):Jihat are teratogens?'

DR. SCALA: -Teratogens are .compounds WhiCh Cause deformities,
.

monsters, birth-defects.- The classic'is.the --

MR. (UNIDENTIED): Thalidomide.

DR. SCALA: ---the Thalidomide, right.

mS. RANDALL: The other thing is, is there really any scientific-'

evidehce.that teratogenesis is exclusively associated with the femal,..

. -

reproductive process? ,Why -- theoretically, why Could that not be

sperm-determined, instead,of egg-determined? .°

DR SCALA: Well, in.generdl, wkat:theythink is 'happening is that.once

. the fetus has been formed, the'chemical or` some metabolic product is Acting

. directly on the enzyme systems in the developing fetus, and-it is Causing ,

the defect to,occur. That is, it''s inhibiting something on speedtng up

something. It's somehow or other changing the clock that runs the develdp-
.

ment Of the fetus. ;

That's not to say that there could not be an effect:on the sperm which

'would damage the genes that that sperm is carryini, which would then result .'

in a genetically altered fetus, which would be expressed as a deformed

fetus. So, yoi see, you can have -a teratogeiic response 4 alpOsequence

of a'mutagenic agent in the male.,
44
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So, yeah, it's all part -- it supports.your premise that yOu'really
, .

have, to protect'workers. .Once in a while it may be -- shUt

.DR INFANTE: Okay, I'd like to also respond to that questto.arid

there are a lot of,you that have questions. We'll get to all of you.' We
t

*= have at least a half'an hour left.

But your question, is the fetus always more susceptible, I don't think.

you can use the general 'rule of thumb to say the fetus always is more

susceptible. I think that it very obvious tpat much more work needs to

be dOne in this area." Ti.ansplacental toxicology is.rather crude in tirms-
-

of the toxicology that we know in terms of csarcincippests.

Now: in terms of carcinogens; there are some cases where the fetus is

more sus
/
ceptible-than the adult. There are son cases w4pre the adult As

"more susceptible than the,fetus, as suggested from experimental studies.
u -,

So I thihk you have to .look at::one agent',at,a time\ndyou cin't4be using

, .

, . _0

.?Iny'iTie of 1

.. t , , /' .. .

., . .

71.
Ard I think probably.yinyl Chloride would serve-as a gOod-example,

7 .
. . .

'where in fact there have been studies, for,,birth defects in experimental
. . , .

animals, effectively three species, which hive been negative for birth ,- ,

defects,',..for embryo:lethnity, .There's only-one study, by Ma topi,
r .

indi60.ing,transplacental induction of tumOrs.from pregnant
,

rats exposed to
.. .

extremely high levels. 'However at much lower levels to adult animals yoU

'have a much higher tOmorncidence. 7

1

And "so I think' it:depends on the type of carcinogen that you're

nlking about, those carcinogens that are metabolism - dependent would be --

"N\
.

. the tisk- would be greater to the adult than to the fetus,. So, now, if we

.
)
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..

could -- Dr. shford, you had your hand up.
r

.
.

DR. ASHFORdi This audience. may,be interested that there was a not
I

. ,

:

..,
,

very widely publicized conference in Boston in May pm teratogens and. --)

mutagens, in which some very gobd data has.come out, And I mas asked among

.t
others to prepare a paper.

I4- I.
I made a-startling discovery to myself, wheml prepared the paper..

. . ,
The discovery was the following, that in fact, Dr. Scala, we do have -- we. /

do have a test formutagens, although- we've-not -- it's teen in front of us-

and we've not.recognizediAgrt

OSHA has been consumed withthe carcinogenic effect of chemicals, and

in the process, in the proposed generic standard, has indicated that the-

.Bruce Ames test, which is a mutagenicity test, might be used as one

criterion for carcinogenicity. And there's been howling and screaming

about whether or not that's good extrapolation: But right in front of our

eyes is the fact that people argue much less violent ,rare in much more

agreement that mutation is likely to be transferable among species and

bacterial systems to otherystems. Not completely valid, but certainly

much more likely to be correct as transferable than, let's say,

carcinogenic experience.

And here we have a test which will give us, an indication of the

mutagenic,potential of chemicals. We know what those chemicals are,

they've been tested as mutagens. It's an easy test in apply It depends

on how much religivyou've got as to whether or not you want to base

policy on it.

The Department of Labor has"not yet taken an aggressive stand to
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opertte and define what a mutagen is. Under the Resource Recovery and."

Conservation Act, EPA is supposed to define what are mutagens, teratogens

and carcinogen's. It has not done so. But we may' be very, very close to

defining for policy purposes at a 'human mutagenic risk s, and'then what

are.we,going to do? .

DR. .INFANTE: Okay, I agF.ee withyour position.. In fact, I think

there hag been a tremendous amount of emphasis on mutagenicity tests far

predicting./Carcnogenesis, and not enough emphasis on mutagenicity tests

for their indication of transmissible gene damage. And I think this is

where we need to have the genetic toxicologists come forward and to see if

they can come up with, say, a battery of mutagenicity tests.which would --

from which we coulq presume mutagenic risk, because I think to try to

determine this on a population basis would be virtually impossible, or

tremendously insensitive, to most situations.
I

Now, -- yes, sir.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED)': I'd like to make an observation, ask a question,

and then make a statement.

The obse6ation_being.that in my experience and to my knowledge, there

is no disharmony in nature, no disharmony, that all nature 'is affected to

one extent or another by things which' are destructive to one., And from

that, I wonder, has -- is there anyone here who knows whether there has

been any studies done on'the Thaliddmide effect on males?

We know what havoc it'swreaked on the female, and the offspring.

Anybody know anything about Thalidomide with men? I just cannot presume

that it woudn't have some untoward effect. I just can't imagine,that.
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DR: SCALA: Is your question, does Thalidomide produce an effect in

sexual function or,reprdductive function in males?

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Some effectron the repoductive

DR. SCALA: not aware of any publication Of,literature. There's

-
also no suggestion in literature thaJt Thalidomide has any effect on

reproductive function in the female. What Thalidomide does is,at a very

crucial window in the development of the fetus, it causes the failure of --

at one point in time, failure of limbs to form. At a different point,in

time, if the drug is given at a later point in the developmental cycle, it

causes other kinds of deformities,

But I'm not aware. -- which is not to say that it may not exist but

I'm not aware in the literature of a publication which stipulates that

Thalidomide affects male reproductive peeformance or female reproductive'

periormance. I It appears to be, at the doses that have been tested,

affecting.the fetus.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Thank you. My final comments are, this'

,particular presentation whidh you are chairing has really electrified pie

today, because you started out on a yer.i, scientific approach,to tHis, and

then you turn it over to Dr.. Manson, who is a very dynamic young person,

and then I guess we Went to Dr. Scala, who electrified.me by admitting that

management has large responsibilities towards.us.

I quit taking notes, because I was missing what you were saying. And

I still haven't gotten back to .taking notes, This is one of the first .

times that's happened. And, of course, Miss Semfnario gets up, and sie

proceeds to spellbind me, too, as did Miss Williams. never seen such

c
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a1dynamic panel before, and I think we ought to give them a ,real great

round, because, I tell you, I've fallen madly in love with ell of you.

(Applause).

DR. INFANTE: You're putting us under a lot of pressure. .

(Laughter)

Yes.

MS. (UNIDENTrFIED): I'm beginning 0 wonder --

DR. INFANTE: Would people please state their names? I'm not sure if

this session is being recorded or not. So when yob ask.the question,

please state your name.

MS. KAIGHIN: Okay, Abby Kaighin. I'm beginning to wonder if were

not headed toward equal employment opportunity hazard exposure or

something.

On this lead Example that somebody gave earlier, was there testing '

*idence that men as well as women were vulnerable on the medical removal?

What do you do if you have a case where -- since there seem to.havetheen

more studies done on the effect on offspring thanon males, what doryou do

if you've got the data for the4emale andithe offspring, and you don:t have

it on the males?

- MS. WILLIAMS: Yes, which we've already said is: not an unlikely

eventuality.

MS. KAIGHIN:7;Right.

MS. WILLIAMS: Given the nature of the studies and the focus/ Well,

that is the hard question, that Is the hard question the whole area.
N

And different people have different views on it.
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My own view is that, given the nature of the data, we have to_ go to

something like temporary removal, rather than exclusion of women. It just

won't do on the --

MS. KAIGHIN: Yeah, how do you. -- what grounds or what basis .-- you

don't have any scientific reason, any statistical reason to eliminate the

other party.

pis. WILLIAMS: What other party?

MS. KAIGHIN: The male party, depending on who the data has been

worked up on.

MS. WILLIAMS: Look at whatappening. At the point at which

employers have to begin to justify what they're doing by coming forward and

saying, look, I have evidence here, I've looked at the evidence here, and

I've looked at the evidence with respect to women 3nd the evidence with

.

respect to men. And that will finally justify a policy.

Then somebody is going to start producing the data that's needed. And

in the interim period, we have all been exposed, all of us, to various

hazards along the line. Arid all of us have an equal right to, I suppose,

take the negative risk that's involved, and not have ourselves excluded'

from the workplace. 'We have a right to information, and we have to have

the information so we can choose. But don't tell me I can't .....(breakin

tape)_

R. AMBERG: P.c1 like to make a comment on a couple of these points, if

I My, from a_union, point of view, and also for a filament from a- male

chauvinist point of,view.

DR. INFANTE: Would you state your name, please?
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MR. AMBERG: My name is MattAmberg and I work for the International .

Union of Electrical Radio and Machine Workers'. I'd like to _point out,first

of all, as a layman, that I have the same sort of feeling' that.the

gentleman up front had, and that is that while this session happens to be

on reproductive hazards, I have a feeling that any agent which is powerful

enough to have an effect On any system of the body probably is going to

have .effects on other systems of the body. We found.in the case of VC, for

example, that although the big fuss was about a certain kind of cancer of

the liver, that it also had effects on other parts of the body, and in some

cases different diseases.

Wow, with respect to these agents whichhave powerful effects on the

-- and asyet little-understood effects -- on the reproductive syst4df

human beings, they probably a'ko have effects on'other systems. So that,

justas we can take the canaq,as an early-warning signal for people, so we

can use a hazard for any disease, in any parf,otthe body, as a warning

I

that perhaps there may be another effect.

The second comment'I wanted to make is that while thissessionhas

brought out the one use of the medical removal' inathe lead standard,

organized labor has been pushing fora --mhtt we call rate and job

retention provision, in every standai-pf. Whenever there is an OSHA standard

which provides that people wilfi removed from a particular job because of

/ too great an exposure, that those individuals have had to some particular

hazard, whenever they are to kx removed, we want the standards and have

0

wanted the standards to provide that they keep employment, and that they

retain at least the same jobeating, regardless of aether it's lead or

a
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some other hazard.in being transferred to another plaCe, onother job,

another situation within that employ.

And therefore-, I think we would not be happy with some kind of a

limitation on the medical .removal

\\

protection provision, which would apply

only in the case of proof that themale is equally affected. And then I'd

like to say from the point of view of a Male chauVinis't pig, which 1I am,

that these are our women, our wives, our daughters, that we have a concern

for them, just as they have a concern for us.
N

And that the answer alway has to be in terms of bringing that job and

/the environment in that Workplace to the point at which there is no hazard
.)

to a male or to a jemale, even if there is not a pile of bodies to testify
.

that that particular hazard is there and that it is there with respect to a

,particular sex.

.1 don't think we.have to look for proof perfect,even though there is

- evidence already of the fact that certain chemicals do affect both men and

'women. We donl,t have to look for that proof. There are women, there are

6rOthers, if we are men, and ilio.the case of the women, I'm sure they'have

the same feeling toward us.

,SO that the objective has to'6e the objective of the OSHA law, which I

, think was already enunciated here, that the obligation of the employer and

-the terms of a standard when it is adopted, are to be those conditions

4

which permit a person to be exposed in that particular work situation

through a lifetime of work, with no diminution of -- probably -- function

or health. .

And I.think that's the point.; I don't think that this business
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of limiting the thing too much to one particular reproductive system should

be relied on. On the Othe0 hand, I'm not denigrating *he terrible

importance for some of us is parents, as grandparen of the problem of

what happens to our kids because of the way people make'a living.

MS. WILLIAMS so Maybe I- could just observe on one point. In the Tead

standard, medical removal protection is generally applicable. It's the

first time, though, it has been specifically used with reference to a

reproductive hazard for both men and women. 'N

MR. AMBERG: It's the only standard we have with rate'retentfan,,

unfortunately.

DR. INFANTE: -Ijust Want. to say one thing in terms oflyOur question

about various organ systems or various types of reproductive hazards or

manifestation of those. That was the point I was trying'to make ir my

opening remarks that for'the 20 substances that industry had forwarded

their concern about in terms of transplacental effects, there are 'reports

demonstrating that, that 70 percent of these substances were either

carcinogenic, mutagenic or associated with adverse effects on male

reproduction.

And this of course is not taKing into account,ipme Of these substances

that have never beenctested for adverse effects on male reproduction or for

-Aarcinogenicity. So, in fact, it's-biased toward an Underestimate of the

concordance. And I think one'of the. things that the various parties are

concerned about is that we don't. develop a bias in our .data. set from the

. ,

beginning, and that we only study transplacental effects', and not study
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effects through male exposure or carcinogenic Or mutagenig effects.

Dr. Ashford. : .*

. DR. ASHFORD:, The medical removal protection which is.beingtried with

leadis supposed to'lbe instituted when the epginering'cOntrols have gone

"as far as they can. But I caution you, the medical ,removal protectibn; ill

of the features'that it has that'we like, isa double-edge sword, because

,what it is is rotating .workers into those jobs.

And if our standard isn't protective enough, because we don't have the

data to justify it, we may be produCing more mutkipn'and more birth
k

4. defects by that rotation than if we never rotated the workers in the firSt

place. It's a.very problematic standard. I def'end it for all the Teasons

that have been articulated here, but let's not be illusoryibout the

problem. It can produce more cancer, it can produce.pqre mutation, and it

"cah produce moredefects. .If it's not a low standard that's Accompanying

the proVision.

-DR. INFANTE: Okay, thank You, Doctor. Are there other questions? 11

Yes; Doctor. - ,

_

MR. YOUNGSTROM: My name s Richard Youngstrom from IOE Local 201."

And. I had a question for, I think4vWendy Williams. It,seems that -a lotrof

the emphasis Of this,kind.of work is on the fetus and women.. I think the

ppint was mide"that one reason for that is that women produ new workers.

f

But I wonder if you could comment on the other, that the fetus is not

protected by workers, compensation law. And that this law effectively

prohibits employees from suing their employers,that the'fetus might be -..:'

or the employer' might be sued on .behalfof the fetus.. Would you Comment?

MS. q,LIAMS: Yes,
/
you're right, of course. The workers' comp&-

.
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. t sation laws do not sbver fettises who may be born with'defects and chooSe to
- . .

,sue. They1-11 cover the -4 workers' cilOmpensation will,cover the
, Q,

reproductive problems of 'adult- workers `

. ..That means in essence that the limited liability which the employer

has under the workers', ccopengation laws is not available. When/ child as

a victim sues, and the tort liability therefore is much -- potentiaTly much-

greater, I have about six thoughts on ihat,.ti'qo of which ; think I'J1.

convey. The first of those thoughts is that people have been aware, or at

least, I t-Ve seen in the literature, since World tear II, the wareness tha,.t

exposures can harm -- etipofirres or certain kinds ,of jobs can harm. fetuses,

andwe have not..to date seen lawsuits or very few lawsuits'in,this area.
,

So that, as a 'practical matter, it doesn't, appear that there is a

great danger along ,these, lines. The proMer beihg proof, the tie-in,-

,between the effect and 'the cause. Now that's one way of sayirfg, maybe

it's riot t-a big problem in: practic, although it's a big problem in theory.
4

likut let's assume it's a big problem.
-, .

I don't doubt for one minute that if. it really does turf out to be a
.

big. problem, that employers can use the clout to get a concept' like
, .

workers' compensation
.
applied in that area. I mean,' the answer to worker

. *
injury/was not that, my God, it's going to cost the empioyer.a lot oft' -s:

- ..- ..
.L.------, money. It was to pass the workers'icoMpensation laws:, which guaranteed two

. 4

things, One, certain -- fast and {resin recovery to the employee, and

lesser liability to the employer. That arrangement could obviously be

extended, if need be. J

I for one am not willing to sacrifice the job'rights of the,number' f
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women we're talking, about in order to protect-employers from what may, but

probably will nbt,iturn out to be a major sourceof liability.

'DR. INFANTE: Yes, in the back, there.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED):' I'd like tobriefly ask the panelists'tf they
,

have any idea how many women have lost their jobs because.of this kind of

exclusion, say, per year.or something li e that.

MS. WILLIAMS Well, that's very di icul to assess,' because in a

.good many offthe kind of jdbs that we'retalking.about, women have always

been excluded from those jobs. And the explanation given.today is that

there is reprodulve harm possible,- The explanation given in the old days

was, we don't want women on the job.

This issue tends only,to turn up in those jobs'that have been

traditionally higher-paid,Male only jobs. In the jobs that are female-
.,

intensive and lower-paid, even though the exp sure may be tbe same, in

terms of reproductive hazards, the problem of exclusion hasn't cropped up.

So that, it's virtually impossjble to calculate. We have a sense that

we maybe talking.about thousands and tfiousands jobs in terms of the

problem. 'But-we don't know him many jobs we're talking about in terms of

that being'the specific reaso'n for exclusion., But -- I mean, American

Cyanamid at'Willow Island is a good example.. Two years before they decided

that women should be excluded, they had hired their first. woman into thoSe

higher-paid jobs, in Willow Island.

So Title VII came aloh-g- and .they had to'hire women: They hired their

first seven women, they didn't hite.any more woolen, and in two years time

thefcaMe up,with a solution to their problem, handling the women in there

a
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by saying all women of childbearing age, whiCh they defined, I think", as

P.
women Up to age p50, have to go.

MS. SEMINARIO: Just a-Com ment on tliat. We were asked by the Et0C-to

provide that 'same kind of information aS a justification 'for them to go
-.

ahead with a forma l'oolicy or guidanceon this particular: issue. And in

--\
trying to do that assessment by contacting. various unions that have had .

this 'prOblem, we'came out against the very problem tfiat you really Can't

,

quantify right no w the numbers of people th'at are affected.

And when you say are, affected, you'et talking. about t-a couple of

f"

thin'gs.., You are talking about thOse-woMenlpo are 'in those jobs now and

arethe ones that are, on the line, facing the exclusion' towards
.

sterilization. So those are the people that have been hired and are in
,

those jabs. 'As Wendy said, you're' also talking about the many people that

may at some time bid into those jobs, or bid on the job -- as a present

. employee wants to transfer into it as a proMotion or basically jutt a new

.hjre into,a plant. And so you're talking aobut people who are now

immediately impacted by policy, and those Many thousands of women in these

jobs.who will never have a chance to work in those.particular jobs.

You can begin to getsQme handle on the problem if you were to look

at,, theoretically, the number of lay jobs in this country, that women might

never be able to work in. If in fact the kind of policies were seen which.

tfre introduced,, I might add, by some of the leaders in>upational health '

in corporate America, and one would expect that those policies would he

followed by peop'e wh' have fOlgowed these corporAions in other,areas,

. tat you May be. talking in fact4bout hundreds of thousands, millions,
"

, )
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of jobs-in' this country where,that issue could arise and thatproblewmight

ar=ise.
k

,.

But', as far as the hard numbers on the women excluded-right now, the

women who have been forced to leave theti jobs., the number of. -...

st terilizations-, we do really have hard numbers;)and it's more of acase

,
...

study approach,) as:I indicated earlierip my comments.
)

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): There's afolloWUp to that. Wendy,. you had

mentioned these werelraditional high - paying jobs. I winder if you could

briefly categorize what those would be.

MS. WILLIAMS: Well, at American Cyanamid, I guess that's a one

'company town, they had jobs like janitoLand stuff like that, which is

where. some -- the women, who didn't get sterilized, transferred, which are

much lower paid. But that the union high-paid line jobs, higher-paid lobs .1

in the plant, production jobs, were male-:only jobs,w

,And we have -- 4 mean, I can't give you one counter-example of that

phenomenon. The production jobs; the higher paid jobs', the jobs that have

traditionally been male, where because of Title VII, women began to become

s.

an issue,,those were the jobs where the phenomenon has turned up and

reached public consciousness, because women are going outsand getting

sterilized, and then it gets in the newspapers. ,

Something else -- I used to live in San Francisco, and down in the

Peninsulafit's 'all the electrical -wbrker ye down there. Iknd'the'very

low-paid jobs there are predominantly fill d by women, and those are jobs
.

with, I think, lead exposure. But nobody's talking'about excluding theM:

A.beauticianAs'a job which is very dangerous job from'this point of view.
..-
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Dry cleaning, nobody's ralking.that exClusiori there.

We're talking about -the' Part of -pie that pays well.
--.-

MS. WEEGER: My name is Mary\Jo Weeger(phoeneticA fr'om Local 65,

United Stee,lwoi-kers of America. I think,another.factor that'has to be

,considered in counting' the number of women who are exclUded 'from these-jObs.,
c

are women who excl,Ode themselves by.means of -- they get into these jobs

and perhaps they're experiencing miscarriages, and they realizethat in
, .

2
order to have a child, that they have to move themselves, from the job. And

it's not a companywide policy; but they do it odtheir own.

I work in basic 'steel, and I know that that condition exists, where

Aro

Women are exposed to carbon monoxide or welding fumes and things like that,-

they're experiencing miscarriage after miscarriage. And although the

company doesn't tell them, well, yoi can't work in these areas, they know

that if they want to have a 01,1d, or the dootbir will tell them, if-you .

want to carry a child"full-term you have io leave your job. And that's-

one thing.

/' And I wanted to respond to something that was said-earlier about rate

retention in terms of removal from a dangerous job, earlier today Dr.

Carnow was talking about 35 foundry workers who were.found to have

silicosis out of 70 who were tested. Well, that foundry was in, my plant,

and we were able to negotiate-an agreement with the company, where the

kers who had (inaudible) silicosis were able to be removed from their ,

j b with fOrrateiretentt'on.
.

So.lead has not been the only area where that policy has been in

effect.- it can ,be negotiated in Other areas.
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MR. ( UNIDENTIFIED): Regarding this young lady from the steel mill,

the people who had protected pay, what did they get in the way of

indemnification for their illness?

`MS. WEEGER: That hasn't been settled yet.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Is it in the state of the allegation?

DR. INFANTE: I think it's after 3:30 now, and it's time for coffee

break. And then there will be a media workshop beginning at 4:00. So

thank you for attending and thanks --

(End-of proceedings as recorded.)

er`
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MEDIA WORKSHOP,

Rachel Scott, Author
MUSCLE & BLOOD

Paul Brodeur,-Author
EXPENDABLE AMERICANS,
THE NEW YORKER.

Phil Lewis, Producer
ABC

Tom Curtis, Free-Lance Writer
Former Editor, HOUSTON CITY MAGAZINE

Michael Flannery
THE CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

Tom Horton
THE BALTIMORE SUN
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MS. SCOTT: Good afterritsln, I want to welcome you to our panel. This

panel was originally conceived as ,a media workshop. And what we hope to do

here today is to help thoseof you in the working media who are interested

in pursuing questions in the field of occupational health,and safety and to

give you some ideas about where to go forinformation, sometimes just a

question of how to get started. How do you deal with the diffi"Cult

problems of deciding what is a story? When do you have a story? Where do

you go for the kinds of scientific backup that you might need for a certain

d ofr story?

My name is Rachel Scott, and I originally became interested in this

whole field in 1969 when I was a at the Winston-Salem Journal.

And I had no idea about wha.f a workplace was like,,other than newsroom.

And I didn't think too much of that. But I had no idea what it was,like in

a factory, and my firSt experiences were extremely naive. I was interested

in the problem of working in textile mills, and I didn't know where to

start. And maybe there are some or571Who are at that level,-you work for

a local newspaper, a local magazirte, and yoll want to know whereto start on

a' story.

And'what I found was the best way to proceed was, when I didn't know

where to start, was to just start knocking on doors: I went tothe portion

of town where the textile mill was located, which is called "Hanestown,"

and it was surrounded -- it was a series of company houses that had been

surrounded by the rest_of the city that had grown up around it. And I just

knocked on doors, and I said, "Hello," and I introduced myielf, and I said,
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"Do you have trouble breathing?"

And then I wtnt from there. The guy said "No but talk to the guy

next door." I'd go next door and I'd talk to him. All the people in this

neighborhood worked at Hanes. And I'd get people who would say "Yeah,

yeah, I have a little asthma now and then." I talked to one man who said

that and I said, "Well, how long have you had this asthma?" and he said,o

"Well, I guess since I was about 13." And I said, Nell, when d4d you

start working at the mill?" And he said, "Well, when I wag about_13."

And these kinds of stories, where you have to start from the very,

very ground level, are extremely diffiOult to build up. But I found after

I published my. first couple of stories on that, j went back to this

neighborhood, these same people who had never heard of brown lung disease

or white lung disease, as it was called in earlier days, or who had never

heard of byssinosis, were saying, "Oh, yeah, I read about it in the paper."

And that's why the media is so_important, because these people are not

going to hear it from the compiny doctor. I know that, because I've been

out there and I've talked to them and that is not where they pick it up.

Many times,.the.first time they know there's a problem is when they read

about it in the local newspaper or when they see it on-1.V.

And so that's why have the panel here today, that's why we hope

that those of you in the audience Will be able to pick up the ball and to

gb out and to gO into areas, that have not been explored, go into the areas

where theh are still problem As long as there a problem there --

,even if it's been written about -- it is still news.
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One of my biggest problems with editors is that I have never been able

to understand -- one time I went to a magazine with a story I wanted to do ,. '

a mine disaster. And the editor told me, "Well, we already did a story

on a mine, disaster this year."' 4

That same magazine does stories on scandals in politics day after day

.

after day. And as Tong_as there are people dying in'factories, as long as .

.r

peoplethere are working people dying, there is a story there. Each one of those

.

deaths is .....story. And Pwant to see'that kind of consciousness.

We have an extremely.distinguished panel with us today, We have

people who are generalistt,and people who have gone at these kinds of

stories from different perspectiveS and different angles. And I want'to

turn the mike over to each of them to speak briefly about some of their

, experiences and some of the ways they've handled-the problem that come up,

in trying to get into what is a very controversial and very difficult area

to cover,from the outset.

First of all, we have Paul Broder i man who inspired me when I was

just starting out, and who wrnte wha- qiought was the, definitive piece on

asbestos, called "Asbestos, the Magic Mineral," for the New Yorker. Arid

little did I know he was going to go la then to write a definitive'book *on

the subject.

So without any more introduction, Mr. Brodeur from the New Yorker

magazine.

(Applause'

MR: BRODEUR: Thapk.you, Rachel. Ladies and gentlemen, when I

arrived here this morning, I came in the middle of a seminar with Anthony

,

MzzOcchi of the OCAW and Dr. Karrh from DuPont. After listening for a
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while, I decided that I would change the title of my talk, which I had

planned to call the'politics of oc/upational disease. I thought I'd call -

. it the semantics of occupational disease. And I decided to add the

following subtitle: how an objective journalist learned a new vocabulary.

In March of 1968, I began research on the article that Rachel Scott

has just referred to. It was called "The Magic Mineraland it was the

first long piece ever written about the biological effects of asbestos. In

the course of travelling about the country and talking to government

officials and doctors, I made my way to Cincinnati, where I sat for two or

three hours one morning, talking to some o/ficials in the old Bureau of
. 4

Occupational Safety and. Health:

I asked them about the problems of asbestos exposure, and they told me

it could cause scarring of the lungs, a disease called asbestosis. But

they did not\believe that anylink betweensbestos and cancer had been

proved, and certainly not the link between asbestos and mesothelioma. Mind

you, this was in 1968, four years after the International Conference on the -

"Biological Effects of Asbestos, which was held in New York. That

Conference was a grand jury indictment of asbestos as a potent cancer-

producin6 agent.

No, the government officials. with whom I- talked in Cincinnati in March

of 1968 did not believes that asbegtog could cause cancer. I'll never

forget when the leader of the group,e man named LawisCrawley, turned to

me, and seeking to assure me that there wasn't rally a big problem about

asbestos, he uttered a phrase that was my introduction to the semantics of

asbestos disease.
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remember," he said, "you can get chest disease from digging in

your-gar en."

Dr. Crawley's outfit--the'iold Bureau of Occupational Safety and Health

--was the same outfit that failed to release the data that the government

had collected on the exposure of asbestos workers all over the country.

That, in turn', caused the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to

be named as a defendant in the Tyler suit. And HEW, as you may know,, paid

five million dollars in damages in that suit. Nobody in HEW talks about it

much.

:The second time I heard about the hazard of'digging in your garden was-

in the SpOing of 1971, when Ijas doing a piece on the health hazards of

proteolytic enzymes which were then being used in soap detergents. These

enzymes ate up stains fast and American housewives loved them because they

got the laundry clean..

The only trouble with them was that they had caused serious allergic

reactions and chest disease among English workers who were,engaged in the

mkrufacture of.enzyrksoap detergents. This information had been published

in the Lancet--the famous English medical journal--but few doctors in the

United States habothered to read it. One day I was visiting the medical

director of one of the leading detergent manufacturers. We were talking

o
about the problem of enzyme detergents. He didn't .know that I knew that

several of
.
the *orkers in the factory had been ca ried out the night ¶efore

with severe allergic reactions to the enzymes.

He said, bJust
.
remember, you can get chest disease from digging in

your garden,
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I began to,wonder at that point about' t6 semantics of occupational

disease. In 1971, when I was writing still another piece. I had a phone

message ft.om the director of research of a very large American corporation.

He wanted to talk to me because he'd heard thatI was writing about one of

their' products. When I returned his call, the switchboard operator out at

the plafit told me that Dr. so-and-so was. on a-conference call. She' said

she would_put me on hold while she found out how long he would be tied up.

I said okay. And at that point she plugged me--by mistake--into the

conference call.

For the next half4our, eyes wide open and ears the same, I listened

to this man conspiring with the suwintendents of factories all across the

United States to circumvent state and federal regulations for the Lontrol

oxic substances. Preventive measures, he called it. That's something

entirely different from preventive medicine. After I put down the

receiver, I decided that I'd had enough of the semantics of occupational

disease. I went to my editor.and,told I wanted to write about the

workings of the nationwidt medical-industrial complex. The result was a

five-part series in The New Yorker called "Causalties of the Woi-kplace."

'It later appeared as the book, Expendable Americans.

Now I want tocapsulize what I've learned over the past dozen years

during which I've written four books and many articles about occupational

and environmental health. I tell it to you for what it's-worth. I speak
a

particularly to my colleagues from the press. In these past 12 years, I °,

have never been given.a straight answer about industrial disease by anybody

in Industry. So I learned that industry always lies. I learned that
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gdvernment officS'als, many of whom are influenced by industry, often fail
6

.

,
.

to tell the truth. And I learned that the Congress, abyg'matly weakened by

timidity and deceit, is being co-opted by industry money.

A crisis of occupational and environmentaHlealth is approaching us.

Indeed, it is upon us at this very moment. When you have the Surgeon

Qco

GenerAl,of the United States sending a warning to 400",000 Ameripan

physicians that there are 11-miclion American men and women who risk cancer

from asbestos exposure - alone, you've got an impending public health

disaster of incredible,prop9rtions. Why pretsnd you don't?

What is the role'of journalism'here? What has it been in the past?

Well, it has been rather sorry in many instances. Do you remember Time

Magazine's review of Rachel Carson''book, Silent Spring? It referred to

Miss Cargon as an hysterical hyperbolist.' A dozen_yeaMblater, the EPA had

banned DDT across the entire nation. SOme,hYsteri. Some hyperbolis't.

HoW should the presS.handle the oeCupatidnal and environmental,horror°

i

stories that are pouring out 'Of the chemical industry these days? Well,

the press should diinto th' issues, do some investigative reporting, and

come up withthe kind of fatts that will enable the public to make some in-
,

telligent judgments. ,
All°too often, however,'^theCpress is content to con-

-,

trive an el gintly balanced mobile of assertion and' enial: For exam*,

some scientist says'itiat a certain chemical is da gerous because it causes

cancer and is being found ,in ground Water supplies. SO the news writer

makes a proforma call to anindustry spoke*am, who says,-"No, no, we've

made our own studies on this Chemical and we find that it is''perfectly safe

and that there is no evidence to suggest that-it pcises any -health hazard
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whatsoever. And there the issue pis left. The public is thenposed to
.

choose between the two versions. Like the parable of the lady or the

tiger. *.
(

Well, that's not journalism. That's public relations. That's a

cop-opt. A journalist'should follow the money trail. He must find out

who's. paying for the scientific" study. When he finds but who's paid_the

0
money, he is on the way to knowing why_the results are what they ore.,

"::.

f

A journalist must 1pestion everything when it -conies to occupational

and environmental health. 4ove all, he must ignore'the neanderthal notion

espoused by many people oin industry who seek to pervert the Anglo-Saxon

system of jurlsprudence by urging journalists to-extend the presumption of
O

innocence 'to chemicalsNand other inanimate substances. That's not °

!journalistic*objectivity. That's boobery. Mencken's boobery revived.

In order to be an objective journaliq, it-is not 'necessary to leave,

ane s brains, one's critics' faculties, and one's sense of humanity and

outrage at the bre kfast table. One does not.need to be afraid of speaking
A

out. When I.walke inhere today,-the doctor from DuPont was talking. I
-

listened.tohim carefully as he praised the record of the chemical

industry. It seemed to me that what he was saying was simply this: "We
to'

didn't do it,'and we won't do it again."
O

The doctor }from DuPont warned journalists to watch out for misinfor-__

mation. He urged journalists to listen to industry's point of view in

matters of the public health. Trust us, he was Saying in effect. Was he

talking about trusting the "chemical industry that.we all know and love?

Was he talking, say, about Hooker Chemical--the people who .gave: us Love
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Canal? Was he talking about the chemical industry that bears

responsibility for the massive contamination of groundwater in America in

the last 20 years?

Let me tell you that iou should dvaslittle homework on some of these

chemical companies. You should look Up- their records. You especially

ought to look up the records of some of their medical directors. Begin

--

with the medical director of the Hooker Chemical CoMpany. ,

.DutingAhe past few months,newspapers such as the New York Times and

the Bolton globe havesuggested that one way to deal with torporationt that

break file law and ,endanger the lives of thousands ofjnnocent people_is to

throw a few of their executives into jail. As'it happens, I have been

advocating that for many years. I hope I live to-see it.

The asbestosindustry, now becoming desPeratecis seekiiVto introduce

legislation in the-Congress that would indemni fy asbestos companies against

criminal negligence lawsuits and'third-party suits. Industry wants t

federal treasury--you and me--to foot the bills for their past actions.

They say they didn't know that asbestos would cause disease and that they

are, therefore, not to blame. But the evidence is now overwhelming that

the asbestos industry knew about the health hazards of asbestos as far back

as 1934, and conspireVf;:suppress information about asbestos disease from

reaching the workers and the public.

I'm going to close by telling you -ttfirt:hose of you who intend tp

write aboutiaccupational and'environmental health problems should expect to

be the target of attack. You may be called hyperbolists. Or sensationa-
\

lists. Or even muckrakers. One company medcal.director once introduced
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me to a meeting, in that way. I told him very politely that if he would
6

refrain frOm describing my profession as muckraking and me as a muckraker

I would refrain from referring to, his profession as quackery andhim as a

, quack. r

One last tidbit for my col eagues in the press._ When 1 came' here

today, I heard that there had been severe criticism of the brochure that

OSHA put out about this conference. It seems th4t the American'Industrial

Health Council and other induStry groups are objecting strenuously to the

paragraphthat reads, "While occupational death and disease represent a

tremendous tragedy to the affected families, this massive, yet silent

slaughter, is_toa4ften a story lost in the workplace."

Industry is objecting, my friends, to the phrase "Silent,slaughter,"

as 'being too infiAmmatory. I myself thought .it was rather nicely under-
-N.

stated: But perhaps w'an help fhe industry people. out of their problem

with the -language of the'OSHA brochure. Olsk Ashford has suggested calling

it "noisy. slaughter." What it is, What it a/ways has ,n, is

Manslaughter.., -4

(Applause)

MS. SCOTT: Our next speakerPhillewit, a Producer of the Closeup

-series for ABC News, didln excel lent giocurlinta,ry called ;'Asbestos,'-thay

to Dusty Death," which documents quite extensively the probleMs in the Navy

shipyardi. And he's dote work'in various other areas.

I'll turn the miikeiover to him now far some comments.

MR. LEWIS: In televisionland, if you've done one program on a given '

subject, you've become an instant xperton that subject.,-So I just want'

to assure you that I'm not an expert on occupational safety or health,

AI%
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but I do know something about television. And since this is A mPdi?

meeting, I guess that's why I'm here.

I'm a little disturbed by some of what I've been hearing today-from

the non-media people who are here who seem to be relying very heavily on

the media to solve all the problems of occupational health and safety. And

I think that's a- very misplaced kind Of faith'Ito have in the Media. I

don't really tnk the media can do very much, except expose and 'even after
tw-

a while that becomes very tired.

When the asbestos program that Rachel, bias talking about, when we

started work on'that, the first thing we normally do is to research'it as

completely as we can. And I was amazed to find how much material had

Aready been printed on. asbestos and asbestos-related diseases and the

history of asbestos diseasqs. It justAent on and on'and-on. And I

wondered why this was such-a current problem. Obviously, everybody who

wanted to know should have known.

What happens is that subjects become very tired in the media.

marketplace, and the more they're printed, the ,less people\pay attention to

them.' Obxiously, that doesn't apply to the people who are directly

affected by tliem: the. asbestos workers, the union people, the medical-
.

people, the government peopje and the industrial people.- But there, are

millions and millions of,other people out there who have no real direct

connection with a substance like asbestos. And another story on page 13 of

your local newspaper about asbestos-related diseases really doesn't do much

for anybody;
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to what I'm saying, really, to the non-media people here is, please

don't have that much faith that the media is going to wrought miracles,for

you. It's not going to happen. The place for i
d
t to happen is government,

not the media. I just wanted really to be very grief. I'm going to tell

you:two anecdotes and two things that we did, in mitting together this

asbestos show, which turned out to be very helpful.

The first thing: we found'an attorney who was bringing civil suits on

behalf of asbestos workers. He was a yoUng fellow, he was from Barnwell,'

South Carolina, and he was making a career out of asbeistos cases. And he

was researchi -the hell out of it. learned from him that he was not

Throughout this country there'are attorneys who are making careers

out of asbeitos cases. And they meet periodically, they exchange infor-

mation, and they really are about as expe on it now as anybody in the

country.

Attorneys have two powersgthat media people generally don't.have, and

-.if you can find one and get him to help you, he's going to be a great

source for you. The first thing they can do is take depositionS, sworn

4
testimony, from company officials or whomever, and usually theSe are very

as

illuminating. The second thing thepcan do, which is eVrnetter, they

have the power of what they call discovery proceedings.. They can force

compdnies to turn over to them material intheir files that may go tick 20

or 30 or 40 years.

This attorney from Barnwell, South Carolina, sent.us a carton of mate-

rial that was just incredible in its thoroughness, in its depth, in the

type of stuff from minutes of the,Asbeftos Textile Association to internal

.

memos of Johns-Manville, to medical studies that Johns-Manville had done
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in 1949. It just went on and on and on. And that proved to be a great

basis for usjust to begin work from it, to begin to have some under-

standing of what'theasbestos problem was.
r

The second thing, which is sometimes, a...little more difficult, and

really doesn't happen very often, is if;" can possibly find a

whistle-blower, find a Whistle-blower. By a whistle-blower, I mean someone

in a company; i cilianization, high enough up to know what's going on,

and angry enough to want to help you.

We had an experience with the Navy. We had been dealing with the Navy

for weeks and weeks and weeks and weeks, just to visit one of their

shipyards, just to see what the asbestos problems might be there. They

kept putting us off and putting us off, and putting us off. One afternoon,

in the middle of nowhere, we got a phone call from a woman who wouldn't

identify herself except to say her name was Mrs. Smith. But she knew that

we were dealing with the Navy, that the Navy was really upset about us,

th4:the Navy really didn't know what to do about us, and for us to plesse

continue on.

And in the course of the conversation, said i4e, would get another

phone call that evening. Well, that evening about 7:00' we got another

phone, call, and it was from a man, and he not only knew precisely what we

were doing with the Navy, he knew precisely what the Navy's thinking was Wn

our application to at'least visit these Navy yards. He knew precisely whlat
. e

their arguments were going to be. ,It Vas obvious that he was very much a

part of the Navy anAKts involvement with us at that point.
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We cultivated him, obviously. He was quite willing -- he was eager --

to come along with us; And in the course of our dealing with ihim over a

period of several weeks, he also sent us material. He sent us internal

Naval material. He sent us audits of every shipyard the Navy runs as to

the asbestos contro rocedures that were taking place. He sent us mes-

sages between N al headquarters and the ships at sea as to the asbestos

control procedures that were taking place or were not taking pIace.

Indeed, they were not taking place.

To this day, I cannot tell you the man's name, we have never met him,

we never made any attempt to meet him. He never made any attempt to meet

us. And I think it's best that way for our protection and also for his
0.

protection.
44.

Apart from that, there are the obvious sources: there are the medical

sources, the library sources, et cetera; but I think lawyers involved in

civil suit's and, by all means, the whistle-blower, you can find one

Thank you.

(Applause)

MS. SCOTT: Our next speaker, Tom Curtis, is one of a,vanishinglbreed,

and that is a successful free-lance investigative writer. And I really

have to give him a hand for pulling that doff, because it's an extremely

SF'

difficult field to pursue, because when you don't come up with a story;

you're the one that has to take the-loss.
r

So it's very hard to do. Tom is the --- was the first editor of the

Houston City Magazine, which was a new publication in Houston, and earlier

wrote an excellent story for the Texas Monthly on problems at the Velsicol

plant, which I believe he'll tell us about today. Tom?
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MR: CURTIS: Thank you, Rachel. In his moving comments at'lunch,

Donald Jackson referred to the little plant he worked for. It is a small

plant, if you saw it, ramshackle and dirty, not faar from the Huston ship

channel, you might.think it.was owned by a-tmall company.

In fact, it isn't, it's owned by Veliicol Chemical Company of Chicago,,

which is a subsidiary of Northwest Industries of Chicago, which is one of

the top 100 of Fortune's 500 industrial companies. The chairman of the

board is Ben W. Heineman who is a longtime Democratic Party power, and

reportedly was seriously considered to be President Carter's Secretary of

the Treasury.

- The company was'represented in Washington as attorney and lobbyist by

Joseph Califano,and by Heineman's son, who works in Califano's law firm.

Before Northwest Industries took over at that Velsicol plant, it was owned

separately, but it had a 'Icing and not particularly distinguished 'history

itself. It was the company that tried.to talk Houghton Mifflin out of

publishing Rachel Carson's Silent Spring.

That was because Rachel Carson had documented the role of the

chlorinated hydrocarbons which are a very large part of the earnings of the

Velsicol Chemic4 al Company even today. Things like chlordane, heptachlor,

endrin, and so on% Later on it became owned by Northwest Industries.

The same company has brought you tris, which is the alleged carcinogen

in children's sleepwedic and who also -- the company was then called

Michigan Cilemica, but it's now'consolidated with Velsicol -- was
"tq

responsible for the PCBs that got put into the animal feed i Michigan. It

was Firemaster and it was in a similar bag-to an animal feed and ended up

in the milk of cows and in the tissues of human beings.'

1
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I got the -- the Velsicol Chemical also is frequ tly accused of

putting endrin into the Mississippi River and causing big kills and so on.

It pops up pretty frequently. I got a clipping yesterday from a friend of

mine in New Jersey, the story is datelined Hackensack: "Owner Plans Clean-

up Of Mercury From Site." It turned-out the Velsicol Chemical doesn't own

it now, but it did Oreviously and they were asked they were asking in

court to not be)held accountable for this contamination because they said

dumping mercury was not illegal at the time they did it, which"was 1960

forward. I think people have read the °story in Life magakine and elsewhere

'early on about the Minimata diseate'in Japan caused by mercury pollution.

That's the history of the company.- L'm not a- science or a health
V

writer, and I don't really specialize in'occupational stories. As Rachel

said, I'm principally an investigative reporter, but do other thingi too.

In December of 1976 the Washington Post was responsible for breaking

the story about Velsicol producing a substance, a pesticide that was

juring its workers, and that was how Donald Jackion.first learned.of this,

becaust he-certainly didn't find out about it from the company.

What happened was that a source in the Industrial Labor Department of

AFL-CIO slipped an early copy of a NIOSH report to a national reporter for

the Washington Post, Peter Milfus, and the story kind.of went from there.

It was a kind of chemical Watergate. story. There was revelation on top of

revelation. It turned out that there were some'deaths of water buffalos in

the 60'S'in Egypt that had been covered up, related to this pesticide

causing very much the same kind of paralysis in water buffalo as it later

caused in the men who were manufacturing the stuff at the Bayport plant.

There was a coverup among the testing outfit, Industrial Biotest
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Laboratories, which had tested it and it turned out had &Az& so in a very

sloppy fashion. There were stories in this ?1st series about theU.S.

being the pesticide arsenal of the world and the team of Peter Milius and

Dan Morgan became sort of the Woodstein of this story and did an excellent

newspaper job of covering it..,

Editors do have -- writers do runinto the p6blem with editors that

Rachel mentioned of the attitude being, "tha't story hat been covered."

Fortunately, I have been writing for Texas Moikhly magazine whiCh is edited

by a bunch of amateurs, lawyers and people who didn't come out of back-

grounds-in journalism so they happily did not know that this wasn't a story

, you were supposed to do, so I got a chance, though not to break- the story,

to cover in some depth what its human cansequences were and to put together

'what had been a series of piecemeal stories into a coherent whole..

And I think that was the value of the story. It's enclosed in your

packets, I believe, and that's what it looks like.

I won't take much time to repeat what'sin'it because it' there and

you can see it, but I will try and say some things that may be instructive
a

for magazineyriters.especially. Magazines differ from newspapers in that

newspapers are interested in news which is why the Washington Post reported

on this, and magazines are interested-in stories, and so I really looked

for the story; as it develOped, it was a story full of heroes and villians.

The tips that Phil Lewis gave are excellent ones and I initially did

get in touch with lawyers for some of the injured men and.ip that way began

the process finding out what they had gone through." One of the heroes

of.the story in addition to Don Jackson is his mother, who kept meticulous
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records of his terribly painful attempts-to find out what was happening to

him. She saw t ignificance of what was-going on and although she had no

way of knowing that this was not'an isolated incident, that it was related

I

o a series of:other injuries; that:was totally unknown, she held on to

rtcords. She wasn't even sure why she held on to.them, but she did so and

it made it possible to track back the whole path that he had followed, to

doctors, to OSHA, to other agencies and individuals, and it's a very, very

painful story, and it was painful enough, L'm sure for you at lunch,

hearing Don Jackson's story, but there Were at, least a dozen other workers

who have similar stories.

Those I got to through the efforts of lawyers, through the kind of

things that had been discovered, through the fact that the Kennedy sub-

committee on -= I believe it was an administrative oversight committee --

used thiS as a case study and pulled together a number of the documents

*am the bureaucratic end of things, so when I came to Washington, I found

really that a lot of my wOrkthad been done for me and-a lot of those

records were aslIsembled. They would be available under the Freedom of

InforMatiOn Act but it would take.a lot longer, so having the documents

.assembled helped push the story along.

And I tried to do a story paralleling what was happening to-the

workers, what was happening in the bureaucracy and what was happening

outside the bureaucracy, with scientists who knew or felt they knew that
0

something was wrong with phosvel or leptophos but were trying to document

it It was a delayed neurotoxic pesticide that not a whole lot was known

about but there had been things documented in the medical literature,
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and I did find it useful to go back and look at the medical literature on

delayed nebrotoxic pesticides ,which stretches back to an-episode in the

United States with something called "ginger fake" that was drunk during

prOhibition and caused some of.the demyelinating effects that Don

Jackson described earlier.

There were heroes
%

d villians all the way through3the story. There

were representatives of elsicol who had been approached by this Egyptian

who was opposed by his own government, opposed when there was a coverup
->

after the water buffalo deaths. Millions of dollars were being spent on

pesticides to protect the cotton crop and the cotton crop Was the central

element in the Egyptian economy. This was [Ir. Abou-Donia who persisted

against very.strong odds to study the effects of this substance on chickens

and other animals.

There were people in the bureaucracy of EPA who really bucked the

system to slow down the registration, the planned regfistration,of phosvel

--the company was attempting to basically sell it domestically and it was

a story of great courage on the ,part of those bureaubrats. .e''

And it was most of all, I think, a human story of people likeDonald

Jackson and others. I want to wind this up, butt might mention a kind of
AO

-' an epilogue.':-(1nCe the story had come out in Texas Monthly in May '78, I

had been, to get the company's point of-view and response Id

basically the company had stonewalled consistently. They'd get lists of

'questions, I'd approach a deadline, and they would assure''me they would

get back to me and nothing happened and so on and so pn.

Finally, very shortly eter the first copies of this came off the ,
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press before it was on the newsstand, I got a call. The officials of the

company were very proud of the fact that they had cleaned up the plant and

they invited me to a breakfast with Mr. Vet Hoeve, the president of the

company, and then went on to a tour of the plant. The story was out. but I

was then editing Houston City magazine which I had founded, and I thought

I'd have a good story for my own magazine, at least what the company now

said, and made a I think I spoiledMr. Ver Hoeve's breakfast, but I

asked all the queWons I had asked before-and though they wanted to be

(,very fort coming, they assured me they couldn't answer-any of those

questions and they promised to get back to me.

The PR man took the questi6ns all back to ChicagO and said he would

call me and give me the information and answer the questions. That simply

never happened.
. 1

It's always better obviously, to have two sides of the story; but if

you can't get two sides of a story, you can do a damn good job of getting

1140.
.One side of.-,the story and touch every base you can and make explicit the

fact that the company won't talk, if they won't talk and that happened in

that case. Phosvel fortunately, thanks to the people in EPA, Gunter Zwei

and Donna Kuroda and others, didn't.make. it on to your tomatoes and lettuce

and brussell sprouts and various other things. I have not stayed as close

to the story as I would like to have', but we still don't know for sure'

whether Phosvel which had these demonstrated'effects did cause the damage

to workers or whether it was toluine arl ti- hexane, the two solvents that

were also very sloppily lised around theilant and they too may have done

the damage.
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So in a sense it's 'a story that is not over yet. Thanks:-

MS. SCOT: Michael Flannery, our next esker is the labor reporter

for the-thicago Sun Times and along with Bruc Ingersol did an. excellent

series that won a number of awards on occupational disease, Mike.

MR. FLANNERY? Thank,you. Well, invlight of what other people have

said, I'm going to restructure my remarks to kind of hitsoMepoints that I

think might be reinforced and maybe some things thaf might help those of

you who work with daily deadlines and have the pressure.of newspaper

editors and work in daily journalism.

One of the things that -= and I've got to say at the outset, though --
r

is unlike perhapS some of the other speakers,-I got along pretty well with

the people who were any direct bosses and in terms of giving Me support and.

letting me look into and research stories that I wanted te, they were just

superb and obviously, if you can cultivate that kind of relationship,

you're going to be miles ahead in any business, ,I gueis, but in the course

of, doing this series of stories iast year:and earlier this year; myself and

my partner Bruce, visited plants primarily in the Chicago area, a few

elsewhere in the Midwest, that included lead smelters, battery plants;

foundries, steel mills., cote. ovens, meat=packing plants, auto ,plants,
. .

chemicals plants and others, essentially heavy-industrial enterprises. here.

Some of the places that essentially posed obvious problems, many of these

health hazards had been written about before.

In fact, all of them had beep written about before, but one curious

thing that I discovered in researching our clips and in going to the list--

Of periodical stuff that had been published in this area was that almost
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nothinghad been written specifically about problems in th Chicago area;.

bringing these sorts of`things t t/researchers had uncovere elsewhere,

tat medical people had come dcros'§, some of the stuff-that had been in

someof the expert liter4ure, none of it had'fbr the' most been brought

5
home, been brought down t6 earth and one of the people earlier today was

sort of chiding the daily 'press for our preoccupation with' wanting to.talk

to victims, when you talk about -- when you say so and so is a problem,

this substance represents a'hazard, the responseSO-frequently from guys

like me well, let,me see the victim. Let me talk to somebody.who has
*

actually gotten sick. Let me talk to somebody who has actually been harmed

by it and I suppose tHat's precisely what I did, because I did start out as

sl:of the otherpep haye mentioned here, very naive, knowing very

,little. '',".'-'

P ;,

,v,

Oy Wil6Trbackground fmccupational_safety And health had essentially

4",,:,
. .

involved conversations with,my mother who.it,An occupational health nurse's

for the Navy. She's Oeen'peripherally InvolVed ih the asbestos project and
.5 s-------La ..,b

.
that was essentially 1 I haeknoWfit jUstcasual.distussions with her

, . .

aOkut it, so.when I got into11his whole areas, What Ifirst did was

Osentjally talk' people on my beat,-the,uv\ ons, t lks inIocal

plants, local union halls here in Chicago.
(

#

And boy, were they eagerto talk, as you 'Can imagine in many cases

t4gy were eager to talk, and in other cases Some of them were not. But in

terms df resources for someone who is just starting out: would really

stress ,how -- what a peculiar, helpful position unions occupy in thii

system, for somebody who is going to set about writing about this whole

question. Their peopleare'in the plant, they'* got good-reasons to-Int
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to find out more about what these hazards are. They can put you in touch

with the People who are actually on the shop floor, and in some of the-more

sophisticated union organilations, you've got some people with good

technical knbwledge, with a good grasp of som\of these complex medical and

scientific issues, and I think that they can really -- you can tap into,

that network, you can save yourself a lot of time.
4

Another useful resource here in the Chicago area was our focal public

hospital which has an occupational health clinic. It's the Cook County

Hospital. That is one of eleven occupational medicine clinics around the

country now, Bert Carnow told me, and I would imagine that t onethere's one

in your community, people there, nurses, doctors, patients would prob-
.

ably be .eager to talk to you about some of the things that they've

encountered.

Another excellent resource, one-that I tapped into frequently again

here in this area.was the School of Public Health,-at the University of

Illinois. Dr. Sam Epstein who's written a book called The Politics of

Cancer and who has_haen involved in testifying on behalf of the AFL-CIO in

some cases -- h's also been retained as consultant by other groups, F
.

governmental groups; government agencies -- was very helpful. 'He was

willing to sit down with me, frequently talk over the telephone. *I would

ask.him, I'd say, the exposure was this. This guy says that he was working

working with benzene and it was splashing all around and it was-gtting

splashing in his face and you know, is that bad, how dangerous is that?
- -v A

,And'Sam would gasp on the other end of the phone and he'd say, "well, I .

think that might be pretty bad."
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So he would help me out, steer me inthe direction of literature: some

research that had been done, stuff that I guld use to familiiilze myself

with just specifically what the scientific research said. And, again, that

was incredibly valuable in short circuiting and you know,'the amount of

time, short- cutting the amount of time that I had to devote to research.

Another helpful resource was government -- the government agencies

involved in this area, EPA and OSHA, the personnel in OSHA are sometimes

bound by regulations that prohibit them from speaking about specific cases,

but they again are useful in briefing you oftmhat hazards -- on the degree

of danger caused by a specific hazard. You can ask them a.question, like

'Does splashing benzene around pose a problem?" and they can generally give

you an answer or tell you where to find an answer..

And the amount of literature that those two agencies in particular --

EPA and OSHA--are putting t today is mind-boggling, when you take a look

at what -- at the mail I receive from the' Labor Department and from the

government, all the mailing lists I have gotten myself 'on,.n the past two

years. At the end of,the week, if I've been out-of the office, I come back/
a

in and it seems just to be stacked up in huge piles, so and then there'

and enormous amount Of g od stories in there.

And I think that.for many of us in the daily media and in her

media, that's really -- at=ne level -- what we'-re after, .too. good

story, something that is both newsworthy, that is socially si nificapt and

at.the same time is- going to be something that people care bout. And, let'

me tell you, people really do care about this topip.

I have never, in the seven years that I have been.i
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had the kind of response that I received froth the stories that I wrote in

this series. It was unbelievable that people were lking my number up in
,

the phone book-and calling me at hoMe. The letters were
)

pouring in, people

were coming to the office after some,of these stories would appear. Pedple

would just come to the office.

There was one fellow who came directly from a steel plat on the,-

southside, end said, "You know I'd just' like to shake your hand, I have

never seen anything --fio.one has ever written about 'these kinds of 4

concerns before. No one has talked about these-sorts (4'healthproblems

from the perspective that you've written. It's a point of view that I've
)1'

.

only heard over a beer in a tavern-near the plant."

And I can tell you that there's a lot of people out there who have a

lot 'to say about this and who "are anxious to read abOutit.

And I think one other thing that has been stressed by other speakers

at other points throughout the day, that I would empfiasfie,.re-emphasize,

is the necessity for making sure that'we don't simply focus only on the

hOrror stories. Paul ,BrodeuF, pointed out in his remarks, a seqUence of

events that is genuinely horrifying and certainly the kind of ron-coArage

of the Love Canal and'some of the other major occupational health and

environmental health tlisasters that have been. building over the'past

several decades. Tkekind of non-coverage of that thing that' has pervaded

the media is disgraceful.

At the same time,\though, there are things that people are dOing.

...T4ere are steps being taken. There are avenues opeR to redress some of

the grievances, and I think that that's something to bear in mind when
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'you're writing, particularly at the dai)y\level, that people can do

something. It's not simply a matter'of thrdwing up your hands and saying,

"Jesus,.everything gives me cancer or if I get out of bed in the morning, I

am taking a risk and thet4's really nothing I can do about it, so I'm Trot

going to do anything." I think that kind of thinking is fostered, perh

by an exclusive focus on the hOrror-stories.

One other point. Something hat you're going to see, if you do get

into writing about this, something that you're going to run into all the

time and that is the local app #cation, the local expression of the crisis

that John froines and Tony Mazzocchi referreeto earlier"' todaythis

tension, this conflict that's developin over the question of productivity, _

!i
over the question of investments in safe y and health and the cost of

''cleaning up.

The story that is reprinted on page 7, of the tabloid that has 'caused.

so muq,11 controversy, that I wrotet deals with a fellow whb died earlier

this year from silicosis. He worked in a steel mill on the Southside here

in Ch4ago iii the foundry, and in the course of re4earching that story and

after that story appeared, the people at that compafly, the people that ran

that plant, U.S. Steel, said as they had for several years,."Look, if we're

forced to clean this thing-up, if we're forced to invest the money that

standards are apparently going to reqaire us to invest, we're just

going to close it down because we've got better things to do with out'

money." And of course, that struck me at the time as the worst sort of

economic blackmail. It struck a lot of workers,.a l.ot of people 1- talked

to, as4just a lot of bluff and bluster.

..« , N,
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Well, lo and behold, three days after Christmas last year, U.S. Steel

did, indeed, announce that fOundry was being shut down, that 250 or 300

jobs were being el'imina'ted. And if you saw the Business Week article -- I

think it's the recent issue, about the liquidation of thoage:S. -- of the

4
American steel industry, you know inphat industry that's not an isolated

incident.

And there certaine:re serious problems. And you are certainly going

to confront that kind of threat. And frequently it's a difficult thing to

deal with. There are folks in that plant who are going to lose their jobs.

A lot of them have already been laid off. A lot of jobs have already been

, 0 eliminated and the final :shutdowm is coming in November. I have been in

io

touch with some of those people. In fact, I think omi of the guys from

that,,plant is here tbday.

And it's a side of.the story that has to be covered as well. And
t)

anyway, I would just reaffirm that these are goad stories._ There are

people out there eager to tell you about them. It's not as difficult and

overwhelming a topic as it seems to get into. I think that the fact that

you're all here indicates, probably, that you're already well into it for

the most part.

And I thank you very much.

MS. SCOTT: Our next speaker, Tom Horton, is environmental reporter

for the Baltimore Sun. And I have known him since my days at the Sun in

4- 1974. Tog has done some very difficult reOcirting in the area where we deal

with statistics and try to handle some of the sophisticated issues in this

area and to.figure out how to evaluate them; And he's going to tell us
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somethingabout his experience with that involving environmental cancer in

the steel industry in Baltimore. Tom.

MR. HORTON: we began, at the Sun, to report on environmental cancer

in 1977. We started from the broadest and most general background. The

National Cancer Institute's atlas of cancer mortality, I think it was

called, which broke the whole country down by county and city into cancer

rates for various types of cancer by race 'and sex, had a couple of years

before labelled Baltimore a*cancer hotspot.. Since it's an industrial town

and it has a big port, chemical industries, steel indUstry with Bethlehem

Steel at Sparrows mint and a ship-building industry, the National Cancer

onInstitutehad mentied at the time that maybe this high c ncer rate was

related to the fact, that it's.ean industrial area.

That's pretty general, as anyone can thll you. We had quite a bit of,

convincing to do at the paper before we could start on this. The Sun is

certainly not a pro-business rag by any shot, but it's not been staunch

labor newspaper by yoy shot either. They were not enthusiastic,

originally, about turning three reporters -- I worked with two others,

labor reporte Frank Swoboda, who's now at the Post and Peter Behr a

reporfer wh is in our Washington bureau -- they were not enthusiastic

about just turning us loose for a couple months to allege that Baltimore

business community was killing people. So we also had,aapi'obl. t+ ecause

city health officials, many of whom are I think still as concerned with the

city's image as its cancer rate, has gone tp great lengths to sort of

poo-poo this cancer hotspot idea. They said, "Well, you know,"theystudied

cancers from 1950 tb '69, and it's really out of date." The long period

over which they,,...
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studied the population, almost 20 years, because of all the mobility of the

American population makes the figures suspect.

Alsoi.Baltim is not unique but along with'a few other cities it is

er-e--not a combine .urisdiction with the county and they saiU, look, you know,

you took afl th e other big cities and industrial cities and lumped them

in with the lower cancer rates from surrounding counties. So you can't

compare., L

Well, we just by chance came across some statistics that I have not

seen anyone make Much use. of and '1 think the could be useful for someone

who's starting from ground zero, just totake a look at possible cancer

problems in their area. EPA contracted with an outfit called Systems

Sciences in Silver Spring to do essentially a continuation of the cancer

atlas. This studied cancer mortality from 1969 on into the mid-70's andA
for a variety of reasons EPA never used it. This was all rigged. They

were going to print out their own color-aded map just like NCI did, but

you .can get those statistics for your particular state of county or
. .

whatever., I guess, from Systems Sciences. You can get everything but the

Maryland stuff. I never have returned all the data but I'll send you that

if you're interested in Maryland., But between this which confirmed and

even augmented the NCI stuff that and just going around to universities, to

NCI, to a few doctors who specialized in occupational health, we were able

to compile -- I think we worked literally a.week, the three of us joust on

the memo to convince the Sun that this was a worthwhile effort, but we were

able to get started on that.

We, did several stories, some of them, we were able to get some very

O
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hard information. We got some.very good documentation at Sparrows Point

steelworks. Sparrows Point employs about 15,000 people, and had a cancer

rate that appeared to be substantially above even Baltimore's average. I

might addthat lung cancer among white males in Baltimore in epidemio-

logical studies is about 60 percent above the national rate. Well,

Sparrows Point was above this in some studies. Which I might add Bethlehem

Steel disputes.

Some of the other stories, they really kind of showed me what -- how

close to the forefront of knowledge you're working when you get into this.

I remember interviewing several workers during a strike at Conaco, it's a

chemical plant i South Baltimore, and they were telling me -- these guys

who were not p rticularly well educated -- one of them walked up and said
4

"What do you know about multiple myeloma."' I said, well it sounds like

cancer to me, and he said, "Well, there's only 120 of us that work here and

three of us have died of multiple.myeloma in the last four years." That's

a rare disease. I checked with some doctors. It's' the kind that they

don't even give you a statistic. They say; "Well multiple myeloma, that's

what Martha Mitchell died of." That's how they describe it, when it's that

rare.

But,I thought this is a good deal, but then several people would check

this, said there's just no relation between that and anything those people'

# /

over there could have worked with, so-You know, let that percolate-for a

few weeks. And at a party I ran across a guy named Humphrey, or Humphries,

from Hopltins -who I somehoW mentioned multiple myeloma and he said, "Well,

I'm kind of the world's expert on that and we just have in the last month
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or so begun to think maybe it's related to an industrial disease."

Then he said "What can,you tell me about it?" and I said, "Hell, how

.

am going to write a story saying I told you something about-it." So

'anyway, maybe in a few years, we'll know. We'll finish the Conaco story.,

Another part of the series -- and I mention this bkause it gets into

a couple points of more general interest -- we examined.a small asbestos,,

crushing operation en the outskirts of Baltimore called Powhattan Mining

which employed about 20 people. They took asbestos the size of softballs

and made it into something like asbestos flour.' You closed yoyr hand on

it, poof out in your face. And they shipped to"AllierChemical and other

companies that used it in, I believe, in some process involving plastics.

But Powhattan, when I checked its records with the state, had never been

cited for any violations. We just assumed since it was alqittle.company

and from the outside it was really raty looking, that they would just

violate every standard going.

Well, to makea long story short, they did, byt they had never been

.cited because aAan extension of the mining industry they were regulated by

the Bureau' of M s,'one of their agencies, MESA. And we weht up to

ittsburgh, t. a guy --the MESA guy -- just flatly said, 'You know, as

long as a mpany will work with us, we'll sure never cite them or shut

them down." And Powhattan had been willing to work with them like that for

years and years and years.

And then I went to the doctor, a private physician who h'5andled

Powhattan's workers, and I didn't believe this guy at first, but subsequont

conversations,with a lot of workers convinced me he didn't know that they
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worked with asbestos. He thought that Powhattan Mining just mined some-
.

thing and he hadn't asked them in three or four years. And some of the

workers actually didn't knpw they were working with asbestos eithef',.

This I might add led me to look into this problem of diagnosing

occupational diseases, because he had seen'a number of lung abnormalities

but never ready thought that they might be related to asbestos.

It appears that in Maryland -- and I suspect most states -- very few

doctors'are qualifiedor aware enough, I guess is a better word, to make

occupation-al disease diagnoses. This doesn't mean that they're derelict in

tlittfrduty. I mean, they make the clinical diagnosis, -- you know, if the

guy's got a problem they find fhe problem but they do Rot think orare not

able to take a good occupational history. The upshot of that is that in

Maryland there's a system by which any doctor,who sees an occupationally-

related disease, fills out a card and ends it to the State Health

Department.

Well, that's been in effect for 15 or 20 years, I think, and only one

doctor in the state has ever sent them a card. He's a guy at Ci%, Hospital

who was very helpful to us in our series. Of-28,000 workers' comp claims

latt year, less than one percent involved bccupaional disease. .I haveo

think a lot of that is just because it's not reported and not recognized as

occupational disease.

The other point that Po#attan brings out is that for all the involve-

ment that one has when you get into cancer reporting, for all the involve-

ment you have with standard setting an issues over parts per million and

some regulation setting, at various sophisticated levels, I think you can't
_./
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stress enough from a reporter's point of view the need tojust get into the

workplace,-if at all possible, to look at the workPlace. A lot of times

while federal regulators and industry are arguing over parts per million

and per billion, there's nothing in a lot of workplaces that couldn't he

handled just .through' basic hygiene. Powhattan was a good example of that.

I mean, MESA, the mining people, could sit there and argue part per million

with you all day long and you just hadn't resolved anything, but I walk

through Powhattan which I t ok.and Christ, it was just all over you. It

was falling off the .rafters/ You know, you pick it up *your feet, they

even had a big shed out back where asbestos dust was piled up to the roof.

. I asked the woman that owned the company: "1,11.1, what are you doing

withthis? "Oh, well, the state used to let us dump it, but they won't so

we just pile it up." She didn't know what they were going to do with it.

So a workplace tour sometimes really give you a Picture that you

just don't get even from looking through the regulatory agency's files.,

I won't go into detail on some of the after articles we did. Suffice

it to say we haven't banishecf cancer from Baltimore yet. There was a

mayor's blue ribbon cancer task force formed and -- although they initially

vented a lot of fury and expended a lot of effort on worrying about what we

have done tO the cityli image --:I think they have ended up doing somd

good. They were laying on some more industrial hygienists, if they can

ever find any toshire, and they're, I believe, serious about requiring good

.cancer reporting -- perhaps setting up a cancer registry in Maryland .-- so

those things are not inconsequential. I think perhaps as important --
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well, this may not be as important40I am looking at it froM the Baltimore

Sun's view -- is that it kind of opened the door to doing regular and

serious and reasonably sophisticated reporting on occupational disease\al

that continues. And I think that may have been one of the more important

long-rahge effects.

I tried to list just a few observations from some of the work we've

done in Baltimore that might be useful to people reporting.. I think one of

the things you have to get used toright from the start is that it's going

to be rare when you come out with something clearcuti, even in cases where

you just think common sense tells you you really got it nailed.

The B lehem Steel cancer mortality. was one example. We had a guy

from Hopk s, -- he's now at Pittsbprgh, I think -- named Ted Radford who

is an environmental epidemiologist who had done studies sliming that their

cancer rate was extremely high, ling cancer among the white males.

Bethlehem employs largely white males. Now Bethlehem shot some holes in

this study Radford had uscd a method of statistical extrapolation Which

had not been used much before. It was not a preferred method. Well, that

was true, Radford said, -- that's because Bethlehem Steel wouldn't Otte him

any data and this is something you very commonly find -- industry shooting.

down a study for imprecise data or insufficient data but they got the data

and they won't ,het gb of it. Now Bethlehem also'had their study which

''showed that ii was about as healthy a thing as you could do-to work in

their steel mill. Radford pointed out that that wasb ause they had:not

included any retirees 'with the study. Now, you know, was reminded of

this when Paul Brodeur was talking about it's nor necessary to get into



1

one of these either" -or situations: We were helped in this case because

Bethlehem lied to us twice. They said that they had included retirees and

Radford did not.

We'll, we got tAe studies and called them up akd said "Look, I think

you misspoke." And they lied. again, so that helps a'lot in enabling you to

place your outrage on the right side -- or hopefully you'do- But one of

the points I want to make is you can fall into a real trap in reporting
.

on

environmental cancer if you buy the starting assumption that the chemical

is innocent until proven guilty, because I just don't thillk you're going to

do that. If you buy that though, you're probably never going to-write

much. , .

One case in point, there was a trial in Marylaridkin 1978 which Dr.

Epstein participated in, I mean this was a case where -- you're very

familiar ,with it 04chel, because you wrote some of the first stories on

it -- a little chemical company. It was a Soluvent reprQcessor actually

called Galaxy. It was in a rural v and no other industry around. A

local pathologist had documented abnormally high rates of rare cancer.

* ,

.1 think they were lymphomas. It got 'info cdtirt becau0ep,iaxy sued the guy

for libeling them, defaming their character.c/And sO wejbad a4case held in
41t

this little rural Maryland town, bringing in alj sorts df big-time cancer

experts on troth sides, which everyone thought would prove, xell, Galaxy

wad either causing the cancer or they weren't. We had, oh, we'got into .

.. -
. days and days of argument -on latency periods, you know. The Galaxy side

said that you couldn't really trace it to Galaxy because they had only been

there'10 or 12 years and the latency periods for those cancers would-be
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longer.

And the other side brought in people who said now latency periods

could be as low as.two year
Si

Galaxy's side dredged up the fact that there

had been papermills there a hundred years ago and that may have been the'

cause; not, the Galaxy chemical. Well, the othei-_, side said, "Well, we did

some research and, we found out those papermills qidn'T use the pulp process

and that's where the chemicals are that could have caused cancer from the

papermills." \>

Then the other side comes back, "Well, no, no one realty knows what it

is, in the papermill process. They only know that it's linked to

lymphomas." It went on and on. The doctor got off, although Epstein

7----1eN me he's being pursued again, that Galaxy has appealed it and is suing

him for four million bucks on appeal. But it fairly well convinced Me that

you're not likely to prove things like this in a court of law given current

data and especially given the thinking now that the single oause,and single

effect theory of environmental cancer is probably(just not the way fi

works.

Some of the other things you're going to get into, I think, I 'just

mad& a little listing of myths for lack of a better word. One that you

will be hit with constantly and it's not'a myth, it's smoking. I mean, .

smoking in combination with all-sorts or potential carcinogens does greatly

enhance your chance of getting lung cancer. And you kriow, the trick is not

to deny this. I mean, you're usually pretty irresponsible if you don't ask

workers about their smoking habits and include that caveat in any stbry you

'do, but,,L on .the other hand, it'i'a great tactic in industry to change the

subject.

q
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'Another thing, I would advise anyone getting into ancer reporting is

to really kind of live yourself a good education in rat tests and animal

tests because you're going, to have that thrown up in your face a lot. ''And

I'm still amazed at the number of people -- well informed, pretty
4

intelligent people -- who just flat believe that, one, if you feed a rat

enough of anything it'll give itmalingant tumors, and two, that it's joust

everywhere. I mean, there's not much you can do because you're going' to

get it from this palce if not from that place.

So I think.you can'tje too well grounded in that. )

A couple other -- oneother area I wante to get into and then I'm

going to let you ask some questions. 'Company doctors, that's, a field Plgot

interested in stemming from the Powhattan thing. Now, there are about

three types of company doctors. I mean, the're't the little company that.

\\1
just hires a physician down the,street andisays "Look at our workers."

Then you've got the big industrial medicine clinics which often just

contract with the health insurers for the big companies. You know if

somebody gets sick at a company, they will sat, "well you go to this health

clinic."

Incidentally, in Baltimore the president and owner of the biggegt in-
.

dustrial health clinic is also chairman of the medical board of review for

occupational diseases for the Workers' Comp Commission whiCh might haVe

O

something todo with that one percent, too. He says not, but it's

interesting.

The other level, of course, is a big company like Bethlehem or lied

the has a company doctor and the only conslution I've come to, I certainly

can't indict company doctors in general, but my experience has shownwtbat
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as long as you have the current trand in'American industry toward

decentrtlized operations, such a Bethlehem Steel has Sparrows Point :with a

manager of' each of those centers who is largely in control, runs his own

show and is jildged on shorte-term profit, usually quarterly profit and loss

statement. 'As long a you have" doctors essent/alb, working for people 'who .

are judged on short-term profit,J just cannot see how they twill ever do,

you know, giye workers their due.

MS. SCOTT: Thank you, .Tom. Our last panelist, Bill Richards, can't `-

be with us today btause of obligations -- story Obligations that he has.

We're running late on time- and I'd like to'take about ten minutes of

questions if those of you here are interested, because'thIs supposed.to

be a workshop. I would just like to make a few comments from listening to

what some of the other panelists have had to say before we open up for

questions and one is that in my 9 or 10 years of experience in writing in .

the occupational environmental area,and going out and trying to figure out

who's telling the truth, what Paul said about being lied to by companies,

has been my experience and the corollary to that.is cannot think of one

time where I found a worker lying to me.

NoW this may be unusual, this May be just my experienCe, but very

often the worker -has the most to lose by talking to you. I have gone to

plant gates and stood outside and taken down people's, names and phone

numbers'as they left the gate, and I would call and talk to them later.

These are working people who have something to lose: Some of them were

non-union and they coul lose thier jObs. Some of them, even though they

were union, they could be harassed in other ways and they 49.,Tetimes wer;e.
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They could be put on a bad assignment, they could be forced to work

overtime and so forth, so workers very often speak in spite of the fact

.

that they are taking a big risk and that's one reason -- I suppoie -- why

when a worker does talk, usually what he has to, say or she has to say is to .

the degree that they understand what is going on, and often they are much

more knowledgeable than I would have expected, hey do know what they're

talking about.

Another point about the benefits of working with the labor union: I

went through a tour of Bethlehem SteNloing a story on lead poisoning ancf

couldn'tfigure out where the problem was coming from. I was walking

-through a wire mill and I looked up at the ceiling and it was cgaIed with;
.0'

-\

this white stuff and so I said to file industrial hygienist who was tak ng,

/7

..

the on the tour, what is the stuff on the,`ceiling,is this lead dmst. he .

&
.

I .

.

:

...said "oh, no, no, that's ... arid I said, "Well, in -that case is it. i .

* , 4

0 asbestos?" He said,' "Oh, no, it's .tale.: q
t

Itv 's ,somp talc' that some crazyji <, ',-. .
? . .

-foi-eman sprayed up-.there. "' '. :,: -,

.

. , .
, ' .'-.,'..

So I found that. very, very hard, to beli
,

eVe' and I late). ,on Called up a
.....*:-

. . '--,r t i / .
' /

experience

e .

local steelworkers ,pretidiktpiDaie Wilson, and elated th'S to

...I 4 x '1 %1' ,), a. % to

him and 'he had somebock,Ot a ,:sapple of that anta4 i to be analyzed and

,

i

4
. c ; .

it tui-ned out to ..be 50 percent lead, so that'was" how. e,got, that part of
Ni

'.- the story'. ' ' '4'4-
. . -,- Ar./

re
. .

Sb I. ver? oftebn-make it a .praCtice with!tha Kind' of story to check
-

,-
,

1 0 %
1 ,

With the lillwpr people, before I gb ,into` , t-he plant, and afterward; and very

often I find out that-they, say thip0 like *"$:), is that Why we cleaned up
,..

$

,# .

"` d
*

4
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the plant today?" And so I was very often lalkingacross wet floors

because they were kind enough to clean Up for me. I.thih in the future

we're going to see muCh'more interest in waste dispogal, much more interest

in workers',compensation issueskand these are things that we really have
4

4
just barely touched on today, but if you're in this field, you're going to

be reporting on that and I think you ought to be aware of that.

Okay, do we havquestiong and could we have them first from members

of the'press since this'is a conference for the media.

MR. HENDERSON: I'm not amember of the'press but I'm here and I'm

going to ask the question anyway. Torn Henderson, from Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. I'm a lawyer, and I'm not used to getting praised what with
%

Watergate and criticism with,fees, go I'T not, speaking from as defensiVe a

position a I normally 4o.

My comment is that, and, I guess it's ip the' fd, of a quesOon,I.,

per4101'to Mr. Lewis, whoin I probably disagree with a,l.ittle bit more aside

,

.

.

from his nice comments about my colleague in South Carolina, and that is I .

a _
wonder if the,standard of joUrnalism in the areas as important' as this, is.

not whether peopleiwi11 read it hutyhether people-ought to know it andI

cite per;ponal:experiences.of mine. -'1 tried a case in Ltsville, Kentucky

in,April and May 1976 and probably out of 24 prospective jurors, I don't

-think that therewere two that had heard abodut---let alone understood --
/ ,

. .
. the relationship of asbestos in any type'of disease, let along asbestos and.

4 (

.cancer. 4 .

One orthe things that bne of the early defenses bithe asbestos

industry was that the causes of4ancer are not known, after the literature
\\.
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and after the disCovery had'reached the point that we knew so much about

it, that that fense began to dissipate.' Now, the defenses are somewhat
1

more sophisticated, but in this last jury that 1 selected in of all places'

not a metropolitan area, blit in Bloomington, Illinois, a farm area, out of

424 jurors who were asked the same questions or essentially the same

-questions, I'dare say that perhaps as many as eight or ten of them already

had, preconceived notio s about what they might. cide and therefore were

preemptoriallly challen ed by the defense and probably the other 16 or more

whateverh`numbers j heard about the problem so it's working and if

it takes floodingthe r ketplace as it were with the whole problem of

4sbettos it seeMs to me be worth it. Could I have a comment on that.

MS. SCOTT: What's ur question?

MR. HENDERSON: Well, you statement was that you consider -- and this

is the standard .that I hear fr0'4 other newspaper, TV journalists, not so

much,frqm perhaps ,Mr. Brodeur or Mr. Curtis and others who have written

magazine articles but those in the television Media and the newspaper think

It's more important,as to whether or not it's going to be interesting

enough that people will read it or will catchtileir attention and I'Neir

wondering-in something of this importance; whether or not it ought to be

'the'standard Of whether theublic o ghi to know about it.

.

MR. LEWIS: I don't.think the t's.any question that's part of the

standard. What'I was trying to suggest ishat there's a diminishing
.

return. I mean, after X number of sttorief or television proems or books,
g

or magVearticles, there is beginning to be an assumption and most

peeple'who care to know know about it.
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But what I was really trying to get at was some,of the stuff I heard

at the lunch today, which"were pleadings for the media to take the lead in

this, for the media to correct this, for the media to do this and what I

was suggesting was that the media is limited in its power to do any of

these things and exposure is one thing but going beyond that to correction

is quite something else.

MR. ASSO: My name is Whitman Basso. I am with a center or inter-

national environment information in New York and we publish a hi-weekly

newsletter called World Environment Report which does indeed report on

occupational health and safety and other -enviro m tal health problems

around the world. ,

t

My question is a loaded pne. Judging from what'I've heard this

afternoon, one of the major problems faced by reporters covering occupa-

tional'hoElth and toxic Cubstances in the environment is the idck of access

to authoritative and knowledgeable sources of information, covering a vast

variety_of industries, asbestos, ceramics; nuclear, coal, etcetera. I

would like to know whether it would indeed be useful the news meda to

have immediate access to knowledgeable sources of information drawn from

industry, from government,"from environme ntal organizations, from'labor
r,

unions, from scientists and people iri the academic communities who have the

information that you need and who have agreed to respond to your inquiries.0

That's my question. ,

MR. LEO': I think also,, if you had ten of these people.responding.,

f
you'd get, ten different answers and that doesn't solve the problem, it just

compounds it. It's the authoritativeness of the material that's a problem.
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frIt's not the viewponts. There are viewpoints galore, so what about the

scientists who have the authoritative information who have done the

research.

'There are scientists who will disagree. Dr. Kotin is a scientist.'

Dr, Selikoff is a scientist.

MR. FLANNERY.. On the question of_ benzene, for instance, that was one

I had a lot of trouble with because what was involved thereW-d-sthe ques-

tion of exposure levels and the only People,who really knew what exposure

level had been was Upjohn, over in KalamzooMichigan and in that parti-

cular story. I had guys telling me that i.izene was splashi out of vats

and hitting them_on the head and they were using it to clean things._ I was-_

told this by a number of people, I had no reason to doubt its but I went

over to Kalamazoo, spent a couple of days ttiere, waited for the company to

say something and finally a meeting was held with the vice-president for

public relations in which he very politely and very cordially said "I can't

tell yod anything."

And the prOblem, of course, one of the things I didn't touch on in my

talk, is that companies. don't watt you, and Upjohn didn't want that story

written, because in many of the stories that I did about plants around here

the workers in those plants read for the rst time, it was the first time
.

*-

they became aware of hazards. they became aware that Joe who used to

Work next to them, but left one reason or another a few years ago, had

become dreadfully ill, and maybe had died because'of something that he was

exposed to and that they were still exposed to, so what's at stake are

workmen's compensation insurance premiums soaring, really literally
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1W
millions of dollars,,third party lawsuits, lost production, OSHA coming in

and ordering you to spend a great deal of money to fix things up, so I

think what you're talking about is a noble idea in the abstract but when

you get down to har cases, specific cases, I think the problem ist that the`'

people who are runni the showi-- it gets right down to what Paul referred

to earlier -- it's follow the money trail and the guys with the money,

frequently have the data and if they give you the data; they're going to

lose some of their money perhaps.

/MR. BRODEUR: There really isn't aq substitute for an enterprising

ournaTist being given the tim3.. to go out and pursue his craft which is

pursuit ofinquiry. The problem that I referred to earlier is that very

often newspaper journalists, simply don't have the time so they have to tape

the statement, the assertion and the denial. What we're seeing now in this

country -- and we have all seen it because we're reading the newspapers --

more and more stories about environmental andoccupational disease. News-

paper editors all across this country and publishers are beginninowto

realize that these are big stories. This is happening because the-threat,

is now being posed to the middle-class, which is what runs this country.

- Middle-class in our country has abandoned the workers though history and

the irony is that, of course, we are now not faced with occupational crises

but an environmental health crisis because --.for a very simple reason,

workers make things that all the rest of us use or that mere exposed to

.when they are using the environment around us.. Mark my Worth; this'

business of rove Canals the contamination of ground water and drinking

water that supplies the United States threatens the middle-claSs in
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Ith,is country and that's when you're going to see the reporters being 'given

the time: the money to pursue these stories. That's when you're going to

see action and 'I don't really think that what we need is, so much, although

I am sure the publicationof yours, if you have a publication would be very

valuable resource for reporters. I think the main thing is to spring them

loose, give them the time to dig.

MS. SCOTT:, Okay. One more question.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Mr. Lewis, I just want to take a friendly kind of

exception to some of the things you said in your closing. You said that to

two of the gentlemen that were here, ust previously, you can only do these'

things so many times and they become limp and they just lie there.

Well, a we all know, the thalidomide story has been in the news for

many, many years and I guess it kind of lay there until yesterday. I was

watching TV with my, family getting the early news and I think it was on

Channel 2, they had a story about a number of thalidomide babies whOlcame

40P.
from Britain and, they were in this Outward Reach program up in Minnesota,

and as I watched these young folks whom I had heard about, probably 200

times in the past couple of years, as I watched them, as I saw them; I

found- mysdif crying, as I find myself even now, finding it difficult to

hold back the tears.

Now, somebody in the media saw. a story that didn't need a whole lot of

words. They had pictures, the motion pictures of these poor unfor-

tunate victims of this thalidbinide problem that so many of us had seen

stories on so many times before,, so I say in a friendly way, we've. got to
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find a different twist, some way to really make it work the way this moving

picture of these poor young human beings worked on me and I'm sure hundreds

of thou nds of other viewers yesterday.

MS. SCOTT: I'm afraid we're going to have to cut it short at4this

point, because we're running late.

Following .this there's &reception, co-sponsored by the Chicago United

and the Illinois State Federation ofINIR AFL -CIO, in the King Arthur Room

on the third floor. Thank you all for coming this afternoon.
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MR. GREER: One of the most knowledgeable people about OSHA in this

country is Jim Foster Vho is going to be doing the introductions this

morning. He's (got a real sense of history, he's been with OSHA since the

first days of the formation of the agency. I Worked with him fora number-

of years and dare's no man that I have greater respect for. H&j the

director of the News Media Services Division of the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration. I"just want to say thanks for a good job, Jim.

(Applause)
a

4MR. FOSTER: I don't quite know how.to follow an act like that, so I

won't really try: I'm subbibg for Glen Pearcy who many,of you met

) yesterday from up# hire, the gentleman with the beard who is our new
«Alt

director of public affairs for OSHA. He's with.Dr. Bingham this morning,°

she's away making a speech and will be back here later this afternoon.

Our first panel this morning is an industry perspective of

occupational disease. The moderator is Ronald Lang who is -- and I have to

take my glasses off to read this, excuse me -- executive difleaorof the

American Industrial Health Council. He's going to discuss the industry

perspectivevf occupational health at this seminar. He's also servinyas

executive director of the synthetic: organic chemical manufacturers

association and as its chief operating officer, a position he's held since

1968. Prior to becoming executive director of SOCMA, as it's known, Mr.

Lang served as director of public relations for the Association from '64 to

'68: He's also written broadlj, on international economic and political

affairs for many foreign publications, Mr. Lang,

,k73
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MR. LANG: Thank you. I have never been introduced as a_panel before.

,Judging by the audience,I wonder if conferences of this kind aren't

hazarous to your health themselves. We have a lot of dropouts from

yesterday's long program.

Last night one of.the things that some of us were wondering was really

how many of the people-in the audience are actually workin press because I

now we haye an awful large number of industry represent ves'here to

of labor representativesmonitor the conference and I think there are a

and others and yet this was designed as a conference for mIia. I

4

think it would be interestinii, at least\for me if those of you who are

actually working, press could raise our hands, just to get some feel.

Looks"like about a quarte About What we had estimated.

I am pleased to beliere toddy, not only because the subject of

occupational health is important but also because this country is in the

midst of a national debke concerning chronic'health issues, acceptable

risk and the public interest. How the media understand and cover thfs

national debate will have a mapr,impact on hoW it is, eventually resolved

and wRat trade-offs between government control and personal freedom the

American public will have to'accept.
A

Not very many years ago; a seminar on this subject would have

attracted very little interest on the part of government, labor, industry

or the press. In fact, even with its newly recognized;impqrtance, I-see,

from the attendance and from the hands that there are many other important

writers and media.which are not represented. This is regrettablEi because

7
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of the key role set aside for you in this debate. I hope you,will carry

back sOrne of what you learned these two days to your missing colleagues.

I also hope ybp will think for a moment about the phrase that was

missing from all of yesterday's media discussions. Some of the speakers

talked about how a-writer,in this complex area can't trust what'industry

says-or what a federal agency says or even what the Congress' sayS and I

agree wholeheartedly that skepticism is a key ingredient in a good ime,v-

vestigative reporter, although some of the remarks yeSterday seemed to go

beyond what I consider healthy skepticism, but the speakers also pointed

out that you in the press have an immense power to change things for, better

.
or fox joworse. If you don't do your b, who will find the Love Canals or

the kepones or the Watergates.

Conversely,, however, if you don't do your, job right, who's going, to

worry about the thouSands of families thrown on to the welfare roles, maybe

indefinitely, when there was no health hazard to begin with.

What I am saying is: stay skeptical, qUestion everyone and everything

all the time, Nit apply that same skepticism when talking with,those who

have learned what a comfortable living one could make if you get on

television, or in the newspapers often enough, regardless of the validity

of your charges. This country needs mor , many more' investigative

reporters, responsible investigative reporters. It was disheartening to me
11

yesterday at sTseminh, for the media to not hear one speaker ozone

questioner even refer to the phrase responsible journalism. I'm t the

V

r
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one ,to say this. Your colleagues should have, but I just could not let it

go-unsaid.

Since I was slotted in this program as a representative of the

American Industrial Health Council at the lest minute, and would like to .

allow time for questions, I won't attempt to analyze in detail OSHA's

,

generic ofncer proposal.nor comment on all the other chronic health issues,

4' you either heard about yesterday or will hear about later today. Rather,

I'd like to share some thoughts With you as to Wow industry looks at these

issues and possibly even to, suggest some questions or areas of discussion

,

you may wish to pursue with some.of the other speakers later today.

Since I 'personally am not a medical doctor, an oncologist, or an

epidohlogist, I'll quote from a number of such experts in the course of

.my remarks, and we have available inth;IAIHC pressroom on the eighth

floor, copies of thejul 1 speeches. and full articles,from which those°

quotes were taken.' This is'for the benefit of any skeptics who may wonder

if the comments were taken out of context.

I'd like to begin by looking at the political framework'in which OSHA

decided to hold this seminar. There clearly are very real concerns, not .

only within the agency but also within, the labor movement, the scientific.

community and, maybe, surprisingly,for some of you, within industryirr\

wel volving complex occupational health issues. Seminars of this kind

provide a forum where experts from these var s interests can loOk at

.what is being done to meet tlee concerns anid hould be done in the

future. This'i's'useful, even if it does lead occasionally to loud

exchanges.
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I have some very real problems however, .with OSHA's press

announcements regarding this particular seminar. The 5ublicity was

designed to not only ask the question-of whether there-is an occupational:

disease epidemic in this country but apparently also to answer it, and with'

some'pretty tough language and_ rather irresponsible charges. The OSHA
or

brolpre Proclaims that there's a "massive but silent slaughter" faking'

place, with more than 100 000 Americans dying each year from hazardous ,

materials in the workplace. JU4'rhetoric, a "grabber" to get the-press

interested in cowing to this seminar is the way they exp ain it. Yet,'we

in 'industry are dismayed and angry that a responsible federarigency should

be making such inaccgratg and inflammatory charges. There clearly are

hazards out there which have not yet been identified but they're going to

be found and controlled only through a cooperative effort 'among scientists.

from government, Irdustry, labor and the academic community. Irresponsible

languageof this kind makes it difficult, if. not impossible, for these

disparate groups to work together in the, ional interest.

As to the magnitude of the problem, I believe a little perspective is

in order here as well, especially since many of-you have accepted #nd

printed data which is at best deceptive and at worst totally false. Therd

simply is no cancer, epidemic in this country today, much less one

attributable to occupational exposure to chemical substances. Let me

repeat that: There is no cancer epidemic. I see a few incredulous faces

out there, se:, let me 4uote from a few of those experts I mentioned before.

"While the number of cancer victim; has increased dramatidally in. e
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past 40,years, much of the increase is due to populati n growth, when
\

changes in the'size and. age composition of the American 'population are
, , 0

taken into consideration, overall cancer death rates have increased only

slightly for men since 19376-id:actually ha've decreased:slightl for

women." --The Surgeon General's Report on Health Promotion and, isease

Prevention for 1979 istbed less .thin two months ago..
A

'Contrary to popular belief there 1; no cancer'epidemic in the United

States:_.The_only type of',.cancer whiCh-is increasing signific antly is lung
0

cancer and this is'.dUt overwhelmingly to cigarette smoking." --Dr. Merrill
=t,

Eiienbud, the New York University Medical Center intJune.

.

"Occupational exposure. in the workringplact accounts for no more than

six percent of 41i cancers in-males and'two to three percent in/f9males."

*--Dr. John Higginson, director of the World Health Organization's
-

Intein4ional Agency'for Research in Cancer., ,

"I don't.subscrib'e to thg theory that we "are on the verge of a cancer

epidemic resulting from wholesale pollution of the environment." --Dr:
/

Arthur5Oton, director./of:the National Cancer 'Institute, last month.

"We ld lay towest he idea that it is these man-made compounds
409

.
abroad in the land that are responsible for the fact that 25 percent of

Americans die ,of cancer. They are not. The possible effects of all known

man-made cheMcals, when totalle'd, could contribute only a miniscule

fraction of the total of all carcinogenesis in our population." -- Dr..

PhilipHandler, president, National Academy of Sciences, May of this year.
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I could ego on for some time with similar comments of cancer experts

throughout the world. There is a problem and there are very real concerns,

but there's no epidemic -- except if; the minds of those who need one to

justify the massive. new government/programs and appropriations or maybe to

gain a littlg media attention.

Don't let these comments mislead you,however, with respect to the

position of American industry on this subject. Even the one-to-fin

percent of cancer which may be attribulable to occupational exposure is far

too high. The American Industrial Health iuncil andrespontibleindustry

leaders from all segments of the economy have committed themselves to

A

identifying any materials which may be contributing to that one-to-five

percen, andin taking whatever steps are necessary to minimize the hazards

those materials may Pose.

I, personally, am'dqmayed at the amount of'time I have spent in the .

last six months debating in the press with'representatives of the

government, whether the correct number is one'percent or, 4.8 percent or

11-1/2'percent or 39 percent. Since science basically does not yet know

what actually causes cancer, such arguments are nothing but esfimates om

various cancer experts and epidemiologists. Charges of a cancer epidemi

,

in this country almost always guarantee a headline, but I sometimes feel

like one of those medieval monks debating, how many angels can fit.on the
%a*

head of a pin. Watever the number, let's go on with the job and stop this

o
meaningless competition for column incheP.. There:i..too'.much at, stake to do' 4

-
otherwise.
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OSHA published its prOposed generic cancer standard in October 1977

E

- and they next panel will,probablY shed Much heat and 'hopefully a little

light on.the Merits and demerits of 'th'at proposal. I mention it only

because .it was OSHA'veffort find'an'administrative ShortCut for

identifyirig and regRating potential carcinogens that resulted in creation

*.v
of'the American Industral Health Council.

AIHC was formed two years ago as an ad hoc group by responsible

leaders frOm a nuMber. of American industries who agreed with two basic

concepts: It is,Ofgreat importance to the nation as a whole to develop
.

,

. scientifically sound methods'for identifying and controlling substances
": lk ,--,7

which pose a hazardazard to main. Ind' such an effort which involves the

, 4

frontiers of 'science hies to be done cooperatively among exper4s from

< ,. -., . _

._,,, -

government, the scientific community; and industry.

. '- , . -

Historically, government polities in this complex area like
%

.

/carcinogenicitytaye'been deve)oped b' lawyers and by regulators within'the
.,,

...

agencies, promulgated over the objections of industry and then almost#

q-
immediately challenged ,iii the ourt. Eventually, the critical scientific ...

. .
. . ,

and Rubilc policy issues involved have been cided tv a three-jddge .panel
,

in Seattle or New Orleans or Philadelphia. The issue is simply too

-, 0.
importantto be handled-thatway any longer:.

The AIHC board believed at the time the Council
1,

was formed'ancrcon-
( .

tinues tOkelieve, today that.a way must be fdund to Wiiirk together insolv-
-

ing these chronic health problemS.. To illustrate thatcommitment, let me

point out that AIHC's legal committee, very early in the game,'recomMended
.

-
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a variety of legal actions, which could have been taken to keep OSHA from' .

moving ahead with.4ts generic cancer policy. In rejecting this advilk,

AIHC's,board sent a strong message back to,the legal committee: We're in

this to make it come out right, not to "win" it, and our objective is for

.
0

the government to eventually promulgate
.

a responsible, scientifically sound
.

,

% national cancerpolicy -- regardless of the'eirden such a policY'might put

4=0'-0
op. individual products or companies or industries. We said it then, we say

it now and we mean it.

In that role, AIHC has attempted to make available not onl;to OSHA

but to all of the "other federal agencies involved with chroni; health

fV
hazards the best scientists we can get -- whether they be from industry,

_from the academic community, from abroad or from anywhere else -- it is the

largest single effort of this kind that industry has ever put togethe and

has involved disciplines such as onocology, epidemiology, mutagenicity,

itrial hygiene and many others with names I can hardly pronounce.

Unfortunately, it's too early to measure:how effective this effort has

been in-contributing to the development of a sound national cancer policy.

OSNA's generic standard, when it's issued later this year or early next,

may provide the first indication of whether*government and industry can

work together in such a comi;lei undertaking or whether that fun ntal

public policy decisions of this kind must be set by judges'with no

-

°training, experience or real knowledge in this area. Possibly Dr. Bingham,

in her,talk after lunch today; will provide some indication of whether con-

frontation

.

is the only real alternative'from the government's,viewpoint.
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I have -se'Veral times referred to the need for-a sound'nationalcancer.

polity, and I'd like toktake just a moment to review some of the key

aspects we believe that policy shouldjencompass. It's important to

undertand that there are two separate and distinct decisions which an

to

agency must make.

The first inv lves a scientific e aluation of available evidence all9ut',

A sUbstance and; he 'relationship of hat evidence to possible human hazard. .

Ohce such a haiard has been identified a.decision must be made as to the

appropriate responses by each regulatory agency, consiotering the laws under

which it operates and the need to protect workers, the public and the

consumer againit that hazard. Basically the first is a scientific4decision

drawing upon everything scienee knows about cancer and canceecausation and

the second is a political decision, based1Sn how far the regulatory agency

believes the public wants it to go in eliminating ri''Sk. Unfortunately, -

many of the government proposals ,ji this chronic health area intertwine the

two, the science and the politics.

4 OSHA, for example, would like inn its generic, cancer proposal to adopt

some very simple criteria for carcinogenicity: an substance which causes,

any tumor, -benign°or malignant in any single animal species.a* any dose

thrbugh virtually any root of administration would automatically have

ao
to'be treated as a human carcinogen. There are literally thousands'of such

materials which would'flunk this test, both natural and.man-made. in fact,

you-probablY.had a number of them served at lunch yesterday.
e

Cancer, is simply too cyplex to ealt with in thtssimplistic

manner, even if suchuipsfmPIe.system would greatly ease the .life of our

ct; *
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regulatory, officials. There is only one scientifically responsible way to

'go. Whenever there i\a suspicion that a chemical substance may be a human ,

hazard, whether such a suspiipion arises from epidemiological work, from

arillfial tests, from bacterial mutations or otherwise, a groupof experts

must be ready to look at all of the available evidence on this material.

They must prOvide their best assessment as to whether that evidence

indicates a potential human hazard and an estimate as to. the degree of that

hazard. -Pure end simple this is a scientific judgement which mustbe made
A

by the best scientists the government can tap.

AIHC has recommended that a panel of such. scientists be established by

the government from nominees suggested by the National, Acadmy of Sciences

to d
7
o just this sort of assessment on a fun-time basis for all the federal

agencies Involved in identifyijig h zardoos matel-als. Right now, all too

many.such scientific decisions in Washington are being made with signifi-

>cant influence from the lawyeics, from last week's headlfne in the Washing-

ton Post or from arposition paper issued by the Environmentak Defense Fund.
CJ

There's too much at stake for the nation as a whole to allow these de-
__

.

CiSiOnS to be.made by anythingless than the best availAble scientists,_

free as mu as possible from political pressuret, news'headlinet or othei-

-extra odi influences.. Such an independent ientific panel would accbm-
.

puish these objectives and ,in addition might help eTiminate some of the

decisionsnow.being made almost solelyas a result of competition, among

the federal ageflCtes. Competition for headtnes, for staff and for

dappropqations. ,

k
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4 Obviously once such a material hasteen identified as a carcinogenic

hazard by the panel, the actions taken by each of the regulatory agencies

may differ. This is entirely appropriate, because standards ,needed to

protect.the employee exposed eight hours a day to potentially high concen-
.,

trations of the material in a plant may have to'be entirely different than

4
those adopted by EPA where the only concern may be a trace contamination or

r

by the Consumer Product Safety ComMissjon which has to-be concerned about

such things as poter;tial'exposure to small children in the home.

It's in this area of-regulatory response that thegeneral public, your

readers and viewers must have an input. Zero risk is imposs'ible., Anyone

who says otherwise is either uneducated or irresponsible. There will al'

. ways be some degree of risk associated with everything we eat, everything

We breathe, and in fact, everything we do in life. The teal issue involves

acceptable risk, Where should the line be drawn between the degree of risk

the lAmerican people want their government to protect thed from and the de-

gree of risk they would like t6 conscipuslrbe able to.aCcept o'r reject.

good examples'present debates over saccharin id nitrites are good examples but the .

problem is one which involves virtually every aspect of Moan life.

For qxample, I'm sure many of you barbequed hamburgers' this summer in

your:back yards. Did you know that every time you, did so, you formed on

the surface of those hamburgers a material which is a known human carcin-
%

nogen, notf a suspected one -- extremely sr611 quantities but there

nevertheless. -

17-
9

_What role dayou want your government to play? Should it ban

barbequing?
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Shot4d 1 attempt to give you some inforMation as to the, degree of

poten dal risk, so you can decide? Or should it basically forget the whole

thi g? 'I don't have.the answer, be ause there is no right answer or wrong

a swer. I 's a societal decision w 'ch in a democracy should,bemade by an

informed pub

Automobiles illustrate the.tradeoffs even better. It's estimated ti

I .

'that lowering the speed limit to 55 a
if

ew years ago saved some 5,000 lives

annually. A good statistician can estimate just.how many more lives Would

be saved if we dropped that speed limit to 45, or 35 or 25 and while the

decision to lower the speed limit was made as an energy conservation

measure, there are some 25,000 Americans alive today who would otherwise be

dead. We could save thousands more by lowering the.speed limitfurther.

Should we? Aren't you.willing to take an lextra five or ten minutes each

day to save a human life? These' are tough choices.

There are nipny catch phrases and catch words which result gin good

:headlines. It makes much better copy\to write an article asking about how

t

much a human life is worth than to discuss the complex'issue of acceptable

risk but it does not help our goverfiment.in establishing national policies

in 'this area yet sound, carefully written. analyses of this problem'ind-its

,

implications will help because the government soon hasp) make a

fundamental .decision as to what the Ainerican people believe is acceptable

risk. Right now that decision js:being made within the regulatory agencies

with virtually no input from the public. Congress is considering a'

variety of legislative proposals which basically are designedto reflect

285
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whet.it thinks the public feels is acceptable risk and a number of White

House agencies are drafting policies for the entire federal government

which are -based on their reading of the public's attitude and yet there is

very little real understanding on the part of the American people, either

o

of the issue itself and the Ward choices which will have to be made or the

implications if that decision comes out wrong.

As the Supreme Court Justice Brandeis once said "Experience should

teach Us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the government's

i ..

. purposes are beneficial. Men born to freedom are naturally alert to repeal

)

invasion of their liberty by evil-minded Tulers. the greater denge4to 2
er- ,

..

liberty lurk in t1 insidious' encroachment by men of zeal, well-meanin but,

I

without understanding.':

Your role in this national debate is quite clear and also quite

difficult., The media simply cannot be in a positiori to only cover what are

often staged media events and to report charges and counter-charges,

however irresponsible. They musefind the time and the knowledge, to

pro\;ide evaluation and interpretation of these events and charges. In

i* _

addition' the issuers -must be put in a conttxt the general public can
,

understand. It means very little to your reader to say that that, hcnburger

I mentioned earlier might increase'their chance of getting stomach'can er

man three times VOlthe mina -sninthto'on% and a half times ten to the

minus eighth. I don't Aerrunderstand that. And by the way, t e nAbers

are made-UV-Since we,re'ally.'don't know whether there's a hazard uch,less

what itight -be.

4
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If the public's going to4nderstand risk and ail Of its implications,

the issue must be couched in terms they can understand. For example. it

means something to me tosay that my increased risk of getting cancer from

'that hambUT-ger may be the same as my risk of bein,? killed by lightqing

driving to the airport tonight. That kind of analysis can help me decide

what is acceptable, and what. -is not. iv

The problem with repealed-headlines that everything causes cancer is

as John Higginson of the IARC.recently noted,othe publiC is being lulled

into, believing that effective measures are being taken against cancer, when

very likely the mostdebated and public measures willbe relatively .

inetfectivt. As a recent, bumpesticker I, saw ead, "Life Causes Cancer."

If the public ever adopts that attitude ,- and they;re not too Tar from it

today how will we ever get them to take 1 of the stepswhichemuTt be

taken: if we are to truly reduce the incidenc 'of cancer. If, the man in
=

the street has an attitude which says, "since there's'no way I can avoid

cancei why bother," we're all in deep trouble.' Government, industry and

labor.'
-

.

I see my time' is already ruming'short and I hope I'have'not rambled

too far afield, but it's. impossible to cover this subject in any meatingful

twin 20 miies. I have tried to leave you with an understanding that

A^
'there are many resPanstble.leadersof American industry who are -anxiqus and

willing to work with the government'in solving this important problem'llut

it7nnot be solved in the traditional mode,of confrontation and it will

not be s(Oved as a consequ: ce of irresponsible charges and circulation-

.0building headllines.

0
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We in AIHC are willing to cooperate in any way we can witfi the

Overnmpit, with the scientific community,. with the labor unions and the

environmentalists and with the press to increase public awareness of this

issue'and to work towards a' scientifically responsible. solution. You as

sio

members of the press are both part of the problem and part'of the solution,

and I hope we can work with you. Thank you. I d be happy to try and

answer any questons you may have and suggest maybe it would be giod to use
. ,

some of the ground rules we had yesterday and begin at least by inviting,

, the media to ask the first questions. Thanlee. you.

MS. RANDALL: I'm Judy Randall from the New York Daily News and I

would like to ask you if you don't think -- two questions really you

'don't think theredis a differende between, in the area of acceptable risk,

between,sOMebody who chooses driv&an automobile a.a speed he can

control_. and involunti'ry exposure in the workplace to chemicals that --

whose ,identities the Workers don't knOw. That's my first question --,and

the second one r
MR. LANG: If I may answer that first, just stay there. Absolutely,

no question about it. I think*tha what is acceptable under one set of

circumstances may be entirely unacceptable under another, and I think

you,'rgabsoluteJy, right. There are-far mor serious concerns and probably

# .

far mdse stringent standards in many cases that may have to be applied in
4

involuntary exposure cases /jke the workplace. I think, for example, there

are-many decisions that I persona y would like to make. I'm in the middle

of a very ifficuit diet at this Oint, and I've lOOked at all the /
. 4

saccharin data and
o
I'M willihg to tAke what I think is a r'isk!on saccharin..
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I'd like to-be able to. use it becaUse it helps.

But a lot of other people may not want to use itunder tho same

7,

me
,

conditions; and Ithink what's' acceptable to may well not b aceptable
,,' ... ,

to a lot ofother people bu't there are different degrees of acceptability ,

witfiout

MS. RANDALL: The other thing I wanted to ask you: it seems to be

. ,

there-is something contradictory about saying that -Science doesn't' 4ow

what causes,Cancer, but ydu're alo saying that we knoW that most

'cancskc is caused by:cigarettes. Either we do or we dbdit know what dauses

some cancers. '41 don't ,think we can have it both:ways.,
',.

MR.
.
LANG: I think, absolutely', there are:some individual materials

,

which the evidence very cleirly indicates are carcinogens.' Benzidine for

.41

example -- which is not used in this country I don't think anymore--

clearly is a material that will cause,human cancer. Were not quite sure

hoW(i.g.causes, that Cancer, but, clearly, it does Cause cancerIL

.
,

A SObnce-fundamentally, however,, does not. know what the mechanisms-of
,

a, I'

cancer causation are.ig general and recognize,'I'molugt'a scientist, so thal

!-.,

.... in, the case for example of the
,

vast majority -oT milteriais, not just ,

4 1 04f Ai .

iSynthetichervicals% but man-made substances, all right, what you have is

yob have conflicting evidence. You may have cancer -- or you may have a

,
't r,a benign tumor tin one animal test and 50 others would show nothing.

YOuliniy have epidemiology, some good, some bad. There may be'all kinds of

testevdence which Yin,general will ,be' contradictory and what you'ret

maliingl,'no matter whomakgs it, is going to 6e the best judgment thatcan

made as t s'o whether that evidence syit's a hkard.to man ornot.
.
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And_it's a'judgment decision on those uses. All we're asking for is

that judgMent be made by the experts, t:he best ones thegovernment can get,

not ,by lawyers Within the government agencieS, pot by industry scientists,

hot.lyjUdge somewhere. It's a scientific judgment as to what that

evidence means'.. We want the scientists to-Make it..

MR. MARCUS: My name,is Steve Marcus, I'.m from Technology Review. I

was very impressed a few years ago 15Y an-article I read by Dr.,Alvink_
k c.

'Weinberg-in which bell4Rned the term, I believe it wag his,

J.
.

kinds of issues we've been disCussing at thi'S conference._ He Used them on
. ,

a low-level radiation which simply cannot be resolved -by, the methods of
4

. science. There would just be tdo manYillimals laboratory animals for

trans-scientific, by which he meant there were many i ties, especially the

enample, too many complicating factors, you ,could not resolve it

scientifically .You could gathersinformation maybe.provide some

persuasive indications,, but never ever resolve i'40.:Sa even thotfgh L'm very

pleased and impressed by Your stars and stripes tribute to science., I have

to warn you of the limitations.

Now An that regard, now that I've made my speech, I would like to ask
.*

k
you a simple question. You referred to independent scientific advice. I

4
111

have peenwritin9 ortthese. issues for. quite a'number of years. .1

think. I have ever met an independent.scientist,'and I,was onderl n lvou
% . .

could tell me where I coudfind one?

MR. LANG: Absolutely correct. There is no' individyarWhoie attitude

on some of these questions isn't colored to anappreciable degreejSY wilere4
;

he's worked in the past, by what.heread, by his ow44enperiele aver the

290,4 "285
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last 40:ór 5d or 60 years, so you're never going to get a totally

independent view from anybody on any issue in this country.

What I'm'proposing,'howeyer, is that the scientific judgments,be made

by individuals who are not respongibie to an agency that is up before the

Congress,trying to get increased appropriations or in some cases trying to

continue to get any appropriations at all: by a scientist that works for a

chemical company, by a scientist that is OP thestalf,of the Environmatal

Defense Fund. Those people are making what should be scientific decisions

which are very heavily influenced by theheadlines in yesterday's

newspaper, by:the questions of the election of the President or members of

b
Congress,'' by factors that. have nothing whatever to do with science, and I

-
.

1

1 ,

believe yotrda'rr-get scientists separated from responsibilities for

regulatory and political control.to make those assessments. And as opposed

' to'your question, your initial gpmment lgain,,I agree you're dealing with

i(

fI

some, very diffitult questions here. H has a list of suspected

carcinogem.based upon a literature search but ire effect the same kind o

,

criteria'that OSHA's proposing. as a federal standard now.

.
On that list islactose, which is-milk, sugar and fructose, which is

fruit sugar. Hardly anybody believes these cause cancer but they meet"thif,

OSHA test. What you want to do is have people able to evaluate everything
% =

that's known,about t.he materill and makea j dgment a'sZto what that

evidence means. And a11` I'm suggesting here,is that, judgment has got to be

made --. as muchas possible -- 'separated from political, business, labor.

6 P.

and other influences.

fl

oak
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MR. AMiRG: I have two questions. In the first place, in your list

of the kinds of scientists that you don't want calling the shots, would you

also include scientists who are in universities or foundations or

associations which are funded by industry which has a direct interest, in

the manufacture of these agents, and the second place; would you care to

tell us approximately how much money your organization has bee spending

and has available to

source are?

MR. LANG: Okay

120 members from mos

Our budget is -- oh,

although we started

a

spend on this carcinogen policy questionandVia your
1*

. Take the question in reverse order. We have a6Out
o *

t major sectors of the American economy, corporatiOps.,

I guess we've' been .in existence now 'for two years,

out to be an ad hoc committee to run for three months,

we've been in existence for two'years. We .are probably _spending about a
. .

r 4

million dollars a year, about a million dollars .;14gArt. probably half 'of ,.'

.

that for-legal advice. ,,

A, ' .
/ ,

&.' ,We are running -- night now we have!spent - -will have spent by the .

.. .,

m, 2 .

end of this year probably:about $200,000,00se than We've", t*ken in and l'iliv
4, , % .

.'''#
4 ... . , ...

.:.

% pet 'quite .sdre'how r ql manage tIwt. cash, flow. prObiem, so we are spending
1 ,

,.
, . -., .....

° .8 ' i J °. o °, . % , ' ,
a

, ,
more gtha,n We- hlve at thi point.. _.,,

.

s- 40 . i .
.

41 '*ICis a reryli-011'.problem iny guess'is that the companies we ,

.

..! f -.*4.- a , . t.'0 , * . .* v.. 0 . ,i/i

involved with, have .commUted-farmorikthan4'61'at nii 1 lion &Tarsi ifi'. 4 , p* :',,, ..
.P :,

' A

,

manrower, in ;industrial hygieni epi demi orog-istti, in /hetr ,t,/ 1,*

babikAhe tnallyles1 part 'of 4

. 4.4**

but' it's te_en done in

to. logic it Ne very, complex

scientists; to'this effort. The- Boller .is

the effort. Manpower ts:probably a lot more,

cooperative vein,tg try to get the government-
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area here and to devleop a policy and a regulation for the entire.federal

,establishment that means som thing.

Now, with reference -- 'm sorry what is the first part of your

question again? .

MR,AMBURf: .The'-- you listed various types of,scientists

MR. LANG,:s Okay: With reference to the first part of the, question, we
,ot,

haven't made any restrictions whatever. All k've said to the government.
,

is that initig making,of scientific:deCisigns, we want you to get the best.

people ,the government can get. Thai's why we suggested that thg National.

Ac'ademy-of,-Sciences nominate the peoples andwe haven't 'put any
,

'restrictions. It could well idre that individuals within existing fed061
.

wencies 'are ropriate, it col'ild-be ieople at thg!American'Catcgr
, .

. ,, .

L
/

Society, it could be people ,in academia, itcluding onesethat may.have, had ° _
'

.

9 'I

4 soN contacts, 001 fndustry. °$

, - - AW" 0". .

All .we're saytng is'-separate'theme frpm.:any influence you.:can,-and ept '':

.
'them dff irVa-CDret& to sOme,de'56e.the way t eSupeeme Cogrt operates-.°

' ' . 74'
orlp

, ,,
Ts.!. . -

. . *They'e7ie'eparatedl-Fbm-- in theory at least --(from 64.ic political,

..-r
.

, pressuees, 411 ridht. 14 you'll never get total independence, noestiom. .,

i , ,.
, N '. ,

gt 'or-,

,
about.it, and you will never get total Atreement, because at the bottom.

0 4

A -

libq you're getting the best scientific judgment, and that's all it's going

to be.
.

MR. PRINCE: .Anthony Prince, Local'65, Steelworkers. rt.-. Lang, wy

question is: I have' read all the, material that bib American Industrial
. A

.Health Council put in the folder and even then lam not of the.OpinioCth0

the Council has aiegitimate rat° play In this debate.. Myijuestio;i- fs'
L../
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-- your.organization came into existence in 1977 -- is that-the .point at
N

which industry began to realize that it had a commitment to the piblic

well-being?

4And my other question is: 'Why do you foresee such a'short lifqspan
,.

.

for the American Industrial Health Council, which is what yodwrote in%ypur

press refease, Af your commitment is to the ongoing improvement of

. occupational safety and health and ndt simply which is what I believe to be

a front group that was'formed with no other purpose but to defeat OSHA's

1 , carcinogen standard. .

i,

MR.LANG: Well, it's a complex series sf.questions, but let me take

them in order at.this point. Recognfte.that industry if it decided to go
f ..

. the historicroad of confrontation and lawsuit has a thousand trade..._

associations already in existeilie. Any 'one -eirthem could have'filed suit

/

and done exa My what histdtically hls happened in the area of cancer-

standArds. IA don't need AIHC for that

AIHC ways formed reallYbeqaUse a relatively small group of people

began to step' back from the issue and effectively said "This can't gd on

this way." Our objectives are exactly the same as)the 'objectives,of the

government. are just as anxious as the government is in finding any_of

4 -
our materials out there that are causing health problems to our employees

/-
and we are just as anxious as the government in finding ways to control

exposure to those materials., And tf we're trying to get to the same place

the gdvernment is, and the same place the labor unions are, can't we do it
4

together?' And that was the basis on which AIHC was formed' -- its limited

lifespan and as. I think I mentioned earlier, I'm a volunteer in this.

294
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I'don't get paid for running this. This speech I gave- you here I wrote

,Sunday afternoon i,n my apartment. That 's the only time I had. But this

was formed on a short -term -basis because when OSHA published, its generic

cancer standard, the deadlines for trying to influence that standard, for

putting ill comments, for bringing scientists in, was I think two months,

pyblished in October-and I think the original deadline was-December 9th.

. So we had two months and everybody agreed, we would doubletime everything

for two months. The standard itself has drawn out now over two years

. because I think the government has come to recognize that the issue is a

verb complicated issue and, if it comes out wrong, it's going to have very'

serimis implications for/the nation, for the members' of your unions,

clearly for the memb s of industry and for the consumers in this country,.

And. the objectiv, is to get it to come out right, tb.pick' upe,

everything that's a ha and and to controT everything that's a hazard, but
, .

not to misidentify hundreds of other materials thatare not hazards,

because we talked4yesterday about the costs to. companies of these health

regulations and of their controls. Don't kid yourself, the cost. is not to

DuPont or to Dow or.to U.S: Steel. The cost of these are picked up by the

consumer. You people pay for it, and nobody's objecting. We in AIHC have

never objected to the cost of any single regulation, we have objected to

the cost of excessive regulatidhs and unnecessary regulations, but never to

the cost of a regulation to control an identified hazard and we have 1)60

very, very careful and very conscientious' about that.

MR. (Name Inaugible): I am told this is the last question. I'm with
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the Chicago Tribune and since risk assessment is so important, I am

curious to know how you arrive at the risk of haMburger and riving.to the

airport, how did youarrive at that?
.

MR. LANG: How did I arrive at it. I dr?n't arrive at a risk

\

aisessilent for hamburger, all I pointed out was the fact that we know that

everytime you barbeque a hamburgr, you've got a known Carcinogen cause on

the surface of the hamburger.' I didn't make a risk assessment, because I

don't think anybody has. ever looked at whether that's a hazard, buthere's ,

not a suspected carcinogen, not the kinds of things in general we have. ,

talked about here. We know the material in that hamburger caUses cancer.

.

MR. (Name Inaudible): How do you find people who are willing to give

you that kind of glib assessment that you came up with earlier.

MR.' LANG: I just made up those numbers. That's what I did, I At

made those up. I have no idea because I don't think anyone has really

looked at it. Those Are made up numbdYs. As far as automobiles ar(e

concerned, again, same thing. The numbers I quoted are base numbers from

the government in terms of the number of people that are now alive that

would have been dead, if the speed limit hadn't been reduced to-55 and any

good .statistician can estimate how many more lives would be saved if you

dropped it even further:

MR. (Name Inaudible): Just -tell me who is willing to come up with the

easy comparisons that yOt-just gave a little while'ago.

, MR.- LANG: No easy comparisons, there are people out there, Richard
. di

______WfIsPm of.Harvard for example, just put in very detailed testimony in
,

\.
-----' ..
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connection with the rood.and Drug Administration regulation dealing with

this question because FDA is now involved with another fundamental problem

which is okay, you have a material which may be hazardous tohealth and

it's in something at a level of one part per trillion, onefpart per

quadrillion -- I don't know what the one is after quadrillion but we are ,

getting test methods that can identify levels of that kind

What does that mean in terms of hazard to man? Because this room

right now is full f molecOles of many different things which are'suspected

of causing cancer. What does that mean in terms of a hazard to you people.
A

It means some of you are likely to get cancer from breathing the

smoke-filled air. I don't know and I can't answer it Ilninot a'scientist,

but there are scientists out there in the universities and in gbvernmert

and elsewhere who have devoted entire careers to this risk-assessment .

question and yet you hear very little from them, you don't see them at

debates of thii kind, they're not on these panels. They should be -- arido

that's all I'm pleading for -- is get the experts into-the issues that are

issues that have to be decided by scientists.

Thank you all very much.

MR. FOSTER: Thank you very much, Mr. Lang.
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MR. FOSTER: Our next p'anets entitled of " Mice and Men, Cancer in

the Workplace." The moderator is Dr. Umberto Saffiotti. He was born in

Milan, Italy, is now a resident-of Bethesda, `Maryland. He's a participant

on the cancer panel and will be discussing carcinogens, their nature and

identification. Dr. Saffiotti has been with the National Cancer Institute

since 1968 and currently is chief of the laboratory of experimental

pathology in the carcinogenesis intramural program in the.Division of

Cancer Cause and Prevention,

From_1968 to 1.976 he served as the associate director for

carcinogenesis of the National CanOer Instituter Dr. Saffiotti.

DR. SAFFIOTTI: Thank you. I'm concerned that I have been asked to

. L.,

serve as the moderatOr or chairman of this session and will have to try and

fit a long program in a very.tight schedule. We are already somewhatP-over

ti our time so'the. plan is to have the first three talks given in your program

about 15 minutes each. We will haye to try and be, if possible, even

c

shorter because we are running out of time. Well have a short coffee

break and then after that there are three rather than two talks, Dr. Olsen

has been added to the program between the ta4 by,Dr. Epstein and that from

Dr. McCarvilig. Sp 'we have a very heavy schedule, I want to try if we can

to leave some ten minutes at the.end for discussion and therefore, we will

' proceed fairly rapidly throughout.

The first speaker of the panel is Dr. Thomas Mancuso from the graduate

school of public health of the University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Mancuso has a

libng and very distinguished history of research in the'area of occuptional

epidemiology and occupational cancer and I think his work is known to most
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of you. He doesn't need any further introduction and we'll be glad to hear

him talk, to give us an overview of this coMplax prpblem. Dr. Mancuso.

PR. MANCUSO: If I knew that our,time was going to be cut short because

Of the previous speaker, Pwould hw.)e encouraged him to shorten his time a

bt. I'll try to do the best I can. There is a prepared presehtation

which I hope you will find and if you don't fino4pit there, I would-like to

ask, you to write to me and-I411 send it to you. One thing,I always worry

about'is that -- is the importance of,having the total context from which

various statements are made and I would be very happy to make it available

to you. I really deeply regret the idea that we have to cut short our parIttt,

because it really represents a very extensive area that needs to provide,

you-with the background that you need to have to develop the proper

perspectives that you Wish to work with.s'

The purpose of this introduction to make you aware that-n the

United States fdr approximately 40 years, the concepts of occupational ,

cancer were well estab?ished and documented, and that there was sufficient

scientific evidence for prudent governmental officials to recognize that

this was a most logical means to identify specific carcinogens, and to

prevent cancers affecting large populations exposed to the same caner

0,

agents throughout the country.

And I'm going to skip now and if I appear disjointed you will realize

it's because of the timeproblem. In 1942 a very comprehensive book about

occupational cancer by Yr. Wilhelm Hueper provided the 'factual evidence

relative to the new concept that the natural and man-made environmental

carcinogens of chemical, physical and p asitic nature were the most

302
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#
important arid frequent causes of human cancer.

He-said, it is in the best interest,of mankind that,pidustry make the

proper''adaptatfili for eliminating and for reducing environmental and
.

I

occupational cancer hazards for effgctively combating the growing wave of

toxic and carcinogenic risk ifroppgated by todern induStry, which represents,

biological time botbs with a delayed fuse. He warned,in the nature of the

new cancer panorama; cancers' ofalitypes and causes display' even underV
already existing conditions, all the characteristics of an epidemic in slow

motion through a continued, unrestrained, needless avoidable and in part

reckless increasing contamination of the human environment, with chemical

and physical carcinogens and with the chemficals supporting and potentiating

their action, the stage has been set indeed for a future occurrence of a

catastrophic epidemic which once present cannot be effectively checked for

decades with the mea t available, nor can its course appreciably be altered

once`vit's been set in motion

The belief which has been frequently stated in the past that

occupational cancer is a minor problem is false in concepts and in fact.

Each chance recognition bf a-new occupational cancer demonstrates What was
_

not known before, further, Uwe additional factors'occuf with vin0,

chloride; the multiple occupational cancers, can occur of different organs,

liver, brain, lung andpotsibly other organs due to a single type of

-industrial cancer providing striking evidence, of a potential reservoir of

. carcinogenic .agents among the thousands of chemicals that Have been used in

the work environment which have not been studied or investigated.

Again, the potential magnitude of the occupational cancer problem

303 296.11
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extends beyond the specific chemical carcinogen itself, because each such ,,,

4.

chemical may cohstitute an indicator to a large group of similar chemical

structures should any of this large ---than, should any of this larger

group of similar chemicals prove to be carcinogenic then the magnitude of

the risk', Would extend to an ever-widening circle Of industries, prOcesses

and expoied populations. *

In essence,'only now are we becoming to be -- beginning to uncover

some of the occupational cancer problems which have existed for years and

.

were not recognized. Your recent' attention to asbestos, vinyl chloride,

arsenic, bis-chloro-methyl ether and experimental caricers'induced in

.
animals by,kepone, trichloro-ethylene anda long list.of other chemicals

o

repotted by he,National CanceilInstitute, together with the 1,200

chemioaq identified by NIOSH that indicated tumors in animals,are

illustrations of what lie ahead; as each industry is studied, the chain

effect of the potential cancer risk in other industries, occupations and

community unfolds.

The.problem of the identification and recognition of occupational ,

cancers has been extremely difficult, because in the past decade there never

was any legal_ requirement that the Ina's:is-trial chemicals be tested for their

cancer-producing effects prior to their introduction into. the workplace and,

the resultant worker exposures.

Since.mahy thousands of-iddustrial chemicals, estimated at 200,000,

have been introduced during the past decade, the real cai-ViogeniC

potential of these chemicals, whether acting alone or in combination with

each other has never been established,. The'cAccinogenic potential of

Zoo
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industrial exposures further reflected the reports of carcinogenic effects

trom just a single dose of dimethylni'trosamine by injection and by

inhalation. Further, the'observations by Saffiotti that the carcinogenic

potential of dimethylnitrosamine could be considerably enhanced in the
.

production of lung 'tumors from 5 percent to 70 percent when hamsters were

also subjected to ferric oxide, which alOnedid not cause cancer, indicates

that various chemical
4
combinations of exposure in the work environment may

. have a greater carcinogenic potintial than has been recognized. This

comparatively recent developing observation of the'cancer effect from the

combination or industrial chemicals has brought about the unsettling

recognition that virtually all prior limited testing of industrial

chemicals that were done decades ago were primaril.y'ofsingle chemicals,,

rather than in combinations of chemicals used in the work environment. They

scientific unknowns, therefore, expandthe carcinogenic potential of many ,

thousands of chemicals with each other and with the chWcals invblved in

their interaction in the work environment.

The national concern is compounded by the realization that in the
2

prior-years that whatever testing was done of the industrial chemicals for

'toxicity-and carcinogenicity was the basis of our present medical

understanding was invariably short-term laboratory experiments, and the

primary exposure was by ingestion or injection in experiments, rather than
'dr

by inhalation exposure which ts the particular means of expOsure to the

worker.
. _

;further, the chemicals tested in animal exPerimenti were at room

temperature, yet when these chemicals are .used in industry they may be
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.subjected to heat and may change their composition or -unite -with other

chemicals in the work exposure to form new chemicals whose carcinogenic and

to icological potential have not been identified. These studies have

ex eftded the range, of the scientific unknowns of toxicity and
..

carcinogenicity relative to industrial chemicals.
e ,- .

Coniequently we have serious fundamental problems, the realization

that the microchemical-environment contains not only the many thousands-of

chemicals known'to be introduced into the Work environment, but in

addition, now WR know that when these chemicals and products are subjected
1

to heat, new chemicals areformed, which multiplies -the rang" of the

thousands of. chemicals whose toxicological cancer effects have not been

studied, either aloneor ih combination with other emicals.

What_must be recognized is a virtual vacuum'of the scientific

investigation, over the years, of the microchemical environment"of the

industries throughout the country. The point is that a- s long as the

necessary scientific studies relative to the knoWn and unknown hazards,are

not.carried out, andthbusends of such studies are required the true

magnitude of the scope of occupational cancer-due to the industrial

chemical environment will hot be uncovered and made known to society.

In the face of these scientific unknowns how, can anyone arbitraelb

assume, as has been,consistently dOne in the past, that cancer

is a mirtor problem, This is a-vicious cycle in which the assumptions
.

preclude-the studies and without the data the assumptions remain. if the

- ..r _.)

'studied had been done, the original assumptions would be found to be .- .. .

A
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grossly false and the scientific misunderstanding that has been maintained

over the years would have been reversed.

In .essence industrialization
/.3

has proceeded at an ever-expanding pace

for decades ; 'but there never was the concomitant recognition of the need to

determine what WOld happen to the industrial.populatfon in terms of

industrial chemi.cal exposures. And may I add, there never was the

professional manpower there to be able to recognize the occupational health

hazards and the Occupational cancers in most of the industries in the

United States. e

I should like in the few minutes left to jbst indicate to you that

geographic pathology -- let me do this extemporaneously because I don't
A.,

think I have enough time now, that the identification of.induWial cancers

and the" development of understandimg of major scientific unknalns relates

also to the question Of'hOst-response, the.SusceptibilT,,resistance and
. . ...,

,._.

adaptability, the influence of the yvironment and.the interrelationship of
. ,

the'hott o :the nvi,*ronment, and I haVeilri mind. the problem of the
i 1

-. ,

*Migrants who came to this coUntry many decades ago, and the black
.

.

migrants that mOved'from the south to,the north-in search for a job. And
- . _

to give you the essence of what I "have- prepared is that the foreircborm

were given the ditiest'jobs andexpOsed tohe most hazardous"

environments,, that the blacks coming.from the'south were given the dirtiest .

jobs in industry and exposed to the highest concentrations of chemical

dust, fumes, vapors, mists an .gases, and that the combination of the

endemic factr& particularly relative to the blatks, the concept of,the
e

social biologicl imprints, the legacies of poverty and environment t
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-arid the demir factors in the early years of life which provide the.basise,

for increased risk to the microchemical environment,.the,moyement from the

rural to the urban areas and the subSequelit affect following migration to

. -

exgosure to microchemical envir?nments and the development of cancer.

There was among the foreign born a higher rate'ofIlung 'cancer cquIpared

to the native born and'amongthe bTackslmoving from the rural area to the

north. There was a hundred percent'increase among the black-migrants from

the south to the north; whereas comparing the blacks anti -the whites in the
.

State of Ohio'against each other for those who were born in the State of

Ohio, there was relatively no difference in the lung cancer rate.

And so I want to emphaslze that I do consider within the host factor

thato.,poverty for decades has been the fertile soil for the diseases of

malnutrition, infectious diseases and associated pMysiologiCal impairments

affecting the susceptibility and adaptability of the indidual in

. subsequent' years of life. In this respect malnutrition in combination with

subsequent environmental factors may have some direct bearing on cancer

development.

Now, I want to make sure that this is not taken, out of context( It's

the environmental factors within the work environment that is causing -- is
.71ea4S. k

the principal cause of this thing. What I'm trying to do is emphasize some

possible explanation why some indtviduals'do get cancer when they're /

exposed to the same Carcinogen and others do not. And finally I'll have ,P4i!'

to close by saying .in effect that I do believe tha,t the worker in industry

can -- that one- fundamental apprbach for the identification of occupational

caricerli'and other-illnesses is the concept

.
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of utilizing the industrial worker nationwide as the epidemiological

. .? intelligence field fOrce as observers, the eyes and ears of what is

e-

-happening on. the job. And finally, I want to, close with this paragraph:

Professional manpower. The identification of control of occupational
1

cancer. requires that professional manpower to See, to know, to recognize,

to evaluate the-chemical exposures and their effects on the workers, and

the, proper, means, for cohtrol.' How can thei-e be recognition of occupational .

cancer if there are no proerly trained physicians r'.1(1,nurses available at

theworkplace.- How can the toxicity and carcinogenic. nature of a sub.stance

be identified without toxicologists. How can society and the government

become aware of the effects on the industrial populations and on the public'

,of the. microchemical entvironmentif there is not the professional power,

to'undertake such evaluations.

-

And referencito.thislquestion about di epidemic,. if there is no' one

there to do the recognizing,'you'll not see the epidemic that is there.

DR. SAFFIOTTI: The'nextalk is the one that has been assigned to me

on the topic of the nature and identification of:carcinogens.

We have 'heard a lot'-- I would like to speak fr m'he e, is that

alright? tie problem of identifyitg carcinogens r lates to what we know

abouttfieir nature, because we hive to deVelop appropriate meth6ds for the

detection ,of t biological effects.

The Problems of epidemiolOgyh6e been already outlined by, Dr. Mancuso

'and in previdus discussions at this meeting; Dr. 12,311 has very

appropriately indicated the difficulty, of utilizing a method that relies on

the manifestation of a lbrig-term effect in a population as a meanvto
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protect that population from potential hazards. Simply stated, we cannot

wa44 for huma'n cancer evidence to acctimulate to an extent Aat it'can

become detectable epidemiologically before we can intervene with some

protective actions, if we have adequate evidence of other kinds.

c The otherAinds of evidence tha'have been widely used for this

purpose are of-an experimeinal natore. Now, you have heard over,the years

a lot of discussion, some of this sort of ironical, about cancer in rats

not being relevant to cancer in man, or all such thin'gs. Let me just pause

for a second and remind you that the progress in medicine in the last

century is largely based on what we have been able to see in our laboratory

animals. The development of experimental Medicine is a major tool, is a

major way to lead towards the, progress of scientific medicine started in

_ the middle of ,the last century, has been very largely bised on the careful

and controlled t repeat controlled -- reproduction of disease patterns

in animals, where you" an actually have a controlled experiment and see what

faftors are responsible for certain agents, for certain effects, and which

onesare not. 4

So the reliance on experimental animals is a timeLhonored bastE tool

in pedical research. Obviou,sly, one has to make sure that we have animal

models that are relevant, that are similar to the human type of disease

that we want to,study. And here is the important point that over the last

Several years, but particularly in this past decade, most major forms of

human cancer as we know them from human pathology, have been reproduced in

experimental animals by chemical induction. That is, by treating'theik

-.
animals with chemicals you'can induce in these .animals most of the major.
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types of cancers that are known to be representative of human cancer

pathology.

Now, that is, for example, the case with cancer of the respiratory

tract, cancer of the larynx, cancer of the bronchus, which is the'major

type of lung cancer, in their various histologic types. It is true for

'cancer of the digestive tract, cancer of the esophagus, which is a very

prominent form of cancer in parts of the Asian continent. Cancer of the

stomach, which is somewhat declining -- well, it's declining in the United

States and some other countries, but still of a fairly h4gh incidence.

It's not to be dismissed. And very important, cancer of the'large

intestine,. which is in fact increasing in the United States and several

otherscountries. /k11 these are reproducable in animals by chemVal

induction, with a pattern very similar to that seen in the huthan.

Cancer of the pancreas, which has been -- for which animal models have

been .developed in the last few years, which is a major form of cancer in

the human and one that aOin is.on the increase.

Cancer of the liver, which is not of very high frequency in the United

\' 1

States, although there are some suggestions that it may be increasing, but

it is a very high'- frequency cancer in other parts of the world.

tancer of the kidney, cancer of the urinary bladder, cancer of_the

mammary gland, and so on. Not only can we see the reproduction of this

pathologic entity, but we can, see that the steps toward the development of

these cancers, the cells of origin, the early changes, are becoming more

and more qualiatjvely recognized as being very similar in the animal

Models and the human counterpart by studies that compare the two.
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We are now much more informed, s'ain the last decade, about the mode

. of action of chemicaj carcinogens that fade in body tissues, the way they

are changed metabolidelly to become reactive molecules that interact with

target biological molecules in the cells that are hit by these chemicals.

We know much more about the specific chemical interactions of chemical

carcinogens with the target macromolecules, and these inclUde the genetic

material DNA, the messenger and RNA material, and the proteins.

Now, we are in the last few years -- we know in the last few years,

from work in several laboratories, that there are specific compo , the

bases in the nucleic acids that_ar-e'hit by Carcinogens, in specific ways, so

that we have been able to identify the specific interaction products,

chemical,products of carcinogens and the NA bases that have a considerable

degree of chemical specificity. And there are now.very sensitive methods

that have been' developed, including,some that were recently developed by

Dr: Harris in our lboeatory, to identify extremely small quantities of

these interaction products in the tissues.

So we are beginning to see how to go about mapping, the fate of ese

chemicalS inhe body, which target cells they hit, where do they bind ,
.

/preferentially, and Mhat happens subsequently.

All this now being studied in comparison in animal and.human tissues.

Now, how do we study the effect of carcinogens in human tissues when

obviously we cannot make experiment-s- giving carcinogens to people, because

it,would be obviously unethical and hazardous to do.so. In the last few

years in our laboratory, the work of Kurt Harris 'and colleagues, and work

in other laboratories has shown methods for the culture of human tissue

alt
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explants in vitro. That is you take, for example, from surgical mpterial a

piece of normal broncbus or intestinal mucosa or esophageal mucosa, 3.

pancreatic duct, the target organs of cancer induction. You can then take

these tissues and maintain them in appropriate culture conditions in the

laboratory. They become experimental tools. You can then put carcinogens

on those human tissues. You can do-the same with the corresponding animal

tissues.

This line of work has been very exciting in the last few years, two or

three years that this has been established, because it has allowed us to

show the Frylation between the pattern of reaction of animal tissues and

the corresponding human tissues.to carcinogens.

The message that has comeout of this is that there is once again a

very striThg-qualitative similarity, all the way to the molecular manner

of interactionof chemicals forming a specific target reactions with the

'genetic. material of the target cells.

However, in all these studies, as wel as in long-term studies of

tumor induction, one can see considetable v iatjons on the quantitative

level. (For example, species -to- species differences there are very marked

quantitativeldifferences. j4 fact some species or strains of.animals will

. be very resistant to certain carcinogens. Others will be very susceptible.

Some will react by producing tumors at certain sites in certain organs,

'others in other organs, so that it-becomes very difficult to predict the

specific reaction-or the specific response, quantitatively from one set of

bonditions to another.

In the work on the iriteration of carcinqgens with human tissues,

another factor icoming out very clearly which shows a marked
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inter-individual variation in the quantity of carcinogen that is bound to

these target macromolecules in the cells'. That is my bronchus can bind a

certain amount of say benzopyrene in the air. Somebody else's bronchUs may

--bind 100 times less. In that case I may be 100 times more susceptible: We

don't know yet enough to be able to correlate precisely these potent161

indices of exposureat the tissue level, with susceptibility. But they are

an encouraging development in.giving us potential'markert for

susceptibility studies.
.

Now, the development of- in vitro methods, that is methods in which

cells or tissues are kept in culture conditions in an incubator and can be-

treated with carcinogens, have been a very valuable tool added to the

arsenal of methods for the study of the effect of carcinogens in the last /)0.

few years, And they include effects on the induction of mutations. They

include effects on't-he transformation of normal cells into cancer cells in

vitro, and then a variety of other methods that are essentially, again,

addressed -to pick up marker changer, such 'as charges in DNA structure and

the'abilitrOf tells to repair such damage.

: Now; one of the importint-developments that will make considerable

difference in our abijity to lhtefterte in a' preventive fashion early in the

control of exposures, such as occupational exposures, 011 be that of

validating the methods, the short-term methods, so that we can begin. to be

more and more reliant on those.. The advantage of the short7term methods

is, of course, that they are very rapid to give us critical answers.'

are not necessarily cheap and dirty, quick methodi. Some of them are very

delicate biological systems that we have to use with professional com-

petence and caution. But in the proper hands they constitute very
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promising approaches to.early detection of key effects that may become

better and better established as indicators of cancer induction

capabilities on the part of tip test chemicals. Now, the present cancer

policy proposed by OSHA, for example, recommends the consideration of these

short-term tests as_suppOrting additional evidendfnot as evidence

sufficient by itself in the absence of animal data, to demonstrate or to be

taken as demonstrating the carcinogenicity of a chemical. In the next

decade, I hope, we will really be able to pin down this area much more

precisely.

Now we, in the Oast few minutes, come down to the animal test problem;

The animal .test is still the key tool we have for tryingtthe effect of

unknown agents, chemicals, in a biological system in a mammalian species

A

which is close enough, as I said before, to the.human to be used as a

reliable indicator of the Potential effect in the human. There- has,been,,

as you know, a considerable amount of discussion on-the quality of.the

tests, the criteria for the interpretation of the tests. In the past there

have been, in fact, somewhat different criteria used by different. agencies

in the government in.their ialterpretation of these finding's.

A recent effort this past several months has led to what I think is a

very useful summary of these criteria, which have been'agreed on by

scientists and regulatory officers in the key agencies, the Food and Drug

Administration, theeEnvironmental Protection Agency, the Consumer Product

Safety Commission, and the OSHA,joined in the IRLG, which is the

Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group. This group has called on the

research agencies in the government, especially the National Cancer
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Institute, and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, to

lend them time and effort,and perhaps competence of some scinrists -- I've
411

been one of- them -- to work together to prepare these criteria, as areview,
1.

as a ;cientific revie*,-as a summary of the state of'the art in this field.

This lengthy report has been published in the July issue of the

Journal of the National Cancer Institute. I've left a few copies of it

with the press office and th'ey are probably going to make some additional,.

copies. If you find them there, fine. If not,, pl'ea'se let me know, call

. me, or just take a note, it's the July issue of the Journal_ of the. National.

Cancer-Institute which has this report which is entitled, "Scientific Basis

for IdentificatiOn of Potential Carcinogens, An Estimation of Risks." ,It.

'contains a lengthy, somewhat detailed dfscussion.of all,thes, criteria.

, Those of:you.who feel strong enough to go through ail this thing and are

interested and have the background to go into the details, will find whet

is now, I think, a reasonable agreement recognized in the scientific

community:1

We have had the benefit of very extensive public debate alb very

extensivepcontributions fr4 all sectors of-science and society, through

tr
the mechanism of public comment andhearings that the government has ,1.n its

various agencies. The comment to,the OSHA cancer policy is.an enormous

stack of documentation that has really provided thesgovernmenCithlthe

expert opinion, the documentation, the data offered.by a very large range

of member's of the scientific. cohimunity, and so have many other such

-hearings and public comments, received by other agencies. So I think this,

--a-- -

has not been a docuMent put, together in splendid isolation by government,

bureaucrats.( /
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This is essentially what I wapted'to indicate.. The animal model is not

an esoteric concept. It is the logical aevelopment of.current °'

methodologies in science. It's'the mainsqeam of scjentifjc methodogy.

It is the basis on which we hale learned holeto'lpe,with most diseases by

1, A

learning to handle experimental models of them. It 'would 'be a tragedy if

we were to miss the opportunity to Continue to do so in the most effec Ve

way, to get early warnings of hazards based On experimental methods t

could be used as an efficient basis for protecttng people from,reproducigg'

the extremely impressive sequence and tragic sequence that Dr. Selikoff has

illustrated yesterday, of continued inaction,in the pr4sence.of-irueasing

evidence of hazards.

vo, I would like ,now to,continuemith the presentation- of Dr. Legator, who

/

is to.discuss the topic
/
of.cancer preventiori in

(-
thiscontext. Pr. Legator

is Professdr and Director of the Division of Divironmental Toxicology at

the University of Texas at Galveston. He has previously worked at Brown.

,University, and for a number of yeai-s at the Food and'Orug 1dministration.
,

Hiswork, particularly. in genetic toxicology, is outstanding and

,

,e11-known, and I don't need to spend more time in favor of.recomMending

short time to you.

, DR. LEGATOR: I wouldo;imply like to continue where ITh.'Saffiotti left

o

off, and certainly say that in terms of animal testing for carcinogens,

-----tflFre is no question about the fact that with new products we must do

extensive animal testing. and jtswould be totally immoral and

unconscionable if we continue to put materials into the environmet that

liaVe not received comprehen ive aefinitive'tests in animal Models, grid the
-

qualitative relationship he is excellent.
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The quantitative relationship, again, as Dr. Saffiotti stated, is

another question, and a statement that Ithink it wouldsbe hard-to

challenge is probablyttfactthat the potency of a carcinogen to man can

be determined by the length it takes a committee to decide 'on a positive

result.

Having.made that statement? I think we have to move into the area

that's much more difficult to resolve, and that is in the workplace where

we have multiple exposures to many, many chemicals, where we have a

difficult time sorting out those agent,s'to be tested on a priority basis, 4

how do we handle this situation?- And indeed, is there anything positive

that one can' say, short of the classical epidemiological approach.

Obviously, the prevention of cancer, and more importantly, chemically

induced genetic abnormalities, which is a topic that unfortunatly we have

not talked (about in any great detail, is contingent upon our ability to

identify and prevent human exposure to those chemicals that are mutagenic

and/or carcinogenic. In the most ideal situation', we would like to

continually monitor workers by relevant, short-term procedures that could

identify potentially harmful products or Combinations of products long

before clinical symptoms appear.'

In terms of hazardous industrial substances that we identified,

and most of them in recent years, I'm sure we would agree that vinyl .

hloride, styrene, asbestos, dibroMochloropropane, benzene,

ethyleneethylene oxide and radiation represent some of theore

potent hazardous industrial substances..
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These hazardous materials have been identifiedeby a variety of ,

a

procedures including somelong-term epidemiological studies'. It might he

4i interest to briefly review some of these materials that were identified

as carcinogens and /or witagens.'
ti

Most of you are- perfectly aware, I think, o.f the- MCP, 'the

dihromochloropropane case, where indeed here we had the situation where

workers got together and,found that they were unable to conceive, and that

led indeed to aP..intensive study%whereme.found that most of the,wor'kers

either kd oligospermia or aspermia, and.the interesting point ',here is that

that information was available since 1961 and it was only st Year that

,evidence surfaced. In 1994, -a,group of A

last

from the National

Cancer Institute, found that indeed dibrOMochloropropane induced stomach

a.
. cancer in animals; and in spite of all the information that was available

in the public literature, in the open literiture, it was totally disrel

gaded until, the workmen got together and found that they could not raise a- .

family.

And the final story on.dibromochloropropane has jet to be 'Written, h

cause we find tn ,those workers indeed that -did have sperm, that the sperm

had abnormal morphology, and additionally, they were genetcal,ly abnormal.

And we of the important things that I think we should stress, we talk

about chemicals in a workplace, but let's remember that most of the

qemicals in a'workpladt simply represent an exaggerated expos1re of what

happens,in the general populatioA

0 We could go.on and talk about\vi*lachlof-ide,_put again I'm sure that

most of you know the vinyl chloride story. Let me only add one thing here,

3i9
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which I think is rather important. In the case of vinyl chloride, risk -

c
estimates were made on the basis of a rare liver tumor, angiosarcoma. The

real problem with vinyl, chloride, as we now see, may be in CNS tumors, and

the risk estimate that,were made may be_a tremendous understatement of

really what does'Occur-.--And this is one of our p lemS in risk estiAtes.

And I can talk to.you about a number of examples, but I want to Make

.the follOwing points. Point number one, the reduction of cancer and

genetic hazards in the workplaCe is contingent upon our dhility to identify

these agents.

Two, within the last few years several-industrial chemicals, specifi-

cally the ones that I have enumerated, hte been identified as hazardous in

. the area of chronic' toxicology.

Three, our present identification :of these compounds have been hap -

hazard; nonsystematic, and in many cases the result, of accidentaljindfngs.

A final statement that would he hard to contest is the fact that there

are many, many chemicals in the workplace,to which significant numbers of

individuals are exposed that are yet to be idenWied. In fact, those few

industrial agents that we have charactertzedas being carcinogens or

mutagens, in,a1,1 likelihood represent an insignificant amount of the total

number.of substances that are carcinogeniC'or mutagenic, and this has been

emphasized by one of the previous speakers.

What 4 really need is a set of procedures that will, with a high

degree of accuracy, allo us to identify potential 'carcinogens and

mutagens. The utopian approach to this problem would be to have a number

of accurate, economic teststh t could be conducted in man, would not oose
.

c.
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any dangers to the human fflaj.ects being tested,"and where the results mould

become available in a short period ofi, time. In the hest of all woAds. the
- s-- .

1

., les

resultsshould-serve asan advance-warning system where we can take

remedial action before any clinical symptomsappear.
)

4 I-have just described in very'general terms what wourd be the ideal

situation -- that is, the abjlity to quickly and accurately 'detect

chemicals in the workplaCe that are potential carcinogens or Mut4gens, long

before wesee any.neoplasms. I suspect some of you may he surprfSed if I

tell you that at this,oment, with the capability --wwe-have the-capability

to do just that. All the chemicals that I referred to in the beginning of

my presentation -- vinyl chloride, asbestos, DBCP, ethylene-oxide, styrene,

epichlorohydrin, radiation -- could have been detected in the workplace

using modest site exposed groups and suitable controli% I am not talking

about ,the conventional epidemiological studies win:all their insensitivity

and problems. At the present time the-re is information in the literature
,

attesting to the fact that a41 these chemicals could have been detected in

relevant, short -term, human studies.
. .

What are these procedures? Let me briefly describe these tests. The

premiere:procedure for evaluating adverse effects of chemicals in a human

poOulatiOn.is cytogenetic studies looking'ai chromosomal abnormalities.

This. technique, using sufficient_numbers of cells eld sufficient numbers,of

expose and control groups for chromosomal abnormIlitoies, is probably one

orthe ost powerful-tools we have for4valuating high-risk groups. The

importance of chromosomal abnormalities and a relationship of cancerfn.oan

can be appreciated when we realize that many human cancers appear to arise
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from a single cell. Often the cell has one or more chromosomes differing

in morphology from any of the individual's non-cancerous cells. Almost

every known mutagen and carcinogen in animals has been shown to produce

chromosomal abnormalities. The evaluation of chromotomes of workers for

chromosomal abnomalities is simply a very simple procedure. All you need

is 'a cytageneticist, a light microscope and 5 cc's that you've drawn
0

from

the employee.

Another procedure that can be used concurrently with the cytogenetic

4-,1 end poTni, and again,
$

extremely simple, is the analysis of body fluids.

Here we look,at'urine and/or blood forrthe presence of genetically active

chemicals This protedure has again been used to detect hazardous drugs as

well as ind 4,chemicals.

A third procedure that can be incorporated into our battery is the

evaluation of sperm for genetic and abnormal morphology. Indeed, inthe

case of dibromoChloropropane, in, exposed workers where sufficient sperm

were available for evaluation, genetically defective sperm as well as

abnormal sperm Zrphology W6's,found.

One of the most important points3 about this battery of tests, such a

cytogentic studies, is the fact'that a numbeer of known hazardous chemicals

have been detected, but to my knowledge we have no confirmed studies on

false positives. that is where we have found something to be positive in

the short -term human studies, these have been important chemicals that have

been shown to be hazardous by other techniques.

Well, these tests can almost be considered, I think, diagnostic for

the presence of hazardous materials in the workpalce. They serve as
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advance-wai.ning systems for chemicals, much as a radiation badge tells us

that we are in the presence of harmful radiation. And with the radiation

badge we'find that these effects, again, occur well in advance of clinical

4

symptoms'. We ,don't have to use thrtrite expression, waiting to count dead

bodies. Truly these are advance- warning systems.

The utopian procedUtes that I talked about earlier in my presentation

are already with.us. We have the caPabilities at.this moment of detecting

hazardous mutagens and carcinogens in the workplace. In fact;-that can be

instituted as part of a medical surveillance procedure in industry. The

most obvious quegtion then is, if things are as great and as good as I said

they are, if wejto.have these' procedures, if they are available, why' aren't

.we doing it?

I would first like to address some of the reservations that industry

has raijed abbut using these procedures for monitoring their employees.

The usual allegation made after a positive findingy the manufacturer of a

.suspect chemical is that these proc are merely research tools and we

are not sure as to how the 'results snould be interpreted. The response to

this is quite evident. Can we think of other procedures that have

unerringly detected adverse chemicals in human studies without false

positives, as these procedures, specifically cytogenetics, have? From both

a mechanistic adb applied standpoint, these procedUres can be described as

relevant tools for detecting hazardous substances in man.

It seems quite ludicrous to me .that Dow Chemical has been using this

technique for the 'past 12 to 15 years, and'during this period of time has
INS

publicly stated on how advance-they were in monitoring the safety of their
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workers by these procedures. Cytogenetics was)porclaimed as a research-

tool by Pow Chemical Company last year, only after epichlorohydrin and

benzene were found to induce chromosome abnormalities in their workers.

Another objection that has been raised about these procedures is the

fact that positive findings could lead to all sorts-,of-medical-legalpro-

bieMs with the workers. Certainly nobody could fault industry for their

failure to detect hazardous substances in the past, when the methods for

this kind of study were not available. It is quite another thing, however,

to say that we will not use these procedures now because we are afraid of

the medical -legal implications, when this is weighed against protecting the

workers from any further,,exposure to the chethical. It would seem to me .

that from a moral and legal standpoint industry would be held accountable

for not using these procedures and informing their workers, rather than for-

not doing,the study.

I refer to the fact that Dow Chemical has been monitoring their

workers for the past 12 to 15 years. I might say that Dow --, and this is

referring to the Freeport, Texas, facility, where there's appropmately

.

7,000 employees -- did have a model program' in terms of industrial

mbnitoring, by these short term tests. 'All the problems, such as infOrming

the employees of the procedures, the implications of the findingi, were

suecesSfully.addressed by Dow. Employees were continually informed about

these procedures. Results were made known to them and there was, to my

knoWledge, and this is also information that one can verify with the past

medical director of Dow, that very little employee-management problems were

encountered.
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It was only after the program really paid off,and by that I mean when

they actually detected those agents that the program was geared to detect,

and that is within the last year, that Dow suddenly decided that this was

not a worthwhile program. Indeed, they are no longer carrying out the same

kinds of studies that they've been doing over the past 12 years.

I might add that this'program wal)a model program for other

tries to follow. Some of us who have been associated with the Dow program

over the past decade must now seriously ask ourselves was this simply la

public relations stunt rather than any serious intent of manigementjo take

action on the basis of the results, when the results warranted such

action.

It is interesting to note that many of the ehropean countries, spe-

cifically the Scandinavian countries, are now rountinely carrying out this

type of monitoring in their indutttial fadilities, and some of the data

that I referred to 111 the very opening portion of my presentation has been

generated by these overseas studies., __)(

\The bottom line is obvious. Given 'the procures that we noW,have to
_

safeguard our employees from the exposure td-hazardous materials, does

industry reallyiNant to do it? And more importdntly, what role, if any,

will our regulatory agencies have in seeing that such 4'program is

impTbmented. Too frequently wg come before a group and we talk about our

great research findings and what's on the horizon or what we hope we can do

in the future. What I've tried to say to you right now is that we do have

procedures that need implementation, and that these procedures are probably

as good as anything we have in the field. Thank you.
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(Applause)

DR.'SAFFIOTTI: Thank you very much, Dr. Legator. WO have been asked

to limit the coffee break to five munutes, so that we can resume with the
, .

next talk. So we'll ,try and reconvene at quarter to 11:00.

DR. SAFFIOTTI: Let me introduce the speakers for the second part of

this panel. the next-speaker is well known nationally and certainly to

those of you here in .Chicago; Dr. Samuel Epstein, Professor-of Environ-

mental Health -- isn't it?' At the School of Public Health, University: of

Illinois. Author also of 0 book called, The politics of Cancer. The topic

that DT. Sam Epstein is going to discuss is, in fact, entitled "The

Politics of Cancer." It's a wide topic for which I hope he'll use a little

time.

DR. EPSTEIN: Dr. Saffiotti, ladies and gentlemen, I shout mention

that there is a possibility which I can't exclude that I might take up more

than my 15 minutes allotted time. If I do this it will only be because

Irving Selikoff told me that he had some time to spare fromyesterday which

he didn't use up.

I'd like first of all to.congratulite OSHA on having put together a

balanced program, in fact of having leaned over backwards to assure

adequate, fair and reasonable represehtation of'all concerned and

interested viewpoints.

I should mention that the text of my talkis available -- or rather

was available, I believe there are no more copies at the moment, ,,but there

will be some more copies this afternoon in the pressroom.

Now, I propose to discuss with you briefly the issue of the politics
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of cancer, with particular reference to the inflationary impact of-failure

to regulate.

We're now at a very critical phase of American history. Technology is

proceeding apace, and at the same time the regulatory agencies are

crumbling against -- in the face of the combined assault of the Council on

Wage and Price Stability and industry. These are serious times for

/---
America. The possibility exists that we might save pennies today at the

expense of bahkruptcy in the futUre. And this is anissue which I propose

to deal with you.

It's interesting that we're faced with a paradox of a liberal and

Democratic administration with some agency heads ofainparalleled skill and

integrity and p ofessionalism, who are achieving less and who are likely to

achieve still less than their predecessors during previous Republitan

administrations. It is an interesting paradox, ladies and gentlemen.

Senator Kennedy, in the last decade, has been warning with increasing

vigor, of the likelihood of subversion of the democratic decision-making

process ,by special interests. Environmental cancer in general, occupa-

tional cancer in particular, are supreme manifestations of such

subversion.

A critical element in this subversion of decision-making, and on the
.,.

assault against the regulaeory agencies, is and has been the role of ir-

dustry. And I would like now to start off by discussing with you what has.
.1/

been the pa'st role of industry strategies and what is the present and

evolvingsattern.of industry strategies.

But before doing this, I feel it's important for me to share with you

some personal credos which will underline the rest of my discussion.'
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My first credo is that I believe in the. superiority of the free

enterprise system. I believe in the immense potential of modern tech-

nology for,resolving conflicts between economic growth and public health

considerations. And I believe that, furthermore,'that crises will escalate

and continue to escalate inevitably, until same consonance has been

developed between societal and long-term industrial interests.

There are ciritical needs now for top management to seize initiatives

and in develolping such consonance between these interests. There i a

need to avoid future and massive polarizations which are inevitable unless

industry does reappraise its strategies.

Let u0 now briefly Consider what have been the past strategies of

industry, and let us now, subsequent to that, take a look at the strategies

that are evolving.

The past strategies of industry have been blamed on the concept of

of risk. Risk does not exist, or risk is minimal. And inherent in

this overall rubric has been a complex of different elements, the relative

elhasis on which differs in different forms, different adjudicatory pro-

ceedings, different circumstances.

But let me gq through some of the elements. The first and the most

important element is blame the victim. If somebody gets cancer it's his or

her fault. They are hyper-susceptible. They're ethnically undesirable.

They eat too much fat. They spend too much time in the ,sun. 'And factors

of this kind. In other words, a. shift or responsibility from industry to

the individual:

In parallel with that is an emphasis on the need for biological
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monitoring. Let us look at any oneindividualand see if he's getting

early cancer. If Fie's getting early, cancer, we'll do something about it.

Let us see if the individual is getting lead poisoning. In other words,

emphasis on biological monitoring of the individual rather than on

environmental monitoring.

The other elements of course are to minimize the hazard, and part of

minimizing the, hazard is to say if you get experimental data in animals

indicating the future hazard, let us minimize this and let us insist on the

need for long-term prospective epidemiological studies.

At the same time as we talk about minimizing the hazard, the remarks'

you've heard from Mr. Lang this morning on occupational cancer fit into

'thit superbly. Industry has always insisted that occupatiOnal.cance(s are
-A.

tifg-hat under 5 percent of the total incidence of cancers. , And at the

same time, industry has refused to make available exposure dada on what

workersiare exposed to what substances in this country. In fact, the credo

of the Chemical Manufacturers' Association is the worker has no right to
,1

kn-ow to what they're exposed to in the workplace, because this may give

vital trade secret information on trade name products.

Now the National Cancer Institute, the NatiOnal Institute of Environs

mental Health Selena's, National Institute for Occupational Safety and.o.

Health, put together a document which was released in September '78, which

indicated thdt up to 38 percent of cancers in future decades could be
0'

ascribed to occupational factors. Like industry, I believe that thisis a

misleading document, although for different reasons. I think this is a

misleading document because it seriously undereitimates the impact of
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occupational cancer. The estimates from the government source related to

asbestos and five other'known carcinogens. It ignored radiat'Son. It

ignored.20 other epidemiologically proven carcinogens. It ignored approki4-
h

mately 200 or so carcinogens shown to be active in animal systems. It

ignored the spill-over of carcinogens from the chemical industry to the

outside. workplace. It failed to recogntzethe fact that current epidemio-

logical studies are based largely On large industries as opposed to small

business, where levels of proteCtion and degrees of protection are far less

adequate, in fact it they exist at all. And itilso failed to*recogntze

the fact that most epideMiological studies arenot based on lifetime4 -

expsoure. So, like industry, I fault the government document, though for

different reasons.

Now, of course, how did industry react to this docum? It proceeded

4 to attempt to do a'seriesof patch jobs, Ifnd,One of tlie most interesting

elements that surfaced was the rural Stallbnes-Downs story. .The AIHC

contracted with Stallones and DOWni,from the Texas School of Public Health
411,,

basically to do a hatcirt job.on the document. °StaJlones and Downs,
, -

consultants to the industry, however, came up basically saying, "We agree

with the results of the government document,. _We' agree with the findings of

the goverpment document." What did AINC do? By some remarkable oversighp,

they failed to include the Stallones-DownS document in.the p_ost=hearing

submissions of record to OSHA.

The other.element to the industry stratetes are to maximize the

utility and the efficacy of the product,-and to say this is a unique ..

societal product, we can't 4dOwithout it: A goodeXample of the

I
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fallacy of nonsensical nature of such claims is aldrip an dieldrin,
45.4hite.

\chemicals produced by Shell, pesticides Produced by Shell,,persistent

organo-chlorine pesticides, for which, even in courtat suspension

cancellation hearings at EPA, Shell was unable to produce 4idence'of the

efficacy of aldrin and .dieldrin. Which incidentally everybody fh.this 'room.

has aldrin and dieldrin in thetr ,body fat, .1, :2 ppm kind of levels, but

Shell was unable to demonstr'ate any evidence of the efficacy of dieldrin,
, .

because, the overwhelming insects dgalnst which dieldrin were used had

A
been resistant for over a decade-. Where's the trade-off? -

I could give you many other instances of such questionable efficacy.

The other elements of course are maximizing the difficulties of cost of
3

compliance. When

talks about this

we talk about, the costs of_compliance, when industry

we're really dealing with, I think, almost an area of

le erdemain, of sleight of hand, and I'm g?ing to give you a, very specific

examp e of. how the game is played.

In1974, when OSHA was getting ready to proMulgate the'0 to 1 ppm

vinyl chloride sta ard, industry had economic impact analyses done by

Foster D.. Snell and Arthur D. Little, firms who are still producing

estimates on costs of compliance, which the louncil of Wage and price,
o

Stability for some reason takes seriously, and the estimates of course were

predictable. If you have the 0 to 1 ppm standards somewhere in the region'

-- it's going to cost the country $92 billion and 2.2 million people will

lose their jobs. I thought, good Lord, perh4ps we should lose a few'

thousand - workers. It's just not worth it, you know, 2.2 million jobs and

$92 billion. That's a hell of a lot of cash.
.
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In fact what happened? Letme start off backwards. The VC standard,

the 1 ppm standard, was introduced,in April of 1975. The VC-PVC industry

is enjoying an unprecedented booT but Jet's follow the sequence of events

after April of '75, when the standard was'established.

- Within six months B. F. Goodrich had come into compliance at a 'capital

cost of $35 million, not billion: Six months later they were making' money

by leasing their compliance technology. Nine months later'. the plastics

industry. increased the price of its plastic products, complaining that an'

unresponsive and oppressive government had forced this increase because of

regulatory costs which it was passing on to the public.

The other elements to he industry strategies are exhausting the

agenciei, insisting on p.rotracted, case-by-case examination, which is the

familiar tack of the,erican Industrial Health Cancil. 1et'.s.c.iebate this

issue. Let's take it to court. .Let's tie up the agency for one, for two

years on this one specific issue. Let's paralyie and insure that, iXfatt,

they're unable to act in other areas.

The other elements are propagandizing the public, to wit the multi-

million dollar misleading advertising ca4paign of Monsanto, assuring the

public, synthetic chemicals are safe, unless they're mishandled, at the ,

same time Monsanto rushing CyCle Safe bottles into market with

acrylonitrile in them, before having completed the tests on acrylonitrile;

and when FDA found 20 parts per.billion4n-Cae sold at retail, Monsanto

takes them 4...court; saying, "Why are you concerned about small levels of

acrylonitrile?" `Twenty partS per billion, ladieS and'gentlemen. Let me

explain tpyouwhat it is. That means that bottle of Coke, you'd
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have 10 to the PoWer of 18 molecules of acrylonitrile. It means that. in

-every cc that your child drinks; there will be 19 to the power of 1/10,

qbadrillions of Molectilesof acrylonitrile.

Now, the other elements of.course take me to Ute area of

Witergate-ism. -In the course of the-last 15-years; working for Con-

gressional committees, for the media, for regulatory agencies. I've been

`imvolved in the detailed analysis of the data base of industry in a wide

range of products, consumer products, insecticides, industrial chemicals,

e'
what have yei. In my book I document example after example of criminal

acts ranging from
.
suppression, aistortgon, manipulation, destruction of

,data.' I could -- in fact-if time and your interest permitted, keep you

here for the next 24 hours and go through case-after case-after-case and

46
cite to you chapter and verse of. such crimi nal 'acts. And.in my book I

document these in great detail. I name the industries, name the,companies,

tell how the game is being played. And many of these games are still

The unwillingness of Dow Chemical to release the data on tab

cytopentic effects of benZene and epichiorohydrin while at the same time,

. in 1911, while at the same time iiiduStry.Was maintaining there's no
.

exidence at all of any advei.se effect'below rb ppm. Dr. Oiton,..oef. course,

was ,one ofthe gentlemen who was maintaining, look, there's absolutely no

evidence of dny adverse harm below 10 ppm, so why worry? I'll come to you

in a moment, further,'Dr.

But be that.as it may, we're dealing with a series Watergate -isms and

white collar crimes which sould be more appropriately discdssed under that

imr

4P.
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rubric, rather than under the rubric of science. These are issues of 7"'s

Watergate-ism.

Let me now turn to the evolving strategies of the industry, because

these evolving strategies of the industry represent' somewhat of- a more

sophisticated approach than the old blunderbuss approach, which to a"

. certain extent depended on maintaining information secret, on cozy

relationships between industry and regulatory agencies, between some things

which are elements-of the past, I hope.

Now, the new strategies of the Chemical industry are, stimulated by

various developments, including the revelations on the misleading or

fraudulent data base of industry, The emergence of a small cadre of

activist scientists who scientifically caniot be easily challenged, and at

the same time are not entirely shy about making their views heard, and also

theemergenceof some outstanding new appointments for agency heads. Put

also, and most critically, the nationalAood for deregulation and

anti- inflation. So, ever sensitive to the changing national mood, the new

stategies are swung in to play, arebased on the-acceptance of risk as a

trade-off for the benefits. And I'm going to come to that more in a

moment. But essentially, is the debate is now being shifted, from the

scientiTic4ebate in agencies, to Congress, the courts and COWPS -- Council

1

on Wage and Price Stability. Now; let me just very briefly talk some of

the problems of.cost benefit analysts. Incidentally, I would agree with .

the views expressed by Donald Kennedy, the Commissioner o'f the FDA, that

cost=.benefit analysis is a prethature science fostered by national economic

pressures, and in this particular case it's being expolited by industry
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to maintian a self -sTvving Status quo.

Now, the most important point about cost-benefit analysis is that's'

°industry has the ability to swing into operation an enormously powerful
.

WA r 1pbtiy to prevent or reduce complianceloday because of the alleged high

- costs: But we the public, the Workers, the consumers, do,no0aVe alitlobby
- ,

to adequately express our concerns.of the.high and inf'ationary'costs 10,

20; 30 yearis from now, from failure to regulate. So the impact of

compliance falls or one small segmeOt of the_ population, namely indpstry,

the economic impaet, but the economic impact of 'failure to comply impacts
-

4 -7""

massively on ail citizens of our country.

Now, let us talk first-of all about the benefitsof regulation, and

let us then consider the costs of regulation,. When we falkeabout the

benefits of regulation, the most important ben fits'of,regulation are the

prevention Of delayed costs, of failur4 to regulate, in terms of diseaseoin

terms of death, and in terms of envirbhmental //
degradotion. Nbw,, there are'

substantial uncertainties in developing such estimates, and:.first'of all,

it's difficult to make quantitative projeCtions from animal datsa7, and there

have been some extraor4inarily facile attempts to make estimates as- to how

many humans are going to die from introducing material like saccharin. in

the market, for which.we have, animal data, to tryto egtiMate from there

/*how many people are going to-die.' Now, interestingly Wheh you take the

animal carcinogenicity data on saccharin and apply standard metliods of risk:

estimates --the. Mantell-Bryan type of approach -- with diff6./ enI estimates
ek

you get something like 14 million fold of'vaiation tn\the numbers of

anticipated human bladder_zencer deaths, In fact, there isn't any real
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scientific basis for using animal data to-develdp quantitative inferences

as to loss of life.

And as far a human data is concerned, when you do have epidemio ical

data it is possiblerto develop some kinds of estimates, which is in fact

what the NCI-NIEHS-NIOSH document did, and which in fact is partly the

reason for the anger of the American Industrial Health Council and for some

of the extraordinary misleading propaganda that gentlemen like Mr. Lang

seem capable of serving you.

Now, let also talk about some of the other savings from the -- as

benefits of regulation. Now, the recognized costs of disease in this

country, let's briefly talk about the recognized costs of .disease. Total

national health care costs now are somewhere in the region of about -- in

1979, are somewhere in the region of about $190 billion, which is about 10

percent of the.ONP, which is more than 55 billion more than Defense.

Now, of the money we spend on treatment of health care in this

country, which is about $50 billion, less than 4 percent is Spent on

.prevention. In fact, we spend less than $200 million a year on all arias

of cancer. In fact, health costs lead the inflationary spiral in this

country, and it's interesting to contrast the runaway hospital costs in

spending with, in fact, tho'MasSive-rasisIxete of industry to regulation on

the environmental' and nealth level.

.Now, as far'as HEW estimates go, the recognized direct and indirect

,costs cancer are somewhere in the region of about $30 billion a yea

These are direct and indirect costs: As I document, in my book an

else ere, these estimates ignore -- these are just the tip of the iceberg.
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They ignore the so-called externalized costs, which I will briefly mention

to you in a moment. But when yoU top up the externalize costs, the costs

which are generally discounted, are not recognized, you're dealing with

,costs which exceed $100 billion a year.

Let us go through some of these externalized costs. The'NIOSH

document, "The Right to Know," published in 1977, made it clear that the

costs of surveillance of worker§ who, in that past, have biOn exposed to

the 14 regulated carcinogens is somewhere in the region of about 8.5

billion. This excludes costs of monitoring of up to 2 billion a year.

This excludes costs of physical examination of 230 million. And so on and

so forth. The amount of money spent in this country on workmen's

compensation massively underestimates the true impact of occupational

disease. The Love Canal situation. The product liability. The

third-party suits. The medical malpractice suits. When you total all

these things up you realize that the 30 billion recognize costs are the tip ,

of the iceberg.

Now, so myth f6r the benefits of the regulation: In other words, if

you do regulate row how much money are you doing to save in the-future.

Let's
,.

just briefly look now at the costs of regulation. The costs of re-

gulation, as.I mentioned before, tend to Le immediate. And these estimates

also involve sibstantial uncertainties. But the'Eouncil on Wage and Price

tatility uses industry estimates as the basis for its proposed actions.

The industry estimates are generally of the.same self-serving nature as the

vinyl chloride example which I gave you, and neither COWPS nor OSHA have

the resources to examine in great detail these estimates. In fact when

COWPS took. the data from AINC on the .costs of regulation, 'generic_

3j7
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regulation of carcinogens, the Foster O. Snell costs, the same gentleman

who gave you the $92 billion estimate for vinyl chloride, COWPS admitted

iihat these estimates were seriously flawed, but nevetheless recommended

that' hese estimates should be incorporated in the decision - making, basis.

these estimates also ignore-the'positive externalities of

compliance, such.as the add-on devices, such as the existence of

alternative technologies, of product and pnocets substitution. For

instance, when you talk about regulating benzene, if indeed industry cab

make a case of re ting benzene down to 1 ppm or-lower is expensive:then

there are alternatives. The Italian shoe industry, for instance, got rid

of leukemia in its works by substituting toluene for benzene. It isn't a

question of leukemia versus starvation, which is the industry line. There

are alter-

natives. There are process and product substitutions.

There are- also substantive economies to be gained from recovery and

recycling. Also, the growth of the pollution control industry, which

provides good services and employment is growing at more than twice the

rate of U. S. industry.

I mentioned the fact that unfortunately most of our data now on costs

of compliance come from a self - serving, - flawed source, and as yet the
o

regulOory agencies do not appear to have developed an adequate data base

on this area. And I think you also have to contrast the industry

positions, the exaggerated emphasis-on the costs of. compliance in health

add safety, with their insistence of regulation where corporate interests

have to be protected.' To wit,the protest of the trucking industry when

threatened with deregulation. To wit, the protests of the American Medical
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Association on behalf of the medical industry, 4hen recommendation% were

made that doctorsshould be allowed to advertise. And so on and so forth.

IL.
Cost.benefit analyses -- just two more minutes,-- cost benefit

analyses raise important questions of"equity. On the One hand you have to

-
balance the immediate small cost of powerful and small segments of society

against delayed and greater cost to the public witho organized' lobby.

And the risks which the public are expected to bear and the. costs are of an

involuntary nature.

Maw, I want to end by doing two things.. To give you some flavor of

the kind and the quality of advice which industry gets from its consul-
,

tants, and the kind and the quality of advice of information presented by

such consultants at judicial-anqegulative hearings. Let me quote to you

from the gentleman who's going to follow me, Dr. Olson, when testifying

befo're -- on the question of the benzene standard.

Dr. Olson was one of the industry witnesses and who submitted a°17

page testimony, a quarter of which was devoted to listing his own academic

achievements, and Dr. Olson, in the'course of this testimony made it clear

that he was under the impression that the literature -- this was on the

vinyl chloride, on vinyl chloride, benzene situation -- he was under the

impression the literature had established thresholds for carcinogenic

effects. And I quote. "The carcinogen, vinyl chloride, shows clear-cut

threshold behavior in both animals and man. The threshold for tumor

induction by vinyl chloride in animals. is 10 ppm. Th& concentration at

which hepatic levels were not depressed and there were tumors observed.

After 25 years Of observation, doses of vinyl chloride in the air of
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approximately 2,000 ppm in industrial plants have beenshows,to cause

tumors in man, as levels below 200 ppm have not." In fact, we hatie ample

evidence -on carcinogenic effects in animals and humans way below 10 ppm.

But be that as it may, stranger still was Dr. Olsonbelief that benzene

could not be regulated as a human carcinogen. And listen to this, "Because

Duman experience hadn't been validated by animal experiments," 'He said,

well, now, look, it's true you've got suggestions of leukemogenic effects

in humans, but we haven't demonstrated it in Aimals. And I quote, "In my

opinion benzene cannot be called a primary carcinogen because no cancer has

been demonstrated in animals after benzene exposure." Et cetera.

Now, I'd like to end by quoting, if I may, from a well known American

radical. "I hope we shall crush in its birth the aristocracy of our monied

corporations which dare already to challenge our government to a trial of - k

strength and to bid defiance to the laws of our-country." Thomas

Jefferson, 1816. Thank you.

(Applause)

DR. SAFFIOTTI: The next speaker on the panel is Dr. Robert Olson.

lir. Olson's presentation was added to the program. Dr. Olson is Professor

of Biochemistry and Professor of Medicine at St. Louis University School of

Medicine.' e has a Ph.D. biochemistry from St. Louis University, M.D. from

Harvard edical School. He's presently a member of the Food and Nutrition

Board of the National Academy of Sciences. He's published extensively in

the area of environmental factors in health, and his title ,is, "Science and

the Determination of Public Policy." Dr. Olson.

46 DR. OLS.ON: Thank you very much, Dr. Saffiotti fr your intro-
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duction, and thank you, Dr. Epstein, for your introduction.

The issue of benzene pathophysiology can come up in the discussion if

yOu'd like to ask either of us further questions about this.

Now, I'm a medical doctor engaged in the practice of internal

medicine, which includes_the ,care of cancer patients. I'm also professor

and teacher in a medical school, and hence'sarry out both animal and

clinical investigations. As has been mentioned, of the effect of many

chemicals upon the health of these species.

Now, as a medical doctor I am most concerned about the fact, that

cancer is the seEond major killer of Americans, taking 400,000 lives per

year. No medibal doctor takes the burden of cancer lightly. It is a major

killer. It is a disease in which the moldcular biology is still unclear,

but certain very specific causes.have been identified] in the environ-

ment. Now, much research is being carried,on at the present time to

clarify these areas of ignorance. The National Cancer Institute budget for

the next year will approximate one billion dollars.

Now, it has been stated that up to 80 percent of human cancer is

related to the environment., And I think that statement has to be taken in

the context -that the environment includes tfie food we eat, the water and

alcohol that we drink, the aiNe breathe and the consequences of social

intercourse.' I think in deVelbping a' public policy from scientific

evidence, that which exists, it's very unreasonable to try to develop

exaggerated claims about one segment of the environment versus another.

Now, this particular semina the focus is on environmental health.

and caricerlin the workplace, and there been many estimates which
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have been made by qualified epidemiologists and investigators, about the ,

segment of cancer mortality which is caused by the workplace. These

estimates have varied froffi one to over 40 percent. In fact, Dr. Epstein

has lust told you that the estimate documents of the National Cancer

Institute hav'e actually underestimated the constribution of the workplace'
A

toqhis epidemiology. If we keep'expanding the percent from each segment

of the environment, we will soon approximate about 300 percent.

But in any event, public policy must be determined by'a confluence

people in government, in the public, in the scientific sector, and in the

regulatory agencies. As a scientist, I'm certainly not one to insist that

scientists determine public policy, but I think as a working scientist, it

is my dutrand responsibility to be sure to emphasize the fact that good

science has to underlie the determination of public policy. And I think

extravagant claims, unfounded, criticized by peers in the respective areas

of scholarship, about the incidence of cancer in the workplace are not Con-

tributing to our solution to this problem.

Now,,it has been emphasiied by -- there is a controversy, let me put

it that way, in this seminar about whether there is an epidemic of cancer.

)
But going back to the Nblic health statistics. that are available to all of

us, those prbvided by the National Cancer Institute and by the,perican

Cancer Society, it's hard to.find evidence in our total population,

including the working force of 90 million people, that there is, in fact,

an epidemic of cancer generally in this'country.

The epidemic that exists is an epidemic of lurig cancer, a form of

/

cancer that was very rare in the 1920's and 30's, now becomes the leading
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cause of cancer in males. We know that the rate of lung cancer in males is

now deolining slightly.' The rate of lung' cancer in females is still

rising, and that has been, I think, convincingly demonstrated to be the

result of cigarette smoking.

Now:\as regards the estimates document that the National Cancer

Institute generated. on September 15, 1978, a paper, the senior author of

which is Bridbord, and included many of outstanding scientists at NCI,

has been roundly criticized by many peers in the field of epidemiology,

including Sir Richard Dahl of Oxford University, Dr.:John Higginson of WHO

and even Ernest Winter of the American Health Foundation, who pioneered as

a medical student at Washington University, across town from us, in

identifying cigarette smoking as a cause of lung cancer in men. ,

,

The Lancet said on December 1978, "It is sad to see such'a fragile

report under such distinguished names." Nov, contrary to Dr. Epstein, I

think the.estimates are exaggerated and the assumptions are 'based on the
. 14%

worst case, the case that doesn't exist, for example, that of the 14

A ._

million shipyard workers'exposed to asbestos during the war, four million

were heavill exposed and that this exposure's going to create an epidemic

of 75,000 cases of asbestos-realated cancer per annum of the next 20 years.

Now, mesothelioma is a marker for asbestos cancer. It does not affect

the lung. It affects the pleura and the peritoneum. The estimate from

this kind of statistic of mesothelioma incidence is 20,000 cases per year.
4

The actual observed number is 1,00 cases. We 'also know that cigarettes,

cijarette.smoking, as Selikoff showed many year ago, is a powerful

co-carcinogen for asbestos, or it may be synergistic as a carcinogen
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with asbestos. So.that if smoking was elimindted fi.om asbestos -exposed

.workers,'the incidence of lung cancer would drop to practiCally twice not

ten times the'incidenCe from asbestos alone.

Now, the case of vinyl (chloride is alsotnteresting, because this is

used as an example of ind trial neglect, and Ithink.it reflects more

industrial ignorance of the problem. The NCI report says there were two
?

million individuals inthis country exposed to vinyl chloride and

. calculates the expected fall-out from thatkind of eii"posure not only of

angiosarcoma, which is a very rare form of tumor of the Kupffer cell, but

from other tumors that have been mentioned here today.

Actually the PIO0 report says that 4,000 workers were excessively

exposed, to'vinty chloride. -So I don't think this report has helped the

cause of occupational medicine or regulatory agencies, because it's ,a'clear

exaggeration of the dangers of the workplace. That's not to say that the

workplace js not dangerous for some individuals. But.it doesn'thelrthe

cause of public health to exaggerate the risk.

Now, other dangers in the environment, of-course, exist. I've been

concerned in the Food and Niltiltion Board, by evaluating the contribution
,

41*

made from the American diet, which has been estimated to account for some

25 to So percent of cancers. Now, the-diet, of course, is composed of both

nutritive and non-nutritive components. There are.thouSandt of non-nutri-

tive components, as well as 'the mafor biochemicals that keep us alive in

the American diets.

Some of them are known to be carcinogens. For example, aflatoxin,.

which is "the product of a mold thait contaminates peanuts and corn and
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grains to a certain extentin this .country, to a larger extent in Sputheast
Yti

sr

Asia,-is onb of the most.powerfurcaralnogens known. But the public

doesn't hear about that. Nodoes it hear that the FDA recommended limits

on.aflatoxin 'contamination ofpeanut butter is 20 parts per billion, a

level that will cause tumors 0 mice.

So Ithink putting things..into perspective, including the danger of
$

pyrolysiS Of tryptophan, say, in, barbecued meat-or ace-role of

polyunsaturated fatty, acids which are recommended -for the control.of serum

cholesterol but in fact have been shown to be co-carcinogenic-in rats

exposed tedimethylhydrazine these ideas have to be also promulgated.

Ni, how do,.. we deal,withtile,dietary problem? At the moment it
. .

,,.,
;

radyir more: research, but One thing we know, that obesity, which can be
.,-- .

I:.

regulatK bytWoontrol of energy' intake'r,is an important .risk factoy\not

only for cardiovascular disease, but for certain kinds of cancer.,
:

Now, my view 'is regulation is necnsar. But o5er7,regulation is a

bane and is as inflationary as Dr:'Epstjn thinks thelack of regulation

will be in the ,- in 2080. I-3a 151aud the activttfes of the Interagency

RegOrory Liaison Group, which Or.rSaffiotti melitionecWiller todt,/

which has been grappling with the problems: the initial OSHA document and

other documents forthcoming from any regulatory agencies, to try to move
,

towarda program which will include animal testtng-, will include short-term

tests, will include epidemfolOgic data, not prospective.stu?ies.of workers

now exposed, but the total evidence in man that a certain environment is

toxic, and we'll conduct risk-benefit assessments, which don't think is a

subterfuge of industry, but is a necessary event tot we conduct every day.
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in our lives.

Now. this document, I think, moves toward a conciliation. I do mit-

think government, industry and the academic community should engage in con-

frontation in attempting to solve problems a'slkmportant as the one being

discussed these two days here in Chicago.

4
Who suffers from these, froM mistakes made in the area of regulition?

Not the agencies. Not industry, not the academic community. It is the

person that suffers. And the equation is how do we solve the problem of

regulatory intervention which is costly and which taxes the individual

versus the appraisal,of genuine public health risks that impair his health?

I think our charge is,as difficult as that of Ulysses, to sail between the

straits of Scylla and Charybdis. It will require skill and judgment.

(Applause)

DR.iAFFIOTTI: Thank you. Thelast panelist on this program is Dr.

William McCarville, Director of Environmental Affairs, Corporate

Environmental Policy Stef of Monsanto. Dr. McCarville has a career in

research chemistry. -4s a,research chemist he has been in the Monsanto

Company in various positions for many years and will speak on the topic of

wisdom in the workplace. Dr. McCarville.,

DR. McCARVILLE: Thank you, Dr. Saffiotti. I came here this morning

to talk to you about some myths, some myths anq some facts. Now, Dr.

Epstein was'kind enough to furnish a couple more that I hadn't 0fanned to

tA,lk about, but as a representative of Monsanto I can't pass them by.

They're not pertinent to today's topic,, but if you would like some facts on

'the chemical facts of life program or on the cycle safe bottle, see me
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after this meeting or any of the other"Monsento representatives here, and

rid be -delighted to talk to you about them.

..., 4

), L
- The myths that I did come prepared to talk about have been pretty

'4 k

widely quoted in the popular media, while the facts have been equally well
. *

circulated in the medical and scientific literature, so while I'll try to

keep my comments non-technical, I do have copies of my remarks that are

annotated to the pertinent technical literature. I believe there are some

eo

on the back table. There are some downstairs at the AIHC pressroom.

While much of the discussion this morning has been about cancer

generally, I would like to:limit my comments to the narrower theme of this

panel, cancer in the workplace, and because of the time constraints, I'll

limit my discussion to just a few key topics, to several ideas that we hear

and read about almost daily which really have little or no basis in fact.

I want to say at the onset that the health of our workers/ and the safety of

the workplace are of the.utmost importance to industry. Rut ta_order to

give-our best efforts to insuring that health and safety, w need to be

clearly aware of what afe.the real problems and whet are simply myths.

First, I challenge the implication and the title of this conference'

In answer to the question cross the front of all the conference material

there is no occupational dis se epidemic. Nor is it an epidemic of car

in the,United States.

As others have pointed out, the age adjusted ipcidence rate for all

cancers in this country has remained nearly constant for the past half

%

century. There have been striking increases, however, in respiratory tract

cancers, almost' certainly because of smoking, but this ts contrasted by
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dramatic decreases in stomach cancers and'ca.ncers of.the uterus, for

reasons we frankly don't understand.

But the rates of incidence of .most other cancers have remained

virtually constant. In fact, if cancer were eliminated tomorrow morning;

the life span of the average American would be increased by about 1 1/2 to

2 years. By contrast, if we were to elimip e all cardiovascular di sate,

the life span would be increaseciby seven years.
/

Stated in simple terms, cancer is a major 'disease, _and it is important

that we learn to prevent and to cure it. But cancer 14,,by no standard

epidemic. Now, even if there is no general cancer epidemic, some say there

stfll could be an epidemic of cancer -in a small population, such 'as the

workplace, but the facts argue otherwise.

Again, twill challenge your Program invitation, which says that each

year 100,000 Americans die froM workplate expos'ure to chemicals. This

es "mate comes from a government report published seven years ago. It used

ther studies of the ratio of violent.to nonviolent deaths in underground

metal and uranium mines'and in smelting plants, that indicate that there
/4- c

1

were about seven nonviolent deaths for every violent dea't'h.

The report went on to claim that there were 14,000 violent deaths each

year in the entire workirig population. St there must be-about seven times

as many nonviolent deaths or about 100,000. Now, there are three obvious

flaws in all of this. First, the U.S. National Inter for Health

StatistioPs said that-11972, the year in which the report I referred to

earlier was Published, that there were 5,700 violent deaths in industry,

from all types of workplace associated accidents, not 14;000.4
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Second, the report assumed that all 'nonviolent deaths by everyone who

. --

works in indutiy ire'caused"by exposUre to chemicals. But there has never

been an occupational group study in which most of the deaths wtre_york

related. So even if there were 100,000 nonviolent 'deaths per -yearl,among

11*

workers, most would have to be considered non-occupatiOnal and

non-chemically related.
Ca S-.1

The third'flaw is the extrapolation to the entire work force based on
.

three occupations that are more than usually hazardous. This example of

"worst case" reasoning is the same. as assuming that everyone always drives

at 100 miles an hour, s" ce most automobiles are capable Of that speed. If

this were the case, the jected ,deaths from automobile accidents would be

A

huge, but in fact we're dealing, witii a real world'situation where everyone

doesn't drive 100 miles an hour, and the actual number of deaths js a lot.

lower.

This same commonsense rule should be applied_to studies of the

WrAplace. Otherwise, we find ourselves li'ving with seven year myths being, X

quoted as fact' The real Workplace faot is-that the incidence of cancer

for workers is'aboutthe same it is for the rest Of the.Populatibn, The
.

,

workplace is' not a maffillicause of cancer.

We've heard back .and forth about what percentage. I' choose to say
,

that it's probably less than five percent in my paper documents, some

soUrCes from which I come to that cOnclusion: Now, there have been.

instances oCirresponsible inaction by, industry when problems dq_exist.

This is inexcusable. But I think it's iimost as irresponSible to overpeact°

to an issue that is not a,problem. In fact, the emphasis that has iievi

4
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placed on workplace cancer in recent years may actually have obsc6red other

issues in the fight against cancer.

". For example, the marker cancer for vinyl chloride monomer exposures

have resultedin a total of 24 cancer'cases41n the past 40 years in the

United States. Now, rightly so this has caused much concern about the

workplace es a cancer.gAtor. But comwe this with,the fact that 80,000

to 100,000 people-Afe each year.from lung,cancer,'and society has taken no

steps to bar,cigarettes, one of the major factors.

Another statement we hear all the time is, because the chemical

0 industry has essentiall,y grown up since World War II, we have yet.to

witness the true effect of workplace exposure to carcinogenic materials.

The idea is thar:the epidemic is yet to acme -- since cancer has a latency

period between exposure and onset.

Now, chemicals have been around for centuries. Chemical research in

an induitrial,sense began nearly 400 years ago, and most of the major'

commericial chemicals we knoWtoday'have been in production for'bearly 40

years. Thus, chemicals should have ca used a significant rise in cancer

rate long before now.

Some years ago this latency:period'Was put,at-20 to 30 years. More

recently the estimate became 30-to p_years. And an .article published a

few weeks ago.put 'at 50 years. If *the estimates '98 much higher we'll he

discussing the incongruous situation' where the latency period extends

beyond the expected life span.

Now, thee latency argument'is interesting, we know that; in the real

world, whenever you give statistics for large groups of people you're

.
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talking about averages. In the case of a lrge-scale exposure to a toxic

chemical, if the average latency period is 30 years, some people will not

show reaction for, say 50 ,years.' But others will be affected much sooner,

say in five to ten years. But we haven't seen this happen either.

Another myth that I hear and read about, all the time is that industry

t

just doesn't really give a damn about what happens to its employees, so

long asthe company makes money. On the contrary, responsible industry has

always been concerned with workplacd'safety and health. The chemical

industry, for example, routinely handles materials which ar7 explosive or

toxic, or both. Perhap,because of this the chemical industry has one of

the best safety records of any industry.

Now, today, as a society, we face another kind of concern, chronic

health effects, such as cancer and cardiovascular disease. Now,

unfortunately my ipdustry has also found some workplace chemicals with

adverse chronic effects V5.114--chloride monomer, asbestos, and' t few

others with less recognizable names. These are now carefully controlled,

as are about 30 other potential human carcinogens.

Now, actually, our safety record has been maintained in this area as

well. The most recent government report ranks the chemical ,industry,12th

'n terms of cancer hazard -- far down the list compared to other industries

ith seemingly less potential for problems.

Another myth, and this is one which is most unfair td the American

w rker, isthatt mostchemicals cause cancer. Again, this is patently

un rue. In all, we know of abouffour million chemicals. Of these, about

45, 00 are in common use. There are a few hundred suspect carcinogens,
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those which ad positive results in animal testing but no known human

effects, an there are about 35 known hurdan carcinogens, and this includes

both natur and man-made substances. Thus, only a tiny fraction of the

chemicals we have discovered are known. to cause cancer in people or are

even suspected of doing so.

Now, in the workplace there.is very-little exposure to the known

carcinogens; and where thatlexposbre does occur it's very strictly
.

controlled. Another aspect is that much that we know about chemicals and

their potential to cause cancer has been learned with the help of industry.

Industry is a major source of ,money and technical knowledge for
--7 .

understanding spect carcinogens in the workplace. We are spending our
..

resources and using our technical knowledge to learn about the effects of

chemical exposure and understanding how odr chemicals work. ,

.0ne example ofle chemical industry's concern is the formation of the

Chemcial Industry Institute of ToRicology, a not-for-profit research

organization which is supported by industry, but which works autonomously.

CIIT pas a twofold purpose, to learn aboutthe effects of chemicals which

have been around for a long time and are widely used throughout industrY,

and to develop new chemical testing techniquevwhich will be more

effiCient, effective, and less expensive than existingtests:

Now,somuchforthemyths.NowTAJtke-tb-furnto what is the
__------- .0v°

biggest problem facing responsible industry today. And that is knowing how

to deal with suspect carcinogens. That is, materials which h-a-Ve not been

proven to cause cancer in human beings, even though they may have produced
0

adverse results in laboratory animals. These, cases must be considered on
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an indlyidual basis for the following reasons.

First, some laboratory fists are more conclusive than others. 44ks

in laboratory animals are considered to be more reliable indicators of,

potential human carcinogenicity than short-term tests that measure a

chemical's ability to create bacterial mutations. A test done in only one

.species of animal is usually less reliable as an indicator than tests in

several specids of animals. But these tests are expensive and range in

cost from several thousand to several hundred thousand dollars each. But I

think more important is that the number of qualified experts to carry out

these tests simply are not available in sufficient numbers any where in the

world.,

Second, the` number of people exposed to4a Material also is important.

If adverse effects are predicted for one person in 100,000 exposed, and

only 100 are exposed, the odds of resulting illness are very nearly zero,

Third, the mAterial itself should be considered. SOlid materials

generally presents less of an exposure threat than gasses, or other volatile

substances. Some materials may exist in a closed vessel only for a few

minutes or even seconds in the course of a chemical reaction, as

intAediates between raw materials and finished products. In these

instances there is virtually no exposure at all to workers.

All of these workplace factors -- and others -- must be taken into

account in dealing with suspect carcinogens. Consideration must be given

both to the hazard involved and to the potentiafeffect'of restriction or

withdrawal. We, Of course, should not put price tags on human health or

life, but neither 'shOuld we nirdlessly encumber our workplaces, strangle
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our economy, or confuse and worry.the'public. And perhaps the last is most

important.

Clear, obvious hazard must be dealt with summarily. Suspected and

'undemonstrated hazard must be dealt with in a prudent way that insures the

health of the worker. And industry [mist continue to learn as muchaas we

can about the materials we manufacture and use.

Now, this is na idle comment. I can only speak for my company,

although I believe other companies in the industry are doing similar

things. AC-ft-Kanto, we have nearly 900 people working full time in the

area of health and safety. This year alone, my'companyis spending close

to $73 million in this area, and this doesn't count capital investments.

If you threw in capital investments; the total number would probably be

about $160million. But going back to the $70 million fig/re, to. put it in
.0

perspective, this is an amount equivalent to more than 20 percent,of our

net profit.

Now, we've all seen irresponsible manufacturers whose actions-have

damaged the reputation of all industry. But there's a great difference

-between negligence and ignorance. To know of a problem and not act

responsibly is frankly inexcusable. But it seems to me that to cry wolf
V

based on insufficient evidence is also wrong. As I said earlier, industry

is spending millions of dollars to conduct research on its raw materials

and products, to learn what effects materials will have, and why.

Now, finally, I'd like to offer an tnvitation to the news media

representatives who are-here today, in fact to all news media

representatives. Come visit our workplaces and our laboratories.
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Talk to our people. Call us with your questions., Talk with those

concerned with the issue until you get the facts. We in industry do care

about our workplaces, for the sake of oitr workers, for the sake of our

companies, for the sake of the public that owns our companies, for the sake

of our consumers and for the sake of our konomy and our way of life. And

anyone who says that that's riot true or prints that that's not true is

Wrong. !hank pd.

(Applause)

MR. FOSTER:, Thank you very much, gentlemen. Because of the time

constraints'we'd like to ask 'that if any )-o you have questions you get

together with the panel participants on a one-on-one basis.

(Group response - "No. ".)

MR. FOSTER: No? Okay. First question.

MR. CASTLEMAN: My name is Carry Castleman. I have a question for the

gentlemen from Monsanto. I've been interested in Monsanto's oversets.

operations ever since they stopped making,vinylchloride and.PVC in the

United States, about five years Ago, while expanding abroad. Acrylonitrile

was make by Monsanto into Coke bottles-and these were being sold in

United states up.until data came out showing that acrylonitrile was highly

carcinogenic. in rats. This was followed by epidemiological data4tom Du

Pont, showing that acrylonitrile workers were getting cancer. And OSHA

came doWn also with standards. At this tame Monsanto had to write off

about $50 million on the acrylonitrile Coke bottles. My question is while

Monsanto is appgaling the OSHA tenfold reduction in workplace' standards in

the United States, what sorts of levels of exposure are there in Monsanto's

oversease acrylonitrile plants?
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DR. McCARVILLE: Well, first of all there are several things all

mixedup there together. The Coke bottle and the acrylonitrile standard 'had

nothing to do with each other. Number two, Monsanto is not appealing the

OSHA standard on acrylonitrile.

MR. CASTLEMAN: You have not challenged that in court?

DR. McCARVILLE: No, sir. We are, for the most part., well on our way

within the framework of time allowed to us by OSHA of getting to the two

part per million standard in all of our operations. In the UK. we're

presently approaching three and heading toward two.

MS. LABBt(: Yes, thi question is directed to Dr. McCarville and Dr.

Olson. My name's Doreen Labbey. (phoenetic) I'm a member of the

Steelworkers' Union. Now, I'm a welder at the coke plant at U.S. Steel,

Gary Works. Now, I feel that the question of ti lN hazards of the workplace

are not exaggerated,-but in fact, underestimated. At the coke plant at

U.S. Steel,the only place where workers are protted against the hazards

are on the batteries;-bec9se that's the only place wherestandardg have

been established *so that they can judge how much of the particulates are

dangerous to people. So even though in distillation, where there's fumes

and gasses, many of which are discussed here today, standards have not been

established, so workers are not protected. In coal handling, where there's

often a haze of coal dust, so that you can't see across the room, standards

also have not been established, so workers wear no respirators or any.

protection. I believe that black lung will be the result of that kind of

exposure. Where I workin what they call a preheat, the coal is heated

before it goes to the battery. I am exposed not only to welding but a

-combination of gasses, oxygen deficiency, hot coal and coal dust, and no
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standards are established for that.

. Now, you're talking about my life4when you talk about peahut butter

and social intercourse, and that scares me. The only thing I can do, I

feel, is to recommend that,the people I work with and myself leave the coke

plant, ransfer to other parts of the mill, because I don't see any thing

being established. Now, how can you answer that question?

(Applause)

was.

DR. McCARVILLE: Well, first of all, I'm not sure What the question

,MS. LABBEY: The question is how can you say that things are

exaggerated or it's something that's in My life? I don't smoke and I eat

very little peanut butt-qr., but in fact I think my job is very dangerous to

me, and I don't like the idea that you are trying to convince the press

here that in fact it's exaggerated, that in fact things are-very Ake out

there in the workplace, when in fact it's much worse. They h.jven't even

done anything about the combinations of hazards that, for instance, I, as a

welder experience. Nobody even knows this.

. DR. McCARVILLE: Well, in terms of regulating the level of exposure in

workplaces, I can really only speak for the chemical industry, and really

only for my company. But I know this, that we have many, many workplaces

that are well below any regulation from OSHA or, in the absence of OSHA,

from the TLV's established by the other groups. '

DR. OLSON: Let me just sayta word about the issue of exaggeration. I

think no medical doctor-would take a position that the'rt shouln't be

excellent industrial hygiene, sound occupational medicine and research into

modern methods, some-of them mentioned today. - The question of
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dhromosome cytology,and better appraisal of toxicologic effects cif

'chemicals in modern industry. I mean I Can't speak to the point that you

are raising, 'but what scientists have to do is to-examine the data which is

available from aTi segments of our environment that may contribute to the

cancer problem, and try to make a prUdent judgment about the risks:

'I mean, L'm certainly not one tq say that industrial.plants are not

.2g

risky. The issue is how risky. And it's my impression that occupational'
. .

medicine has been damned as being totally inadequate when it's been working

on these problems for some time. Of course there are exceptions, there.are

violations. .But'nofietheless, to declare that occupational medicine as part

of industry in the UnitedSfates has been totally remiss ifn the workplace

is', I think, not right.
eti

Also, I'm convinced that occupational medicine is very nervous about

the'risks present.inajts,plarlts plants of its.companies, and that the

compani have nothing to gain by ignoring-iias to workers. L.-Y

,DR. EPSTEIN: I'm pelld to make a very bri'ef comment on the

question of data which s triggered off by the-last question, and also,

Dr. McCarville's reference to the Chemical Indust6 Institute of Toxicology

as a source for good data for industry. t
4

4
One of the most spinal issues in this whole area of, occupational

exposure is, the fraudulent data base ,of industry, as'I've indicated before.

,Dr.s0McCarville was given an opportunity on the Today Show td_answer some

-very specific allegations I made about white collar crime, inVolving

destruction, manipulation, distortion, suppression of information. Dr.

McCarvipe was silent on the matter, but today he referred to the Chemical

I
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Indus rY Institute of Toxicology as providing a reliable safety data base

for the industry .1

I want to tell.you briefly about th Chemical Industry Institute of ,

Toxicology b c use this will -give you a f

%
avor of exactly where it is. The

Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology was created in 1974. Until

recently, this Institute which was headed by Leon"GOIllberg, a professional

consultant of the chemical industry for many years, had subcontracted most

of its testing to alocal laboratory called Industri0 Bid-Test in

Northbrook, Illinois.

Now many of us had followed up the activities of Industrial Pio-Test

for many years, because it had tested thbusands of industrial chemicals --

food additives, pesticides, toxic chemicals -- and on April 12, 1977, a

-team of federal inspectors arrived at Northbrook, Illinois, and next

morning, they approached the Industrial Bio-Test labs, knocked on the door,

and Mr. Frisk, the President of the company, opened the door, and said,

"Gentlemen, I'm terribly.sorry, we accidentlly de troyed all of our records

last night!"

Now, thousands - upon - thousands- upon - thousands of industrial chemicals,

pesticides, food additives, feed additives:drugs,-the data base was deep

sixed, just eight hours before the team of federal inspectors arrived to

take a look at them.

That, Dr. McCar011e, is what you call the data.base of industry? The

Swedish government has already-banned pesticides tested by- Industrial

Bip-Test. And on the grourids that the data weren't worth the paper they

were written on. The same obtains for so much of the industrial data base.

(Applause)
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DR.'McCARVILLE: Dr. Epstein has made a great'generalization there,

which of course, is not true. 4

IP
,For example, work done by Industrial Bio-Test has been validated to

the satisfaction of the U.S. Obvernment, the Japanese governmipt,

governments of western Europe --not all of it -- I admit'that there may be

some very questionable data there, but the preponderance of the data

generated in support of product registration' has been validated by

independent toxicologists, pathologists, not associated with indA;;:

*.

DR. EPSTEIN: I have personally reviewed the GAO documentation on the

, so-called Industrial Bio-Te$t validation studies, and suffice it to say

that I believe that in the overwhelming majority of instances,
/-

the lack of

data,'the absence of data, the absence of laboratory records, the fact thtt

we know that 'animals were changed from groupito-group, the data was

manipulated and changed, there were additions and deletions -- this, to all

,

intents and purposes, I believe, has rendered any inferences developed from

the Industrial Bio-Test to be regarded as extremely suspect.',

DR. McCARVILLE: Well, since this conference wasn't designed to

discuss Industrial Bio-Test, just let it suffice that I disagree with.him.

MS. SHINOFF: Okay. My name is Mary Shinoff-, and I'm from the Public

Media Center. Part of my job -- the majority of my job consists of

informing labor unions, health professionalsand the-general public

regarding the toxicity of various chemicals. This is directed to the

Monsanto representative, primarily. Yourself and the gentlemen from
)wor4r

AINC have expressed a desire for a well-informed public, castigated the

press for irresponsible reporting, hope that they would Mend their wap in
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this regaixl, and I'm a little bit confused on this, because as Dr. Epstein

and previous speakers have mentioned, one of the major problems in

identifying what.the problem is, is access to industry-held data on the

toxicity of chemicals, access to medical records, and you have also stated

that there is no occupational disease epidemic.

,
If these-things-jare the case -- if you want a well-informed public and

if

you think that the4e is not an occupational disease epidemic, why.not
-,,. .1 .

,

' °: :-
release information to the public about what you know about the toxicity of

chemicals that areoranufactUred in the chemical manufacturing industry, and

also, what kind of epidemiological data the-industry had generated of

itself.

DR.'McCARVILLE: Thank you. Well, first of'all, about jhe toxicity of

the chemicals which we manufacture -- every chemical that we manufacture

and ship out is accompanied by what we call a Monsanto Chemical Safety Data

Sheet in which the toxicology, both acute and chronic, are given as well as

the acute hazards that might result from an explosion or a fire or

whatever.

In terms of the epidemiology reports, Monsanto has been and is

involved in a number of epidemiology studies, and every epidemiology study

which wehave completed, we have published, and that is our policy:Nand we

intend to continue with it. We will publish in the literature every

epidemiorogystudy we carry out.,

MR. AMBERG: My name is Matt Amberg, and I'M' with the IUE -- the

,

Ipternational Union'o Electrical Radio and Machine Workers, as a writer,

and. I have as one of continuing assignments, had to write in the field
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of occuplijonal health and safety.

We represent workers in a number of sub-branches of the electrical and
. 4

electronics industry, as well as chemicals, plastics and so on -- we even

represent workeps in one of the plants of Monsanto. Indian Orchard, Mass.

rd like to make a couple .of observations about some of the things

that have been_said here. In the first p ace, there,was a study a couple

of year's back at Research Ti-iangle for NIH, for NIOSH, I believe, which

did show the chemical industry as being somewhere in the neighborhpo. of

12th ranking. But the point of that., study and the point of that rankin

was that they were not measuring the volume of the chemicals which were

being processed, but rather, t ey we'\ranking the amount of 'the chemicals '

tp which workers actually were exposed on the job, and therefo e, some of

the other industries including electrical, electronics, instru nt making

that was, I think,' the top ranking one, were ranked higher in terms of,

hazard to the worker because of therfact`that the worker was in ofete

'intimate contact in those industries with the chemicals that were made, of
4

course; by the chemical wer q,these. They were the

customers,. 'you might say. G ,

In_ the svond like to point bUt'that4I have been talking to

people fru* various or ouklocals, and I find tlat too often the cdse is

e.

'X " %

4 +4 .

.

that the workers in t{ -,plant at using theSe.chemicads and

,

haven't the

foggieq? notion Of what they're handling. r was tallOng to. president
-,,-. .

( : ,,T,:-- i ,

of one of our locals WAMassachusetts hcwtold hie that it's a sort of a

' "'''

0.t - . ..

.

plastics OperAiOn there,,and tfley,mak0 all 'Onds of produCts,%and they run.

through products and processes with thousands sof'diffgrent chemical
'

' 0'
4
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compounds, and the workers inow these compounds merely by job number. They

don't knOw a-th'ing allot what they're handling.

So if you are sending out data sheets, and I'm sure youare, and I'm

$ure DuPont is, and I'm sure Dow is and so on -- these data sheets are not

going togthe workers, they're not going to where the workers have access to

a
them n they'r'e going to the employers, and r think that we would probably

feel a.good deal more confidence in the bona fides of the chemical

manufacturing industry if, instead of opposing labeling regulations b

0 , you are to be pushing for,OSHA labeling regulations which require

that ery worker be made 'aware of all of the chemicals and the-other

agenices or agents, which are used in the plailt.

And, then I'd like to ask whether you think there is any correlation

/N.

speaking about this epidemic question -- whether there is any correlation,

or any significance to a. correlation between where the chemical and

Chemical-using industries and petrochemical, industries are in the United
S

States and those counties or-t e stafjisiic.al areas which 'have the

highest incidence of.cancer rates:

DR."McCARVILLE: Well, firstof 'all, to the first statement' that you

made, sir, these data sheets that. we send Out with our chemicals are really

information.11 We'furnish them tab OSHA and others -- if ,you're

interested in the data sheets:

MR.e;AMBERG.: .Do they go to the workers in the plant?

, DR. .McCARViLLE: Sir, I have no idel. They go with our product when

it leaves, and our product i also labeled as far as the hazards.
(

-MR. AMBERG: Do youlask OSHA to put ot.4 a StandAd or a regulation

requiring that the employers tell the employees what is there, that the

As.
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employersmust share with the employees these data sheets, or rather, do
,

...
, .--

,
4 ,e "t

you oppose slika_labetingirequirement? '

'DR. McCARVILLE: We certainly would encourage our customers to share
,V

the information on our datesheets with their employees.

4
MR.-AMBERG: I'M not asking about encouraging; There is a proposed

-4standard, there is a proposed regulation which OSHA has been considering.

for some time, and the Manufacturing Chqmists-Association, as Luhderstand

it, of. which you are a part, I believe, have opposed,that kind of

regblation.,

DR. McCARVILLE: hink,that proposed regulatitn you're talking about

Apelates to labeling, and j think the reason for the opposition has been the

conflict in labeling req
t

rements'between the various agenciet. You'd have

to have a window shade on eVecy drum, and pull the label down in that

fashion. The requirements under FIFRA, the requirements under TQSCA, the

requirements under RC4NphoneticY.

MR. FOSTER. Thank, you very much, gentlemen. Our next speaker this

morning, and the last before the luncheon break, is Dr. Barry Commoner, who

is going to speak on the-topic, Environmental Hazards -- "Who Pays, Who
.

' Benefits?",
0 .

Dr. Comminer has been ilember f the Board of Directors of the

-.Sc ientists Institute for-Public Information Activities since 1963, and

becaMe Chairman'of the Executive Committee'last year. He's been the'r
recipient of numerous,honors, including the -(gap in tape):P

DRe CVMMONER: .I'menorniously tempted to get into the battle -- and

jitstmake a few remarks about some of the things that were said.
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For example, Dr. McCarville pointed out that only a tiny fraction of the

present chemicals in industry have been shown to be carcinogenic. Th'at is

a prime example of what I Call the "Teller Principle."
.

fdwaed-Teller once pointed out that if radiation Caused mutations

among human beings, then, it should be true that there was a high level of

mutations 6ongTibetalis who are at a high altitude and heavily exposed.

.

And he said no one hasever observed high rates of mutations among the
-

.fibetans.ltecause no on'had ever ,looked!
4,,

The' point is, Dr. flECarville, most of the chemicals have not been
i

I
A

o .
tested for carcinogenicity, and I thinIcit's very unfair of you to use that

s
,.1

term as just a tiny proportion.

.

Also to say that ch6Mical4 have been with us for years. That's a
: ,4

, .

, little bit like sayifig that electrons have been with us for years. Does

t
that mean we' should stand up in front of a beta ray and get exposed, which

.
.

is made of electrons? It depends on what the chemic.als are and where the

chemicals are,Ucked away in the structure of the molecule.

But noWI want to talk about what.I wanted to ta lk about. Actually, ..

the point I want to make is that What we're Witnessing here in all of these

discus$jons is not really a scientific question. What we're seein g, I

e

. think,-and 'm.going to try to prove that, what I have to say -- what we're

seeing is not a scientific dispute, but aniAffiRmt, a sector, of a social,

economic and political conflict which is built into the system whereby we

produce goods in the United tiates iipd distribute the economic gains.

In Other words.; what you are Wi sing here is an aspect of politics.

And, I'll make a further es,sertion whIch,
.

-willwill atiempt to document -- that

. .

44
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the effort to convert this into an objeCtive, scientific discourse is

really 'a way of defending a certain political and economic position.

Well, now that I've gotten your attention, let me say why I think this

is true. I think probably the most fundamental issue that's going to he

decided:, I guess, in the next year by the Supreme Court, hangs on the

question of the befiZene standards that OSHA has promulgated. And let me

remind you what that issue is about.

,

Basically, OSHA has said, it is our job to do the best we can to
,

reduce workplace health hazards, and we think'the benzene standard ought to

( be reduced by an order of magnitude.

The court threw out that decision because OSHA,,it said, did not offer

a clear-cut estimate of the hazards against the benefits of benzene. In

other words, OSHA takes what you might call an advocacy position -- and

that's not surprising; after all, 0 A is in the Department of Labor,abor, and

it is my understanding that the Departments of Labor serves the interests of

workers -- and so OSHA taket the attitude thaf it is their job to protect

the health of workers in the workplace.

Incidentally, EPA which you might think has the assignment of

protecting the people wh6/live in the environment,'has not taken this

, attitude, and as you probably kov., gulatory procedure is rather
. 4*

firmly based onthe cost bene t determination -- trying to reduce the

1

costs and the benefits to doll s and then matching them off.

Now, what I want to say is this. Ind I think you saw the conflict

, _

, . A

between, shall we say, the advocacy judgment-making approach -- Sam Epstein
4

won't mind if I-say that that's heavily Involved in his thinking about
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it -- he wants workers to Wmore healthy, and.he's working at it. There's

a conflict between that approach and the notion that this is an objective,

scientific business which can be determined by somehOw evaluating the costs

against the bbnefits.

---7Nowi-my thesis-is this -- thtt -a rigorous examination of the_cost

benefit theory shows that it involves social, economic and political value

judgments, and that's what I want to try to demonstrate.

Now, to lighten the thing up a little bit, I'm not gonna talk about

any horrendous workplace conflict, because you've heard a lot about that --

I want to take a very lighthearted argument that developed some months ago

between the American Cancer Society and the Center for Science and the

Public_Interest. What happened was this -- the American Cancer Society,
4

(.) some of its branches, decided to raise mpney by selling lcilipops, and lo

ti

1

and behold as the Center pointed out, some of those lollipops had red dye .

number 40 in them, which, let's just agree, there is some suspicion that it

may be carcinogenic.

And they thought it was the equivalent to the Cancer Society raising

money by selling cigarettes, You know?

F
nd they chided the American Cancer Society, which came back and said

tha it's okay to use any additive until it's been banned. Now, very

interesting question here. How do you evaluatethe risk and benefit of red

lollipops? A serious question. Now, let me go through it with you and do

this.

The law, the NEPA 1aw, TOSCA, where risk benefit is laid out, says.

this -- that the purpose of the evaluation, and I want to quote -- "the

JI
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benefits of a substance for a given use or Uses, and the availahi-lity of

less hazardous substances for the same ses," is What You must judge. In

other words, you've got to jUdge the benefits of a particular use against

the hazards resulting from that use. So let's ask -- what is the benefit

and what the hazard of red dye in a red lollipop?

Now let's simply agree that there may be some hazard from the red dye.

Its not zero, okay? Now what's its benefit? Very interesting question.

What good is the red color of a red lollipop? Well, yo \have to ask what's

a lollipop for? Well, let's settle it and say it's.to acquire some

nutrition. Okay? here are other psychological things that are involved

and so on,- but 1 Is say that. Now the red dye contributes nothing to the

nutrition. Therefore; I will assert that to the person who is sucking the

red lollipop,.the red dye contributes nothing. The benefit is zero, and

there is a pilpable risk:

Alright -- that's the person who is sucking the lollipop. Now,

someone will ,come along and say, "Butmnow, that's silly." Why do we use

red dyes? We use red dyes because it makes the lollipop more attractive.

And that's certainly, probably true -- I suppose'red dyes, most peoRie like

red lollipops better than-what-blue ones, I don't Xnow.

Well now, let's think about that -- is thaD 0 benefit? Well, it is.

Indeed, it is, becauseif a manufacturer produces red lollipops, he4llsell
A

more of them, and that',s a benefit, because he makes more money. And so I

want to come to a simple conclusion -- that the risk from the red dye is

not zero, and it is delivered to the consumer;l the benefit to the consumer

.

is zero. There 1, however, a palpable benefit to the producer of the red

- dye of ,the lollipop at no rig.k.4

368
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Now what I'm saying,, then, is you've got to ask who gets 'the benefit

and who gets the risk -- and in this case, if you're-interested in

protecting consumers, the benefit is zero and the risk is not zero. Now if

you divide not zero by zero, you get an infinite value. And I suggest,

therefore, that when the benefit is zero, no risk is tolerable. Tilt

raises an interesting question, now. Under'what circumstances is a benefit

zero? And one 've given you, you know, a trivial addition. Benefit to

the consumer -- certainly it is a benefit to the manufacturer. People make

money selling red lollipops -- you have to realize that.
A

Now there is another way in which you can reduce the benefit to zero,

and that is by supplanting the product with something else; you know, many

of you are aware of Section 102-C of NE'PA, the NAtional Environmental

Policy Act. Next time you have the Act in your hand, read Section 102-D.

Section 102-C sets up the basic cost benefit thing; 102-0 emphasizes that

it is the obligation of the government to seek out ways of improving the
p

cost benefit by finding alternative products which are less, hazardous, but

yield the same benefit.

And so, for example, if these chairs here, which are upholstered in

plastic, turn out to exhude carcinogens, you know, we ought to do an Ames

test on the air in this room, it'd be interesting -- and leather will give

you just as good a chair without exhuding carcinogens. Then, one of the

consequences of a cost-benefit discussion is to replace the plastic with'

leather -- or to alter the way in which the plastic is manufactured --

which the workers might be interested in.

So what I'm saying is that the moment you go through a detailed cost

36R
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benefit anlysis, you immediately notice that the costs and the benefits are

unequally distributed between economic and social sectors. The people who

suck lollipops get one end of the deal, the people who sell them get a

different deal -- arethe same thing, of course, is true about the worker

who is manufacturing red dye 40 and the manufacturer who is making a profit

out of what he's doing.

Well, 1444 me now raise another issue. What we've seen happening over

and over again is the attempt to make these issues scientific, and the most

striking example I know of I want cite to you, you may remember it, I

think it happened about a year ago.

Robert K. Phillips, the Executive Secretary of the National Peach

Council wrote a letter to Dr. Eula Bingham. That was the time when the

MCP flap developed, causing sterility among people exposed to it, and he

wanted to complain against the restriction of this pesticide in-peach

orchards. And he said that OSHA had overreacted to the hazard, the sort of

thing you heard about here, and so on.

®
k

Then he said, "We do helieve in safety in the workplace, but there can

be good as well as'bad sides to a situation."

. Now, as Mr. Phillips who was quoted in the New York Times -- he also

said the following, and I want to read this. This is a spokesman of

industry who is using this toxic material. He said:

"While involuntary sterility caused by a manufactured chemical may be

bad, it As not necessarily so: After all, there are many people now paying

to 'have themselves sterilized to assure that they will no longer he able to
. p 0

become parents. If possible sterility is the main problem, couldn't
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workers who were old enough that they no longer wanted to have children

accept such positions voluntarily, orcould workers be advised of the

situation, and some might volunteer for such-work posts as an alternative

to planned surgery for a vasectomy or tubal ligation, or as a means of

getting around religious bans on birth control ...

-Now I regard that as the most brilliant exposition.of the cost benefit

philosophy. You see,what he's saying is -- it's all a .question of what

, you're gonna pay. You have Ea start figuring the cost of a vasectomy,

right? The wear and tear On your soul of evading the precepts of your

4

church and so on.

Now, you,may say, well, that's, you know, that's an exaggeration,

that's silly, ang ston. Actually, what this reflects, and I think this is

the key point that we have to discuss, actually what this .reflects is 44.°

precisely the position of the AIHC. The AIHC is.saying that we've got to

evaluate one risk against another -- in fact; you've heard statements here

this'mo'rning, the risk of some particular chemical is far less than the

damage that you do if you walk across the street. And the I\ITIC,an'd I want

to just read to you their statement so we're not confused about it -- their

big document which they prepared as a rebuttal to OSHA, made the fopowing

points. Remember, they had a table, and the table shows that the risk df a

fatality or the probability per year of'flying in an airplane is .0015% per

year. the risk of a fatality from playing football is .OW per year,

Aim ,

canoeing .04%, motorcycle riding 1.8% -- and then they say .the following:

"Society has chosen not to prohibit any of these activities, or even

activites with much higher risks. There are few activites which pose sach
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a high risk that,society has banned, them completely. For example, .going

over Niagara Falls in a barrel or committing suicide."

Now, if I understand what the AIR: is trying to tell us, it's this --

that since this span of risks is socially acceptable, all the way from you

know, a fraction of a percent or 1.8%, the upper limit is 100%. You're not

allowed to kill yourself -- that's 100%, risk, and r guess going over

Niagara Falls in a barrel is 100% risk. But somewhefe between there and a

1.89; probability of dyihg in a year, is okay for Oemicals.,- for a

workplace hazard.

Well, what troubles me about that is that this is a violent distortion

of the cost benefit philosophy, because what youare comparing is the risk

of (a) with the risk of (b) without asking what are the relative benefits )

of these two activities.

- So, for example, you- iiveto ask -- why do people go motorcycle

riding, and who takes the risk and who takes the benefit? There, it is

precisely the same person -- presumably, the benefitof riding a motorcycle.

is to the rider, and the risk i5 his, plus some damage that he might do in

runrOng into somebody else.

But in the case of a chemical, for example, since, that's what we're

talking about, as I pointed out, the benefits may be zero-to the consumer

or to the worker, but there are always benefits to the manufacturer. And I

want to make a very.simple point, which I think helpsclear the air.

In our economic system, anything that is is only produced

Secause it has an economic benefit to the entrepreneur.; Let2s face it

why does anybody make red dye ,or vinyl chloride, or anything else? They

make it because they think they're gonna make money out of it.

\\,
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So what you've got to face is that we begin:this entire operation with

the manufacturer committed to reap the benefits of a process which may or

may not turn out to be risky to somebody else;. in other words, that side of

the cost benefit equation is built into the present economic system.

Now, I've told you that we can manipulate that by asking the question

-- what is the benefit? But the benefits to .be derived frpm what is

produced are also in Ae hands of the manufacturer. You see, what Pm

saying, is againt a very simple thing.

The "use value" the value to the consumer of what'is produced is

determined bY the manufacturer.

For-example,ou. buy a car and it's a lemon, the manufacturer made.

that into a lemon, not.you. You buy a car which is a good one, and that is

some decision that the manufacturer made. In other words, for example,

since we're talking about chemicals, when Monsanto,decided to massively

produce PCB, even though in 1923 the first manufacturing plant in Anniston,

Alabama, resulted in 23 of the 24 workers coming down with chloracne, and

Monsanto knew for a long time thatthis was dangerous in contact with human

beings.

And yet they produced massive amounts-of-it that ended up an the

r
environment. They were engaging in an activity beneficial to them. And

the risks began to be -- began to turn up elsewhere. The point I'm making

then is that the question, the question of risk benefit is always a matter

of --is always an aspect of the basic.fa t in our society that which

is produced, the Atay in which it is produced, the benefits that it will

have or may not have to people is determined by a group in our ciety

4

which, win
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or lose, benefits from what it does, that is, industry.

I have just described what is known as capitalism. This is you know

he who owns capital, he or she who owns capital, is free to invest it in

making whatever legal product they're allowed to make. They do it for an,

economic reason.

All .ot,the'products that we are exposed to in the workplace and in the

4, environment have been produced for an economic gain to the manufacturer.

The manufacturer governs the balance between benefit and risk and who gets

what. And the worker and the consumer stands helpless, waiting for

something to happen and then asking OSHA.and EPA to help, and then a huge

bureaucracy has to be created which allows the manufactUrer to say you're

causing, inflation. jlow, what's the answer?
.

I think the answer's very simple. Clearly everyone knows that, when

you manufacture something, there may be a wide range of ratios between the

benefit and the hazard, and it would he a good idea to work that out in

advance. Well, how do you work it out in advance? Who do you ask?

Clearly, not-just'the manufacturers involved. The worker is involved, and

so is the consumer.

So that if we had a sensible society-, the-decisions-a-S-to_what_is

produced and the technique for producing it would'be the result of'

disc among the enterpreneur who owns the capital, the worker who

des the labor and the bodies that are exposed to the hazards, and the

consumers whosupposedly are igoing to reap the benefits'\and also get a

number of the hazardS.

In other words, the -- and incidentally, if you did that, you wouldn'
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have to worry about all the bureaucracy You know, when EPA was formed,

some of-us had something to do with this agitating people. The first day f

stood on M Street and looked at those buildings, I said, my God, what have

.,

we done? The huge'hureaucracy. Now, why was it created? It Was"ereated
.. .

.

because.the auto industry, for example, brilliantly produced smog - produc'i'ng

engines after' World ttJar
7

Wouldn't it have been better-- and then we/all stdled dotng research,'
,

about smog and.measuring and so oh. Wouldn't it have been better if

somebody had the wisdom to point outthat, if you make high compression

engine that emits.nitrogen oxides into the air, you're likely to get

photochemical reactions that producesmog, so let's do it'differently.

Then EPA woull have Ot -- wouldn't have to do all this bureaucracy, ,

wouldn't.have all thiS worrisome thing. If, for example, it was decided in :

Monsanto, or in the U:S. Steel plant in Gary, among the entrepreneur, the

worker and repmesentation of the,consumers what kind of goods really should

be produced to maximize the benefit to everybody and minimize the risks.

Then I dare say we wouldn't have the polpvtion that we'veot now and the

workplace hazards.

I've -- most of the workers I talked with, when we talk about hazards,

a 4pestion-of-getting_into the machinery and not being able to find a
.

. .

way of locking it so somebody won't turn the switch on, just a little thing

ti

like that. Wouldn't,it be a good idea if the worker sat down with the 1

engineers and said, look_, design this thing in 'such a way that, when I get

into the kettle, nobody can turn the damn thing on.

No, we talked to most industrial, workers in a situation like that.
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They've got their own lock in their pocket with their own keys. And

sometimes they can't;find.a place to put the lock on to prevent somebody

A

from turning it on. I mean, it's a simple example. I'm making a simple

point, that what weare dealineg with is a bas1c issue that confronts the

country as a whole, and that is that the consequences of what we produce

and haw we.produce it iM6inge heavily on the national interests, but it is

at present controlled only by'private interest design& to enhance profit.

And I see noway of solving*the problem that we have without recognizing
0

that we're going to have to resolye this basic conflict by giving the,,

workers.and the consumers.a say in what the producer dyes.

°

Thank you.,;

MR. COMMONER':
,

Does anybody want equal time?

lunch'?

Or do you' want to, go to

MR'. FOSTER: If there are questions, we have time for one or two4 If.

not, we'll'reconvene at i:30.

ti
4

ti
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MR.TOSTER:.. goi'ng,to.be mode)'ator first of the government role

,

and how it works. He is, one of the three commissioners who make up the

,Occupational Safety and Mealth Review Commission. He served as an attorney

and polity adviser in all-three branthe's of government. He's prepared a
0.c

major handbook for non-thorneys on how to prepare for 'and argue cases

before the Occupational Safety and Health'Review CommisSion.

He's a member of the District of Columbia Bar, the Arrierican Bar

Association, the American Association f9r the Advancement of Science and

tht American Public Health Association, among others. Mr. Cottine.
I , .,,

MR.,COTTINE: 1Sood afterndon, ladies and gentlemen: Since the early

.

colonial settlrement of this nation government has taken a public interest
, . .

,
. . ,

.

.in the health .6f its citizens, for out' human existent has depended on it.

Thus, ft has been both &traditional- and'essential exercise of fundamental
4

government.reiponsibility -to Weserve the health and welfare of this
- es

nation. . 0 - 4
6

. In the 20th Century.thit-fundamental pub lc, interest has found ex7

1
,

i
.

:pressitin ip_safety laws, workers" compensation, statutes and the food, rug.
*

.and. cosmetic legitslatiln, to mention only a few. rn meeting its publiC
,

-.
,

responsibility,- government has been callecktb investigate.and research

health frazards$ to establish minimum standard's of car, to enforce health

hatords' --standards, to adjudicate the existence of a health violation and,

to determine abatement rewohsibilities.

. .
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In tfiecentral structure of the Oclupational Safety and HealthrAct

are vested the fundamental, government powers which haVe'cparacierized our

constitutional republic since its establishment. Executive functions of

nvettigon, research,,and training are vested in the National 'Institute
, .

l?'°4'.1.0.;
for Occupational-Safetxcand

.

Pealth: , -,

- .

. ..... .

The i.dministiv0 and enforcement functions of standard-seiting,in

the workplace applicationliave beenassigne&to the Occupati6nal Safety and

Healt,IrAdministratid. Anclfinallyijudicial functions of independent re-,

view have been delegatethe giwuPVtional Safety and. Health Revew;
2.11,

Commission. The past responsibilities' of our three 'panelists reflect

Wide range of participation in governrnenix. The public health admin ra-
.

-. , .

.. ,

dons:of Dr. Anthony Robbins as Vermont Commissioner of!Health and asthe
l'c .. ' c e , 7 . .

4--" .. 4 c

ExecutiVe Director orthe Celdrado Department of ,He' the biomediCal
.t ,-, .

-;.-...
.

research and,:.inye'ttlgatioAs ofDr tulalingham attithe yniversity of

-,.

Cincinnati, Ole piigiat)C.,application of scientifi;C'and biomedical data to
. . .

. , s, - 1,. . .s
:the control of pubriohealt0hazards by Dr. Bingham as the-Chair of the

OSHA standards advisdry.tomOttee on coke oved-emissions4 te training di
, .

. , . .

'education of occupational.. healt12 professionals by'both Drs. Bingham-and
.

' Robbins; and final,ly the law:'i4ortemeni and adjudicatory responsi ilities
. . .

. ,

.

of Timothy Cleary as first a police officer in.. NertYork,City, an attorpey
-

in the wage-hour diviSion\b;e9e SolicitCi-!s office of fhe,U.S,IDepartment

p

e '
O , ' ,...'.'

ofrtabor and as chief counsel to the ComMfssjoner Allen Burch of, the
,

Occupational- Safety Ad Health Review C ommission. ,
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Each panelist today, hdWever, has crittcal responsibilit ies and .

accountability:to the,natipn for the effective protection.of American

workers an'd the essential preservation of their health -- Dr. Bingham as

.

theAssistant Secretary 3'f Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, Dr.

Robbins as 6ie Director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety

and 1-leaith an Mr. Cteary as one of three members of the Occupational

Safety and Health Review Commission, and most important1P since 1977, its '

o

chairman.
L\

la Without further elaboration of the panel's notable achtevements and

7
distinguished records of public service, let us proceed to their individual

presentations. At the conclusion of all three individual presentations I

will moderate questions directed to the members of the panel. Dr. Eula

0 it
Bingham.

DR. BINGHAM: Now I kndw kept-messing up the public address

systems. I was coming down with a cold. You'll have to bear with me,,and

I. hope that I don't lapse into a fit of toughing. If(I do,.you'll just

have to let me recover and keep on going.

... Kurt Vonnegu has said*that.a particularly American form ot luicide Is

.

holiifig a steady, job. I think that the Congress must have had that in-mind

,
*0

when they,passed the Occupational Safety and Health Act. I would like to

.. 1 I r.

emphaize the-first part of the Act, ,whirr .is - -it assures, so far as
4:-. ,

.
. . ,

possible, every krkirlg man and woman in the nation safe and healthful

working conditions and to presert our hu resources..

I was reading a4littte.blittAtiat was issued by the Chamber of Com-
e

i," l'" 0
01,0

,1*$. ., °
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coerce yesterday, saying that we had failed. A little bit later on 1'14

- point out some of the reasons why I think we have failed.

I would firgt like to point out that the obligation for a safe and
do°

\ and workplace is placed squarely on the ,shoulders of the

emrToyer, the person who owns .the factory and takes home the'profits.frOm

it. Now, in our Act the Occupational Safety and Health-Administration has

a number of mandites. One of those is to issue standards. Early on -- °

' those of you in the .audience who know all about this wil forgive me, but

this is a con - Terence, seminar for the media, and I'm riot sure they know

about the history of ,our ;Pict.

Early,on -- there was a group of standards called the consensus

standards, very specific in their natures, developed by:industry groups, and

we were, charged, the agency Was charged with getting .on with the business

0

of occupafiona'l safety and health nd to take th- e standards and literally

,make them the first legal standards. The agency did that,u I guess' much to-4

their , sorrow.

,
.

They should have begun to go through those standards and take out

those standards that were really irrelevant that made the agency, the
( -

laughingstock and the butt of jokes in e very newspaper and magazine in this

. country.

ake eliminatedigoing through a rulenAking procedure a number Of .

those standards, and we are4methodically'going through rewriting many-of

the standdrds. For example, the fire Orotection standard is in, its final 4

stagesof beingmrevised. It looks as if that standard will go from what

e.--400 pages --down to something like 3 'pages: It will go from being-a
7 ,. ti
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purely .specification standard to a performance standard.

We're doing the same thing with the electrical code.."BUt I would

like to point out one thing. You heard. individuals from corporations. up

here urging that we 00 turn toward performance standards, and Lethink this

makesi.scieniific logic; however, we serve more than the Fortune 500. 'Our

v` standards cover small businesses. 'Those small business-men and women would

like for you to tell theM how to do it.
.

What we're trying to do is provide an',appendix in those situations to .

the performance standard as a "how to" guide. So what is godd for one

9

company isn't necessarily the way 10 go for another one.
o

If you look at the Act, and focusing once again on standbrds,'it says
0

1

that standards fol. toxic or harmful physical, agehts shall be stt which most

adequately assure to the extent feasible, which is ay_e_ry important word,

on the basis of the best available evidence, no employee will suffer

. °

material impairment of health or functional capacity, even if such' employee

,za

Was regular exposure to the hazard dealt with for the period of his working

life.

I would like to emphasize in addition_to feasibiityimparment of

4ealth,or functional capacity. We're not talking. just about deaths and

whether it 100,000 or'200,000. I'm'not prepared to say, but I can te1\1

you thereare many people out there thatAre being made ill. There are
)

people whose functional capacity is"being diminiihed. Functional CWETty,

if' you're a physiologist sitting out there, you know, would refer to

matntaining.adeoUate pulmoriaryfuriction to lead an active and full life;

V383
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tdbe able to filter urine, so that you don't have to have dialysis, to be

able to produce, whether ,a man or a woman, an offspring,.

ft is only indthe past three that we have begun really to deal

with the health standards. There was very little activity before that, and

while the course is long and slow and tedious,we have in the last two and

a half years put out more health standards than had ever been issued by the

"agency previously.

I'd like to-point out that'our concern with health standards does not

preclude a groat deal of concern with safety standards. We still don't

-have an appropriate,4tandard for confined spaces; that is when workers go

down into tanks with toxic fumes, we do not have appropriate standards. Wel .

do not have adequate standards to cover the refining industry for refinery
.

turnarounds. We are working diligently on those standards.

In the area of enforcement, and I guess that's what our reputation has
4

been built or gbne down the tube on, Ws. very interesting. 4 have 1,750\

inspectors. 'One 'thousand are safety inspectors. Seven hundred and-fifty°

are tndustrlal hygienists'. We can visit two percent of the workplaces in
.

this country in a'year.

We havedcross-trained inspectors, so that the safety inspectofs canj

recognize some 'of the health hazards.' But we go into aery sophisticated

workplaces; and I can tell you -- having been in the university for a long

*
time -- a Ph.D. in-industrial hygiene coming out will have a difficult time

being able to be taught up on'all the different kinds ofprocesesqhat we

324 3 6
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are called uport to look at and make judgments about during any month in a

typical area office.

I guess what I'm saying to you is that we're goin9, to be doing

spot-checks. The word enforcement is perhaps a euphemism. We do
, a

spot-checks. We do, of course', issue citations, and rk do provide

penalties in some situations. But it is hardly an enforcement *gram, as

some people have made it out to be.

_ There are many things that eat up the time of a compliance officer.

It's been interesting for me here to see some of the disbelief on the faces

of reporters; media individuals, and some of-the individuals who Kavekbeen.

,

here from industr "whQ I think, would not belleve some e-f the thing's,

except I think they believe the workers who have come to the microphone

who have told about their experiences.

Well, would yoU believe me if I would tell you that there are places
t

where there are explosions, that there have been explosio7 within the

la'st six months, and we have gone "out to investigate the fatality and have

been" turned away and asked to goobtain a warrant? And 'we do that. But ft

/716 seems rather a ren1arkable event to mey_rfI'm not'sure that the Supr me a

Court intended that'that should be the way that we would deal with th

,death of individUals in the workplace.
.

I'm oonvince400at just issuing'standprds, and I don't discountth m,

and just making enforcementowinspections will never solve the pr' em. And

I'guess 'after-the first ;six :months I was at OSHA I became .quite epressed

because it was- clear that it took something else. I think the Congress

1
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also came to this cbncl sion, and they urged upon the agency a consultation

prOgraN
s

. We have.taken that ball, and we've run with it. We now have

consultation, free of c arge, available in every state.n the United

States. The states run hg consultation. The government pays 90 percent of

it. There are a couple of states that have chosen not to come into the

program. In those states we pay the full amount for the consultative

program, and we have had it bid on a competitive bid, and a contractor runs

it.

We give'first priority'to small businesses.' It's clear from whet Dr.

.Karrh said that Du Pon4 doesn't need our advice. There are some large

corporations, though, that I think could use S,OTi advice, but certainly the

small businessman or woman does need help, and we're there to Provide it.

And you know, it's a fine, free service. ,It's something that every

business.in this country should take advantage of.

When I came to the agency, I looked at the education ogram, and I

guess early on somebody decided or they entered into a meMoranduM of ,under-
. CY

standipg with NIOSH,..and it was, the pie-was sort of divided that we Auld

.

do.worker educii4on, and NIOSH would do the education of the professional.

Ndk, I suppose we have-a little fringe overlap. I sure wouTdn't'wani tbo

deny Tony the opportunity to'educate 6 few workers, and I hope he. wouldn't
.

.

denyzithe opportunity take on some young Wysicians as an internship -.

in OSHA beause they learn a of in our place. -But by and large it's

1,
.

_

divided up that ay.
.

$
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We were spending $1 million a year for the education of emptoyers

and employees in this country. Can you imagine that? I think its a

foe

national disgrace. We now are spending approximately $8 million. There is

additional amount of a couple million inGthe budget, if we ever get a

budget out of'Congress this fall, that will provide us with more fundS.

But I think that this will provide perhaps the catalyst to make a real

difference in the workplaces in this country. It is very important that

'..

employers, particularly small employers, understand the'hazards ofthe

\------
workplace. - c"-----,. _

It is very important hat all workers in this country have an under-

standing of the hazards. orkers must know the names of the chemicals

they're Working with. They must.know the hazards that result from thq,e\
0 ,

chemicals, and they must know the preccautions that are to be taken. They

°

must knew whether thex have been exposed to the chemical. They must know

when they have developed silicosis as a result of exposure to silica. It .

can no longer be hidden in a medical recordin a doctor's office. It must

be provided to a worker. It is just impotsible foeus to continue that

way.

We have to inform workers-as to what their rights are, as to what

they're working with, and I think this educational program will provide

tPlat. The money is going to trade associat ont because they have a very

important role to play. They reach many small employers that would'rjever

,n
be reached in any other way. Man small employers belong to a trade

association, so very important that we get this, ihformation out..

The Money goes to.laboP unions

1

to develop health and safety programs,

k,
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educational _programs for their members , and I'm very sorry. that we don't

have here today-an example of one of these programs. I.have seen health

and safety material dev6loped by workers that is the best media have seen`

,

developed by anyone.

,Someone remarked to me a few mihutes ago how articulate working men'
.

and women are. it's their li.ves and'they must become articulate.

I guess- that I became most impressed by this during the -coke oven 0(isory

committee hearingi, the carcinogen,hearings I was in, but we never listened
4 . 4

to any workers.' .

,But werkees showed up,atthe coke.oven advisory commit
Ns..

.

., . .
..

and:they sat iri the audience, and we, would sit around the table and make
.

,e

.

earings;,-

very weighty pronouncements about how; things were in-a factory. Of course, .

t
.

we hadkindustry representatives, and we had' some union representatives, but

they were, you know, fairly high up in the union and high in the

P

como4ny. I

Andipne day a comment was made concerning whether or not, when there

wa1 a spill of coals on the top of.the Chargtng,wie the side after
d.

they had pushed-a charge, whether or not that mrgs ever cleaned up. And we

went ard4.d theftable-, and I asked for information, and every body said,

no,tthat,was never cleaned_Up. That would be very time consuming; and it

was impossible to do that. Well, I could see the workers in the back

of ,the' oom, in the audience whisper to each ,other, and I just knew that

there was something g9ing.on back there,

iSo);.-
this was early, in the proceedings -- I asked them if anyohe in

thO/audience had anything to say . And sure enough, an individual put his

Pew
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hand up. 'And he said, we-do that.'every day in bur! plant in Pennsylvania.

And so the,next day we had an issue. And sure-enough, the workers were

.0

able to give us the straight answe-rs. I don't think,anyue at that table

1
. wa ying. It's just that they didn't know what was actually happening on

the sI14 floor, And you must listen.to workers, because they know. Thank

you.

(Applause),

_1 MR. COTTINE: Thyou, Dr. Bingham. -Our next speaker is Dr.

Robbins, Director of the National _Institute foi--Occupational Safety and'

Health.

DR,ROBBINS: Thank you, Burt. Eula, this is really a terrific

conference, and I'm.iery glad that you'ye do'ne this. It's aii,important

group to talk to, and'J'guess I'm feeling this maybe more strongly than

I I a

some because, as I look back at the.a]most ten-year history of the National

Institute for Occupational, Safety and 6alth:the thing ghat we haven't ^

. .

'done is act as if'cur Science is <useful and relewrint for the general public
1

and for workers, and I hope that we're going to be' able to change that.

But it's not an easy-process.

Burt started out by telling ybu how'fhe OSHA 1a divides up the

4 re4onsibilities--- and his descri'pti'on is quite correct. But it's also--:-

/ '

,

part.of this law is quite unique. And I'guess Sendtor Javits is either; to

be credited or to blamed for isti. but what happened is tple the -:-bi'at-the .

.

. . 4.

_ ", -

research in recommending part of the law is frot.oblyr-separate-fromhDSHA,
/

but ft's actually in a separatedepartment of the Federal Qovernment.' .

,NIOSH sits in the Department of Health, Education, and-Welfare, and 4.,-

c 4
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that obviously can have some great advantages. 'It either can produce 'some

great independence and maybe some great leveragei'or probably,

produce a great deal of irrelevance, i`f one wanted.o. .And I _hope that the

last several months have been an indication, that OSHA and NIOSHAre going

to work closely together and that 'What NIOSH, produces is .goi.ng to be,

relevant.

I'd just like to share with you some of my observations over the last

nine months that I've been in this job and tell you that coming out of a
-public health background to run a research institute, it's been -- ,:it st

ma,

been very interesting.

We have, as Burt rioted,, a responsibility for research, but it's' a

little different thaTImost research, in that it has one element' that's
.

terribly imporrant% bedause,' like OSHA, which has right of entry for -

enforcement activity, NIOSH actually has right of 'entry fo'r research and

investigation purposes. And' that, as far os I knOw makes us quite

different ..frOm any bther research irstitpte. i It putsus in a position of

,going out and defining the problems and feeling confident that, if the

inforMation -is theie, can go out and get it. And we're'not.necessarily

-dependent on the' same kind of cooperation that has maybe slowed down some

of the work that came out of the, Naticon'al 'Cancer Institu,te in 341H,- wher.e. ,... .. I -. ..
A

.

what you can do in the'-future is dependent in part Onhow controversial the
. .

results .you produce at,the preSent.
.

We also da`training,,,
.

and we have_ a service responsibility. We havea
. 4, .

responsibility to do what we call health 'hazard evaluations./OSHA .gets

called.tn when so one' thinks.thai a standard has' been violated:that
,a /

0.

1
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,--...workeft. are-being harmed in that way. We get called in when workers seem

.

to be sick, and yet nobody really knows what's going on. We get called in

with a 'kind of chief complaint. He says, I don' know what I've got, but

this- is how I feel. Can you help me, doctor?'

'A
Weil, that's pretty -- a close parallel to how NIOSH gets kalied on

thete Ilituations by employers, by-workers and occasionally by other

agencies of the Federal overvicient. enter in a problem solving

mode. .1

One-such example is, we got c'alled,in to look at what some workers

thought might be some excess deaths in the employees at John F. Kennedy

Airport in New York. We .slearted looking at the death records of emplOyees

who, drove refueTing'trucks. '13t1X instead of find4.4g,Anexcess in 'cancer

deaths, there seemed to be slight excess in cardiovascUlar deaths'in this /

.

population. But that wasn't where-the brealAhrough came. The :break=

. . .
, . .

.throingh car0 when we,Aterted,ta lgok at4h6 woriet envitotiment for thevbUYs 1r

- . j
. h . ,, 0 ,

.

.

4 vfhp

.

diive the refeen ns. trucks, 'leg I guess yQu're all fami 1 i a r.wi t h"

,

what ',.

, -i° 4-.. ,
.

'
v ..

.% . . .- . 4
these Aings rook like.' They' 0 kind-of a lowslung, vehicle with- the gab

, 4 . . , *:,,,,. , , . ,,,,

.

40 k1 nd of,* scrunched drown i n 'Itheftlnk at- about- die same -level : 4

.4
. ' ' : ' . e 9

.

' SIC ?
11, ..

t Y i '

' \ , . ' But what,turn9d out, to be the ake.was 'these truck's lv!d.beee.v6fy,., f 7 .

.
.

. v . ...
. liqd

1 '

' ow . , ; -.,t

.

.. e , ".-

carefully designed to avoid arlyft're hazar'd keZ oust., here tlePwere, 1 . . -- -* ',Ie
471 . ...

.-- . '

.

' , o 4 , " ..,
a ', JOY .

'transport i ng aiyorgt fuel, and 'wheificiu lockgrr4 theth , cAu fouhd '.-tliat #'2,-..

,
. . .. V - -4t*. .

,

. / .

)
the manufacturer had very carefully brought the' exhaue p Oe out 1- iik

. -, ,
0, I

, . ,, is.-

.
.

. . -

.4.,

...

a

I

A
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f
t.

4 i

o

. . , .
-*.

... .

. -
.

under the tab. When the wi ows were closed, terewas excessively high
-

. I -

s

. . / . - v
,.
ausprOblem,and also very niC onely a' clear solUti---don' 'brif exhaustthat ett g

.. / .. ,. .

pipe but intilat particular location.
- - *. - .

k

% 'One of the other Probletas I foutd on coping into this institute was- .a' .

/. , . ,
., II. ,, . .

. a....

that 1 hacI'a large grOup tie very good sc:ientists who %we. very much on .
....... :%..7-

edge. '.Ther'e was something abotribeing a stfentifts 'iri- an adversary' world'

'1iOh:wat'di ffi cult. What they .pirceiv'ed, what theyNe re exper*nea"..'ng 'Wes

I

*Carbon monoxide ,-,levels he dabs

-So4lIOSfl had g9ne iron a bequest Ito, Took at what seemed`to be a
. .

- I .
*

4
.

suspicious number of 'deaths and came outwith,what we think isa very clear

that every time they Wrotda draft, a paper or;somethisgwas.being , ..,.
. - . , ,,, ., - --, , ., 0,./.

considered --,.the first thing that they had to' deal itith was the law3/47,s. :f ''''''''''
At ';' a f , . 0

'- ''
s ' ' i1P--**

4
1V .0, .

.'11: al} both "sides' of.;he issue, and they ionty Jot to deal withrtheir 'Own.
. . a .. ;a P .,o,,

a .. t N. :i.

... c.olleaguts',:after ti'iely:Aia.d'provld d all. thee lawyers,,with all the I,nforuia,-..,
*.f

Oat
1 . gir : e -

., - 00

eon at they wante'' 4. ',And ,that!-s a lough sitta(ion tO 1?e in as a 7
-

'a I
J

.4 '..."

t.SC ieritit. . .. ,,,
.- - ..- . . ,

, t /iir,.

-"; .-'

1 %/ i .,-- i And the ,way it got trap lated for mewas we re trying very bard to be
.,- .7., -`"D. , .,

. ,-..-
. . , neqtral. And when you probed a littla bit, it, waeeven.tougher than ttia
. 1' ;

- .

It's not that they only wanted-to be neutral, but they 'al"so felt that they._

were being exrfected to do the balancing, were.,call i ntwe 'tke. shots'
.

.

.
.. . .N.

between management and workers, that thay had to tglke into consideration.
4,'

e -A, a?-'

all Of the issues, the economics, the feasibility 'as well.as th
,

hea.Ittr-4ndw,
. .

s... cience,. And thi s was real" ly v rY difficult. r
" . '

: -
Z D..,

,

)
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ve.tried to go back to the law then says to them,, you know, you: re

not neutral. You're workindwithtn an institute that was creafedby a taw
.

that is a laW intended to protect workers. And you need make no apologies- -

"for the fact that you're %skirting on the behalf of workers. You're trying

to tell the people of this country what needs to be dohe in order, to.make

'workers safe. So let's et out of this 'situation of acting as if we're

neutral.

. .
..

,

,

.

We will be often in opposition tb-management..
We wtll occasionallfy be

f

.

\--imoppositiA-t6 unions. But we should feel pretty clear that, when we've .----`

taken.a.position about health issues, we are.m6resenting the interests of:,

el

the Workers. I think it's Made it a )Ittle bit better, but-the govern-
.,

Ment enviro ment for doing science is nbt always easy. 4-

If you extebd that pro em, one of the other,t:hings about' occupational

health is that governmen financin

relatively small compared to the a

corporations:. Add to that.the fact'that the whole field of occupational

10.

g
'

of occupational health research is

144

Mount of research'fininted

..

health research is really very small.. It's relatively nev,vre haveltrouble

attracting people into-ttis You can't necessarily intereiCa %

"derMatologist in studying occupational skin disease, though we try:, We
,

hava, a pAbiem: do vie have enough independent,Juniversity-based research.

4 r

So much miry for research has come\z_out of industry in this field, tfiat a

lot of thepebple have troub% defending their positions because'theY are
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in some sense, tainted by those for whom they have done research. J face

this problem alrthe time.

Let me mention anotherthing that NIOSH is into. 'It turns out that

NIOSH is hot strictly a research'operation, that there is one area where, we

are regulatory, and that is in' the area of personal protective equipment..

For two kinds of personal protective equipment, for respirators and

for coal mine dust samplehs, we actkially approve this equipment and say

.that it meets certain Standards, and based on that approval OSHA' and the

Mine Safety and HealthAdministration allow this equipment to be used in

the field.' -

I guess I didn't'realize how much of a problem this was or how Tittle

attention had been given to this in the .Bast until three fir:emen' died at

the end,of March in Lubbock, TeAs. And we were asked a .zple of weeks

-later by the'Lubbook Fire Department to take a look,at Whether the

respirators thafthey were wearing, which incidentally wehe not a NIOSH-
=..

approved.type, had been responsible for the deaths. And they sent.us these

respirators. And when we looked at them, they were in lousy shape. They

had beers taken apart and put together several times.. I guess the final

conclusion is we didn't know whethe'r or not these respirators had been part
sP

of the cause of death of these firefighters who'died withoutany burns,

without any trauma.

But the next thing we did was we went out and sampled this same kind

of respirator with the same ki.nd of valve. We looked at about 200 of the

respriatOrs as well as these Scott Air Pack'. and Scott Pressure Packs
.

304'
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and found, that about ten percent of them that we looked at had serious

'Major .defects.

These were respirators that were out in the hands of fire departments

0416 depInded on them, and the worst of the defects was one that reduced the

safetyfactor of thi respirator from where it was a protection factor of

100000 down to a p otection factor-of 100.

And then we really had a problem, because when we asked the company

thA manufactured them, their best estimate was there were between 2n0,000

an a quartr of a million of these respirators in the 'hands of fire-

fighters and general industry around the country, and that theselfkers

, depended on them. They were used in emergency situations, particularly by..
.3, '

firefighters,where you couldh't folloWthe usual NJOSH wisdom, whichis

/
'don't use a- _respirator all if you can engineer the problem away. And we

:

'shad a major'.PUblic health problem on our hands and no method had been *

t
,

,

,' developed to deal witIli-it.

We didn't have a recall systgt as 3,64, h-We with automobiles

-

drugs or -with food products., Wepdn't-have a notification system, how to

,get to all the worker who had these. To make it worse we didn't know the ,

mode of.failure. We didn't know whether they were failing atthe time of

manufacture, during storage or during use. We didn't know,exactly-what to

tpll the workecfprwhether.to go'on.using them, whether/ to inspect them. It y

Os a very difficult period. '
Four or five months Maker, now, the Scott company has'finally come up

0 with 4 retrofit kit, a fix on the probleM and they haye agreed to replace

,all drthe malfunctioning parts, and NIOSH now knows, that we have to take 'a
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look at our whop program. It's really very much more complicated thiii

that. '

As you are told by industry again and again, industry is terribly

opposed to government regulation. Well, we're in a strange situation where

the strongest advocates of NIOSH approval 'and regulation for respirators

comes from the respirator manufacturers. We have created for thema very,

wonderful and artificial market situation which protects the status quo.,We

may alsO be stifling innovation in this field. We make it very hard fora

new kind of respirator to be approved.

And it's been a very interesting experience for me. We are now

reviewing our whole.personal protective equipment program to assure that it

is really meeting its original purpd-ie, which is to protect workers. It's

not entirely clear that it's been having th'at desired effect all the way

along, certainly not as much as it 'should have.

And you can't necIssarily do it in a voluntary way. For the last

three years NIOSH has reported that over half of the brands of eye-cup

safety goggles failed to meet the standard. They shatter when a steel ball

is dropped on the lens, and yet it happened in '77. We reported the

. results. The same kind of results in '78. And now this is.the th4rd yecar

in which we have reported. back to the manufacturers, when their particular

goggles don't meet the standard. Things don't seem to.be changing.

And so it's not clear that we can rely on a voluntary approach. 'The

'24ole area of standards'is very important, and it's probably a good area

for NIOSH to be in an independent position.

We have often provided OSHA and the Mine Safety Health Admini-

stration with research indicating when standards ought to be updated and

4-
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howl they ought to be updated. I think that this is a useful and important

pressurelo be kept on, the-standard-setting and enforcement part of this

government,to assure that ;the standard are kept up to the quality that,

they ought to have, and are really( ,,tdoinghe job.
4

On the otherland, -we've done a lot of our standard - Letting re-

search, our recommending research in a.rather strange way, and this is what

I wanted to mention. ,The problem that a research institute has when it has

to do its work on contract -- contracts have been\mentioned at various

times during, this meeting--about this result or that result Produced by our ,

Contractor: It's a very tough probleM.

One of the things that we've done under contract is. produced the

things called criteria documents, the formal recommendations to OSHA on

what a standard ought to be. And I HO an interesting experiencewhen I
4.

met with one of our larger contractors, the Stanford Research Institite,

and it was An interesting meeting.

I asked my secretary before this meeting I guess in the first

couple,monthi I wasp on the job -- I said, what.s this meeting going to be

about, because it had,been on the calendar for a while. She said, don't

worry; it's just a courtesy call. They're one of our big contractors, and,

they want to meet you.
. /

And it really did have thatquality. I sat through about ten minutes

Of,this presentation, and I was handed this year's annual report and last
4

year's annual report and some other things that caTe,out of SRI. And f

frankly was-getting kind of bored with this meeting, and -- but I had a

serious concern, and 1 had a concern about what a group like -- a'
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private for-profit, company was doing, how they were doing research and what

their biases were, and I said to them, I know you serve many people and do

research in these areas.. You deal with -- you deal with us. You deal with

industries.' Occasionally you deal with unions. And how am I sure that

- r

. your interest in business in the future isn't affecting the results that

you giVe us or, I gueis, how yoUr other customers are.sure that, your

interest in doing business With us isn'taffecting your objectivity in

dWing with them.

And the answerI got back from, I' think, a vice president at SRI,. he
-..

said, well, we have a firm rule.it SRI which is that our senior scientists

aren't allowed'to talk to each other.

(Laughter) ,
46

p.

rO

ti Now, that's a strange way to doscience, and it's part of the problem

-that I've perceived at NIOSH, wIlich is that when we lo research on

contract, we're left maybe witha well-educated and developed contractor,

but very liftle'of the 4pertisestayi.within NIOSH,'-and after we've

developed some recommendations; we no-longer havethe,people around to

provide the ConOltation and the service and the help that a government

agency ought to be giving-in this area. So 'one of the things.we're in the

process of doing is trying to do as much of our research In-house and as

much of our service functions -- computer programming, building main-,

tenance and the,like ---on contract, so that at least one can look at NIOSH

)

andfeel that onhas a reasonable eadre of scientists around who -know what

--they're doing.

,31)
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And Tthinkweire on the-way. We .started out with a pretty good

group. A lot has beenrsaid; obviously, this,whble conference is.directed

f.

at trying to get the story about occupational health out to the public.

,Fn the past We have tended to produceNour results fairly .narowly for,

the professional world and in terms of recommendations for OSHA.. I think

. it's had some problems. And one of them is that we hdven't taken advantage

of the situations when people really Want_to know and need to know what's

goirig on. And that includes the fact that we haven't done nearly enough to

follow up on our studies.

When we do a study, I think we need to assume that everyone we've come

incontact with has an interest in knowing what the results are. Yet even '4"

that group has not always gotten the results. But beyard that, wh-e-never.we

do a study, I think it's our obligation to figure out who all the other

C.\
people who have similar problems are and get that story out.

And NIOSH is a wealth of research and information about what'going

on inoccupational health, and I've got to say to this audience that over

the next year I hope we will do something better to get all this

-
,information out in a usable folm. -r-

I've got to ten yoil that the other whole:area of involvement --

i ' and maybe we'll get back' to it in-questiOnS -Lis the whole problem o/

control technology., When you're working in this area, not everything can

. .

be accomplished by standards. And(to give you one example. ,We're faced

. ,

with a.problem of non-ionizing radiation, microwaves, other kinds of

equipment. 'One that we've looked at recently is something called radio'

frevengy hut sealers, a kind of sta ard industrial press that gives
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,you nice heating across the plates of the press, because the plates of the

press are really the antenna of a radio transmitter.

And the women who work at these machines -- most of the people who

'work at them,are women -- report that they're uncomfortable because their

clothes get warm, and they can't wear jewelry because the metal in their

rings Uur'ns their hands. And then when' you talk'to them, they take take a'
10

fluorescent light bulb and hold it up in front of the operating machine and

show you that it lights spontaneously without any wires going into' it when,

Q

the' maciiine is on? .

.1

On the other hand, fromthe scientific point of view we don't have an ,

answer as to what all the health effects of this kind of radiation are

going to be. Take it back the other way. We do know that there is a

(relatively cheap shielding available for this machine that almost totally
,

eliminates the human exposure. We need to be able to make recommendations

not just say what a safe level is

but NI9SM has to be'in the position of saying certain kinds of

.changes, certain kinds of control technology ought to come into place now,

rather than waiting the 20'years or the 30 years to know what.the health

,
effects are goinq to be.

Thank you,

(Applause)

MR. COTTINE: .thank you, Dr. Robbins. It's now my pleasure to

introduce my colleague and also the chairman-of the Oocupational Safety and

Health Review Commission, Mr. Timothy Cleary.
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MR. CLEARY: Thank you, Burt, Dr. Bingham, \)r. Robbins, participants

and attendee's at this,g'reat confererike. It's not often that I have the

opportUnityKto address an audience-Of people wid such varying journllistic

backgrounds with but one purpose, the understanding and accurate,reporting

on job safety and health matters in this couptry..

Mu heard many distinguished experts in the field yesterday and today. .

And L'hopk not() add to'thevast information you've been assimilating by

.

telling youabout the Occupational Safety and Health,Revtew Commission and

it's role in safeguarding American work places.

- First letge tell] you about our purpose and structure.,, Thee I'll get

into how weigo about accomplishing our aims through internal procedures and

rulings.

As you Otobably knoW, the 'review commission has but one goal, the fair

A

and speedy adjudication, of job safety and health cases. We function like a

court. When OSHA people inspect the workplace and find what they believe
..

. A
k.

,
.

to be a hazard, they issue a citation, proposed penalty and aprreCtion.

deadline. If the employer, disagrees-with any or all of what OSHA has

cha)-rged him with or the Repalty or the-Abatement date, the 'employer has a
,

.

. .

right to contest within 15 working days whatever he'believes,should be

disputed.

Employees also have the right to contest for shorter correction times

than those set by OSHA and additionally have the right to assert party

,status in any employer notice of contest, contest of either the employer or

. employees commences the commission's

The Commission is an independent agency in the executive`branch of the

a
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governmen fhe act that created the Commisfon, OSHA and NIT is the

Occupational Safety and Heelth
J,

Act of 1970. The three agencies have

completely separate functions: We are the judges, OSHA the complainant,

and NIOSH is the research arm., And it was interesting to hear Dr.-Robbins:
,

a. short while ago explain his regulatory Or that agency's regulatory

functions.

We have nine regional offices,where our 47 judges are hOused. They

hold their hearings
4

in locations, chosen,for the convenience of the parties
4 (

involved in our cases. In'most instances, our hearings are held right in

the town where the alleged violation occurred. In no instance is a hearing,

held, beyond 50 miles from the scene of the alleged violation.
:

We want participation at our hearings by all affected by the alleged

hazards, so we make it as easy as possible for employprs andmpToyees to

be there.. We encourage this involvement -in our hearings, as we believe

they then are more apt to show tie full pictufe of what -happened and hew it

happened. With a-full record we are then able to_further insure, just and

complete,decisions.

1 We look at each case indOidually, deciding it on its own merits. Our

judges are a team I am justly proud .of. They are all highly-qualified

individuals in the-law and very experienc'ed in occupational safety and

health cases.
4re

I should now explain that the Commission' is a two-level system of

adjudication. First, a hearing is held by krifliministrative law
i

judge,41and

he issues.a' .The discretiapary,review of this decision may he

ordered by any one of the three presidentially appointed commission

r^
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members 'in Washington, D.C. Review Tustr be called-within 30 days of the

judge filing his decision. We call review on a case especially if one of

the parties, has requested it, but not always. Usually review is ordered if.

there is a question of an errorby a judge. or a 'matter of law which must' be

clarified. Review i s actual ly called only a minority of cases.

Abatement of job haz.ards is essential and is central to this act. .

When an employer is unable to aba-tesa hazardous condition within the

allotted time because ofjactors beyond his control, the"employer may .

abatement, such petitions are identified for expeditious handling when

petition for additional time. Because of the .importance of the
(need

for

received at the commission.

I would also note that some83.percent of our cases are settled out of

court or are withdrawn. Under such circumstances al5eement of al 1 hazards

must be guaranteed before the judge or commission will grant the motion for

withdrawal, or the settlement of the _parties.
.

We've recently revised our rules to allow Tor quicker, less
,

paper - clogged proceedings in cases that do not involve toxic substances,_

other. health issues, general duty cases or 'other cases of a'n exeremely

serious nature. These exceptions usually requite much in-depth
.. ---

presentation of evidence and therefore we would be remiss if we did not

allow the fullest possible range of judicial proCeedings in making Such1) .
I d I

e. %

rulings. However, in most other cases our new simplified' proceedings will
i ,

apply' when no party objects, and thereby Wants more formaf'proceedings.

We hope to hasten proceedings before us and reduce their costs.

P)eadings 'generally' will not be'permitted ow required under the simplified

/ 403
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procedure rules. The federal rules of evidence will not apply and a couple

of tame - consuming legal steps will be prohibited.

'Since becoming chairman of the review commissionsin 1977 it has been
No.

mpaim to` remove by collegial action obstacles from the process of .

. 4

litigation before the commission. I see these new proceedings as being

especially. helpful to small business persons and local unions appearing

without counsel; however, with health cases the complexion -Ofsthe

,commission necessarily changes. They always carry novel and complex

issues, and they very seldom settle.-
c

The difficulty of these cases in terms of procedural and evidentiary

complexity, including extensive d4scOvery and opinion evidence, is equal to

any found in the Federal District Courts,or in any state court for that

Matter. We're constantly educating Ourselves in thesk emerging areas

relating to occupational disease. ,s a matter of fact, I've just come from

a Week-long industrial hygiene training session ateended\by my fellow

members and the administrative law jt\JI4es. s It was .conducted by..k.he

,

Colorado State Oniveriiity's Occupation& Safety and Health.Sectian. It -was

an excellent program, and included Many hours of actual laboratory
S.

exercises. I'Ve been so gratified with/the results of this program, that I-.

intend toehold a similar program for all the commissiom attorneys iri the

near future.

Programs.suchastheColdradoState,one are essential as our case load

reflects a large increase -in health-related-contests. gf the 165 new cases

we receive weekly, about one:thfrd are occupational disease relatedc This

.is, i-suppose, attributable to the increase in-OSHA health -inspections."

c
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In fiscal' year '80, OSHA expects to cpnduct some 46,800 safety inspectimjs

qi. i. I
_ and 13,200 health'inspections. Our rate of contest to inspections is also

4

4

.

increasing at a rapid rate. In fiscal year '78 our contest rate Was-9.68

and in fiscal '79 the rate'is 12.27 percent'and rising. 3.

Thj Commission attempts, in the conduct. of its buSiness, to take, ts:
'

much of its busibess, so to speak, to areas outside Washington,-D.C., when-
.

ever practicable. We held an open meeting 4-en considering our new rules

proposal package here'?h Chicago earlier 'this year, We've also recently

held oral, arguments in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Albuquerque, New

Mexico. We recently began a program of one-day seminars in which the three

members,; the chief administratiye law judge and the general counsel

participated to help the public know more about the Commission and its

rulings. Dor firsttwo were in Philadelphia in March and Dallas in June.

And next.week our seminar will be here in Chicago.

The responses to all of them, just as the response-tt6clis occasion,

have Been overwhelmingly supportive. We plan.to continue holding them'

quarterly.

We have attempted to have clearer and more instructive rulings

well. Recently we have issueddecisions which more clearly define the
-e-

.

general duty clause of the Act. We have issrd-a owmber of decisions which

give comprehensive explanation as to what constitutes a repeate0 violation:

ale have'articulated policies of employees' participation in oucIlly:(5-% /

\

ceedings, thereby encouraging their greater participation. We have p co},
.

vited more guidance on what will be allowed in trade secrets protect loft in

pre-hearing discovery. We have reiterated the elements necessary t
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proper settlement if it is to' be in the public interest. And we have

Continued to pass upon important issues in noise abatement, testing and

measurement of toxic substances and multi-employment'hazard abatement

Problems.

Ild like to-take a few moments, if I may, to note some of the more

#important recent decisions that may interest yob. They are examples of how

we operate.Ond the kindi of-rulings we iss1.1e: The first is one insuring

that a small businessman receives his day in court. This case involved the

Gil Haugan Construction Company which contended that its notice of contest

was to all 'allegationsof violation and not just-to the penalty, even

though initially that was unclear. We ruled, however, that the intent of

Gil Haugan was to ,dispute both the citation and penalty. We noted t

1 r
ther:e was a lack of legal representation for Haugan and there was an

ambiguous use of numbers ideCtifying the ,citation and penalty in.the notice

of contest. Our decision was appealed to the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals

which upheld our ruling, stating that it was a proper exercise of the

Commission's statutory discretion-to employ a previously announced policy

of looking to subsequent filings as an aid in discerning an employer's

intent in order to interpret property the notice of contest before it.

This case largely eliminates a possible procedural boobytrap that might

have prevente4,4-mall business person from having his day in court.

Just as the review commission has stepped in to protect the rights of
/-

employers, we also have done mucitin defining' the rights of employees or

their authorized representative to participate meaningfully in our pro-
,

ceedings. The decision that'demonstrates,this concern is the ITT Thompson,

406



Industries, Inc., case. The Commission ruled that when'an authorized

/
employee representative has elecfed to become a party, it is the duty, of

the Commission judge; the Secretary of Labor and the employer to insyre ark

7
opp%ortunity.for meaningful employee participation 1,n any settlement.

Another related caS4"was IMC-wherejthe Commission .stated .'that

employees or their_ representatives, as a party, mist he given an

opportunity to object when; as, in this case, the 5ecretry was moving. to

4*

withdraw is charges.

Wheeling-PittsbUrgh Steel' Corporation was a recent case which

concerned the manner in which workers' exposure to occupational no e can

be tested, and pinpointing where such exposure allegedly occurred. In

affirming the alleged violation we ruled that the allegation that employees

are exposed to excessive noise levels need not. be supported by evidence of

continuous monitoring or evidence establishing emimoioyee exposure through

the course of the work day. This ruling came in reObnse to Wheeling's

contention that'OSHA's integrated testing of noise levels for various

periods of time, instead of over an entire day, failed to depict workers'

actual exposure to'that hazard. e

We clearly stated, "The Setretary may use sample monitoring data to

support a citation for excessive noise'provided that the sample dateis

supported by other evidence from which it may reasonably tie inferred that

employees were exposed tb excessive sound levels."

We ruled that a citation alleging noncompliance with the noise

standard does not have to specify the excessive noise levels in order to

satisfy-the particulaNty reqVirement of the Act. "The citation need

407
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only provide for notice of the genetaf-locations bf, excessive 'noise

levels," the decision stated, adding that "the citation in this case Was

sufficiently particular in that it expressly referred to the areas of;

excessive noise."A

As I mentioned earlier, we are seeing. more and more health-related

cases involvong such issues as noise, Kepone, asbestos and vinylchloride.

to mention a few. Before I conclude, I want to share with you the rulings

in'two appeals court deciSions. First is the case of Western Electric;

Inc, fronithe 2nd Circuit, Western Electric wbrkers were exposed to vinyl

chloride in the air and although they knew this exposurekwas under the five

parts per million limit, they did not test the air. The Commission

decision, which differed from my minority view, stated that initial

monitoring was unnecessary when there was a reliable prediction that the

amo released in the air was less #an the prohibited limit. The court

rejected this, stating that whenever any amount of vinyl chloride is
... ,

released in the air, initial 'monitoring must be made.
. .

k
The

,

,
,-

Thetond case
.

is that of the
\

GAF Corporation. In this instance the

e .C. Circuit Court upheld the Commission's finding that when an empnyee is

exposed to any concentration of asbestos in the air, whether it be at the

prohibited level or not, that the employer is obligated to provide medical

examinations.

In conclusiOn, I'd like to say that Ibelieve that' we have done much

im the grelening or maturing of the Commission since the Act's passage. Our

continuing aim is to do our part to foster the statutory purpose of pro-
.
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viding safe and healthful workplaces for all Americans and insuring the

fairngss of contests ariisirrg under the Act.

J acknowledgi yourlown important and special contributions to the

\goal which is an important part of our national 'labor policy And I .would

also com d OSHA for this conference; Dr. Bingham for the foresight. Be-
.,

cause it is after all, programs such as this that is really what OSHA -is

all about. It's not the so-cal led nitpicking enforcement actions. All of

you have heard, and *I'm sick of hearing about the split toilet seats and

the ice-in the watercoolers and the jiffy Johns' in the work fields. d

like to hear more about the subject-of this conference. I'd like to hear
,

more about the 20-odd workers that were killed in one of the first cases

that came to the Commission; ,the Lockheed Gonstructrion Company case, I

believe it.was docket number two.

to rear more about the Greenfield & Associates case, the

tubnel explosion at Lake 1-fUron when 2.2 workers were killed in an explosion.

I'd like to hear more about the conflagration on Staten Island when 39

workers were killed, the, Texas Eastern case. And I could go on and on.

OSHA is life and death :in the workplace. I'm a little tired_Af

reksio, almost daily inn the newspapers, about workers killed iritrench

cave-ins. Who would believe that an Act that. someone said earlier, almost

1,years in existence, certainly eight and a half, that we'd still be

reading ..bout these things.

The Commissio itself has taken a very strong position on defenses --

and I perhaps should have mentioned this in the course of my comments about

case\s, on safety prbgrams, when an employer defends on the basis
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.of unpreventable employee misconduct. The Commision is going to.take a

hard and long look at safety programs. They're going to have to be more.'

than just paper programs. They're going to have to be meaningful programs,

. and they're going have to be programs that area fully implemented.
'0 I.

And I will close by commending to your attention a circuit court

decision,,National Industrial Construc'ors, and two Commission decisions

that issued on the same day, approximately a year and a half ago, Floyd

Pipe and MOyntain States. I commend they() everyone's decision. Thank

, you very much.

(Applause)

MR. Cf.-TINE: Thank you, Mr. Cleary. At this time we will entertaln2

questions. Please step forward tb the microphone.

MR. UNIDENTIFIEP): Well, gbt a good-voice. .I'd like to know

how Ron McCann, the regionalerectorof OSHA (inaudible) set them up for

discharge.- And we have evidence that the OSHA official comes,,in on'the

arbitration process and damages the worker. And to me, it-was worthless.

.

for me to go 'ahead and file charges' against U.S. Steel,South Worts

(inaudible )1... in an involved case of graft and corruption out there, of

off-site cont'eNtors ripping off.a c oratiori, the equipment blown up,

malfunctioning equipment. And

0

useless for me to go ahead and file

A charges against the compTiTy'When I was Set up by (inaudible)... and

the OSHA review guy comes in on the arbitration proce§s, getshold of the

arbitrator/and damages the worker. We have almost direct'evidende on this
SZ

inaudible) ..: is very well aware of this.
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But that's kind of damaging. This guy was the secretary-treasurer of

Rennie Davis-Abbie Hoffman in ciicago Seven conspiracy trial ... testified

against Rennie Davis-Abbie Hoffman and it was a fildht, actually, to get the

public involiedin contributing to the Rennie Davis4bbie Hoffman

Conspiracy.. This gro0 of people that were agitators. (Inaudible) in the

,publiC so that they could go ahead and get names.

And it's the same way with OSHA in a way I think (inaudible) --

a

MR. COTTINE: Let me permit Dr. Bingham to respond, if she wished.

DR. BINGHAM: Well? if' you Would provide, for me and perhaps Mr.

McCann bas it available 'already in our office, I don't have the details of

this arbitration. It sounds to me as if you're saying that there is a

discrimination factor which is covered under section' 11(c) of the Act.

I. would be glad to deal with it. I just don't know the specific case.

From what you say, it sounds very unfair. And I'd like to have names and

dates and,pjac,,
:

(Inaudible) I could Prov ide you T- .if you could %.

4

listen to'the recorded message, Dr. Bingham; abbut Barry Menbs.(PHONETIC)

who was the general foremanOUt/there at the rod frill. He ys denying that',

there was,..(inaudible). And they had'-- they were talking dbout the

watered down cement, the whole series .of problems out there at South Works.

You see, there's an IRS investigation going on with J. R.\11'ewers,

who's the chief, Intelligence Section, of the IRS on outside contractors

coming in, ripping them off. And then they hail Lee Randall, who was the

Air

i
,
secretary of the grievance committee, coming in and said, "I don't know

whether or not you were aware but we've had the occupational safety and

health people

'411
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in theA)lant."

So OSHA came in and,they nailed Us for $215,000. what happened

what I'm seeing in OSHA is that they're reducing that fine dpwn td $68,000.

And. it looks like the.union, the United Steelwo'rkers Union, the safety

committee thereis.caving in on all the pertinent (inaudible) of gross

criminal negligence where you nailed them for that. Tbey're just

acquiescing and they're caving in. And it doesn't look too good.
5

DR, BINGHAM: Well, if you'll talk about'it later and try to -- we

/don't want to cave in when we have the evidence. 6

MR. COTTINE: Next question?

MS. WINTERNITZ: I'm Helen Winternitz. I'm a reporter with.the

Baltimore Sun and I have a question that does not have a simple yes or no

t

answer, but it's something live thought about a lot over the last couple of

years. And it has to do with OSHA's basic policy on its enforcement pcilicy

that.l_think goes back to the Act itself and the promulgation oethat.

TiMe and again'in myTeporting on health and safety problems I've seen

federal OSHA inspectors,. or their state equivalents, go intoa-workplace,

find a violation, document the, violation, violations ranging from safety

deficiencies that cause fatalities, or health deficiencies that cause

Were lead poisoning or nervous system disease, anything on that ordev.

And'then they turn around and_levy,a fine or a penalty that is $1,000

maximum for a serious violation, $10,000 maximum for a willful or.repeated

violation, which are very rare.
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And my question is, in the eyes of a large corporatiOn -7 not

-00
.
talkjng about small co9panies here by any means, these fines' are so low

*hat in many cases it would seem far easier for'a company to pay these

fines than to take a profound look at safety and health programs that would

be needed to correct the problems and stop the viol4tions and stop fines'

which are not very large.

So my question essentially is what kind of effect do these fines
k

have onbig corporations and is that a problem, perhaps, in the whole

3 . enforcement program?,

DR. BINGHAM: I've thought about this a lot myself. It was brought up

when Willow Island occurred and I dom't remember-what tote amount "of the

.

penalty was'but, you know, a few -- $30, $40, $60;000. I guess if you're..a

large company, and you want to break the itaw, it doesn't really matter-iv/hat

the penalty is as long as you can pay the fine and g6 on.

-To' some'people in this country breaking a federal law thatreally is

meant to,utotect the lives di working men and womenis wrong and if you

C7
only fine them $1'.00, it wouldn't makp any difference, they would still fr

voluntarily comply. I guess' you're talking about the recalcitrants Mainly, '

large -ompanies, I suppose, who have,the finvices to-come'intolfompliance

and don't,

Certainly, large fines are not going to do it. We are using,

referring for the first time to the Justice Department, cases where there
t

appears'to bi 'a criminal violation. There must be a fatality and there

must be a standard involved there.'
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I will say this, that .there are more. repeat and ,now
4 ,

being assessed than ever had seen. The fact's arethat ecretary.Marshafl

and I indicated yesterday, we are interestecyn the whales'and not the

minnows. I'm not interested, really, in penalizing a small company,
,

sometimes a $100 fine or a $150 fine. for a very small company is very

troublesome and can literally mean the difference betWeen making the

pajroll and not. And I would much prefer that money going into the

abatement. 'That's a philosophical discussion, of course.

I don't know,.it has something to do with themorals in this ctintrY..

:
I think it has sdething to do with what this. conferencels about, that'You

C-

have to raise the consciousness and the expectations of working men and

, e ,

women in this country to demand a safe and healthy workplace. Dere is a
- -

.place for fines and for citations but yOu have to makeit socially

ddaccept,able to kill men and women in the workplace'. It is socially_

unacceftable to'do that on the:highway and in, every other situation and I

think what we, need in this country is to` take a hard look at these isslies,,

\\ MR. CLEARY: I suppose your questiOn is partly directed alto at the

fact that many times, you'll.see situations where workers are killed or:

4".

amputations occur and the penalty of $1,000 seems minuscule. 1 think an
0

important point to remember is that on reinspection by OSHA, an employer is

subject to penalties of up to $1,000 foe eackAdditional day-that they -

,-----,

remain in Oolation. /
..)

-... . As Dr. Bingham suggests, penalties mean different things different

4

-.people. Ov.hundred dollars may be all the money in the world to a wall
IT

,

business person. There are those who would argue that, and believe me this
.

44 4
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is a constant question in my mind in determi ng what is an appropriate

penalty in the assessment Ofpenalties. And th e are those who woujd urge

. ,

very strongly that abatement is really the name of the game. If you want

excessive penalties ori.;.91k-excessiNe but large penalties, one need only
,

rifer to a relent case in the state of Pennsylvania where, if I recall

correctly, the penaitie were something in the order of $340,000.

So there are cases where there are_very substantial penalties. And as

Dr, Bingham suggested, there have been a goodly number ofcriminal charges

being considered.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED); A have one question intended for Pr. RObbins and-t

a Couple intended jointly to the prosecutor or .complairiant and to the

4 -
e......°

judge. .
.

T DP, Robbins, and this question is really intended, through him, to
f

get to the working press.in the individual locations as a-sort of a tip for

a story fortthem to look for._ To what extent is the personal protective

equipment that is actually in, use in the plants in the communities - -as

goggles, as respirators, as_safety shoes and so onto_what extent is the

equipment whi h is actually in use, effective, and to what extent are there

standards for such equipment and actual equipment for female workers who,

have somewhat different dimensions? That's for Dr. Robbins.

Now, for Dr. Bingham and Mr. Cleary, I have questions directed to the

time element as well as to the, question of repeat violations. Do you -want

them at the same time or shall I hold?

DR. ROBBINS: Let me go ahead, if I may, 'to try to deal with it. I

hopelou don't want numbers because I'm afraid I don't ha,4 them. IAthink
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you can assume that none of the personal protective equipment that is

tester d,ever Oerforms as well in the Lie,14d as it is originally tested/to

peorm.

We are currently contesting, as an example to you on the fit issue, an

AmeriCan National Standards Institute policy where they stated to us that

they thought that cOantitative fit testing is probably a good idea but is
ti

ecoomically'Impossible. And our position is that it absolutely4

necessary. And in'rerms of the qdality of'the equipment out there,

start with.our first position which is that personal protective equip-
,

,ment should never he used unless it is absoluteii necessary. And clearly,,

firefighters are an example where" it 'is .necessary, but in most situations

engineering approaches are better. And that the stuff just never does as
.f)

well as one would hope, even irthere,ere standards and at some time it

. has been tested and shown as new equipment to meet those standards. It's a

very difficult'prdblem.

VR. (UNIDENTIFIED):. Thank you. Now, with respect tO the other two

'questions. In the first-place, the question of repeat citations, repeat

violations of the.srendards, at present the situation is, as I understand

it, that because of a decision,or an interpretation by the review

commission in a General Electric case in Schenectady and perhaps in other

cases as well, the employer who has a great many plants across the codntry

10 has separate establishments so that if a particular situation is in

violation of standar;ds in plant A in one city, and that employer is cited
0

for violating that particular standard in tfiat city and then OSHA

subsequerffly finds that that employer is in-VOlation of the same standard,
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the same kind of equipment, the same kind of hazard in .another city, that's

a brand new citation:

That was the Commission's decision, that these are ,separate establish.:

r'llents. Do you'Intend to take a look at that?

And then to the two-panelists, what can you do 'abput the speeding up

of the handling of these cases?. Because under fte law, abatement is not

requiret.d until the appeal is, finally disposed of unless its ruled to be a

frivolous appeal. Recently the Commission Tmit's )0 29th actions

remanded two cases back.to the administrative law judges, for rehearing on

1 the merits. In one case a man had been'killed on the job, in another case

there were a couple of violations although obody was killed& Both cases

El
\I

occurred several years ago. That is to say, he death in onewas soMething

/ . .

like three,,four years ago. The citations' in both caes were issued several

) years ago. ,-
, .

In both cases the time lapse betWeen the reminding, which is not the

final adjudication, the time lapse occurredfor really nitpicking technical

reasons. Inthe
t
one case, the Secretary ,sent notices of the citations to

two offices of that corporation when the citations got to the two offices

so v.four days apart, the question came up as to 'whether-the emplver-was' within

the 15 day period that he had for sending the Secretary 'a notice of contest

because if you.dount from the receipt. of one date-he was in the limit, if

you count frO the other date he wasn't.

In the other case the Secretary cited an employer and mis-cited him

because it referred to him by name as doing business under such and such a

corpiorate title and actually the orporaticiii had changed names and there=

o
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fore it was a mis,-citation. So these things are, around for several years..
.

What are you going to do about speeding up these things so-tIhit yovecan

)

finally pet to abatement?

(Applause)

ifs

MR.,CLEARY:t Let me 'assure you that we at the Commission are as
.

seriouslysconcerned about-the disposition Of cases as' you are. We'are
,

.

taking all steps available to us to improve_the,quicker disposition of
. ,

cases.
'7.,

I. would say that while Commiisioner,Barnako and I were able to dispose
!'. I,.. ., .

ofla goodly number of cases, there was at eriod of about a year when we

4 were.withau,t a,third member.. And I'm sure, given the fact that you have

been able tT5 recite with a great deal of accuracy some recent decisions of

4
the COmmission, you're certainly aware of it.

.You're also certainly aware of the fact that in an attempt to break a

logjim,we resorted to issuing one-to-one decisions, and that proves very

effective in some cases. However, there have been'atleast two circuit

courts of appeals that did not approve of it.

But let me, in answering ybur second question first, assure you that

we at the Commission are grievously concerned about przoductivity. I

realize, too, as well as you do, that abate'ment dates are told, until such

time as the Commission issues a final order. We are.working very hard at

it, let me assure you. And I believe that you will seq, as the Commission

issues isions, you will see faster decisions issued.
I.

Of, c urse as far as the two cases of your concern, rwould have
4

personally had no problem with the answers in those cases. That's not to
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Say I was right -- (notcecOrded)

... recently issued the Potlatch decision. As you know, while there

was a majority opinion in the General Electric case, there was a subsequent

decision in the George Hyman case in which we had three divergent opinions

as to what ought to constitute a repeated violation. The Commission has

resolved the difficulties generated by those three separate opinions in

a

the Hyman\case in the Potlatch decision.

And really, in my closing remarks, I talked about how the Commission

is looking at safety programs. And what the Commission is saying in
F

Potlatch-hat we are telling employet:s that they cannot defend, as had

been suggested by one of my colleagues in the Hyman case, they cannot

defend on the basit. that ,it was at a different location in the country.

They cannot defend on the basis that you had different supervisors. What

the Commission is insisting upon is a strong, well organized, informed

hierarchy in every company. So that a violation cited as repeated will not

comet va shock or surprise to an employer.

There are problems, there are some unanswered questions in the

PotlatEh decision. The questions, of course, being time lags between the

initial violation and the repeated violation. Rut these things, of course,

will have to. be dealt with on a case by case basis.

Suffice it to say that it will no longer)e a defense to an emoloyer

to say it is at a different work site. And this applies equally with .

'construction as'it does with gene/al industry.

DR.BINGHAM; I don't know what I can say because all We could do

would be go out and make another inspection, which would probably be
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challenged. I think I can't hurry things up.

Now, I could perhaps assure that we don't make a mistake in issuing a

'citationso that it's thrown out on p-technical difficulty. But I think

Tim has answered the question.'

MR COTTINE: We'll entertain one more question for the-session.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): 'Judgi.u.from the figures that were stated

earlier, approximately 46,000 OSHA' inspectjou are made each year. There

are approximately 1,000 OSHA inspectorl. Judgi-nf from those figures,

approximately 46 inspections are made each year by'each OSHA inspector or

less than one inspection per week,. A

My question is, why is it ipt so few inspections are made by OSHA

with the staff that you have?

DR. BINGHAM: Well, it takes something like an average of 18 hours for

a safety iispection. And it may take two weeks for asingle inspection in

a steel mill. It may take six weeks for an inspection in a large chemical

plant. So the averages of say 16 and 40 hours are deceiving because 7- °per

inspection, sometimes we have industrial hygienists tied up in a large

steel mill for quite a few weeks. It's very simple, we are not wasting

our time.

It's very comel6ted. Tho'se compliance officers must come back, send

the samples out and write up the cases. But it takes a very long time to

inspect some factories. They're enormous.

MR. (UNIDENTIFIED): Is it possible that'we can see an increased rate

in the number of inspections in the future?
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DR. BINGHAM: I'm not sure that we can ever see an increased rate

because the litigation frequency is going up. The attorneys are becoming

better informed that try the cases for the companies. They know whit()

C

look for the weaknesses. We must have everything down to the letter of the

14'w in terms of all the analyses.

I think they will -- I would predict that they will take longer, not

shorter, periods of tir in the future. As we go into more and more

complex factories with. chemical operations -- I don't see any increase in

rate. I think that increase will have to come because of more individuals

being added.

MR. COTTINE: Let me conclude this session with the following

observation dealing with the'role of.government in occupational disease.

.
It, seems to me that one enduring principle weaves the essential fabric of

our constitution and the government it established. That principle is that

neither crisis nor hardship are sufficient grounds for the forfeiture of

our fundamental.human rights, fair2ess and justice. Nor areithey-

sufficient excuses for the neglect of our constitutional responsibility to

preserve and protect_the public health. Our panelists today'have

demonstrated their commitment to that responsibility and,' thank them for

their participate n.

I
a
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(Applaiise)

4

MR. GREER: We have coffee in the back of the room and what we're

going to try to do is get started immediately so we have the nioximum amount

of time for the last panel, a panel which I'm sure will be somewhat

contioversial.

Before we do -- and while you're getting a cup of coffee -- let me say

a word for the workers. I've 41e-ard a lot, today and yesterday about.

workers, and we fail to realize sometimes how much work goes into one of

these conferences. And there's been a fantastic group of people that have

done the-work to make.ahis possible. But perhaps. the first person I should

give a little recognition to is a woman named Rachel Scott whom you heard

frpm yes,terday. About a year ago she came to my office with a paragraph on

a piece of papei- that said this conference would be a good idea.o

Rachel, thank you, wherever you're sitting, for a good idea for a

conference.

(Applause)

.In Addition to Rachel's idea, it took a.lot of work to put it into

effect. And the. primary person working A that and the person that's made

this run So ,smoothly theSe last two days is a woman named Carol Parker, and

I think we ought to give her a hand as well. Thank you, Carol.

(Applause)

Jr' iddition to Carol, Rene Vawter, who's head of the Division of

__Communications Production at OSHA -- and Jim Foster, whom you met this

morning, who'd head of News Media Services.' Susan Fleming, who's been

"\ annimg the phones upstairs and staying with the pressroom -- Dave Bourdon,
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who did a lot of writing ltd a lot of the work in developing the materials

for this conference and the newspaper. He was realy the editor of the

newspaper you have. Ruellen King, who's done a fantastic job on the tables

outside -- Rick:Boardman who's been in charge of all the videotape work --

Althea Ward, who works also 4n the audiovisual work. Ken.Wiliams and Phil

Beck. And we also want to thank Ron McCann who is our regional

administrator here. You heard his name mentioned just a moment ago. Ron

and manrof his staff members --I can't remember all of their names --

worked on making this possible.
9

There are two .other announcements we need to make. One is that we've /

run out of many co es of the speeches of participants today there's been

such a demand. If you will leave your name and address in the pressroom

along with a note about which speech you would like, prior to publishing
.

the proceedings we will try to get you a Xerox. copy of any speeches you may

have missed in the handouts.

Also, for the OSHA mailing list,,there's the OSHA pressroom, for the

AIHC press list there's-the AIHC pressroom. And there are several messages

for participants that are on the,bulletin board in the OSHA pressroom, on

the 11th floor. So you might want to check that bulletin board before you

leave. There are a number of phone messages there that haven't been picked

Up. -

If we could, I'd like to ask to take.a seat now you've had

time to get a cup of coffee. I think the coffee will stay there for a

while. Jim, I'm going to ask if you could ask those folks over there to

take a seat, join us, maybe move out in the hall. I'm going to ask
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Tim Cleary, other folks, if they can maybe move.that out or maybe join this

next panel and pay attention.

We've heard a lot about the scientific aspects of the problem of

occupational disease but in the current arena the real battle is not just,

in the scieltific area but it's really in the plicy area and the economic

area. And that's what this panel is all about.

The first speaker today is Grover Wrenn. Now, Grover's head of

Federal Compliance for OSHA now but in this previous incarnation he wast

head of lealth Standards. Grover Wrenn was at Health Standards during that

/

period of time when OSHA developed probably more standards to protect

workers' health than at any other period in its short history.

Not only was he involved in writing those standards, but also in

fighting to defend them,,justify them, present them to the public. So he's

.
_

dealt in the realm beyond science in the effort to set these standards. So

let me introduce Grover Wrenn.

(Applause)

VIR. WRENN: The r4elm beyond science?

The title for this panel this afternoon begins, "Health and Wealth."

And as I read that,-;-there was an implication to me that there was a mutual

,g

exclusion that wethese two factors and tha we couldn't hav both or that

conversely, we had to choose between them. I think the xtent of workplace
.

injury and illness that has been described as being present in this

country, whichever end of the range you adopt as the most accurate rep-

resentation of the amount of injury and illness in the.workplace, rep-

resents an extreme cost .to society, both in terms of dollars and in terms.
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of human value. And that if we are sacrificing our health 1 the

workplace, we're-.surely sacrificing an important part of what we

-traditionally regard as the wealth of our society. And that is its health.

I'd.like to take the few minutes that I have at.the outset this

afternoon in this panel, before we get to some other discussion and

questions, to give you the views of a regulator about the kind of conflicts

that these issues we've been talking about for two days present and the C

dilemma that the regulator faces in trying to decide these issues in the

context of administering a law such as the Occupational Safety and Health

Act. A law which is first and foremost a piece of remedial social

legislation. It is not a law'ef science, it is' not even a public healt

law in the traditional sense. It is a piece of classical labor law whi h

,pladdies within it worker rights and the fundamental right to a'safe and

healthful workplace. And the function of the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration is to be a force to bring about the reality oaf that

right through the process of regulation.

I'm not an economist. I've had-to confront a variety of economic

arguments that arise and economic facts that arise in the standard - setting

and.decision-making process, but I've heard economists often say that

justification fok the form of regulation represented by an occupational . °

safety and health act or a clean air act or a clean wat.r.,act, similar

pieces of reform legislation, is often the argument that traditional market
a

forces have failed to provide the incentive for those who give rise tothe

environmental problem or the occupational safety and hse';4 problem, to

deal with them as a part of the normal course of doing business, deal with
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And-in the occupational health field, the reason that is'often the
.

.s .

case is because. of the emergence of the problem, That is, the disease-is ,-
..,

often so far removed from the time.of exposure --:what we've ofteh referred
I

tothT's week as the latency period between exposure and onset of disease

that there is no perceivei economic nwessitS or incentive to prevent the

exposure because the consequencei are not going toarise for.20 years.

One of the things' I want to say to you is to say that industry is'

right, at least, whenbit says that good science sh3uld be the foundation of
4

regulation in the health field.

Good regulation requires good science. But good science is by no

steans.an adequateobasis or sufficient basis for the decisions that we've

been talking about yesterday and today. The major issues oVeilth

regulation in this country ioday'are polick;issuis. SoCietai value

juOments, which are made through the process of regulation, should be made

.

in a much larger-forum and winch 'carver context. And 'the regulatorit.
v

-, .

A process represented by 00A is bat one part of thesacieta,1 value judgment
, . . '

process to institute and require change in the abatemerCof conditions in

the workplace that lead to injury and llness,.
, . A

The court has'described the essential elements.of the judgment that ,6

the Secretary of Labor it'called upon to make in issuing_standards dealing ,

with chronic .disease, cancer, lead poisoning, respiratory disease. The

courts have described that essential element_Olthe decisionlmaking process

as a part which cannot be tested ultimately as a-factual matter, but a. 'part

which. ft legislative-like inits nature,-with the Secretary having been

4?9
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delegated by the Congress to make the kind of societal value judgment that

would traditionally be made were tIlle standard being_set by the Congress of

?' the United States.

There has been a strong plea made by industry; representatives his

week to'depoliticize these issues of health regulation. The process that

the Congress set up, in fact, is just that. It is; in a sense,an

0 avoidance of the necessity of setting standards for vinyl chloride on the

7

floor of the Congress, by substituting for that ad hoc judgment process a

systematic procedure by which the scientific facts are brought before the

Agency in a pulic proceeding, deCisions are made within the context and

parameters of the law that the Congress enacted, which provides some fairly
I

/

detailed guidance as to the kind of regulation which Congress, anticipated,

and, the factors-to be taken into consideration. And provides for extensive

oppor nity for interested* parties to require,the judgments of the

Secreta tobe reviewed in the courts of this country all the way up to

the Supreme Court, following the deFision-making process.

It is --_the Act lso thati'throth organization, depoliticizes the.
ow 7

process by creating, as Tony Robbins described to you, NIOSH, the principal

scientific component of the health regulatory process as a separate

scientific research entity in a separate department of government from OSHA°

where the ultimate legislative.type 'decisions are made. 2
That, I submitto you, is a substantial depoliticizatior, to use the

-

term of some of the industry spokesmen this week, of the standard setting

Process. But I also submit to you that until there is a greater sense of

awareness and-a heightened sense of concern on the part of workers and the '

4 2 0



community as a whole in this country for the Consequences and .extent of

occupational disease and occupational illness, until that emerges and rises

.to the level of a substantial public policy Concern in this country as a

whole, there is likely nototo be sighificant pressure for change in those

conditions outside 'of the v ry occasional issuance of a small number ofd

regulations dealing with only a tiny fraction of the hazards in the
1

workplace that can come from occupational safety and healthadministration.

You have heard talk this week of excess regulation, runaway

-regulation, rampant regulation, as though we had nearly exhausted the list

of toxic substances to regulate and were looking around for the 'next wave.

I don't sa to you prOudly that the Occupational Safety and Health
-r

4

Administratiofl has only issued standards dealing with 20 toxic substances,

most of them demonstrated human cancer - causing substances, in eight years

of its existence:

Now, these have been significant standards. They've dealt with major

problems. 13qt I submit to you that's hardly a runaway standard setting

machine. In fact, I think we all realize, as a practical matter, to deal

with a larger part of the problem requires a degree of public knowledge

and public concern and an active participafTon on the part of workers.

Now, I want to preserve a couple of minutes for another round so I

want to stop with just an illustration of how economics arise in the

standard - setting process as a confounding issue but important issue in the

eyes of the decision makers.'

In settinglhestandard for worker. exposure to coke oven, emissions,

OSHA was dealing with a proven cancer risk to workers, acknowledged by

:
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the steel industry itself. -OSHA set a standard which represented the

extent of the ability of the industry to feasibly redugeworker exposure to

coke.oven emissions, through the rehabilitation of existing xcoke oven

batteries and the properdesign and construction and operation ofcoke oven

batteries in the future.

The steel industry vigorouslyopased the standard in the courts and

the argument is an interesting one, an instructive one, and is one cr-the

early advocacies of the use of cost-benefit analysis as the determinant of

the policy deci;ion.

The steel industry said coke oven emissions cause cancer -- oh, they

argued there was a threshold but I think there was strong consensus on the

part of the industry's testimony, even their scientists., that coke oven

emissions.caused canc4. They said the.OSHA standard was too strict but

they also said, "We can afford it," even in the time when-thepublfc

,

perceived the steel industry tp be a beleagured economic enterprise, they

said, "We can-efford it:" We can raise the capital and thejandard comes
tr, . t.

at .a timely moment.becouse our coke productionlacilities in this opuntry

are worn out and we're going,to have to substantially r,capitalize our

industry over the next 10 to 15 years~, as well as bu= 'J ew produCtion

'capac-Ity to meet new demand." 'S ?
But what their conclusion was: "It deals with a signifl*ant health

f-

haiard. We can afford it, but it ain't Worth it." That's the fundamental

argument. How much protection should we have? In this case it wasn't how

much can Xi afford, it wat not an ultimate question of the infeasibility of
-q-

the requirement .economically. The industry argued that.it was,more

ti
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protection than was economically efficient to try to achieve ands that we

were over-reaching.

Now, I will say to you that the most difficult questions I.& the

Secretary of Labor has to decide in setting standards, time and time again,

are not the scientific questions. The science may be murky but the

decisions on the basis of this science are much more easily arrived at than

.the economic policy decisions are dedided. For a number of reasons: costs

and benefits are presented in different terms. The Department of Labor has

noway to balance off the relative worth of $250 million in compliance

costs versus 250 lives that will be saved if the standardsis.complied with

even if the data is adequate to predict with any certaintkhe reduction in

health risks that would occur.

Another difficulty is also that almost the sole source for information

on cost! of Compliance rests in the hands of those who are going to be

regulated by the standard. The rule-maktngqrocess 'is,an informal one,---
without subpoena power, without cross examination of testimony. And the

industries that are going to be subject to a set andard which is proposed

for issuance are tilt required to open their books and make publicly

available the cost data -- the data on which they base their estimated cost

of compliceAthat they lay before,the Agency.

The credibility of those cost estimates has been eroded by experiences

like vinly chloride where the claim of,two\Ndllion job lost and the closure

of 30 percent of the plastic production facilitieSin this country was

.followed 12 to 18 months later bifull page ads in the Wall Street Journal

and trade press proclaining success in the industry's voluntary compliance
ti
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with the new vinyl chloride standard.

Now, I'm pleased with the measure of success that was achieved by the

indoltry but it does give rise to a difficult problem in terms of the

'credibility of unsubstantiated claims about cost of compliance:that arise

in a rule-making, where that evidence can't be fully tested.

Cost of,compliance as an important consideration and it really bears

on two aspects of standard setting, and only two. One is -- the first i-s 1

question of feasibility. That is, what can reasonably beltxpected to be

achieved by the industry that is being asked to reduce the risk of exposure

to a toxic substance in the workplace? That obviously requires cost data,

it requires an understanding of the nature of the industryits

composition, the technology available today, that is iV use, the degree of

exposure, the distance that we're askin exposur to be reduced. These are

complex fadtors.

The' second element is one Of time. And that is that sometfines a large

cost 0 compliance can be accommodated effectively by providing the' goal

tfat ought to be set in terms of achieving the health need that the hazard
.4; 1

ives rise to, but over a sufficiently long period of time to permit

orderly planning and change in the production of facilities and the

technology that is used in whi6 the regulatedsubstanctfts to be used and
,

which gives rise to the4azard.

I think I,111 reserve the remainder of my time for the.question period

at the end, then. BUt these are interesting issues: I would once again

say that the most important gqa14of ihi seminar is, I think, the
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opportunity it presents to heighten the Itvel of awareness and knowledge

and concern, first and foremost in the media and thr ugh them te audience

of workers and the publiC who must have knowledge of t ese issues and

substantial knowledge of the public policy issues. That's. where the

arguMent is, that's what the issue is. The science comes a whole lot

easier than that fundamental question of societal value judgment, which is

what the regulatory process is really focused on. Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. GREER: Our next speaker is Mr. Peter Lowry, who is now With a law

firm in Washington. It's the firm of Caplan and Drysdale. But prior to

that, and up until 1978, he was the chief counsel for the Council on WageNs.

and Price Stability, an institution well known to every regulatory agency

in Washington, with mixed feelings all acros the board in government. But

an agency that has played a tremendously and increasingly important role in

the regulatory process. Peter.

MR. tOWRY: Thank you very much. When I was jotting down the remarks

that I was'going to make here today, I started thinking about some way to

introduce,them and some funny story I could tell you all. And I realized
i4

that occupational health is a serious enough business that I didn't really

know any stories about it that I could tell. -'--

But r did have ore experience that I thought I'd share with you.
st

was on my way here, it was late and I was trying to catch a plane in

Washington, D.C. I got on a bus without really looking at which bus it

if
, e ,

was, thinking it was thebus to the airport. It turned out to be a bus

. . e
.

from St. Elizabeth's, which is a mental .hospital in Washington, D.C. It

was the
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the bus that picks up the half way patients who are out during the day.

I sat down and the bus driver -- or whoever he was -- came back and

was taking a h dcount, "One, two, three, four, five," and he came to me

an he stopped. H aid, "Are.you on the right bus?" And I said, "I think

I/s . My name's Peter Lowry, and I'm going to Chicago and I'm going to stand

up in front of a group of labor media and people like Barry Commoner and

Sam Epstein and explain why cost-benefit analysis is such a great idea."

The driver just looked at me and went on counting. "Six, seven, eight."

(Laughter)

So that's what I'm going to 'do. I'm going to be talking about

st-benefit analysis and its usefulness in standard-setting. I am going

alk about why ithe Council'on Wage and Price Stability and others

suggest that we do it, what it is, what it isrr't. There's been a lot of

talk about cost-benefit inalysis today and I think there's some

misconceptions.. I am going to talk about what the alternatives are if you

don't do some sort of cost-benefit analysis in standard - setting, and,

finally, what itS-defects and limitations are because it does have several.

It's not an ultimate answer of any Sort.

I intend:my remarks to be illustrative,of the issues rather than to

advocate one side or the other. At the same timer think perhaps my own

,uses will be clear.

I suppose the first question is why do any cost-benefit analysis? And

the answer of those who advocate iris that at some point in standard
I

setting there is some balancing required, some social balancing of the sort

that Grover.talked about.



-/)

How tightly do you regulate` automobile exhaust emissions? If you can

make a car that has absolutely zero exhaust emission but is so expensive

that few people can afford it whereas a much less expensive car which

produces only a minimum amount of/exhaust emission can be produced and can

generally be afforded by most people, which car do you want to produce? I p

deliberately Picked a non-OSHA example. But that kind of balancing is a

problem in any sort of standard-setting. And it's a problem, really, of

balancing not just the cost to the industry and the benefits to individual

workers, it's also'a problem of balancing the cost to'society as a whole

and the benefits to society as a whole.

There's a problem, of course, as to who does the balancing.' I'm not

' going to spend any time on it but there's an issue that has raged and,

ontinues to, within the government and outside of it, as to the extend to

which standard-setting agencies are supposed to be advocates for a

particular group and the extent to which they are supposed to be neutral in

setting a Standard.

But whether the head of OSHA, the Secretary of Labor, the President or

v- the Congress, ultimately makes the balancing,decision, at some point, there

is a balancing of the social advantages and social disadvantages to some

particular regulation.

Those 'people who argue that there is a need for this balancing

primarily base their. arguments -- and this is my point of view-personally,

as well -- on the premise that our resources are limited and that we cannot

do everything. We simply do not shave the GNP in this country to have a

zero risk workplace and a zero pollution environment and all the energy
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we want and all the decent housing and all the food and a rising standard

of living, and so forth.

Just arguing that premise over the Past couple of years, has been

40 something of a problem. 'Because that was not really theperception, the

social perception, under which OSHA and a number of other similar

wgulatory agencies were conceived. Several of the health and safety type

statutes were written in the sixties when many people believed that we

could do everything, that we were so,rich and,our economy was so strong

that we could declare war on poverty and ignorance an ill-health at the

same time and handle all of those problems.at once.

That perception is changing. Inflation, obviously,ic an enormous

concern today. It's a concern of the population at lari!.1. And that

concern spills over, inevitably, into health and safety regulation and

standard-setting because health and safety regulation costs money.

It may be worth it,in either some or in all cases; and that's the

issue, that the regulator is faced with; but it does cost money. The role

of the Council on Wage and Price Stability in most of"these questions, or

at least I think how we saw ourselves at that time, was as an advisory

body. And our attempt was to -- I hear the furious scratching of a pencil

over there from some of my colleagues on the panel, and I expect during

rebuttal to have the opposite point of view presented -- but our goal, in

part, was to have stated as expliettly as possible the costs and benefits

of a particular standard.' The term cost-benefit is economic jargon, but it

means the advantages, the reasons for doing something and the costs of

doing it. And,our objective was to have them, as I say, stated as
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`explicitly as posible for the deci;ion maker to look it and reach A

elp decision.

Costs are relatively easy to analyze when you 'cook at health'
A

regulations. You can put them in dollar terms:--Now there are problems

getting accurate data from people who have a bids. Suprisingly, that cuts

several ways. We found that in.looking at industry data, for instance,

sometimes the industry people were correct and fair with their data,

sometimes they made greatly inflated claims about what a regulation would

cost. And, sometimes the iTcentive of some of the companies, the larger

companies in the industry, ran the other way. Because they could stand the

costs of regulation better than their smaller competitors, they had an

incentive to Understate the cost.

But while there are problems with quantifying.the costs of a

regulation, it can be done. The problems of benefits are more substantial.

Grover's right, it doesn't make, really, a y sense to try to state benefits

in dollar terms, you state them in terms o for example, of health

beriefits. You state that you are reducing the risk of cancer by so much,

or that you are reducing the risk of 20 percent hearing loss over x years

by so much. That still requires a judgment,of the policy maker as to what

the cost benefit trade-offs are.

As far as what cost-benefit analysis isn't, it isn't just lOoking at.

the c t industry. Those can be greater or lesser than the cost to

r.
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0 society as a whole. It's looking'at the'overall cast to the.consumer or

society as a whole. It is not placing a dollar value on everything, it is

not placing a dollar value,on human life. And finally, it is not a pure

an exact science. Of icourse, nothing is. The toxicology -- nothing

that's involved. in health standard- settin for example is not absolutely

exact. But cost-benefit analysis does ultimately involve somebody making

tough, political judgments. It just makes the trade-offs very, explicit.

Well, there are people who say to you don't'do cost-benefit analysis,

it's terrible. And my answer to that is always to ask, what are the

alternatives? You do it implicitly, anyway. What you don't use any

cost-benefit analysis,, what if you don't look at either the benefits of a

regulation or its costs? I'm not prepared to adopt the viewpoint of some

° people that the marketplace will take .care orit.all, I don't like that

alternative. As a second alternative whf about "feasibility," tll's a

word that appears in the OSHA statute? Well, what's feasible? Anything is

feasible, given enough money. You can take a hazardous industrial process

and put it in a satellite in orbit but the problem is that we don't'have

enough money to do that for everything. So you're right back to making

trade -offs.

What if feasibility means a regulation is feasible if you are not

bankrupting a company being regulated? Well; do you really want to look at

costs that way? Do you really want to look at the company or do you want

to look at society as a whole, at the consumer? If you decide that, using

feasibility as your guide, you set the standard so tightly that the company

can just complcwith it, can just afford it without going bankrupt. What -

VTA
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do you do when you've got several companies in an industry -- lead provides
va

a good example -- there may be some small, inefficient battery makers with

antiquated equipment which are posing terrible health hazards to their

workers. But do you set the standards so you continue to allow them to

operate?. Or do you make the standard so tight that the major battery

manufacturers just barely make a profit and you give variances to theNI,

small people, thus subsidizing inefficient use of capital?

These are the sorts of things that you run into when youtry to toe

feasibility as a standard. You've got to give the word some sort of

content and I frankly think you end up going around in circles.when you do.

Finally, I'm not prepared either, to take the alternative suggested by

Sam Epstein's'point of view, 'pushed to the extreme and say, "well, we've

got a collection of horror stories of what some companies have done and

'they're the.on)y ones who have data and their data is bad and so we won't

pay anyattention to it." Then what do you do? Send somebody in a back

roomjo flip coins or make decisions on the basis of no data? .Just use

intuition as to where the standard ought'to be set in parts per mirlon? I

don't find that a very satisfactory answer, either. I think cost-benefit
J

analysis is the last approach.
. .

P

There are limits to cost-benefit analysis. Besides the fact t at it's

.,.not an exact science; it's like. any tool. There are places where it should

not be us I was taking notes this morning when I was listening as

people t lked about cost-benefit analysis.' And it reminded me of a law

school cla s where we were taught to argue in the alternative. An argument

in the alteflative is where you accuse me of denting your car while I was
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driving it and I say, "Well, first of all I gave it back to you in good

condition. Secondly, it was already dented when I.borrowed it. And

finally., you never loaned it to me in th0 first place. "

(Laughter)

And some of the criticism of cost-benefit analysis runs the same way.

One, we shouldn't use cost-benefit analysis because it's.a terrible idea.

Two, we shouldn't use it because it's often done incorrectly and thus leads

to bad results. And finally, when it is done right it shows that we're not

regulating enough anyway.

But I kink that it reaches its limitations where you have tubstantial

problems getting data, particularly in situations where you simply cannot

know what the potential risks of a toxic chemical are going to,lag. 20

years from now. I don't know what yOu do in that situation. I'm not sure

that any of the usual approaches to standard-setting are terribly

satisfactory when you run into that problem. And of course, then you run

into the Aulatzntial problem of a catastrophic health hazard, something that

would get in the food chain and perhaps lead to genetic damage through

several generations. I simply don't have* answer for what a regulator

does in tha;osituation and how he or she maket the choices at all

rationally.

But those are my remarks on cost- benefit analysis. I do thintit "s

useful, I think it has its place. And I'll save a couple of minutes for

questions. / *

(Appltse)

MR. G EER: Thahk you', Peter. My other boss, Ray Marshall, who is
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trained in.t4 mysteries of-economics, says of macraeconomics, Peter;_that

.there are two k Bends-- af-- economi -sts, those who don't know' and those that

don't know they don't know. So you've admitted at least the limitations of,_

what we don't know.

Let me now introduce Howard Kusnetz</he is manager.of safety,

*
industrial hygiene for the Shell Oil Company. Prior,tofhat,)pri0 to

joining Shell Oil, he worked with U.S. PublicHealth Service and he was the

HEW represeAtative to the White House taskforce that laid the groundwork in

developing the first, idea arougdthe occupational safety and health act.'

Howard?

MR.'KUSNETZ:, Thank you, Frank. And again,: thank you for the .

invitation to participate here.

Let me.gef just.a little personal before,I.get into the meat of what I

have prepared here, because this week I celebrate an anniversar,and

the 30th anniversary of my entry into the field of industrial hygiene. I'm

not going to say what my birthday is coming up, but it does work out that 1

will have spent and have spent the better part of my life, well-more than

half, working to assure that no worker has to pay with his, or her life for

the privilege of having a job.,

As indicated; when I was in the Public Health Service r was also

assigned, to a three person White House taskforce at the direction of Joe

Califano underthen President Johnson, and developed and-was coauthor of

the document that resulted ultimately in the Occupational Safety and Health

Oct. And I had to smile Often Grover and Peter were talking about the basis

of the act and as to what was meant there because I was there, not only at
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the birth but I think at.tihe concept On as well.

cite this background particuldily to underscore my belief, my

personal belief, that the legislation, the regulation and the enforcement

activities envisaged by the kt were, as far back as 1966 when we started

working on it and today, are 011 necessary. And I cite this background.,

also to emphasize as strongly as I possibly can my personal dedication, and

repeating, the lifetime 18,ile worked, to make sure fkitWorker health is

protected.

Now, I v4Lasked to join this panel. I'm not an economist, although I

have a cousin who,is one with°the same name-. I was asked to join this
s .,- 0 N..

j panelihree weeks -agog althou9h:this effort-was started a little.over a

ye , anif.just given thd title and,tO10 it meant risk, cost and
I ..^ .,.)

/ :\:%

benefit. AngtvIlve:hal a devil of a tiMe trying,ta decide what it was I
%. ...

A
could say; -6

,?.,
,

But I can tell you° what i'm.not goiwto tail about in a feW-minUtes I

have allotted. I'm not going to tlk-aikout wflat level,of-risk, whether
.

, Y
its one death in a million °mill) million Rr 1,000,million is acceptable.

. V Je
I'm fit 'going to talk of zero risk and I'm-not

,

1

go\ing,to1.00t any. magic ,
..

, 4 "
formulas on risk benefit or cost-benefit". 'And I certainly am not going

set-a dollar figure on the-value of human life.

What I should like to do, however, is to.start by examining the

elements and concepts that go into our national policies, regarding health

(regulation an.disease prevention. -And I'm going to start withlooking at

the whole spectrum of diseases, not just the occupational.
-

Now, most of us if we think back a bit will reopmber saving'coins for
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the March of Dimes program to combat polio. And today w'e're repeatedly

asked by private agencies and by dedicated volunteers for contributions to

A
help fight many diseases, for example heart disease or muscular dystrophy

or birth defects or multiple sclerosis. We're asked to buy Christmas seals

and Easter seals.

And tt seems to be that most of this private activity flows from the

i4lability or the deliberate reluctance on the part of government to Vine

'\a national policy on the economics of disease prevention and cure and on

the efforts of control. And to ascertain the relative importance of

competing diseases.

And why is this private effort important and why do I make reference

to it at this meeting, pa'ticu1arly? Because to prevent and cure these

diseases there is not only a need, but a competition, for available

resources. And resources such as phsyicians and dollars and therapists and

laboratories and scientists. We have diseases competing for cures and in

almost all instances the approach to,.and the emphasis on, the conquest of

most of these diseases is to look at the incidence rate and then try to

r

reduce that rate and lo reduce the absolute number of cases.

And for occupational diseases we have competition for resources, too.

But we have no national policy on the economics of occupational disease, on

the control efforts, nor any ranking of relative importance. We look for

prevention in theory, almost to the exclusion of occupational disease.

reduction. And almost invariably, the practice is to start from animal

studies or studies on bacteria and yeast cells and then by use of involved

formulas and with many assumptions,' to try to calculate whether there is
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going to be One case in a million.Or 10 million or whatever.

And then these gee-whiz Calculations are used to set national policy.

IrA fact, OSHA would have its regulators( policy flow almost automatically

Lfrom
these calculations. And there has been virtually no effort in setting

policy frOm the 'other way around. That is, in determining the current

incidence of diseases of occupational origin and then determining the

nature and level of effort to reduce that incidence to some lower rate.

I am lot -- and I emphasize "not" -- advocating that we wait until we

have bodies to count. Nor am I saying that we should rely solely on the

counting of occupational disease cases. But by relying almost exclusively

lon the results of tests on animals to derive on a theoretical basis all

sCirts of risk'estimates, estimates which incidentally cannot be verified by

Ato,

an experimental process, that one igntres a practical, effective approach

and does not look at occupational disease reduction from-a realistic

standpoint.

What I am saying is that both approachgs.italplat-ion upwardfrom the

animal data and reduction downward from existing cases, becau cases do

exist, both approaches slibuld be used. Not exclusively one or the other

but both. And as Grover has pointed out; just a few Mintites ago, OSHA and

the regulators have tended to mix science and policy and there is a need to

separate these.

But because of this mixture of science and policy, OSHA tends to have

opted for the theoretical approach. There is a policy on cancer which says

there is no choice regulaion. If substance' meets boilerplate

criteria for classification as a Class I carcinogen, there-is an automatic
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triggering of regulatory- mandated control effoft with resultant commttment

of resources for that one substance And there is no provision for

considering latency, potency, disease' site; potential for disability or
2

possiblity for cure,_ There is no consideration of what resources may be ..

needed for the next substance. And automatic clgssification and automatic

control effort requirements do not permit considered resource/allocatiotor

rational setting of regulatory policy. And what happens? Replatory.

policy degenerates into an automatic requirment for using-all feasible

resources for handlingthe one substance under consideration at the time

andill available resources are.deemed to be allocated to that one problem.
.

But when one sees resources in. this way, one devotes a great deal of

time and effort to one problem. And when that effort is mandated by a

policy position regardless of the real need, all eff&ts.are expended in

the one area and all other areas tend, to suffer.

Let me just give you one example of this. When OSHAset the one ppir,

emergency temporary standard for benzehe in 1977; it_also required that

certain basic exPesure monitcAing stuaies had to be done. And although ,we

disagreed with the standards and on the basis of previound ContinuOng

work, concluded that much of the.required'monitoring in our facilities was

unnecessary, we'nevelheless had to\comply with the law as we saw it, about

,,,-)4

to take effect. ShAl,spent 17 man-months of professional industrial

hygienists' time just in the two summer months of 1977 on the sampling of

benzene in all of .our Paciiities and only to verify that in most of these

maces the monitoring was, indeed, unnecessary. Protpssional industrial

hygienists were pulled of other jobs. And this, to me, was an abuse
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of resources an resultec from a mixture of science and p icy.

And let's exaMine then, 'f we can, for a minute the relative role of-

,science and separate that frtm the role of policy because that's the title,

of this panel today, the question of policy and regulation. Science can

identify the probability of disease proceeding, as I said, both upward from

animal to the human, and downward from the incidence of disease. The

scientific proqess is to evaluate the quality and significance of all

available data relating to potential harmful effects. It considers whether

experimental protocols) are proper, identifies the' substances likely to be

harmful. It determines relative potency or severity of effects and permits

reason and consistent setting of priorities.

' Science ca identify the levels. of reduction which may he expected

with given levels of effort. But science by itself cannot and.should nbt

make the ,ocietal judgment of what the reduction should be. The policy

consideration, on the other hand, relates to what the risks to health and '

the potential leyels should be. And policy-determinWons for alth

regulation, whether we like it or not, and as Dr. Rall pointed but
. .

yesterday, are political in nature. And I'm going to illustrate this in a.

-

few minutes at the end of this' presentation.

And 'then in determining the level of effort pppropr'iate, it is

impossible to avoid economics. And I'm not referring to the dollar cotsUto

the manufacturer alone Generally those costs can he factored4nio the

costs of products. What I'd like to call fo your attention is the

downstr:eam effect well beyond the manufacturer here,
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. , -I'd like to give you two quick examples and I'm going to pick products

,

which we, don't make so there's no question of self-serving interest over

here. Let's look at one of these, formaldehyde. Just one of the very many

4
consumption areas for formardehyde is )41 the plywood industry where it's

used in making resins for adhesive purposes. T e bulk of U.S. consumption

.....0

of plywood is in the softwood plywood and -pearl _all, about 98 percent of

th adhesive resin used in plywood, is used iti\the softwood sector. And

the applications include almost every aspect of home and indystrial

construction. And these adhesives are used because they bring desirable

properties to'plywood.whith today-cannot be obtained using substitute

adhesives. And therefore, any regulation which might lead to unwarranted

restrictions on-the use of, formaldehyde, yeellave to look to the downstream

effects. The dislocations in the construction industry, possible higher

construction unemployment', fewer housing starts and higher housing costs.

The costs, of coursg7111 be passed on to the consumer. In the case

of other chemicals, the public may not even have the option of paying more.

And again, let me give you a quick example.. ,In the case of the chlorinated

solvent, chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent, tetra or perchlorethylene,

sometimes referred to.as perc, the effects will be extremely severe at the

local or community level. This solvent has a tremendOus number of

industrial use§, including that for everyday dry cleaning purposes. In

fact, between 40 to 60 percent of all the dry, cleaning done in the United

States today is done with perc.

Now, perc when fed to mice caused tumors in some of the animals. And

. while this is'scientifically inconclusive evidence for inhalation toxicity
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because of the way it was'done and the dosage levels, it was enough for

perc to become a candidate as a Class I carcinogen.

And what would 'happen if pert could no `longer he used in dry cleaning?

Well, as an engineer I can tefl you there's just no safe way to switch

solvents in degreasing or dry cleaning equipment or machines without
4

modifying or replacing that equipment. And that means, from a practical

viewpoint, that approximately one-half of the dry cleaners in this country

would have to shut down for someomonths until the modifications could be

made or until the new equipment could be made 'available.

And what, costs could we postulate under these circumstances? Well,

there's, the cost of the conversion. There's the inconvenience to the

consuming public whIchlwould probably find dry cleaning lines in the stores

which do .not use perc. Maybe v$,e44....even have to resort to odd and even dry
11,

cleaning days. But more important, there would be the loss of business

which will have to be borne by thousands of neighborhood small businessmen

while they are forced to close during the conversion period. Aod many just

may not reopen.

Many may find their'savings depleted with no income during the

conversion period. In trying to analyze the risks and the benefits in both

the economic and social costs down - stream of the manufacturer just may:not
%
be ignored. And this is the kind of information that must be taken into

consideration by the policy makers before society can begin to balance the

risk and the costs and the benefits.
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Now, Wye sat here for two days and I'Ve heard a number of speakers

say that we can't use risk - benefit calculations as adeterminant of health

policy. But you and I know that that's just not so. Because these

considerations are used all the time, they've been used in the past,

they're being used today. And again, let me illustrate with two very

familiar examples to you.

It is hard for me to imagine that governmental authorities not having

used risk-benefit considerations when they mandated the introduction of a

4

rat poison, sodium fluoridd into public water supplies. And supposedly

they balanced the Hilk to the elderly, to the ill, the risk of trying to

assure control of justrpne ppm against the dental benefits for children..

And yet, in spite of the science, in spite of 'the educational efforts,

there have been,egments. of the public in large, major cities, which still

have rejected sodium fluoride.

And.again, I want to state I am not against the use of fluoride to

prevent tooth decay, My children happened to have been born in Salt Lake

City, and one in Cincinnati., both cities which did-not'have fluoridate

water supplies. And I made up stock solutions of fluoride' ton in the

laboratory, brought them home and they got it in their formuTas. What I am

saying is that the public was made aware of the science, the pub14 was

educated to the benefits and therisks, and the public's wishes entered the

policy decisions.-
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Just another example where risk-benefit analysis was appropriate was

in the swine flu vaccine program. I would hope that the authorities in

their concern for the public, and in thinking through all the ramifications

of swine flu, must have considered the possibility and the risk of

Guillain-Barre syndrome; a)6rm of paralysis. At some time they must have

decided that the benefits to be derived from the vaccine were much-larger

than the risks of human paralysis butthey-went ahead with the program.

But'when the news broke of people falling victim to Guillain- Rarre,

:-
the perception of risk on the part of the health authorities appeared to

/change

from a health risk to a, political fallout risk. And we know what

happened and how t e e swine flu program ended. What we need is an openness

4
in stating facts,

4

in expressing opinions and separating the one fro the

other. Regulation is ndepure science. Regulation needs to be developed

in an open-forum. And with the press insuring openness from both, both

government and industry can work together to reconcile the sometimes

conflicting values that underlie our respective interests, perspectives and

goals.

It's this kind of working togethee that can be achieved only bya

,proper understanding of the scientific and the political roles. Only then

can we make intelligent and socially acceptable decisions on wealth and

health. Thank you very much.

(Applause)

MR. GREER: Our final speaker, a-nd you can get ready, we'll open it up

for questions immediately after this speaker, is Mr. Nick Ashford. He is

-
associate professor of technology and policy, and ,assistant director of tile
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Center of Policy Alternatives at the-Massachusetts Institute of,Technology.

He is the author of a study which was published under the Ford Foundation,

"Crisis in the Workplace, Occupational Disease and Injury." Nick Ashford.

MR. ASHFORD: I'm not sure I seriously disagree with any of the

statements that were made by my colleagues. What I'd like to -do, for

myself as well as, perhaps, for you, is try to weave the many things,We'vr

heard today in a kind of closing comment, if I might take that prerogative,

to see if we can understand both the technical difficulties of some of the

issues we're ding with and the political realities.

What we have heai'd in the criticisms of reigUlation.is either that

there is too much or too little, depending on who is criticizing.

Additional criticisms are that regulation is either being exercised

4*. ineffectively, inefficiently, or unfairly.

Now the question is, how much regulation is enough, how do we do it

fairly, how do we d it efficiently, and are there analytical techniques

that will help us get to where we want to go.

Let me further assume for the sake of argument and take the most

generous -- generous -- position that only five percent of wh,it is pr:oduced

in .fur industrial system is toxic or harmful. Or to put it another war,

only five percent of the companies that exist are irresponsible. Or to put

it another way, only five percent of the substances that we produce need

regulation. Now, that's as far back a position, for the sake of argument,

I think anybody would ask someone to s§ume.

Even if that were the case, it would require a strong, regulatory

posture on the part of the government. We have somehow in these dis-
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cugsioris,created a strawman, that somebody out there said all chemicals

cause cancer. Or somebody out there said we were knee-deep in .a problem

which indicted every single aspect of industrial production:

don't'think anybody ever said that. And I don't think you have to

say that to belieye we have a problem. If you design a set of brakes for a

car that operates beautifully 95 percent of thetime and fail 5 percent of

the time, that's not good enough. Nobody wants to drive a car that fails 5

percent of the time. Now, maybe sometime yoU go into a bush and you-don't

get hurt; other times you go into.a tree and you lose your life. What the

risk of death is on that 5 percent of failure is a different question.

But there'are defects in the industrial system. Thdre are things tha

slip through the cracks, science as not perlett, and we don't want zero

risk but zero depends on where you draw the decimal point.

Let me suggest that there are five key policy issues that we have been

going around the barn with here today. The first is whether a particular

substance or how we determine, whether a particular substance poses an

.unacceptable risk. A second key policy question is what level of'
M

protection does OSHA or a regulatory agency provide and what burdeks should
,v

OSHA be allowed to impose on producers, oh consumers, and on workers

themselves. The question is how do we make that difficult trade-off.

A third, and different policy question is, of the substances, that we

know pose an unacceptable risk, how do we set a priority list for action

given finite resources? We can't regulate everything, at least we can't

regulate everything now. The fourth policy question is how do weregulate?
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Do we do it substance-by-substance, do we use a generic, collective

approach? Who pays? Who does the testing? How much MRP do we require?

What is the form of the regulation that will get us the goal that we want

to achieve?

And finally, a question that's not been dealt withhere, how do we

balance off rt -term goals with long-term goals? That is, how do we take

care -- how much effort do we devote to solving the benzene problem today

or a hazard that's the focus of a petition by a union to protect its

workers agd/nst the lon erm goal (which is really the purpose of

regulation) to restructure the nature of industrial' production in this

.

country.

That key ques.tion has to receive some attention and has not at this
r

time. rot- the sake of brevity I will not repeat the questions and the

issues that-go into the determination of what is risd and acceptable risk:

It is both scientific and political. I would just caution that we must

'make a distinCtion between those two determinations.

As to the Central problem in trade-off analysis, the cost-benefit

question, the issue.of the level of protection, here, too, we have to

decide and distinguish between the short term costs and benefits that

emerge from regulation and the long term consequences.

Is cost-benefit analysis asking the correct question? Do* we .want-,_in

fact, the most health for the bucks? You may be shocked to find out that

we may not want the most health for the bucks. And the decision that is

being forced upon us by the economic paradigm is that somehow its most

desirable to get a high rate of return on the regulation investment.
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There is another decision rule operating.' I am not one of those

people who pound my fists'on the table and say, you can't value human life

in monetary, terms, althoughI don't believe you can. I have done

cost-benefit analysis, I devoted four years, of my life to developing a

complex, multi-attribute cost-benefit methodology for analyzing theZe kinds

of trade-offs. In fact, my research group at MIT did it for the lead

problem in terms of the OSHA standard. What's interesting is that the

Council on Wage-and Price Stability made no'fuss at all about the benefits

study in the lead standard. The Council did not object to the lead

standard. You didn't notice the silence but there was no silence. In t

fact, I understand that the Council said, "If anything, this standard \--

should have been more stringent." But I leave you with the question, why

didn't it make that statement policy? I mean, if there was such a' good job

done on the benefits side with lead, why wasn't OSHA given a nice hand of

*applause?

Well, I don't know the answer to that estion. But I do know how

difficult it was to do the benefit calculation in that exercise. Extremely

difficult. It_is_time consuming,, it is resource Consuming, it is not an

easy thing to do. And with.carcinogens, in terms of determining the risk

profile of the number of bodies that fall, it is pretty near impossible, if

you want to do it correctly.
.

Now,.there are limitations with cost- estimate techniques as well.
- ,

We've heard that the general problems with estimating costs lie in the fact

that there's both uncertainty attending those costs and unreliability.

Uncertainty comes partly, iv the way, because we fignore economies of scale.
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in terms of learning how to comply. We ignore new technology whith is

"'indeed being stimulated by regulation.- And we have one source for most of

the knowledge, and that is the regulated firm itself.

I don't need teremind you, but I will, that t4e vinyl chloride

regulation would have"failed a, cost - benefit test. The allegation was that

2.2 million wdrkers would fie put out .of work with the entire _industry

collapsing. We know that there was practically no measureable effect in

terms of the-one part per million, stringent vinyl chloride standard.

Let me say, by the way, that inflation, while Importapt to all of us,

with regard to regulation is a phony issue. It:is a phony issue all the

way down the line. The Councij on Wage and Price Stability itself has

calculated that no more than 0:75.percent of the -anndal increase in the

C,onsumer Price Index could possibly be traced to regulation. Less than one

percent in time of dtuble digit inflation.. This is the4t.ze, benefits

aside, not even asking,what you get for the regulation. The cost impact is

negligible compared to other problems in our economy. And so one should .

ask, why do we hear about the inflationary effects of the costs?

On. the benefits side, our ability .to7ascertain a'nd calculate risks,

you only need to thinly about how good we were with reactor safety and-think

4,

about three Mile Island. YoU only need to think about how easy it might

have been,"or difficult, to detect design defects with the DC-10. Is the
..

science and the epidemiology of safety and health well:established enough

to rely on those techniques? Not yet. Maybe never with regard to some

substances.

The real benefit of regulation, I submit to you, is not how many
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bodies you save rom falling from benzene. This is the secret; the secret

is that-the benefit of regulation, is due to the leveraging effect the-

'change in signals that we give our industrial establishment to change the

way it produces products. That is the payoff. is a long-term payoff.

What we do with benzene will signal what industry does with toluene and

with xylene and with decane and frith other solvents. If we want, to

restructure the nature'e industrial production the signals have to be

strong.

Let me give you a'n example which will convince you. If you wanted to

calculate the record, give a report card g4de, which seems to be common

todaj, in government, to the Internal Revenue Service, you would not

calculate the fines it collected for the violation of the tax laws because

we know that people are inclined to fill out theii forms correctly out of

the fear of being audited. You never can measure what the payoff is. And

the payoff with regulation is the change in the industrial system. It's a

. .

10-year or 20-year payoff. It's not how many bodies are prevented from
ti

falling by.regufating benzene.

The cost-benefit comparison has been talked about in terms of how

difficult it is. Part,of the problem with a cost-benefit frameWork is you
4

don'task who Wins and who loSes. And that, like the concept of acceptable

risk, is a political decision. 'Yes', I believe agencies Should ,be made to

articulate what the nature of the trade-offs are. Yes, they dd that kind

of articulation.

I do not belieVe, because of the nature of the occupational health

problem, that we are regulating minnows and not whales. Problems emerge

r"

i. -
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because we happen to calculate excess cancer, excess disease. To qualify
4

for using scarce regulatory resources -it has to become such a prominent

problem that people can't ignore it any longer. We are not now regulating

the lagt 10 percent of the pollution problem as the economists would have

us believe.
JP

ik And I'll tell you something else. We are not trying to get the most

health for the bucks. And let me tell you wtpbt. ,Let me take an example

from another area. Let's take the delivery of power in the Northeast. The
A

forcing of a cost effective mandate upon the power agencies would demand

that you deliverthe cheapest electricity to the consumer. Now that

sounds wonderful. I really want to have the cheapest electricity. I mean,*

why would you ever not want to have the chea0est'electricity? Well, if

getting the cheapest electricity means you have occasional brownouts and,

blackouts in Harlem or on Fifth Avenue, then you aren't going to have those

blackouts, are you? No, because we sperdsome money to make sure that we

do not have events taking place that we will regret.

In fact, the operating rule in this area is minimizing the regret of

unwanted catastrophies, not maximi2ing the health benefit. Ladies and ..
o

gentlemen1 you've had the wool pulled over your eyes, by being asked to

accept the intuitively sensible rule that we maximize health benefits.:

That i; init what it's_ about. Besides, if you.wereto maximize the direct

payoff -- that is you have a list of 10 substances and you say, I'm going

( to do epidemiology, I'm going to do my calculations and-discover how

bodies I would save by resiulating these 10 substances and allocate

resources so I-can get the Most health, for the bucks, -- you don't Are

AN
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necessarily maximize the indirect payoff; remember, I said the real payoff

was leveraging: It doesn't iiiAter whether you maximize the direct payoff

from those ten standards -- that is, save people from benzene, from coke

ovens, from lead. What's important is whether lead and benzene and the

coke ovens give enough signals to industry across this country to reorder

its industrial process. And 'I Jot saying that in the kindest fashion. What .°

is sad, very sad, about the industrial response in this country is that we

are losing an Opportunity:Which is the development of new technology and
.

,process redesign.. Iave looked exteeiwely into regulation of the

. CheMiCal industry and have found that the regulations tha have occurred to

date have, indeed, stimulatednew technology. And the corporate vice-

presidents will tell you, off the record, yes, we have been abje to recoup,

yes we have devl'oped new technology, yes, we have ignored polymerization

in vinyl chloride, yes, we sold it at a profit.

I am not talking about add-on devices like stack-gas scrubbers. I am

talking about new process design. And I'm talking about the fact that the

tremendous finahcial effort that's gone into fight this issue politically

could be put Into redesigning technology and to make this nation regain

some of the technological lead it ha lost to Europe and Japan. 'We are in,

trouble in.this country, ladies and gen lemen. Not because of regulation;

,we Are in trouble because we have been complacent.too long. We have not

reex mined our industrial bases. The present'is concerned with innovation,

con erned with technological change.- And'yet -- the response seems' to be

"L t's fight the reguTat on," rather than to ask, "can't we begin to

redesign our capital equ pment and our production system that will solve
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the social problem," as an industrial leader should do. I see I'm being

pressured to close these comments and FrankGreer is-very persuasive but I(?

will make one more statement and that is, the Congressional bills in

Congress to require regulatory impact analysis, eventhose that are

motivated by "a pu're heart," are really misplaced. You cannot enter into

the cost-benefit Matrix how, good and large the leveragi ffect i s.

The benzene decision, if it goes for OSHA so that the cost-b efit,

decisibp is not required, will have repercusions that flow far beyond the

benzene question. The payoff of regulation is much broader than the

individual substance being regulatedNt.le cannot usea myopic technique,
-,

analytical economic technique, that was designed for building dams. Thank,
c

ybu.

(Applause) '/

\

MR. GREER: That was really an evellent prdsentation from everyone.
and

" I know you're weary but we did loft to let you' haye one'opportunity to

discuss this issue'if_there are any questibas.. i

. 0 , '4 t, 1

. MR. RIE) Anthony,Prince,',ttedlwo'rker's locai 65. I'd like to make
-

!-..c.
just abrief comment and-then ask the Aneiistt to. state their views on it.

..,

:

L've been sitting ^here li(ening, to
.

the discusqion. of the. cost-benefit

'analysis approach ,telfpr'odugtion2: And I began to think about the sla've
, . , . A .

1

erade0.00 years ago,'71bcause.some of the first cost efficiency experts who
4

, ,

,

.:. emerged came out 'Cif that-P6riod. They were able to
.

determine that they
,A..,

. . - ,

c'qurd introthe ,a s o r a v

A
e at"age :117 work him r.seven years -1 ike a

. ',,! , , , . -,.

-

.

,

iorkhorse a nd he would die an d you co uld.alwa s replace him fron the.

4 , '4.*

breeding farms, you know. And I think that it was a very, efficieef system

o

1.
4
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eft
that they had going there and it produced lot of benefits to soSety

theisensehat.for the first time, everyone in the world hadia cotton shirt

and a cotton pair of trousers, and the cotton trade and the slave trade was

9

the impetus for the development of British andAmerican industry.

But4somehow or other, society made the determinatiop that the cost did

not justify the benefit. And ere in 1979, I'm still able tobuy a

cotton shirt, I still can buy a cotton pair of trousers. And believe me;

sooner or later, society is going to.make the' determination, no matter what

efforts industry makes to attack science and to confuse society, they will

make the determination than they can produce the th'ngs that human beings,

need without having to Sacrifice the human beilgS hatconsume them. I'd

like yoU to comment on that.

(Applause)

MR. ASHFORD: There are dertafn -- there are ,two plys to concur with

what saying. One is that there are certain Values tha\are not
S

priced and there are certain risks that we jp t don't think are'fair

trades. And just so that I'm.not accused of eing bleeding heart liberal

who's concerned with workers, let-Metoss if back in-your lap. It's, very

simple. ItIsthe,Hafiloween apple problem. ,And that's all the

complications you need to realize.

*You send, your skids out onl4alloween., they come back with a bag full of
0

apples. Ohe-in 10,000 has a razor blade to it.' Now, you!ve got three

choices, you let your. kids eat the apples, you throw them all out, or You

si4 down-and nu do a cost-benefit analysis to decide -- no, I'm serious

_whether or not you toss it out.
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Now, let me tell you what enters into the cost-benefit analysis, the' ,

cost of the apple04the nutritional value that might not be covered by they

A

price, the probability of having a razor blade, the probability of cutting

your kid's lip, Vie Lost of corrective surgbry, the psycho - social costs

associated with disfigurement.

4.
'(Laughter)

,, .

'No, this is how you d'o it. This is how you do it. And when you sit

down and it's allover, it's absolutely irrational to throw the apples,

away. 'What do youdo? Y hrow the apples away. Are you irrational?

NO, you're not irrational, ou are minimizing the regret that you're going

tofeel if you go the other ay. Your kid can do without the apples, you

don't want him disfigured. nd that is what we are doing 'in regulation,.we

,are preventing people from bitfng into the apples that have razor, blades in

them.. And don't be fooled that-it's about anything else.

(Appaluse)

MR. KUSNETZ: glad you used that as an example, ecause what

we're saying, and the steelworker over here, incidentally, I'm glad that

'you.picked up on the point that I made and tried to make in my remarks, is

that society makes a,determinaon on what the relative costs are and that

determination and those valUet chan5from generation to generation, from
.-.

decade to decade and from year to year. It is not a single laboratory

investigator's.determination as to what thedeterMin nts should be. 112s

tall of us sitting here'and that's exactly the point I try to make. So for

reinforC''ng it, I thank you.

Nick,:we don't throw all the apples out-on the basis of the theory
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that there may be apples -- otherwise the whole apple tnastry would go to

hell and the nutritional val6e in the apples disappear., On the other hand,

.0.111g don't glibly hand apples or any other fruit to our children, whether
.

they may contain razor blades or arsenic or other materials without taking

certain precautions. Certain efforts and certain value judgments on how we

handle apples or anything else have to be made. And we don't have a

single, massive'rule to take over every possible instance and say,"all of

our activities are going to be found by that single rule. We think about

the situation.

I've had kids who've come home with aprles and othel- poison toys, and

if you recall in Houston a couple of years ago, using your Halloween

analogy, there was an instance where somebody put poisoned candy in the

Halloween bag. And this being Halloween season almost upon us,' maybe

that's appropriate, Nick. `Does that mean we shut the candy industry down?

Does that mean we'don't let our kids eat candy? Well, maybe we don't want

to let, them eat candy anywaY% but for other'reasons. But we think about

the why, we think. about the consequences, and we don't 'necessarily have/tb

:do thi's kind of detailed cost - benefit but we do.a forM of it.

And that's what I'm saying. We think about the consequences before we

act.

Fr.ank, if I have.a minute, I'd like to just correct something that's

been misstated twice by two of the Members of the panel over here, neither

of them, I think, were in on the issue when it came up; I was and so let me

f

just make a factual correction. That ithe vinyl chloride reference which

has been mentioned here a couple of times.

(''
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I was on the panel'and attended and participated in the first hearings.

that OSHA had on vinyl chloride in February 1974, when, within a matter of

weeks, the cases first broke at the B.F. Goodrich Company -- and Dr.

Johnson, I see is sitting in the audience and he can correct me on this.

L_The industry viewpoint and the statements then that were made were

that if the then rFoposed level of zero Or lowest feasible, which pre-

sented a constantly c anging, diminishing level, were enacted then the

e onomic consequences would be overwhelming: Whether that is so in the

ight of'what we know today, or not, I don't know. But when it came back

and was resolved at a part per million, none, I repeat, none of the major

cbrporations involved with vinyl chloride said it couldn't be done.

So while you may want to castigate some of the corporations', at least

castigate and use the record and the words with the right situation. Don't

take the words in one case and apply them to the other.

MR. LOWRY: Well, I guess my commentis that you've deliberately

chosen a substantially, emotionally- biased example. It's a common,

technique in these arguments, it sheds a lot of heat and very little light

on the problems Because there are lots.* examples where the trade-offs

are not between cotton shirts and slavery but the-trade-offs may be between

the flammability of .a cotton nighpo a kid wears and the

cancer-causing potential of t c .161 you've got to treat it with.

You can even find exampl that are biased completely the other way,

where maybe the benefit is a drug that saves lives and ~the risks of

producing it are very small. The problem is that you have to look at those

trade-offs, figure out what they are and make them. We are not yet,
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unfortunately, in an economy where we can supply everybody with everything.

Maybe some day we'll get there.

MR. WRENN: I think the thought.that your example provokes in my mind

is one of whether those members of society who are asked to, or forced to

bear the risks of decisions of others, have the opportunity to know fully

what the risks are that they're bearing and to particlipate in that decision

process.

And I think we heard earlie in this meeting and surely I will amplify

, the concerns for the fact that tilroughout much of American industry today,

even when they ask, even when they try to use the le%rage of their

collective bargaining agreement to gain access to the simple knowledge of

what is this chemical that I'm working with, tens of thousands and millions

of workers are denied, routinely denied access to that information.

2Now, that's not tb say that.no effiployers in this country act

differently. Many do. But NI do not. And the issue of the right to

know what the risk is and to make, some assessment on our own behalf as to

whether we bear that risk or ask others to join with us in helping reduce

it, is an important and too often missing element of the decision process

in this country today.
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I would also like tApsorrect the record on vinyl chloride, and you may

consult the publications because you're going to get a factual dispute

here. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration never published a

proposed Altulation to reduce worker exposure tovihyl chloride to zero.

The OcCupational Safety and Health Administration published a proposed

regulation to limit worker exposure to one part per million, in

parentheses, as low as feaible. Because at that time itwas deemed that

that was as low as could feasibly be'measured. But the regulation was

.always proposed in terms of one part per million and was finally issued

that way.

MR. KUSENTZ: That was subsequent to the Februgy hearings that that

finally came out. But the comments, again, I'm going to take the fact

question he7-7'''Ires in the record, Grover.

MR. GREER: I would invite everyone to write OSHA and.you can get a

copy of the record. I've read it too, Howard, and I think Grover's right.

Are there other comments? Because I think our time is basically up. I

want to take one opportunity, number one, to thank, all the participaflts.

It's been an excellent conference. -'I would invite your4comment. would
-.

invite your criticism or suggestions for the future in terms of doing these

conferences.

Let me take one moment, though, to express a concern. I was called

off the stage by Dr. Binghtm and she said to me, that, we've tried to work'

very closely with the American Industriafl Health Council, they've been

deeply concerned about the balance of this progra. And unfortunately,

there was a luncheon today. j,t was not an open forum or a part of this
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conference, nor were the issues that were raised in that luncheon raised

.here by the American Industrial Health Council. But instead there were

issues like the accusation that the cancer policy, which doesn't regulate
40

any substance, is going to cost American busines $100 billion. Now, that's

a figure that came out of a study that they proposed -- and was done --

tesed on industry figures. It was a study that I don't believe that one

journalist picked up on, about a year ago.

But that figure was brought up again and not here; but in a luncheon

sponsored by the American IndUstrial Health Council. And my f'ear is that

-- in the-field of Cost-benefit analysis -- exaggerated figures like'$100

billion for regulation that doesn't even regulate a substance, is really a

disservice to the debate that we're trying to carry on in this country to

protect worker health and safety.

So 1', sorry it happened, I hope we can continue fighting this battle

in the future. And we welcCee any input that any of you would offer the

\ Agency. Thank you.
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